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CONTINUING THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY TO
WAIVE THE TRADE ACT FREEDOM OF EMI-
GRATION PROVISIONS

MONDAY. JULY 27, 1981

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMI'rrEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE COMMIttEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Danforth
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth and Dole.
[The press release announcing this hearing follows:1

!Pra Resease No -1-1494 Senate Committee on Finance Juts 2, 1.?,I:

FINANCE SUGCOMMI-TrEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE To HOLD HEARING ON CON-
TINUING THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY TO WAIVE THE TRADE Ac-T FREEDOM OF
EMIGRATION PROVISIONS

The Honorable John Danforth R., Mo.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Inter-
national Trade of the Committee on Finance, today announced that the Subcommit-
tee will hold a public hearing on continuing the President's authority to waive the
application uf subsections (a) and (b) of section 402, the freedom of emigration
provision, of the Trade Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-618). The hearing will be held at
9:30 am., Monday, July 27, 1981, in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office
Building.

Chairman Danforth noted that on June 2, 1981, the President transmitted to the
Congress his recommendation, under section 402d5) of the Trade Act, that the
waiver authority be extended 12 months to July 3, 1982. This recommendation was
based on his determination under section 402(dK5) of the Trade Act that the exten-
sion of the waiver authority will substantially promote the objectives of freedom of
emigration in general and, in particular, in the cases of the Socialist Republic of
Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic and the People's Republic of China.

The Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic and the
People's Republic of China are the only nonmarket economy countries which have
been granted nondiscriminatory (most-favored-nation iMFN)) trade treatment under
the authority of the Trade Act of 1974, Chairman Danforth said.

The Chairman said that the President's recommendation on June 2, 1981, set in
motion a schedule of procedures by which the Congress may either terminate, by
adoption of a simple resolution in either House, or permit by inaction the extension
of the authority by which the President may waive the freedom of emigration
condition on MFN treatment. The waiver authority may be terminated generally or
with respect to particular countries. Congressional action to terminate the waiver
authority, if any, must occur on or before September 1, 1981, he said. After that
date, if Congress has taken no action, the waiver authority is automatically ex-
tended until July 3, 1982.

Requests to testify.--Chairman Danforth advised that witnesses desiring to testify
during this hearing must make their request to testify in writing to Robert Lighth-
izer, Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Build-
ing, Washington. D.C. 20510, not later than Friday, July 17, 1981. Witnesses will be
notified as soon as possible after this date as to whether they will be scheduled to
appear. If for some reason a witness is unable to appear at the time scheduled, he

(1)
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may file a written statement for the record of the hearing in lieu of a personal
appearance.

Consolidated testimony.-Chairman Danforth also stated that the Subcommittee
urges all witnesses who have a common position on the same general interest to
consolidate their testimony and designate a single spokesman to present the
common viewpoint orally to the Subcommittee. This procedure will enable the
Subcommittee to receive a wider expression of views than it might otherwise obtain.
Chairman Danforth urged very strongly that all witnesses exert a maximum effort
to consolidate and coordinate their statements.

Legislatitwe Reorganization Act.-Chairman Danforth also observed that the Legis-
lative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, and the rules of the Committee
require witnesses appearing before the Committees of Congress to file in advance
written statements of their proposed testimony and to limit oral presentations to
brief summaries of their arguments.

He stated that in light of this statute and the rules, and in view of the larve
number of witnesses who are likely to desire to appear before the Subcommittee in
the limited time available for the hearing, all witnesses who are scheduled to testify
must comply with the following rules:

1. All witnesses must include with their written statements a one-page sum-
mary of the principal points included in the statement.

2. The written statements must be typed on lettersize (not legal size paper
and at least 100 copies must be delivered to Room 2227 of the Dirksen Senate
Office Building not later than the close of business on Friday, July 17, 1980.

3. Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Subcommittee,
but are to confine their oral presentations to a summary of the points included
in the statement.

4. No more than 5 minutes will be allowed for the oral summary.
Witnesses who fail to comply with these rules will forfeit their privilege to testify.
Written statements. -Witnesses who are not scheduled to make an oral presenta-

tion, and others who desire to present their views to the Subcommittee, are urged to
prepare a written statement for submission and inclusion in the printed record of
the hearing. These written statements should be submitted to Robert Lighthizer,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 of the Dirksen Senate Office
Building not later than Monday, August 10, 1981.

Senator DANFORTH. The Subcommittee on International Trade
will receive testimony on continuing the President's general au-
thority to waive application of the freedom of emigration provisions
of section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974, as well as continuation of
the exercise of that authority with respect to Romania, Hungary,
and the People's Republic of China.

These three countries are the only countries to receive most
favored nation treatment under the Trade Act and continuation of
the waivers with respect to them is necessary if they are to contin-
ue to receive such treatment.

For the record, I should like to submit a letter I recently sent to
Ambassador Ionescu on the subject of Romanian emigration poli-
cies.

Since assuming the chairmanship of this subcommittee, I have
become increasingly aware of the significant problems faced byindividuals wishing to leave Romania.

Since February, I have met on separate occasions with Ambassa-
dor Ionescu and former Ambassador Bogdan. I have written a
dozen letters to Romanian authorities expressing my concern with
Romanian emigration policies and have forwarded the names of
nearly 700 individuals apparently desirous of leaving that country.

To date, I understand that less than one half of the individuals
on my initial list have been granted permission to leave, and new
names are being added to the list of applicants on a daily basis.

One recent estimate of the backlog of applicants stated that 350
individuals who applied prior to 1981 are still awaiting approval to
leave Romania.
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Of these, 112 have been waiting for more than 1 year.
In addition, there were approximately 177 new applicants be-

tween January 1 and June 2 of this year whose applications had
not been acted upon as of June 2.

This would leave the total backlog of applicants as of the begin-
ning of June at 527.

Now, we have this morning some 16 witnesses. There is only one
way we can get through this list of witnesses in an expeditious
fashion and that is to hold you strictly to the 5-minute rule.

I would hope that all witnesses would be able to complete their
statements within 5 minutes.

The first witnesses are John D. Scanlan, William Escoube, James
Murphy, and William Morris.

Mr. SCANLAN.

STATEMENTS OF JOHN D. SCANLAN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC.
RETARY OF STATE FOR EUROPEAN AFFAIRS; WILLIAM ES.
COUBE, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF EAST-WEST ECONOMIC
POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY; JAMES MURPHY,
DEPUTY ASSISTANT U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE; AND WIL.
LIAM MORRIS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR
TRADE DEVELOPMENT
Mr. SCANLAN. Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement which

I will read very fast. I hope it won't run over 5 minutes.
I am pleased to have the opportunity to join a panel of adminis-

tration witnesses testifying on the President's recommendation to
further extend his waiver authority under section 402 of the Trade
Act of 1974, and to continue specific waivers, permitting most
favored nation treatment for Romania, Hungary, and China.

My testimony will deal with the waivers for Romania and Hun-
gary.

I would like to begin, Mr. Chairman, by placing the President's
recommendation to continue MFN treatment for Romania and
Hungary in the context of" our overall view of Eastern Europe and
our policy toward that region.

In looking at Eastern Europe today, we see signs of increasing
economic, social, and even political diversities.

Differences of history, geography, and culture seemingly sub-
merged when a common ideology was imposed at the end of World
War II, have strongly reasserted themselves.

It is inaccurate and misleading to consider Eastern Europe as a
monolithic block.

We also see the countries of Eastern Europe faced with the most
difficult economic period since reconstruction following World War
II.

In the period ahead, manpower and energy constraints will slow
industrial growth, agricultural production will continue to lag
behind consumer demand, and large hard currency debts will drain
capital resources.

These economic problems will be an important force for change
in economic reform in the region.

The U.S. policy toward Eastern Europe seeks to take account of
the diversity and the forces of change at work in that region.
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While recognizing the political and geographical realities of the
area, we seek to conduct our relations with each country in East-
ern Europe on thier own merits and not as a function of U.S.
relations with any third country.

We have sought and will continue to seek improved relations
with the countries of Eastern Europe to the extent to which indi-
vidual Eastern European governments demonstrate both the desire
and the ability to reciprocate our interest in improved relations.

At the same time, we also expect that the governments of those
countries which desire the benefits of improved relations with the
United States, particularly in the economic area, will plan a con-
structive role in Europe and elsewhere.

We are also mindful of the basic disagreements which we have
with the governments of Eastern Europe on a wide range of ques-
tions dealing with political, economic, and social freedoms.

In considering further improvements in our relations with the
countries of Eastern Europe we will give careful attention to indi-
cations that the governments of Eastern Europe are sensitive to
the aspirations of their peoples and seek to fulfill their commit-
ments under the provisions of the Helsinki Final Act.

Let me now turn to Romania and Hungary.
Although a member of the Warsaw Pact, Romania pursues an

independent foreign policy. We do not always share Romania's
views, but we regard Romania as a serious actor on the interna-
tional scene.

Romania has played an active and important role in the Madrid
meeting of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe,
and in its relations with both the Arab countries and Israel, in the
Middle East.

On developments in Poland, Romania has taken the constructive
position that the Polish people and leadership should determine
themselves the course their nation will follow.

This administration has already begun a high level dialog with
Romania.

In May, President Reagan and Secretary Haig met with Foreign
Minister Andre, in Washington, and Secretary Baldrige traveled to
Bucharest for the United States and Romanian Joint Economic
Commission meeting and met with President Ceausescu.

Secretary Haig underlined to Minister Andre, our recognition of
Romania's special position in Eastern Europe and support for the
principle of self-determination.

He also emphasized that Romania's responsiveness to United
States concerns on immigration and humanitarian issues would
contribute to the further development of our relations.

Of direct relevance to today's hearing is Romania's performance
on immigration and whether the continuation of a waiver permit-
ting MFN tariff treatment for Romania will substantially promote
freer immigration.

The statistics on immigration clearly support continuation of the
waiver. Immigration from Romania has increased substantially
since the waiver has been in effect.

In 1980, more than 2,800 persons immigrated from Romania to
the United States. This is seven times the pre-MFN level of immi-
gration and. almost twice the 1979 level.
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Statistics for the first half year of 1981 show a continued high
level of immigration.

It is also significant that over time, almost all of the immigration
cases on the list which we present quarterly to the Romanian
Government are eventually approved, if not as quickly as we would
like.

In spite of this progress, immigration procedures remain compli-
cated and lengthy, although we have no evidence of a tightening of
procedures.

These cumbersome procedures are not unique to immigration.
Other aspects of daily life to Romania's highly centralized Commu-
nist system are equally burdened with bureaucratic redtape.

We have urged the Romanians, in their own interest, to stream-
line immigration procedures, but we are dealing with the problem
of an entire system, not just one part of it.

We view the immigration issue to be a continuing one with
which we engage in discussions with Romanian authorities on a
week in and week out basis throughout the year as each case or
group of cases arise.

We believe the Romanians look on the matter in a similar light.
We are also aware of the particular interest of many Members of

Congress and the question of immigration to Israel.
I believe that it is important to keep this question in perspective.

The Jewish community, in Romania today, is small and numbers
less than 50,000. It is the remnant of a post-World War II Jewish
population of 450,000, most of whom have already immigrated to
Israel.

Many of the remaining Romanian Jews are elderly. Others may
have jobs or family ties. Some may not wish to immigrate.

We have continued to make clear to the Romanian authorities
that we are interested in immigration to Israel. In keeping with
the request of this committee, we have carefully followed the im-
plementation of the Joint Understanding on Immigration to Israel,
reached 2 years ago, between the Romanian Government and
major American Jewish organizations.

While this understanding has not resulted in a marked increase
in immigration to Israel, it has provided a system for monitoring
immigration to Israel and a basis for a continuing dialog between
the Romanian Government and the major American Jewish organi-
zations.

We believe that the joint understanding is a positive example of
the Romanian Government's willingness to engage not only the
U.S. Government, but also private American organizations in a
dialog on human rights issues.

As the President's recommendation ",o Congress states, we be-
lieve that continued MFN treatment will create the framework of
mutual interest which will permit further progress, not only in the
area of immigration, but also a broad range of other humanitarian
problems.

Before completing my comments on Romania, Ii would also like
to note that this year, the President has decided to renew the
United States and Romania agreement on trade relations for a
third, 3-year term.
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My colleague from the Department of Commerce can provide
greater detail on the United States and Romania trade relation-
ship, but I would like to point out that during the life of this
agreement, the United States has become Romania's third most
important trading partner with two-way trade, totaling more than
$1 billion.

The trade agreement is also an important symbol of the desire of
both countries to place their political and economic relations on a
more stable and longer term basis.

Turning to Hungary, I am pleased to note that in our bilateral
relations, we are continuing to build upon the momentum generat-
ed by the return of the Crown of St. Steven and the signing of the
agreement on trade relations in 1978.

Our relations with Hungary are characterized by an ability to
discuss issues in an open and constructive fashion.

Working within the framework of the Helsinki Final Act, the
United States and Hungary have sought to expand the bilateral
relationship in economic, cultural, and humanitarian areas.

There continues to be a steady flow of important private and
official visitors to and from Hungary. Particularly noteworthy in
this regard has been a series of visits by distinguished religious
leaders and a recent congressional delegation, headed by Chairman
Price of the House Armed Services Committee.

Hungary's performance on immigration continues to be positive.
It is important to keep in mind that the demand to immigrate from
Hungary, with its relatively high living standards and relative
relaxed internal conditions, is not great.

Although Hungary's immigration laws ostensibly is restrictive, it
is applied with considerable flexibility and approximately *90 per-
cent of applications for purposes of reunification with close rela-
tives are approved without undue difficulty.

The number of problem cases is small, and with reapplications
and some persistence, these cases are usually resolved.

We periodically present the Hungarian Government lists of prob-
lem cases and urge the resolution on humanitarian grounds.

As with Romania, MFN treatment, MFN tariff treatment is a
fundamental component of our overall relations with Hungary.

Since the reciprocal extension of MFN treatment and the conclu-
sion of the agreement on trade relations in 1978, United States-
Hungarian trade has expanded and diversified.

Again, my Department of Commerce colleagues can provide more
details on these commercial developments.

Because of the central role of trade and MFN in our overall
relations with Hungary, the administration strongly supports the
extension of the agreement on trade relations and the continuation
of Hungary's MFN status.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Do the rest of you gentlemen have statements to make or submit

for the record?
Mr. MURPHY. We will submit our statements for the record, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. MORRIS. Yes.
Mr. ESCOUBE. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFOaRTH. Thank you very much.
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Let me ask you this about the Romanian situation. It is true, is it
not, that fairly lengthy lists of names have been submitted to
authorities in Romania of people who presumably do want to leave
that country, and that they in fact have not left that country; they
are still in Romania.

It may be that there are fewer people wanting to leave than
there were 5 or more years ago. But, there still are known individ-
uals of substantial numbers who want to leave Romania and they
have not been permitted to leave Romania; isn't that so?

Mr. SCANLAN. That is true. The lists, of course, are always turn-
ing over. The process is, we believe, too lengthy a process, and we
continue to make that representation to the Romanian Govern-
ment.

Senator DANFORTH. The point is that it is simply not correct to
say, well, there aren't any people around who want to leave any
more.

Mr. SCANLAN. No; it isn't so. We haven't said that. What we are
saying is there is a continuing desire on the part of many people to
leave Romania. These lists continue. They continue to work on the
lists. The process takes longer than we would like.

Senator DANFORTH. Some people have been on the list for a year
or more, haven't they?

Mr. SCANLAN. It is not unusual, 12 to 15 months.
Senator DANFORTH. Some even 2 years.
Mr. SCANLAN. There are such cases; yes.
Senator DANFORTH. Isn't this something more than just the slow

workings of bureaucracy?
Mr. SCANLAN. I suspect there are cases that are much more

difficult to resolve than some. We believe that we have been lead-
ing, helping to lead Romania into a posture of more open immigra-
tion, but we are not fully satisfied. We wouldn't be fully satisfied.
We won't be fully satisfied with Romania or any country until
immigration is totally free.

I mean, that is our goal. But, we believe that Romania has been
making progress toward that goal, although not as rapidly as we
would like.

Senator DANFORTH. Isn't it true that the immigration of Rorna-
nian Jews to Israel is slowing down rather than speeding up?

Mr. SCANLAN. Well, you have to qualify that statement. In pro-
portion to the number of Jews in Romania, we believe that the rate
of immigration to Israel is about the same this year as it was last
year.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, compared to say 5 years ago, it is my
understanding the rate it is about 20 percent of what it was then.

Mr. SCANLAN. There again, in proportion to the numbers that we
are aware of that want to leave, we think the flow is about the
same.

Senator DANFORTH. It is my understanding that Romanian immi-
gration to Western Germany and the United States is stable or
perhaps up, but with respect to Israel it is substantially down.

Mr. SCANLAN. That is true. Of course, the pool of potential immi-
grants to the United States is a relatively constant possibly in-
creasing pool.
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The pool of potential immigrants to Israel is a diminishing pool
and that has an effect on that.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you believe that Romanian emigration
policy was more relaxed, looser, before MFN was granted than
after it was granted?

Mr. SCANLAN. No; we have no evidence to that effect. Our evi-
dence is to the contrary, that immigration has improved since the
granting of MFN.

It is how these policies are applied in practice more than the
policies themselves I suspect.

Policies are rooted, as I have stated, in bureaucratic practices.
Senator DANFORTH. That is right. I think that the only test, and

this has been said before at these hearings, the only test is per-
formance, not some statement of intentions.

Mr. SCANLAN. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. I will amend my question. As far as perform-

ance is concerned, isn't it so that the performance was better
before MFN was granted than after?

Mr. SCANLAN. No; with regard to immigration to the United
States, performance is markedly better than before MFN was
granted.

With regard to immigration to Israel, the total numbers may be
down slightly, but again, you have to look at the proportion of
immigration with respect to the pool of potential immigrants.
There is a difference of opinion there.

We are not fully satisfied with this. We are not sure that lack of
MFN or failure to extend MFN would improve the situation. We
think that is really the point at issue here.

Senator DANFORTH. I am still not sure that I undertand the
administration's view of what is happening.

Is it the administration's position that Romania is making a good
faith effort to process emigration requests and to allow people who
want to leave the country to leave the country or instead, is Roma-
nia thwarting the efforts of people who want to leave the country
to leave the country?

Mr. SCANLAN. It is our view that in a majority of cases, the
Romanian Government is making a good faith effort within the
workings of its very rigid, slow moving, bureaucratic system.

I think I have pointed out clearly that immigration to the United
States has made a very substantial improvement. While there are
these cases, as you pointed out, there are a lot of cases that are
moving a lot more slowly than we would like.

But we are able to make representations to them and we are
able, in most cases, to move those cases forward, although it takes
a lot longer than we would like.

Senator DANFORTH. Could we be doing a better job, do you think?
Mr. SCANLAN. I don't know. I ain not sure I understand how we

could. We do make very frequent representations to them.
- I visited Romania in mid-February. I was then posted in Bel-
grade. I knew I was coming back to this job, so I visited all the
posts I would be responsible for. In my 8 hours or 10 hours in
Romania, I spent about at least an hour on the subject of immigra-
tion, both the general topic and specific cases that we were making
representations on.
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I think that is typical. Every time we have high level contacts
with the Romanians, we make a point. Our embassy there is con-
stantly working on this. I think they understand how we feel about
that.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
(The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN D. SCANLAN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR EUROPEAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity to ,oin a panel of Adminis-
tration witnesses testifying on the President's recommendation to further extend his
waiver authority under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 and to continue specific
waivers permitting Most Favored Nation (MFN) treatment for Romania, Hungary
and China. My testimony will deal with the waivers for Romania and Hungary,
while my State Department colleague Mr. Armacost will address the waiver for
China.

I would like to begin, Mr. Chairman, by placing the President's recommendation
to continue MFN treatment for Romania and Hungary in the context of our overall
view of Eastern Europe and our policy toward that region. In looking at Eastern
Europe today, we see signs of increasing economic, social, and even political diversi-
ty. Differences of history, geography, and culture, seemingly submerged when a
common ideology was imposed at the end of World War II, have strongly reasserted
themselves. In 1981, it is no longer possible to consider Eastern Europe as a
monolithic bloc.

We also see the countries of Eastern Europe faced with the most difficult econom-
ic period since reconstruction following World War II. In the period ahead, manpow-
er and energy constraints will slow industrial growth, agricultural production will
continue to lag behind consumer demand, and large hard currency debts will drain
capital resources. These economic problems will be an important force for change
and economic reform in the region.

United States policy towards Eastern Europe seeks to take account of the diversi-
ty and the forces of change at work in the region. While recognizing the political
and geographic realities of the area, we seek to conduct our relations with each
country in Eastern Europe on their own merits, and not as a function of U.S.
relations with any third country. We have sought and will continue to seek im-
proved relations with the countries of Eastern Europe to the extent to which
individual Eastern European governments demonstrate both the desire and the
ability to reciprocate our interest in improved relations. At the same time, we also
expect that the governments of those countries which desire the benefits of im-
proved relations with the United States, particularly in the economic area, will play
a constructive role in Europe and elsewhere.

We are also mindful of the basic disagreements which we have with the govern-
ments of Eastern Europe on a wide range of questions dealing with political,
economic, and social freedoms. In considering further improvements in our relations
with the countries of Eastern Europe, we will give careful attention to indications
that the governments of Eastern Europe are sensitive to the aspirations of their
peoples and seek to fulfill their commitments under the povisions of the Helsinki
Final Act. Let me now turn to Romania and Hungary.

Over the past year, Romania has continued to maintain its distinctive independ-
ent posture within the Warsaw Pact. We do not always share Romania's views, but
we regard Romania as a serious actor on the international scene. Romania has
played an active and important role at the Madrid meeting of the Commission on
Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) and in its relations with both the Arab
countries and Israel in the Middle East. On developments in Poland, Romania has
taken the constructive position that the Polish people and leadership should deter-
mine themselves the course their nation will follow. This Administration has al-
ready begun a high-level dialogue with Romania. In May, President Reagan and
Secretary Haig met with Foreign Minister Andrei in Washington, and Secretary
Baldrige traveled to Bucharest for the U.S-Romanian Joint Economic Commission
meeting and met with President Ceausescu. Secretary Haig underlined to Minister
Anelrei our recognition of Romania's special position in Eastern Europe and support
for the principle of self-determination. He also emphasized that Romania's res on-
siveness to U.S. concerns on emigration and humanitarian issues would contribute
to the further development of our relations.

Of direct relevance to today's hearing is Romania, performance on emigration
and whether the continuation of a waiver permitting MFN tariff treatment for
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Romania will substantially promote freer emigration. The statistics on emigration
clearly support continuation of the waiver. Emigration from Romania has increased
substantially since the waiver has been in effect. In 1980, more than 2,800 persons
emigrated from Romania to the United States. This is seven times the pre-MFN
level of emigration and almost twice the 1979 level. Statistics for the first half year
of 1981 show a continued high level of emigration. It is also significant that, over
time, almost all of the emigration cases on the list which we present quarterly to
the Romanian Government are approved.

In spite of this progress, emigration procedures remain complicated and lengthy,
although we have no evidence of a tightening of procedures. These cumbersome
procedures are not unique to emigration. Other aspects of daily life in Romania's
highly centralized communist system are equally burdened with bureaucratic red
tape. We have urged the Romanians-in their own interest-to streamline emigra-
tion procedures, but we are dealing with a problem of an entire system, not just one
part of it. We view the emigration issue to be a continuing one with which we
engage in discussions with Romanian authorities on a week in week out basis
throughout the year as each case or group of cases arise. We believe the Romanians
look on the matter in a similar light.

We are also aware of the particular interest of many members of Congress in the
question of emigration to Israel. I believe that it is important to keep this question
in perspective. The Jewish community in Romania today is small and numbers less
than 50,000. It is the remnant of a post-World War II Jewish population of 450,000,
most of whom have already emigrated to Israel. Many of the remaining Romanian
Jews are elderly; others may have jobs or family ties; some may not wish to
emigrate.

We have continued to make clear to the Romanian authorities that we are
interested in emigration to Israel. In keeping with the request of this committee, we
have carefully followed the implementation of the "joint understanding" on emigra-
tion to Israel reached two years ago between the Romanian Government and major
American Jewish organizations. While this understanding has not resulted in a
marked increase in emigration to Israel, it has provided a system for monitoring
emigration to Israel and a basis for a continuing dialogue between the Romanian
Government and the major American Jewish organizations. We believe that the
joint understanding is a positive example of the Romanian Government's willing-
ness to engage not only the U.S. Government but also private American organiza-
tions in a dialogue on human rights issues. As the President's recommendation to
Congress states, we believe that continued MFN treatment will create the frame-
work of mutual interest which will permit further progress not only in the area of
emigration but also a broad range of other humanitarian problems.

Before completing my comments on Romania, I would also like to note that this
year the President has decided to renew the U.S.-Romanian Agreement on Trade

ations for a third three year term. My colleague from the Department of Com-
merce will provide greater detail on the U.S. Romanian trade relationship, but I
would like to point out that during the life of this agreement the United States has
become Romania's third most important trading partner with two-way trade total-
ling more than one billion dollars. The Trade Agreement is also an important
symbol of the desire of both countries to place their political and economic relations
on a more stable and longer term basis.

Turning to Hungary, I am pleased to note that, in our bilateral relations, we are
continuing to build upon the momentum generated b the return of the Crown of
St. Stephen and the signing of the Agreement on lrade Relations in 1978. Our
relations with Hungary are characterized by an ability to discuss issues in an open
and constructive fashion. Working within the framework of the Helsinki Final Act,
the United States and Hungary have sought to expand the bilateral relationship in
the economic, cultural, and humanitarian areas. There continues to be a steady flow
of important private and official visitors to and from Hungary. Particularly note-
worthy in this regard has been a series of visits by distinguished religious leaders
and a recent Congressional delegation headed by Chairman Price of the House
Armed Services Committee.

Hungary's performance on emigration continues to be positive. It is important to
keep in mind that the demand to emigrate from Hungary-with its relatively high
living standards and relatively relaxed internal conditions-is not great. Although
Hungry's emigration law is ostensibly restrictive, it is applied with considerable
flexiblity, and approximately ninety percent of applications for purposes of reunifi-
cation with close relatives are approved without undue difficulty. The number of
problem cases is small, and with reapplications and some persistence, these cases
are usually resolved.
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We periodically present the Hungarian Government with lists of problem cases
and urge their resolutiorron humanitarian grounds.

As with Romania, MFN tariff treatment is a fundamental component of our
overall relations with Hungary. Since the reciprocal extension of MFN treatment
and the conclusion of the Agreement on Trade Relations in 1978, U.S.-Hungarian
trade has expanded and diversified. Again, my Department of Commerce colleague
will provide more details on these commercial developments. Because of the central
role of trade and MFN in our overall relations with Hungary, the Administration
strongly supports the extension of the Agreement on Trade Releations and the
continuation of Hungary's MFN status.

ANNUAL ROMANIAN EMIGRATION-1971-81

Federal
Year United Israe Re K a oSGates ermay

19 7 1 ...................................................................................... ..................................... . . ..... 3 6 2 1 ,9 00 ..................
19 7 2 ................................... ............... ......................................................................... .............. 3 4 8 ' 3,0 00 ..................
19 73 .................... ............................................................................ ....................... .......... ....... 4 6 9 4 ,0 0 0 ..................
19 74 ................................................................................................................. .......................... 4 0 7 ' 3,7 0 0 ......... .......
19 75 ........................................................ ................................ ................................................. 89 0 ' 2,00 0 4 ,0 8 5
19 76 ...................... .............................. ................................................................. ................. 1,0 2 1 1 ,9 8 9 2 ,72 0
19 77 ....................................................................... ........ .................................... ...... ...... ........ 1, 2 40 1 ,3 3 4 9 ,23 7
19 78 ........................................................................................................................................... 1, 6 66 1,14 0 9 ,8 27
19 79 .................................................... ................ .................................................................... 1, 5 5 2 9 7 6 7 ,9 5 7
19 80 .......................................................................................... ........................... ............... 2,8 86 1,06 1 12,9 46
198 1 (January-June) .............................................................................................................. 1,269 308 3,436

Total (1971-80) ............................................ 10,841 21,100 46,775
Average (1971-80) ................................................................................................. .. .... 1,084 2,100 2 7796

'Approximate.2Average 1975-80.

Annual Hungarian emigration, 1976-81

Year: vWo,
19 76 ............................................................................................................................. 127
19 7 7 ........................................................ .................................................................... 9 8
19 7 8 ............................................................................................................................. 12 5
19 7 9 ............................................................................................................................. 9 5
19 8 0 ............................................................................................................................. 14 6

Immigrant visas issued by U.S. Embassy, Bucharest.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL H. ARMACOST, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EAST
ASIAN AND PACIFIC AFFAIRS

Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to testify before this subcommittee as
part of an Administration panel supporting the President's recommendations to
extend his general waiver authority under Section 402 (c) of the Trade Act and to
continue specific waivers permitting most favored nation (MFN) treatment for
China, Romania, and Hungary. My testimony will address the waiver for China,
while my colleague Mr. Scanlan will testify on the waivers for Romania and
Hungary.

Since the normalization of diplomatic relations in January 1979, our trade with
the People's Republic of China has flourished. The US-China Trade Agreement
which took effect a little more than one year after normalization has contributed
sugnificantly to this progress. The agreement is the basis for friendly trade rela-
tions, not only establishing reciprocal non-discriminatory tariff status, but also
fostering the principle of customary international trade practices between countries
of two different conomic philosophies. The agreement has fostered improvements in
areas such as the establishment of business offices, conciliation and arbitration of
trade disputes, protection of patents, trademarks, and copyrights, and settlement of
market disruption problems. The ties of trade constitute a large and important
component of our relationship the framework and the Trade Agreement has sup-
plied the framework for those ties.
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Recent trade figures illustrate the growing importance of China as an export
market for the United States. Our trade with China more than doubled during the
first year of the the Trade Agreement, and first quarter trade figures for 1981 are
even better with US exports to China up 53 percent over the same period last year.
These figures also reveal that China is now our third largest export market in East
Asia, behind Japan and South Korea, and our thirteenth largest market worldwide.
The Chinese now buy two-thirds of all our polyuretanane exports, one out of every
seven bales of cotton produced in the US, and more of most caterories of synthetic
fiber exports than any other country. Almost 12 million acres of US farmland are
now planted for the China market. The US market share in China has increased
dramatically, from 11.8 percent of Chinese imports in 1979 to 20.3 percent of an
even large market in 1980. In return we buy from the Chinese a wide range of light
manufactured goods and an increasing variety of strategic metals and other re-
sources.

However, as China's trade base expands and its economic readjustment policies
take hold, the level of its international trade may grow more slowly over the next
several years. For the United States, these changes, along with the leveling off of
that initial spurt of trade growth which followed normalization, may result in a
slower growth rate for US-China trade. Yet, while the rate of expansion may be
decreasing, the absolute volume of trade-measured in billions of dollars-is in-
creasing. Bilateral trade should remain in our favor despite anticipated faster
growth in Chinese exports to the U.S.

A stable and expanding trade and investment relationship between the US and
China contributes to strong cooperative ties across the board. Such ties are a key
component in China's plans to modernize its economy with the help of Western
goods and ideas. And, in the long run, a secure, stable and economically healthy
China is an essential element for peace and stability in Asia.

China's determination to carry out its modernization plan with Western support
has been accompanied by liberalization in the areas of emigration and human
rights. In recent years, the Chinese government has significantly relaxed restric-
tions on travel and emigration to foreign countries by Chinese citizens. There are
now approximately 6,000 Chinese students, scholars, and researchers in the United
States. In addition, our posts in China last year issued about 6500 business visas to
Chinese citizens. There business visitors no doubt contributed significantly to the
growth of trade between the two nations.

Beijing has also moved to facilitate emigration by Chinese citizens to the U.S. In
recent years the Chinese have simplified exit permit procedures. The two U.S.
diplomatic and consular posts in China which issue immigrant visas now have some
10,000 proved petitions on file. This represents emigration approval for about
25,000 hnese citizens.

In addition, figures from Hong Kong indicate that arrivals with legal exit permis-
sion from China are now running at 55,000 per year. This number has been declin-
ing in recent years, largely due to pressure from the Hong Kong authorities on the
Chinese government to reduce the flow of new immigrants to the overcrowded
colony.

China's commitment to more liberal emigration was underlined by its signing in
September, 1980, of a bilateral consular convention with the United States. In an
exchange of notes accompanying the convention, we agreed to facilitate travel
between our respective countries of people considered to have claims to dual nation-
ality and to facilitate family reunification.

This is not to assert that there are no barriers to emigration by Chinese citizens.
China, like any less developed country, is concerned about a potential brain drain.
Local officials have on occasion apparently been reluctant to issue passports to some
persons whose emigration might create gaps in modernization efforts. This appears
to be at local initiative. There is, however, no evidence that China has inhibited the
emigration of those with legitimate family ties abroad, although many encounter
delays in obtaining their passports and exit permits. We are optimistic that the
situation will improve as Chinese officials gain ex rience with emigration proce-
dures and as their backlog of applications is reduce.

For the foreseeable future, the major obstacle to increased immigration from
China to the U.S. will be our own immigration law, which places an annual
limitation on the number of preference-category immigrants from each country-As
previously noted, our posts in China already have 25,000 applicants awaiting immi-
grant visas from the U.S. Hong Kong and other posts throughout the world have
thousands more potential immigrants registered against the China quota. In May,
1981, applications for fifth preference admission (siblings of U.S. citizens) from
China stretched back to November 15, 1976. In addition, almost 44 percent of non-
immigrant visa applications in China are refused, most often because the applicant
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is unable to overcome the presumption of being an intending immigrant as required
by section 214(b) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

Trade is a fundamental component of China's modernization strategy and its
opening to the West. Mutual benefit and Most Favored Nation treatment in all
aspects of our trading relations are vital to continued expansion of all our bilateral
ties. The Administration strongly supports the continuation of MFN status for
China as critical to our foreign policy interests.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. CORNELi, DxPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR TRADE AND
INVESTMENT PouicY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

I welcome this opportunity to testify on behalf of the Treasury Department in
support of an extension of the President's authority to waive the requirements of
section 402 of the Trade Act for another year. A renewal of the waiver authority
will permit the bilateral trade agreements the United States has with Romania,
Hungary and China to remain in force and thus allow for the continued extension
to these countries of most favored nation (MFN) tariff treatment and official export
credits.

The Administration believes that U.S. economic and foreign policy objectives will
be advanced by an extension of the President's waiver authority. Access to U.S.
markets-on the same terms as those granted to other nations-will assist these
countries in earning the foreign exchange necessary to purchase U.S. goods, thereby
stimulating U.S. exports as well as providing U.S. consumers and industries with a
wider range of choice in the U.S. market. This is consistent with our overall
national interest and supports the Administration's basic committment to open
markets. It also recognizes that trade is of necessity a two-way street and that we
cannot expect to export to nations while restricting their exports to the U.S. The
future potential for U.S. exports to these markets is substantial. The extension of
MFN status will assist the development of two-way trade, to our mutual benefit,
while denial of the waiver-without good reason-would set back the substantial
progress we have already made. During the past year, our economic and political
relations with Romania, Hungary and China continued to improve. My remarks
today will focus on developments in our economic relations; my State Department
colleagues will discuss emigration practices in these countries as well as matters of
political interest.

ROMANIA

Since the entry into force of the United States-Romania Trade Agreement in 1975,
the U.S. has supported Romania's evolving economic independence by encouraging
bilateral trade, maintaining high level government to government exchanges, and
expanding a broad range of commercial activities. In general, our economic rela-
tions with Romania have been satisfactory and of benefit to the United States. A
continuation of the bilateral trade agreement will continue to encourage Romania's
independence.

Romania has been a good customer for U.S. exports-both agricultural and manu-
factured goods-and also a reliable supplier of petroleum related products. United
States-Romanian trade has grown more than three-fold since the Trade Agreement
entered into force. In 1975, bilateral trade turnover totaled only $332 million. Lastyear it grew to a record $1 billion, with a surplus of $300 million in favor of the
United States. This surplus was largely attributable to U.S. agricultural sales.

The availability of officially supported export financing from the Export-Import
Bank and the Commodity Credit Corporation has been an important feature in
United States-Romanian trade. Both programs have been instrumental in making
U.S. exporters more competitive, increasing the U.S. share of the Romanian market
and helping the United States balance of payments position. During the past year,
however, the use of CCC guarantees has waned, due to high interest rates prevailing
in the United States. In fiscal year 1981, the Commodity Credit Corporation author-
ized $50 million in credit guarantees for the purchase of soybeans. The Romanians
did not take up these credits, which carry market rates of interest.

Credits extended by the Export-Import Bank provided more attractive interest
rates and were used by the Romanians to support purchases from U.S. suppliers.
Over the last nine years, the Eximbank has authorized $255 million in financing for
Romania to support an estimated $391 million in U.S. exports. Currently, the
Romanians have access to two lines of credit totalling $80 million. The first is a
general credit line valued at $50 million to support small and medium size projects.
The second is a $30 million line to support individual purchases from U.S. suppliers.
The renewal of the waiver will allow Romania continued access to these credits.

84-209 0-81--2
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Romania's import needs are likely to continue to exceed its export earnings for
some time. U.S. government credits, as well as IMF loans and credits from the
private market, will have to finance a large portion of Romania's trade with the

est. At the end of 1980, Romania's outstanding hard currency debt was $10 billion.
About half of the debt is owed to private Western banks. Roughly 3 percent is owed
to U.S. banks. While the Romanians have been able to service all of their debt
obligations, efforts are now underway to slow and eventually reduce the growth of
the debt to somewhat more manageable levels. Their current effort seeks improved
management of the domestic economy and a reduction in the trade deficit.

In order to continue to finance its trade deficit with the United States, Romania
must increase its hard currency exports. Although MFN status itself offers Romania
the greatest potential for exports to the U.S., its status as a beneficiary of GSP also
increases its ability to earn hard currency. In 1980, Romania sent $85.3 million in
exports to the U.S. under the GSP program. Its eligibility would cease if MFN were
not renewed.

The continuation of trade with Romania on a nondiscriminatory basis, will pro-
mote the continued development of mutually beneficial economic ties.

HUNGARY

Hungary has a clear interest in becoming an active participant in the interna-
tional economic system. Already, over 40 percent of its national income is tied to
foreign trade and almost half of that trade is with the West. Hungary is a member
of GATT, has become a signatory to many of the MTN codes and has excellent
access to the private capital market. In addition, the gradual move to convertibility
of Hungary's currency, planned to occur over the next few years, will link the
country more closely to the world economy. If its plans succeed, Hungary will be the
first Communist country to achieve international currency convertibility.

Hungary's interest in expanding hard currency exports is a major factor in its
drive to improve relations with the United States and Western Europe. Since the
conclusion of the U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreement in 1978, overall bilateral trade
has increased onlyv modestly, from $166 million in that year to $187 million in 1980,
but we expect U.S.-Hungarian trade to increase steadily over the years.

In the interest of expanding our exports to Hungary, the Eximbank approved a
$10 million line of credit to the Hungarians in 1979 for the purchase of U.S. capital
equipment and services. Hungary thus far has used $3.0 million from that credit
line. In fiscal year 1980, the Commodity Credit Corporation announced a $15 million
credit line to Hungary, but this offer was withdrawn when the Hungarians indicat-
ed that they did not intend to draw on it. They recently have paid cash for their
purchase of agricultural commodities partly to avoid high U.S. interest rates.

The Hungarians have pressed for slow and stable economic growth in order to
bring their current account into balance and slow the growth of foreign indebted- -
ness. Following the oil price increases of the early 1970's, they incurred large trade
deficits with the West, and financed these with heavy borrowing. By subsequently
reducing investment and consumption, the government has been able to cut the rate
of import growth and reverse these trends. As a result, Hungary's current account
moved dramatically from a $1 billion deficit in 1979 into near balance in 1980. Hard
currency borrowing fell in 1980. Hungary's net hard currency debt at the end of
that year was about $8 billion, almost 90 percent of which is owed to private
Western banks including roughly 10 percent owed to U.S. banks. The Hungarians
continue to have excellent access to private capital markets, recent economic re-
forms and the program of austerity have renewed the financial community's confi-
dence in their ability to manage their economy and foreign debt.

While for reasons of prudent economic management, the Hungarian leadership
has made minimal use of our official financing programs in 1981, we believe that
continued access t3 these sources of financing is important to future U.S.-Hungarian
trade, because it can help U.S. exporters penetrate the Hungarian market. An
extension of the existing waiver will make possible the continued availability of
these credits and help in maintaining the overall reciprocity of economic benefits.

CHINA

Since February 1980, when China was granted MFN tariff treatment, both coun-
tries have benefited significantly from increased trade ties. In 1978, two-way trade.
was approximately $1.2 billion; by year-end 1981 it is expected to reach $6 billion.
The U.S. has enjoyed a substantial surplus in its trade with China; this surplus
reached $2.7 billion in 1980. We expect trade between our two countries to continue
to expand.
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The expansion of trade ties is only one aspect of our growing economic relation-
shi ith China. Last fall, the U.S.-China Joint Economic Committee, chaired on the

side by the Secretary of the Treasury, met in Washington to review the broad
range of bilateral economic issues. Specific areas which were addressed included
finance, investment, trade policy issues, business facilitation and major projects. In
addition, bilateral agreements were signed on textiles, civil aviation, maritime, and
consular affairs. Given the rapid expansion of commercial and industrial ties, we
have proposed to the Chinese the establishment of another joint commission, which
would be chaired by Commerce Secretary Baldridge, to focus more specifically on
commercial matters such as business facilitation, trade promotion and major capital
investment projects.

In the last twelve months, we also have signed agreements with China pertaining
to grain, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), and most recently
Eximbank. The Eximbank agreements-overall operating and loan agreements-
were concluded in May 1981 and provide the framework for U.S. Eximbank lendin
to China. Eximbank is currently considering requests for the financing of $75
million worth of U.S. exports relating to turbine generators and boiler components.
Although China also has access to agricultural credits, it has not formally requested
the use of Commodity Credit Corporation guarantees.

We have also seen expanded cooperation in the field of facilitate cooperation in
this area, the Trade and Development Program (TDP) of the International Develop-
ment Cooperation Agency has been especially active by helping to finance technical
exhanges. Treasury tax officials met with the Chinese last fall and this past spring
to discuss tax issues of mutual interest, particularly China's new joint venture
income tax law and U.S. foreign tax credit policy. American banks have continued
to expand financial relations with their counterparts in Beijing and we are pleased
that in March the Bank of China applied to the Comptroller of the Currency for a
license to establish a branch office in New York City.

On the whoje China's financial situation is considered fairly healthy. The current
economic retrenchment in China illustrates its leaders' intention to achieve modern-
ization in a prudent and manageable way. Over the last two years, China has had
access to approximately $30 billion in Western lines of credit, only a small portion
of which have been drawn upon. Recently released figures indicate that Beijing
estimated at the end of 1980 its total debt outstanding to $3.4 billion. With foreign
exchange and gold reserves estimated at $6 billion and a debt service ratio of only
about 7 percent, Beijing can continue to maintain a strong external financial
position.

China has emerged over the last two years as an active participant in the
international trade and financial arena. At the same time, the United States has
greatly expanded the entire range of its economic ties with China. We feel that
extension of the President's waiver authority is essential for the continued growth
of this bilateral economic and political relationship, from which both sides benefit.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE WILLIAM H. MORRIs, JR., ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE FOR TRADE DEVELOPMENT, BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNA-
TIONAL TRADE OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, JULY 27, 1981

Mr: Chairman, it is a privilege to appear before this subcommittee today to speak
in support of the President's recommendations to extend his general waiver authori-
ty under Section 402(c) of the Trade Act and the specific waivers for Romania,
Hungary and China under Section 402(dX5) of the Act.

Extension of the waivers permits continuation of Most-Favored-Nation (MFN)
tariff treatment for these countries for 12 months and promotes the objectives of
Section 402 of the Trade Act regarding freedom of emigration. It will allow us to
derive the maximum benefits from our bilateral trade agreements with these coun-
tries. Extension of the Waivers will demonstrate also our continuing support for the
development of bilateral trade and the strengthening of our overall economic and
political relations with Romania, Hungary and China. In my testimony I will
discuss how the granting of MFN has spurred the development of those relations
and expanded trade with these countries and why it should be continued.

I would also like to speak about the Presidents determination renewing both the
U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement and the U.S.-Hunqarian Trade Agreement. Sec-
tion 405 of the Trade Act limits trade agreements with non-market economy coun-
tries to three-year terms. The Trade Agreements with Romania and Hungary have
oprated successfully during the past three years and have benefited U.S. business.
They are the cornerstones of our economic and commercial relations with these
countries. We will explain the President's determination that a satisfactory balance
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of concessions in trade and services has beem maintained during the life of both
Trade Agreements as required by Section 405(bXl) of the Trade Act.

At this point, I wish to state for the record that the Department of Commerce
fully endorses the veiws on emigration expressed here today by my colleague from
the Department of State.

THE U.S.-ROMANIAN TRADE AGREEMENT AND ITS BENEFITS

In 1978, the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement was renewed for 3 years when the
President determined, under Section 405(bXl) of the Trade Act, that a satisfactory
balance of concessions in trade and services had existed between 1975-1978. We
contend that the same trade concessions and benefits have continued between the
two countries during the past 3 years.

The Trade Agreement has given an important impetus to U.S.-Romanian econom-
ic relations over the past three years by providing for the continued mutual exten-
sion of MFN tariff treatment and by maintaining the positive atmosphere for the
development of bilateral trade that has existed since 1975. The Agreement has led
to a steady expansion of trade (see Table 1) which is explained more fully in the
section on "U.S.-Romanian Trade Trends."

The Trade Agreement's business facilitation provisions have benefited U.S. busi-
ness and provided an incentive for U.S. firms to do business in Romania. The
Agreement does the following:

(1) Permits the establishement and operation of business representations in each
other's territory and encourages the development of appropriate services and facili-
ties supporting the commercial activity of those representations.

During the past three years the number of U.S. firms with representation
offices in Romania has grown and now numbers 32. Some have their own
offices, others act through their European subsidiaries, and still others through
another U.S. firm acting as their agent. For the most part these firms have
secured office space centrally located to their needs and have.obtained the
services necessary to operate efficiently their offices, including the employment
of local Romanian personnel.

(2) Allows foreign emloyees of firms doing business in each other's territory to
reside therein and obtain appropriate housing and services.

Several U.S. firms are currently doing business or carrying out specific proj-
ects in Romania with resident U.S. or other non-Romanian employees. Satisfac-
tory housing and services have been provided to these employees in recent
years. Where problems have developed in this regard, we have been successful
in working with the Romanian authorities to solve them. For example, bilateral
negotiations held in condjunction with the recently concluded Seventh Session
of the Joint American-Romanian Economic Commission resulted in clarification
of policies and procedures affecting U.S. businessmen operating in Romania, as
well as discussions regarding measures being undertaken by the Romanian
Government to assist U.S. businessmen in Romania.

(3) Permits foreign firms to deal directly with buyers and end-users of their
products for purposes of sales promotion and servicing and provides for assistance in
gaining access to appropriate governmental officials in each country.

During the past three years access for U.S. firms, both operating in Romania
and new-to-market, to Romanian end-users and research and design institutes,
as well as to foreign trade organizations and industrial centrals, has improved.
Also, high-level Romanian officials have shown a willingness to meet often with
representatives of U.S. firms and frequently have helped resolve trade prob,
lems.

(4) Provides for access by firms and economic organizations of both parties to
information concerning markets and services of each other's economy. -

The Romanian Government, through the Romanian Chamber of Commerce,
has provided in recent years an increased amount of information and data in
English on its economy and foreign trade system. A compilation of Romania's
foreign trade laws; a foreign businessman's guide to doing business in Romania;
lists, addresses and phone numbers of foreign trade organizations and industrial
centrals; and statistics on the Romanian economy are all examples of informa-
tion published by Romania within the last three years.

The safeguard provisions in the Trade Agreement provide a range of remedies for
dealing with disruptive imports. Such flexibility includes the right to call for consul-
tations with the Romanian Government and its economic organizations and to
restrain imports from Romania unilaterally. I am pleased to report that it has not
been necessary to use these special provisions.

In 1976-1977, the U.S. became concerned about the increasing number of Roma-
nian wool and man-made fiber suit exports to the United States. Acting under the
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GA'' multifiber arrangement the U.S. consulted with Romanian authorities and in
early- 1977, a four-year, bilateral agreement establishing orderly growth in Roma-
nian exports to the United States of wool and man-made fiber textiles and apparel
was signed with an effective date of January 1, 1977. This agreement was renewed
beginning on April 1, 1981, for a four-year period. Romanian cotton textiles and
apparel exports to the U.S. remain subject to the levels of the pre-existing cotton
textile and apparel agreement which was renewed in January 1978 for a 5-year
period. Under both agreements several negotiations have taken place over the past
3 years during which apparel import quota levels have been adjusted to the satisfac-
tion of both sides.

The Trade Agreement's industrial property rights provisions provide that both
sides shall accord national treatment to each other's nationals, firms, companies
and economic organizations with respect to industrial rights and processes. In
response to the concerns of U.S. chemical companies about possible discriminatory
provisions of Romania's patent law regarding chemical compounds, a working group
on patent law issues met in conjunction with the Seventh Session of the Joint
Economic Commission. The Romanian Government representative indicated that
Romania is drafting a new patent law to reflect its obligation to provide national
treatment for industrial property as well as changed conditions regarding interna-
tional practice in the protection of chemical compounds. the Romanians also said
that U.S. companies encountering specific patent problems may deal directly with
the Romanian State Office of Inventions and Trademarks.

The Trade Agreement calls upon the Joint American-Romanian Economic Com-
mission to review the Agreement's operation, which it did at its recently concluded
Seventh Session, noting in particular the expansion of bilateral trade over the past
three years.

In sum, both sides have adhered to the provisions of the Trade Agreement.
Romania and the U.S. have given reciprocal MFN to each other's products with the
result that trade has grown impressively. Also, Romania has provided benefits to
U.S. firms through the business facilitation provisions of the Agreement. It has not
been necessary to exercise the safeguard provisions of the Trade Agreement because
Romania and the U.S. have been able to preempt market disruption issues through
informal discussion and bilateral agreement.

The President also determined that reductions in U.S. tariffs and nontariff bar-
riers to trade resulting from multilateral negotiations have been satisfactorily recip-
rocated by Romania. The U.S. concluded a satisfactory agreement with Romania in

-1979 within the context of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN). Romania_
agreed to undertake certain measures designed to facilitate the conduct of business
transactions in Romania and result in increased U.S. exports to Romania, while the
U.S. agreed to certain tariff concessions for Romania worth nearly $9 million.

UNITED STATES-ROMANIAN TRADE TRENDS

Two-way trade with Romania reached a record high of $1.03 billion in 1980,
continuing the steady growth rate that has characterized our trade since 1970.
Trade has more than doubled since 1977 (see Table 1). Of last year's total trade,
$720.2 million or 69.7 percent was U.S. exports for a U.S. trade surplus of $408
million. Total trade for the first five months of.this year is $566.4 million, well
ahead of last year's figure of $407.4 million for the same period. U.S. exports for five
months are at $331.8 million, which is $44.2 million ahead of last year's rate for the
same period, and comprise nearly 60 percent of total trade for this period. The U.S.
trade surplus for this five month period is $97.2 million (see Table 2).

The growth in U.S. exports in 1980 was dominated by Romanian purchases of
agricultural commodities, which grew from $42 million in 1978 to $339 million last
year. Mineral fuels, especially coal, also rose substantially. Exports of machine
and equipment in 1980 recovered from a notable decline between 1978 and 1979,
leaving them roughly even over the three year period. The principal U.S. manufac-
tured exports to Romania in 1980 were airplanes and spare parts, drilling and
boring equipment, metal-cutting machines, computer parts, hydraulic cranes, and
parts for steam turbines. Overall non-agricultural exports grew from $61 million in
1977 to $132 million in 1980 (see Table 3).

At $312 million in 1980, U.S. imports from Romania fell by 5 percent for the
second straight year, but still remained well above the 1977 level of $233 million.
Naphthas remain the single largest import, but the decrease in value of such oil
product shipments accounts for much of the decline in U.S. imports from Romania
over the 1978-1980 period. Imports of railroad car kits and parts, steel plate and
some light industry products (carpets, furniture, footwear end glass) continued to
grow moderately in 1980 (see Table 4).
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In contrast to the other industrialized Western countries, the U.S. position has
improved dramatically in the past three years. Of the five leading Western traders
(France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and the U.S.), the U.S. had the smallest trade
surplus ($26 million) in 1977. By 1980 the U.S. had the largest surplus with Rominia
($408 million), and, more significantly, was the partner to register continued growth
in its surplus.

EFFECT OF MFN ON UNITED STATES-ROMAINIAN TRADE

Romania went from Column II tariff treatment to nondiscriminatory tariff treat-
ment in August of 1975, and then, with respect to a limited number of commodities,
to preferential tariff status under GSP commencing in January 1976. The principal
effect of granting MFN and GSP to Romania has been a rapid growth and develop-
ment in our trade. The United States has become Romania's second leading trade
partner in the West, after West Germany.

In 1980, two of the top four Romanian exports to the U.S. (petroleum products,
including naphthas, and canned hams), which accounted for 20.5 percent of total
exports, were unaffected by MFN tariff status. On the other hand, some of the top
ten U.S. imports, such as textiles and footwear, were affected by the lower MFN
tariff rates and are in areas where U.S. industry is sensitive to foreign imports.
Romania, however, accounts for an extremely small percentage of total U.S. imports
in any of these categories. Furthermore, whenever potential market disruption
questions have arisen in recent years, they have been resolved through either
.informal consultations or bilateral agreements by which Romania's exports were
either restrained or established at mutually agreed upon levels.

As a developing country, Romania has made use of the Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) program. In 1980, Romania exported to the U.S. approximately
$85 million in products which were eligible for GSP. Of the top ten U.S. imports
from Romania two benefited from GSP treatment: railroad cars and parts.

STATUS OF TRADE RELATIONS WITH ROMANIA

The expansion of our commercial relations in recent years can be attributed, in
part, to the efforts of both governments to create a sound framework and favorable
atmosphere for the development of trade and economic cooperation.

The United States has taken a number of steps designed to expand U.S. exports to
Romania. Since November 1971, Romania has been eligible for trade financing
programs of the Export-Import Bank of the United States (except for a short period
of suspended activity from January 1975 to August 1975). Similarly, since 1970 the
Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) has played an important role in the export of
U.S. agricultural commodities to Romania.

Romania has made continuing efforts to integrate its economy in the world
economic system and to make its foreign trade system responsive to Western busi-
ness needs. Romania in currently a member of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the World Bank
(IBRD). Participation in these and other international economic organizations has
helped to facilitate Romania's efforts to deversify its trade outside of the COMECON
countries. In 1980, appoximately 60 percent of Romania's trade was with non-
communist nations.

Romania also has passed progressive legislation which allows foreign equity own-
ership in joint companies with Romanian partners and which permits U.9. and
other Western firms to open representation offices in Romania. At present 32 U.S.
firms or their European subsidiaries have representation offices in Romania.

Our two governments have taken important measures to expand trade and im-
prove economic relations. First, the Joint American-Romanian Economic Commis-
sion has met annually to review our bilateral economic and commercial relations
and to discuss and resolve trade problems. Since its founding in 1973, the Commis-
sion's work has been supported by numerous meetings of experts, working groups,
and working level visits by trade officials of both countries.

The Commission recently met for its Seventh Session in Bucharest (May 14-15)
and was co-chaired by Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige and Romanian
Deputy Prime Minister Cornel Burtica. The Commission discussed in detail a wide
range of issues affecting out economic/commercial relations. In conjunction with
the Commission meeeting five commercial agreements/contracts were signed:

Shaffer Grinding Company and the Romanian Foreign Trade Organization
(FTO) MASINEXPORTIMPORT: agreement to make grinding machines in Ro-
mania and establish a plant and marketing arm in the U.S.;
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GE and the Romanian FTo ROMENERGO: cooperation agreement for the
joint manufacture and sale in third markets of turbine generators for power
stations;

3-M Co. and the Romanian FlO TEHNOIMPORTEXPORT: contract to sell 3-
M video-tapes in exchange for Romanian furniture;

Lancaster Colony Division of Pitman-Dreitzer Co. and the Romanian FTo
ROMSIT: long-term agreement to purchase Romanian glassware;

Vitco Co. and the Romanian FTO NAVLOMAR: contract to provide shipping
services for Vitco's importation into the U.S. of Romanian glass, wood, and steel
products.

High level economic visits have continued between the two countries, the most
recent of which was Commerce Secretary Baldrige's May 1981 visit to Romania.

Both governments strongly support the work of the Romanian-U.S. Economic
Council, which is facilitating increased contact between U.S. firms and Romanian
companies and economic organizations and is helping to develop further our trade
relations. The Council will next meet on November 5-6 in Houston, Texas. We look
forward to the Council's important and continuing efforts to expand commerce
between our two countries.

THE UNITED STATES-HUNGARIAN TRADE AGREEMENT AND ITS BENEFITS

Under Section 405(bXl) of the Trade Act the President hasdetermined that a
satisfactory balance of concessions in trade and services has been maintained during
the initial three-year life of the Trade Agreement. This means that benefits result-
ing from policy concessions by the U.S. or Hungary under the Trade Agreement
have been reasonably comparable although they need not have been similar in
character.

By providing for reciprocal extension of MFN tariff treatment the U.S.-Hungarian
Trade Agreement has led to increased bilateral trade and improved relations be-
tween the U.S. and Hungary during the past three years. Trade has expanded in
both directions since the Trade Agreement went into effect in 1978 (see Table 5),
and a favorable setting has been created in which to further develop commercial
contact between U.S. firms and Hungarian companies and economic organizations.
The expansion of bilateral trade is explained more fully in the section below on.
"U.S.-Hungarian Trade Trends."

Even more important than trade expansion is the solid foundation for future
bilateral trade and cooperation that the provisions of the Trade Agreement have
helped to establish. In the area of business facilitation, the Trade Agreement:

(1) Permits the establishment and operation of business representations in each
other's territory and encourages the development of appropriate services and facili-
ties su porting the commercial activity of those representatives.

During the past three years two U.S. companies-Dow Chemical and the First
National City Bank of Minneapolis-have obtained adequate office space and
services, including telecommunications facilities and local Hungarian personnel.
Where problems have arisen in establishing these facilities, the Hungarian
government generally has been responsive. Other American companies also
have indicated an interest in setting up representation in Hungary in the
future.

(2) Provides for the publication and availability of economic and commercial
information for use by companies and organizations on both sides to promote trade.

The Hungarian government has been one of the most forthcoming in Eastern
Europe regarding the availability of economic and commercial information,
which is disseminated fairly freely in English language newspapers, journals
and specialized economic publications.

(3) Permits and encourages companies from each side to deal directly with buyers,
users, and suppliers in the other country for trade promotion purposes and to
exchange technical and economic information relevant to a specific transaction.

Access for U.S. businessmen to Hungarian suppliers, as well as to foreign
trade organizations and end-users, has improved in the past three years. Visits
to Hungarian enterprises and plants often provide useful information to U.S.
business representatives. Hungarian commercial representatives and managers
respond quite freely to specific questions.

(4) Allows foreign employees of firms doing business in each other's territory to
reside therein and obtain appropriate housing.

A number of U.S. firms are currently doing business or carrying out specific
projects in Hungary with resident U.S. or other non-Hungarian employees.

tSatifctory housing and services have been provided to these employees in
recent years. Where problems have developed in this regard, we have been
successful in working with Hungarian authorities to solve them.
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(5) Permits both governments to establish and operate commercial offices in the
other country.

In 1980 the U.S. Government opened a Commercial Development Center in
the American Embassy in Budapest, which provides a variety of facilities and
services to businessmen on both sides. In addition, the Hungarian Government
has established in Chicago a branch of its New York Commercial Office.

The Trade Agreement also contains provisions relating to resolution of problems
resulting from disruptive imports. Should such problems arise, either side may call
for consultations and may unilaterally restrain the disruptive imports. In the case
of Hungary it has not been necessary to invoke these measures, since U.S. safe-
guards applicable to all imports have been adequate.

Since 1978 only two anti-dumping or market disruption complaints have been
levied against imports from Hungary.

An anti-dumping complaint was made in 1978 against household incandescent
light bulbs from Hungary. The International Trade Commission (ITC) determined
that the imports were not causing, nor would they threaten to cause, injury to U.S.
industry.

In March 1981 an anti-dumping complaint was brought against trailer axles from
Hungary. To date, the ITC has made a preliminary determination of injury and the
Department of Commerce is proceeding with its investigation of less-than-fair-value
sales. Both agencies' final determinations are expected early in 1982.

The President also determined that reductions in U.S. tariffs and nontariff bar-
riers to trade resulting from multilateral negotiations have been satisfactorily recip-
rocated by Hungary. In 1979, the U.S. and Hungary agreed to tariff reductions
covering $26 million worth of goods, $20 million of which involved U.S. exports.
Agreement was also reached on certain nontariff barriers to trade, including an
important Hungarian concession on the elimination of its quota on imported con-
sumer goods.

UNITED STATES-HUNGARIAN TRADE TRENDS

U.S.-Hungarian trade reached a total of $186.5 million in 1980, according to
official U.S. Government trade data. Of last year's total, $79.0 million were U.S.
exports and $107.5 million were U.S. imports (see Table 5). Total trade for the first
five months of this year is $90.9 million and could exceed $200 million by the end of
the year.

According to U.S. Census Bureau figures, in 1979 and 1980 the U.S. incurred
deficits with Hungary of $35 million and $28 million, respectively. The reasons for
these deficits are complex and due only in part to the granting of Most-Favored-
Nation tariff treatment to Hungary. Since 1978, Hungarian products indeed have
become more competitive in the U.S. market, but other factors help to explain this
trade deficit, including:

A decline in Hungarian purchases of agricultural products during the past
several years due to relatively good crop years in Hungary and a shift to
alternative, less expensive, suppliers, such as Brazil;

Hungary's overall trade policy in 1979 to reduce hard-currency imports while
stressing exports to the same markets;

Several U.S.-Hungarian industrial cooperation projects in Hungary which
came on stream during the past two years generated increased exports to the
U.S. in 1979 and 1980. For example, tractor and motor vehicle parts-the top
ranking U.S. manufactured import from Hungary for both years-led the
import advance with $23.2 million in 1979 and $25.6 million in 1980. These sales
are largely a result of cooperation projects between Hungarian enterprises and
International Harvester, Steiger Tractor, and Eaton Corporation.

Additionally, significant discrepancies exist between official U.S. and Hungarian
trade figures (see Table 5). According to official Hungarian data, in 1979 U.S.-
Hungarian trade totalled $272 million, with a $42 million surplus for the U.S. The
same data show that in 1980, two-way trade reached $364 million, with a U.S.
surplus of $118 million.

Documentation provided by the Hungarian Ministry uf Foreign Trade indicates
that the discrepancies involve certain U.S. exports-principally soybeans, cotton,
cattle hides, and superphosphates-that are transshipped through third countries to
Hungary. This documentation, which consists of U.S. certificates of origin and bills
of lading, suggests that the above categories of U.S. exports are not being recorded
in U.S. Census Bureau data. These discrepancies were discussed during the 1979,and
1980 meetings of the U.S.-Hungarian Joint Economic and Commercial Com iitt.
Pursuant to these discussions, both sides have been working together so that infor-
mation contained in the Hungarian documentation is adequately reflected in U.S.
Customs documents, from which official U.S. trade data is compiled.
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We are confident that the long-term prospects for expanded and diversified trade
are real and are beginning to become evident. This confidence also is supported by
the signing of three new joint ventures between U.S. and Hungarian firms in 1980,
and by the success of U.S-- firms participation in the Commerce Department-spon-
sored exhibit at the Budapest Spring Fair in May.

EFFECT OF MFN ON UNITED STATES-HUNGARIAN TRADE

The most important effect of MFN has been to normalize U.S.-Hungarian trade
relations and to lay a foundation for future growth. Diversification in the composi-
tion of our trade is evidence that our overall trade relationship is healthy and
growing. U.S. firms have indicated that since the signing of the Trade Agreement
new doors have opened which can only lead to a strong, lasting and beneficial trade
relationship to both countries. For example, this past March a Hungarian trade
delegation traveled throughout the midwestern United States to explore the possi-
bilities for cooperation with U.S. firms in several fields. The delegation stressed that
our reputation for superiority in machine-building, electronics, automotives, and a
number of other fields was an important consideration in its decision to seek
partners in the United States. As Hungarian firms and industrial ministries learn
more about American products and technology, and our own firms become better
acquainted with the needs of the Hungarian market, exports should expand at a
more rapid pace.

STATUS OF TRADE RELATIONS WITH HUNGARY

Since the signing of the U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreement in 1978, both countries
have worked to create a favorable climate for the development of trade and coopera-
tion between our countries. The record shows that substantial progress has been
made toward normalizing our economic and commercial relations.

The institutional framework between the two countries has been of significant
value in advancing our relations. The U.S.-Hungarian Joint Economic and Commer-
cial Committee was established in March 1978. 1 co-chaired the third session of the
Committee, in Budapest last month. The frank and open discussions that were held
illustrated the cooperative and friendly spirit with which the Hungarians view our
commercial relationship. The significant progress which was achieved in resolving
most of the outstanding issues on our bilateral trade relationship is proof of the
valuable role the Committee plays in providing a link between our two governments
in the commercial field.

Furthermore, our two countries have maintained a continuing dialog on a broad
range of political, economic and cultural issues. This has been especially true
regarding economic and commercial matters through the frequent visits to both
countries by high-level government officials and working-level commercial delega-
tions, as well as by U.S. Congressional leaders concerned with trade issues. The
most recent of these was my May visit to Hungary, during which our bilateral
economic and commercial relations were reviewed with senior Hungarian officials,
including Deputy Prime Minister Marjai, Minister of Foreign Trade Veress, and
State Secretary of Industry Juhasz. On behalf of Secretary Baldrige, I extended an
invitation to Minister Veress to visit the United States.

In the private sector we have supported the work of the Hungarian-U.S. Economic
Council in facilitating increased contact between U.S. firms and Hungarian enter-
prises and economic organizations. The Council last met in Houston in October 1980
and is planning to meet again in Budapest this fall. The Council continues to make
an important contribution to the expansion of commerce between our two countries.

The presence of American firms in Hungary also has increased since 1978. Two
U.S. companies have opened representation offices in Hungary to facilitate sales of
goods and services and to develop cooperation activities. Other American firms
representing a cross-section of U. industry are establishing and maintaining a
broad commercial presence as they continue to enter into sales, cooperation and
joint venture agreements. For example, three joint venture agreements between
U.S. and Hungarian firms were concluded in 1980. From this presence an expanded
and diversified U.S.-Hungarian trade relationship is expected to develop.

UNITED STATES-HUNGARIAN PATENT ISSUES

The protection of industrial property rights of U.S. agricultural chemical manu-
facturers is an issue in our commercial relations with Hungary. Specifically, the
National Agricultural Chemicals Association (NACA) and certain of its member
companies are concerned about (1) delays in obtaining patent protection in Hungary
due to the filing of oppositions by Hungarian parties and (2) resolution of a commer-
cial dispute between one NACA member company, FMC Corporation, and Hungar-
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ian parties, who are alleged to be shipping products to Brazil in violation of the U.S.
firm s patent there.

The Departments of Commerce and State and the American Embassy in Budapest
have worked closely with the NACA and the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Trade
in order to assure fair treatment for U.S. companies. This year, as in the two
previous year, patent issues were discussed at the Joint Committee meeting. Most
companies are satisfied with progress to date, and with the cooperation of Hungar-
ian authorities. In cooperation with the NACA, we will continue to monitor develop-
ments closely and will support U.S. firms in their efforts to receive protection for
their property rights. We will continue to use the U.S.-Hungarian Joint Economic
and Commercial Committee mechanism to advance the interests of American com-
anies in this area. Later this week I will go to Hungary to facilitate negotiations

between FMC and Hungarian parties regarding protection of FMC's industrial
property rights in Brazil.

UNITED STATES-PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA TRADE TRENDS

Since diplomatic relations were normalized in 1979, two-way trade has expanded
at a rapid rate. Bilateral trade which doubled between 1978 and 1979, more than
doubled again in 1980 to reach $4.8 billion. Of this, $3.75 billion was U.S. exports
(see Table 9). Our $2.7 billion trade surplus was the fourth largest surplus in any of
our trading relationships around the world. First quarter trade figures for 1981
show that two-way trade with China is up almost 60 percent over the same period
last year, making China our third largest export market in East Asia. U.S. exports
to China are up almost 53 percent over the same period in 1980, and China now
ranks among our top 13 export markets in the world.

The pace of bilateral trade during the first five months of this year dispels the
notion that U.S.-PRC trade peaked in 1980. U.S. exports to the PRC rose to $1.65
billion between January and May 1981, resulting in a trade surplus of about $944
million (See Table 9). Total two-way trade during this period was approximately
$2.35 billion, affirming the Commerce Department's estimate that bilateral trade
will reach $6 billion by the end of the year. Looking further ahead, we see two-way
trade of at least $10 billion in 1984.

Although U.S. exports to the PRC are predominantly agricultural commodities,
the share of non-agricultural goods in total trade is increasing. By 1980, non-.
agricultural products had risen to 41 percent of U.S. exports to the PRC as com-
pared with 30 percent in 1978. Leading U.S. exports to the PRC include wheat,
cotton, corn, man-made fibers, synthetic resins and technical instruments (see-Table
10). Leading U.S. imports from the PRC include petroleum products, ores, textile
and apparel, and other light manufactures (see Table 11).

This phenomenal expansison has occurred during a period of difficult economic
readjustment for China. Despite current Chinese retrenchment policies, we expect
bilateral trade to continue to grow at a healthy but substantially slower pace during
1981-1985, with opportunities shifting from large capital intensive projects to prior-
ity areas such as agriculture, transportation, energy, communications, and light
industry.

EFFECT OF MFN ON UNITED STATES-PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA TRADE

During the seventeen months that MFN has been in effect, both exports and
imports have increased at remarkable rates.-S6 far,-the U.S. has consistently export-
ed more to China than we have imported from China. Since MFN status was
extended to China in February 1980, the ratio of U.S. exports to China to imports
from China has remained about 3 to 1. With the entry into force of the U.S.-China
Trade Agreement, however, substantial reductions were made in the tariff levels
applied to imports from China. Since that time Chinese exports to the U.S. have
grown considerably. Recently, imports from the PRC have been increasing at a
taster rate than U.S. exports to China. During the first five months of 1981, imports
from China totalled $709 million, representing 98 percent increase over the same
period in 1980, while U.S. exports to the PRC totalled $1.65 million, up 32 percent
over the same period last year. Despite the difference in growth, we still have a
healthy surplus in our trade account, and we expect this surplus to be on the order
of $2.3 billion for 1981.

in 1980, of the 15 leading U.S. imports from China, only two (woolen floor
coverings and knit sweaters) appear to have been substantially affected by lower
MFN tariff rates. Imports of these categories comprise only about 6 percent of total
U.S. imports from China. However, in expanding its exports to the U.S., China has
concentrated on light manufacturing industries, some of which are considered to be
economically sensitive domestically. As China has re-entered the U.S. market after
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a fairly lengthy absence, the strong Chinese performance in these sectors has caused
concern.

In these cases we believe that bilateral agreements, as in the case of textiles, and
existing import protection mechanisms, including escape clause, antidumping, and
countervailing duty statutes, are adequate to meet specific problems.

STATUS OF COMMERCIAL RELATIONS WITH THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Since the U.S.-PRC Trade Agreement entered into force in February 1980, our two
governments have made substantial progress toward normalizing commercial and
economic relations.

A host of commercial agreements have been concluded to facilitate trade in the
areas of agriculture, aviation, maritime affairs and textiles. We continue to develop
wide ranging exchanges in science and technology which will pave the way for
increased U.S. exports of technical equipment and instruments.

We have completed successful negotiations which will provide a foundation for
American investment in China as well as facilitate U.S. exports. Since November
1980, the U.S. Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) has offered insur-
ance and guarantee programs for U.S. firms doing business in China. To date,
twenty-two companies have applied for OPIC coverage for operations in China, but
most of the investments are in preliminary stages of negotiation. On May 8 the U.S.
Export Import Bank and the Bank of China negotiated a memorandum of under-
standing on financing procedures and a loan agreement, thereby allowing Exim to
move forward on several preliminary commitments for major U.S. projects in China.

Efficient utilization of American technology has been advanced by the exchange
of technical expertise and the training of Chinese managers.

On June 15, the National Center for Industrial Science and Technology Manage-
ment Development in Dalian, China, began its second session. This is a joint effort
by the Department of Commerce and several Chinese institutions to provide inten-
sive training in American scientific and technical enterprise management theories
to Chinese managers, university professors and senior Chinese government officials.
In addition to this program, hundreds of Chinese delegations-most concerned with
trade, science and scholarship-have visited the United States. Nearly 500 Ameri-
can scholars are now studying, teaching or doing research in China and some 6,000
Chinese are engaged in similar pursuits in the U.S.

We are also completing the institutional framework for bilateral trade develop-
ment. On June 4, Secretary Baldrige announced that the President would propose to
the Chinese Government the formation of a new joint commission to deal exclusive-
ly with trade and commercial matters. Secretary Haig formally made this proposal
to the Chinese on June 16 in Beijing. The Joint Commission on Commerce and
Trade, which will be chaired by the Secretary of Commerce, will address a wide
range of issues related to trade, business facilitation and major projects. The U.S.-
PRC Joint Economic Committee, which held its first meeting last September, will
continue to address broad economic policy matters.

Furthermore, our two countries have maintained a continuing dialogue on a
broad range of political, economic, and cultural issues. In the economic and commer-
cial area, this dialogue has been advanced through frequent visits to both countries
by high level government officials, working level commercial delegations, and by
U.S. Congressional leaders concerned with trade. This time last year, Bu Ming,
Chairman and President of the Bank of China, led a delegation to the U.S. to meet
with Export Import Bank, IMF and World Bank officials and with representatives of
American banks. Last June, Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker led a delega-
tion to China to study China's financial and economic planning system. Last Sep-
tember, Vice Premier Bo Yibo led a high ranking delegation to the U.S. on the
occasion of the first meeting of the U.S.-PRC Joint Economic Committee. In Novem-
ber 1980, former Commerce Under Secretary Herzstein traveled to Beijing to open
the U.S. National Exhibition and to review bilateral commercial relations with
senior Chinese officials.

During the past year, we have moved aggressively in our market development
efforts. Direct marketing efforts and assistance to American firms interested in
doing business with China comprise the core of the Commerce Department's trade
promotion effort. Following the success of our National Trade and Economic Exhibi-
tion in Beijing last November-the largest exhibition the Department of Commerce
has ever mounted anywhere in the world-we have plans for several additional
trade promotion events in China in the coming year. Over the next twelve months
we are planning four technical sales seminars and two video catalogue shows. Our
major promotional event will be a national light industry exhibition which will
focus on machinery and technology sought by the Chinese for their modernization
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effort. It will be held in Beijing in February 1982, on the occasion of the 10th
anniversary of the signing of the Shanghai Communique.

At the same time we are taking steps to improve substantially the services and
support that the U.S. Government offers to American firms in China. This will be
accomplished when China is added to the list of 65 countries served by Commerce's
Foreign Commercial Service. A Commercial Officer has already been assigned to
Guangzhou and we expect to have an officer in Shanghai and a Commerical Coun-
selor and an officer in Beijing this year.

The Chinese have taken measures during the past year to improve the business
climate for American firms in China. For example,- late last year they published
new regulations on the establishment of representative offices, the joint venture tax
law, and the individual income tax law. Through the U.S.-PRC Joint Economic
Committee, we have worked to encourage the Chinese to make additional improve-
ments in business facilities for American firms. These discussions have dealt with
the requirements for permanent representation, the acquisition of multiple entry
visas, easing of travel controls, lower tariffs on imports of office equipment, ani-
access to of ice space at reasonable rates.

Discussions on these and other issues continue as we clarify our trade relationship
with China and lay the foundation for further cooperation and expansion of trade
opportunities for American companies.

CONCLUSION

Both the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement and the U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agree-
ment have served U.S. economic interests well and should continue to do so in the
future. Extension of the waiver authority under Section 402 of the Trade Act for
Romania, Hungary, and China and renewal of these Trade Agreements, are in our
national interest. They will accelerate the development of our economic and com-
mercial relations with these countries and support the expansion of our economic
cooperation on a firm and enduring basis.

TABLE I.-VOLUME AND COMPOSITION OF UNITED STATES-ROMANIAN TRADE, 1976-81
(In millons of dodar]

1976 1917 1978 1979 1980

U.S. exports:
Manufactured goods ................................................................... 49.2 61.0 118.9 100.3 134.4
Agricultural commodities ........................................................... 171.6 118.3 148.5 336.5 462.6
Other (Iximarily bituminous coal and phosphates) ................... 28.2 80.1 50.5 63.7 123.2

Total ...................................................................................... 249.0 259.4 317.4 500 .5 720.2

U.S. imports:
Manufactured goods .................................................................... 95.2 133.8 212.9 230.3 229.4
Agricultural com modities ............................................................. 16.1 20.6 31.4 34.0 30.2
Other (primarily fuel oil and petroleum naphthas) .................... 87.5 78.9 102.3 65.0 52.2

Total .................... ................................................................. 198.8 233.3 346.6 329.3 312.2

Trade turnover ....................................................................... 447.8 492.7 664.0 829.8 1,032.4

Trade balance ......................................................................... + 50 .2 + 26.1 - 29.2 + 171.2 + 408.0

TABLE 2.-UNITED STATES-ROMANIAN TRADE, 1981
[In millions of domla]

U.S. exports ...................................................................................... ......... .............. 287.6 331.8

U .S . im p r s ..................................................................................................................................................... 1 19 .8 234 .6

Trade turnover .............................................................................................................................. 407.4 566.4

U .S. surplus ................................................................................................................................... 167.8 91.2
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TABLE 3.-LEADING U.S. EXPORTS TO ROMANIA, 1976-80
(hM mNlon 3 o dim]

1980 ra 1976

I. Corn ..................................................................................................... 7.5
2. Wheat ..................... r ...................................................................... 48.5
3. Livestock feed .................................................................................... 17.7
4. Sqym .............................................................................................. 45.3
5. Bitumino s coal .................................................................................... 10.7
6. Ra w co tton ........................................................................................... 0
7. " ranes ............................................................................................... 0
8. Cattlehides ............................................................................................ 269. Coa Coke .................... ........................................................................ 0
10. Phosphates ..................................................................................... 6.8
1I Tin-coated steel sheets ...................................................................... 1 2.8
12. Measurng, controlling instruments ...................................................... 6.7
13. Potry ................................................................................................. 014 . .a~e ............................... .... .................................................. .......... 0
15. Sufur ................................................................................................. 0

Subtotal .82..................................................................................... 182.6

ToW U.S. exports to Romania ...................................................... 249.0

1977 1978 1979 1980

15.8 22.7 104.2 158.2
16.0 0 12.5 89.1
9.5 8.6 57.0 69.2

38.6 40.8 73.9 61.7
53.6 32.4 29.1 61.2

6.5 13.5 24.0 33.0
0 0 0 29.7

26.7 52.2 59.7 28.8
0 0 0 18.6

14.9 11.0 21.8 17.3
6.1 5.8 .5 15.5
6.8 5.9 5.8 11.5
0 0 0 11.2
0 0 0 8.0
0 0 2.7 7.2

194.5 192.9 391.2 620.2

259.4 317.4 500.5 720.2

Sr. U.S. Censuswan.

TABLE 4.-LEADING U.S. IMPORTS FROM ROMANIA 1976-80

1980 rank 1976 1977 1918 1979 1980

1. Petroleum products, incLdng napthas .................................................. 79.3 53.0 95.2 54.6 44.5
2. Leather footwear ................................................................................... 17.8 20.4 35.2 41.1 41.6
3. Railway vehicles and parts .................................................................... 0 0 0 19.7 30.4
4. Meat in airtight containers, including canned ham .............................. 13.0 14.8 21.7 25.2 19.5
S. Furniture and parts ................................................................................ 4.1 6.7 11.3 14.6 15.7
6. G ssware ............................................................................................ 4.4 5.2 8.9 12.9 12.5
7. Women's, girls' and infants outerwear of cotton, woo, manmade -

fibers ...................................................................................................... 4.5 9.6 13.8 9.8 12.2
8. Iron, steel plates, sheets ....................................................................... 0 0 14.6 7.2 12.0
9. Nonelectric parts for machinery, inclr d ng ball Wearings ....................... .7 4.2 6.9 12.8 11.7
10. Tractors ............................................................................................... 2.8 7.4 8.2 10.7 11.2
1. Carpets ................................................................................................. 1. 4.1 7.6 11.3 104

12. Iron, steel pipes, tubes, fittings ............................................................ .2 6.8 12.2 6.7 10.
13. Machine toos for metal ....................................................................... 3.2 3.4 4.5 7.8 8.0
14. Synthetic ,n reclaimed rubber ............................................................ 1.4 1.0 3.7 8.8 7.3
15. Cheese .................................................................................................. 1.7 2.3 3.8 5.0 6.2

Subtotal ....................................................................................... 134.8 138.9 247.6 248.2 253.3

Total United States imports from Romania .................................... 198.8 233.3 346.6 329.3 312.2

Source:. U.S. Census Bureau.
Not.-M to ciassicatar ciaqes, 1978-80 data is &A rectuy comparable with prious years's figure

.. TABLE 5.--VOLUME AND COMPOSITION OF UNITED STATES-HUNGARIAN TRADE, 1976-81
(in million c dollas

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 '1980

U.S. exports:
Manufactured goods ............................................... 40.0 44.8 44.2 52.4 53.96 84.7
Agricultural commodities ........................................ 22.4 33.9 52.7 24.5 24.42 155.1
Other .................................................................... .. . 7 .1 .8 .7 .64 .3

Total .................................................................. 63.1 79.8 97.7 77.6 79.02 241.0
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TABLE 5.-VOLUME AND COMPOSITION OF UNITED STATES-HUNGARIAN TRADE, 1976-81-
SContinued

(in m n of dobrs)

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1980

U.S. imports:
Manufactured goods ............................................... 26.2 20.3 33.6 75.6 76.50 ..................
Agricultural commodities ........................................ 22.5 26.2 34.6 35.9 30.04 ..................
Other ...................................................................... .3 .1 .3 .7 .91 ..................

Total .................................................................. 49.0 46.6 68.5 112.2 107.45 123.0

Trade turnover ................................................... 112.1 126.4 166.2 189.8 186.5 364.0

Trade balance ................................................... + 14.1 + 33.2 + 29.2 - 34.6 - 28.4 + 118.0

RHunprian data: Incuds sticks transshopped through third countries.

TABLE 6.-UNITED STAES-HUNGARIAN TRADE, 1981
(In mimos of dollars]

May )81

U .S . exports .................................................................................................................................................... 3 6 .9 -- 36 .0
U .S . im ports ............................................................... ........ ........................................................................... 4 5.3 54 .9
Trade turnover .............................................................................................................................................. 82.2 90.9

U .S . balance ....................................................................................................................................... - 8.4. - 18 .1

TABLE 7.-LEADING U.S. EXPORTS TO HUNGARY, 1976-80

1980 rank 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

1. Soybean -Tcake and meal ...................................................................... 14.5 12.3 32.4 13.4 17.9
2. Motor vehicle and tractor parts .............................................................. 5.5 6.0 5.5 4.1 7.9
3. Pharmaceuticals ......................................................................................................... .2 1.4 1.0 4.2
4. Measuring and controlling instruments .................................................... .9 2.3 2.7 3.1 3.8
5. Soi cultivation machinery .......................................................................................................... 10.9 3.6 3.3
6 . C otton denim ... .............................................................................................. ............................................. 1.2 2 .9
7. Glass rods aid tubes .................................................... ....................... 1.4 1.5 2.3 2.2 2.9
8. Cattle hides 344............................... ........................................................... 3.5 4.3 4.2 5.4 2.1
9 . A agricultural tractors ..................................................................................................................... .2 .1 1.8
10. Inorganic bases and metallic chemicals ...................................................................................... ---. 4 .8 1.4
11. Asbestos brake linings and pads ..................................................................................................................................... 1.4
12. Metal-cuttin -machine tools .................................................................................................. .1 .2 1.3

Subtotal ............................................................................................ 25.8 26.6 60.1 35.1 50.9

Total ............................................................................................... 63.0 79.7 97.7 77.6 79,0

Sources: U.S. Ce us Bureau.

TABLE 8.-LEADING U.S. IMPORTS FROM HUNGARY, 1976-80

1980 rank 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Motor vehicle and agriculture tractor parts ........................................... 6.7 4.0
Canned hams and pork ............................................................................ 19.8 20.0
Footwear ................................................................................................. .5 1.9
Ughtulbs .............................................................................................. . 3.9 4.1
Men's and boy's outerwear ..................................................................... .1 .3
Baccon...........................................................................................
Miscellaneous organic chemicals ........................................................................................
Typewriters ............................................................................................. .1 .3

1.2 23.2
26.4 23.2

6.4 5.6
5.9 8.3
.9 4.0
9 2.6
.8 6.7

1.6 4.2

25.6
22.8
9.7
8.2
2.9
2.9
2.4
2.4
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- TABLE 8.-LEADING U.S. IMPORTS FROM HUNGARY, 1976-80-Coftinued

1980 rA 1976 1971 1978 1979 1980

9. G laassw are ............................ ....... ......... .................. ................ ............ .8 1 .7 1.2 1.9
10. Toys and sports e uipm en t ..................................................... .................................................................. .2 1.9
11. ires and tubes ....................... .............................................................. 2.3 1.8 2.8 4.2 1.7
12. Women's, girls' and infants outerwear ................................. . 2 1.5 1.7

Subtotal ................................... 34 2 33.1 47.8 84.9 84.1

Total ................................... 49.0 46.6 68.5 112.2 107.5

Source. US Cess Bureau

TABLE 9-VOLUME AND COMPOSITION OF U.S.-PRC TRADE, 1978-81
[In millions oi US doflas]

1978 1979 1980 Januar-may Janu ag-May

U.S. exports:
Manufactured goods ..... .......... .............. 192.5 653.0 1,223.2 ..........................
Agricultural commodities ...................................... 573.4 990.2 2,209.5 .. ................ .
Other............................. 52.4 73.3 316.3 ......................................

Total .. . .................. .............. ... .......... 818.2 1,716.5 3,749.0 1,250.1 1,652.8

U.S. imports:
Manufactured goods ......................................... 225.0 361.9 715.7 ...............
Agricultural commodities.......................... 84.7 880 136.2 - .......................
O ther ..................................... .............................. 14 .3 14 2 .4 20 6 .4 ........... ................................

Total ........... ....................... ................ 324.0 592.3 1,0583 358.8 708.7

Trade turnover ....... .................. ................ 1,142.2 2,3088 4,807.3 1,608.9 2,361.5

Trade balance..... ............ ...... . . +494.2 + 1,124.2 +2,690.7 +891.3 +944.1

TABLE 10.-LEADING U.S. EXPORTS TO PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 1978-81
(in mions of US. olars]

1980 rank 1978 1979 1980 Matd a
1980 1981

1. W heat ............................................................................. . . ..... 250.2 214.1 1,093.3 55.0 352.5
2. Cotton .... .............................. 157.3 357.0 701.3 275.3 314.4
3. Corn ........................................ ........... 111.7 268.5 224.5 73.4 15.3
4. Noncellulosic manmade fibers .................................................... 46.4 62.2 193.6 24.8 55.2
5. Soybeans ................................. 1......... ................. -]53 106.7 155.2 61.1 49.6
6. A craft .............................................................. . . .................. 0 5.7 146.7 51.5 0
7. Synthetic resins .................................................. ........................ 2.0 30.5 117.7 18.9 29.3
8. Kraft paper and paperboard ...... ................... .4 2.5 93.3 0 25.8
9. Dia monium phosphate fertilizer ................................................... 19.7 3.7 85.2 14.9 27.8
10. Yarn and t1ead of nylon, po*yester, el cetera .............................. 1.3 27.8 62.6 10.7 44.4
11. Soybean od ............................................................................ 26.1 35.9 56.5 23.9 17.1
12. Noncelose woven fibers, tire fabrics ......................................... .9 .5.7 54.7 3.2 23.5
13. Measuring and controlling instruments .1..................................... 11.7 46.5 44.8 11.6 11.9
14. Bovine leather ....... ....................... (P) 3.8 .38.0 10.3 5.1
15. Urea ....................................................... 0 . .............................. 15.2 27.2 35.0 1.9 3.0
16. Synthetic organic pestici s ....................................................... 9.0 12.9 31.4 20.9 .9

Subtotal ................................................................................. 667.2 1,210.7 3,133.8 657.4 975.8

Total, U.S. exports to the PRIC ........................................ 818.2 1,716.5 3,749.0 774.8 1,183.2

,W .U.S, Geus Bureau
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TABLE 11.-LEADING U.S. IMPORTS FROM PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 1978-81
[In millions US dollars]

1980 rank 1978 1979 1980 JIM
1980 1981

!. O il p rod uc ts ............................................................................................
2, Outerwear apparel-women's girls', infants' (not knit) .......... 17.6
3. Sweaters and other outerwear apparel (knit) .............................. 9.4
4. Miscellaneous manufactured articles .................... 20.3
5. Flo coverings and tapestries .......................................... 1........... - 3.6
6. W oven cotton fabric ..................... .................................. .... .. 38 3
7. Artworks collectors' pieces and antiques ................................. .. 12.3
8. Crude animal materials ......... ................ 34.2
9. Outer garments men's and boys' (not knit) ..................... . 11.4
10. Ores and concentrates ................. .. ....... 6.4
11. Inoiganic chemicals and compounds, NSPF ................................ 3.6
12. Base metals, wrought or unwrought ........................................ 4.2
13. Men's and boys' shirts and undergarments, women's girls' and

infants undergarments (not knit) ................... ........ . 9.9
14. Made-up ads and textile materials NSPF ................ .............. 6.2
15. C rude m aterials ..................... ...................................... ....... 2 3
16 .Footw ear, new ................................... ............................... ... 3.4
17. Explosives and pyrotechnic products .12..........1........................ 12.
18. Organic chemicals and products NSPF ......................... 3......... 3,9
19. Prepared or preserved vegetables ...... 1................................... _ 16

24.6
47.1
18.4
239
22.0
24.7
159
21.1
26.0
14.1
18.9
5.0

288
105
83
18.4
15,6
88
2.0

115.9
80.7
58.3
49.8
49.4
45.4
38.4
37.8
37.2
33.4
31.8
312

29.7
281
25.0
24.0
233
22.8
20 5

17.5
16.1
4.3
7.8
9.9
8.4
5.3

11.0
6.4
4.3

13.0
5.3

5.4
4.7
2.1
4.5
3.9
4.3
1.4

Subto tal .......................... ....... ......... ...

Total U.S. im ports from the PRC ......................................

210.1 354.1 782.1 135.6- 252.1

324.0 592.2 1,058.3 205.7 380.4

Source US census Bureau

Senator DANFORTH. A member of the second panel is not able to
be here yet. He has been delayed. We will proceed now to the third
panel which consists of Jacob Birnbaum, Cyrus C. Abbe, and Nina
Shea.
STATEMENT OF JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, CENTER

FOR RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY
Senator DANFORTH. Would you like to proceed, Mr. Birnbaum?
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Thank you.
May we congratulate you on your appointment to this important

committee. We look forward to a long period of cooperation in the
opportunies provided by the "freedom of emigration' section incor-
porated in the Trade Act of 1974.

Section 402 represents a unique human wedge thrust into com-
mercial and political complexes which normally take little account
of moral considerations.

Though 402 has been imperfectly interpreted and continuously
circumvented by those who deny the legitimacy of directly linking
to humanitarian concerns to worldly interests, we have neverthe-
less noted the superior effectiveness of such linkage, in comparison
to unlinked pleas for compassion and good will.

Both public pressures and quiet diplomacy, each of which are
needed to complement the other, tend to be considerably enhanced
by this kind of linkage.

22.3
33.7
18.0
19.7
16.7
24.7
7.6
96
13.3
15.3
10.7
5.9

10.5
11.4
5.9
9.8
6.3
6.9
3.8
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Since the Romanians obtained MFN in 1975, section 402 has
played a unique role in spotlighting the human rights failures of
the Romanian regime, particularly in the area of emigration.

Unfortunately, the Romanians have had considerable success in
circumventing the requirements. Unlike Hungary and China, they
have never given us the mandated assurances. Year after year they
obscured the facts of enormous emigration obstacles, introduced,
incidentally, after gaining MFN, by means of extensive lobbying, in
Washington.

They have been lavish with vague declarations of reassurance.
After four years of growing congressional pressures, however, it
became clear that they had to concede somewhere.

Accordingly, they made a quick decision in 1979, to double the
migration rate to the United States. Nearly 3,000 reached the
United States in 1980.

Characteristically, long-separated families remained separated,
as examples to others of punishment and intimidation.

By contrast, during the same period, migration to Israel was
outrageously curbed from over 4,000 annually, during 1973 and
1974, to less than 1,000 in 1979.

Worse, during the first 6 months of this year, only 329 Romanian
Jews reached Israel, a monthly average of 55, compared with 250 to
350 a month in the years before MFN.

We have little doubt that just as the Romanians saw fit to
generate significant increases-in the number of Romanian nation-
als migrating to the United States and West Germany, they will
have no difficulty in adding a couple thousand more to the current
shabby trickle reaching Israel.

But, before this can happen, we have to send clear, firm signals
to the Romanians that these pittifully low levels are unacceptable
in Washington.

The committee will have to insist on the implementation of its
own recommendation of 1979 to the administration, for "renewed,
more aggressive initiatives" to lead to "more specific assurances on
emigration" such as those which preceded the granting of MFN to
Hungary and China.'

Such intensive discussions will have to focus on (a) emigration
procedures; (b) reunion of long-separated families and affianced
couples, (c) reversion of Jewish emigration to pre-MFN levels of
3,000 to. 4,000 annually, (d) treatment of religious and minority
groups such as the Evangelical Christians and the Hungarians.

The problem of Romanian Jewish emigration stems from the
Nazi destruction of a great East European Jewish community,
followed by the impostion of an oppressive Communist totalitarian
regimes.

Renewed and intensified discussions with the Romanians now
should set in motion a process whereby the problem could be
resolved within this decade.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Abbe.

STATEMENT OF CYRUS G. ABBE, ATTORNEY, NEW YORK
Mr. ABBE. Thank you, Senator Danforth.
First, I would like to thank you and the members of your com-

mittee for your personal intervention on behalf of the numerous

84-209 0-81--3
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individual cases that I have submitted to you of Jews who have
been trying desperately to leave Romania and go to live in Israel.

I would like specifically, during the limited time I have here to
answer a number of the contentions made by Mr. Scanlan, when he
spoke on behalf of the administration.

First, I would like to say, however, that your figures were right.
The emigration is now d6wn to less than the 20 percent of what it
was in pre-MFN times. We hope it will go up.

I would like first to discuss Mr. Scanlan's current-the popula-
tion figures suggested by him.

The "World Fact Book of 1981," which was formerly called the
National Basic Intelligence Fact Book is produced annually by the
National Foreign Assessment Center of- the Central Intelligence
Agency.

The data is provided by various components of the Central Intel-
ligence Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, the Bureau of the
Census and the U.S. State Department, itself, and is compiled in
April 1981, based on information available as of October 1980.

The number of Jews in Romania is listed in this book as 60,000,
not less than 50,000, as Mr. Scanlan stated today.

Second, the "Encylopedia Judaica" which also takes population
figures has listed the figure at 70,000 Jews which are currently in
Romania.

Based on numerous discussions I have had with Jews both in
Romania and in the United States and Israel, the general feeling I
have is that the number of Jews in Romania is about 70,000.

I want this to be well-understood, because the administration is
making a big point of the supposedly lower pool of individuals who
are at the present time available to emigrate.

Another thing which I would like to mention, of which Mr. Scan-
lan made a very big point, is the bureaucratic slowdown that is
involved in Romania.

As you probably know, every single time these hearings come up,
the Romanians find it very, very easy to speed up that procedure
and the number of emigration approvals you suddenly get from the
Romanian -Ambassador jumps enormously.

They can get people out as fast as they want. It doesn't take 12
to 15 months to process an application for somebody who says he
wants to leave and to make sure he has paid his electric bill.

When I have asked Senators and Congressmen, at times, to inter-
vene on behalf of specific individuals who are in trouble, they have
been able to get emigration visas for individuals in 72 hours or a
week.

The bureaucratic slowdown is an excuse rather than a real
reason for explaining why the Romanians are preventing Jews
from emigrating.

Third, I would like to say that the number who are leaving at
the present time are very, very far in excess of what you get on
your number. But you have to understand the application proce-
dure which provides that there is a preliminary application and
then only when that is there a hearing followed by a long applica-
tion form of visa.

All of this encourages the individual not to apply. During this
period there are numerous reprisals taken against the applicant so
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that he is afraid hemay lose his job or be drafted into the Army.
Therefore, there is an enormous deterrent to applying.

If there wasn't this disincentive, you would be swamped with
names of many more people who are applying to emigrate, but it
takes a long time before someone gets the courage to submit his
application for emigration. -

As far as the Jewish Community Agreement which was entered
into, I would tend to say that this has been unfortunately, and
much to our great regret, a complete failure.

The agreement said that anybody who wanted to emigrate would
be free to do so. As you know from the figures, that is not so.

The second condition was that the application forms for exit
visas would be freely available. The application forms are not
freely available and people go through a tremendously difficult and
onerous application period and procedure before they can get them.

The third was that the applications would be processed expedi-
tiously. I know of cases where individuals are waiting in excess of
2 years to leave and this process is anything but expeditious.

Therefore, I hope, unless you get concrete assurances from the
Romanian Government and not just the same verbal assurances they
say every year, that you will not extend the waiver to Romania.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Ms. Shea.

STATEMENT OF NINA SHEA, INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR HU-
MAN RIGHTS

MS. SHEA. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for inviting me to
appear before this subcommittee today. I am testifying on immigra-
tion from Romania, on behalf of the International League for
Human Rights.

The league is a nongovernmental organization with consultative
status with the U.N. and other international organizations and has
worked for 39 years to promote human rights of all peoples, in
accordance with international law.

The freedom of immigration requirements for the granting of
most-favored-nation trade status provides important incentives for
countries such as Romania, to improve the human rights condi-
tions.

The international league recommends that the U.S. Government,
in the context of extending trade privileges, raise specific immigra-
tion concerns to the Romanian Government and secure concrete
assurances from it that immigration procedures will be facilitated
and citizens will be allowed to leave their country.

It is important that the review of MFN status continue on an
annual basis. This is in keeping with the spirit and letter of the
law.

Since the signing of the Helsinki Final Act by 35 nations in
August 1975, the international league has closely monitored the
implementation of the family reunification provisions of that docu-
ment.

Since then, requests for assistance on immigration and family
reunification problems have become a major component of the
league's casework programs.

In the past 3 years, the international league has intervened on
behalf of some 300 Romanian individuals or families who have
requested assistance in obtaining permission to leave the country.
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In the 1-year period, from June 1980 to June 1981, the league
received approximately 150 requests for assistance concerning Ro-
manian citizens wishing to emigrate.

In the same period of the previous year, the league received 30
assistance requests.

Although the increase may be explained as a reflection of the
growing awareness of the league's work in immigration and family
reunification problems among East Europeans, the large number of
cases received in the past year nevertheless evidences continuing
restrictions on immigration by the Romanian Government.

Under domestic law, the Romanian citizen does not have the
right to leave. The present Romanian Constitution and its legal
code are both silent on the question of a citizen's right to leave the
country.

The existence of a variety of laws stipulating lengthy and com-
plex laws and conditions for acquiring exit visas and passports,
make it apparent that this absence of legal safeguards have given
way to the state's claim of the right to control the movements of its
citizens.

The hundreds of cases which have come to the league's attention
in recent years indicate that the laws and regulations governing
the movement of citizens leaving Romania are designed to thwart
travel across borders.

The citizen must first apply for an application form by submit-
ting a document which itself is difficult to obtain. There are no
codified laws defining the procedures for obtaining the immigration
application, resulting in their arbitrary issuance by local officials.

In some cases, authorities have refused to issue the application
form all together. Once acquired, the application consisting of nu-
merous forms, must be completed and submitted along with a
variety of certifications.

The applicant must also appear before special people's commis-
sions composed of party officials, police authorities, neighbors, em-
ployers, and coworkers who interrogate prospective applicants on
their reasons for leaving in an attempt to dissuade them from
doing so.

Finally, the country of destination must be stamped on the exit
visa before the applicant has determined his or her eligibility to
enter that country.

Procedures for obtaining a travel visa are similarly lengthy,
cumbersome, and frought with bureaucratic obstacles.

Travel visas are limited as to duration and destination. Family
members of the traveler must remain behind in Romania as secu-
rity for his or her return.

Employers are often required to sign statements guaranteeing
their employees' return.

In addition to the difficult legal procedures, visa applicants often
face severe economic, social, and psychological deterrence to travel.

Mr. Chairman, this cannot be simply discounted as a bureaucrat-
ic redtape. Such reprisals for applying to emigrate include property
confiscation, apartment evictions, job dismissal or demotion, salary
reductions, and expulsions from schools and universities.
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Heads of households have reported being transferred to jobs in
remote areas after applying for immigration, sometimes resulting
in forced separation of families, even within Romania.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. I would like to
submit for the record, over 100 case digests received by the League
of Romanians currently being denied permission to emigrate.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you all very much for your testimony.
Mr. Birnbaum, Mr. Abbe, you have devoted so many years to this

effort. I know you have been most helpful to this subcommittee in
the discharge of its responsibility.

I very much appreciate the effort and time and the commitment
you have put into this matter, and the time and effort that you
have generously given to this subcommittee.

It is my understanding from all of your testimony that first of all
the notion that everybody who wants to leave has left Romania,
and that there are very few people remaining who want to leave is
just erroneous.

Mr. ABBE. Completely erroneous, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. Moverover, that there are known individuals,

many of them, who do want to leave, but who cannot leave, and
that there are countless others who would want to leave if it were
not for what amounts to harassment by Romanian authorities.

Mr. ABBE. Yes. What I want to stress to you is that the total
number of applications you hear about is only a fraction of the
number of people who want to leave, because the tremendous
harassment and reprisals that are taken against applicants fright-
ens a lot of individuals from even taking the first step of submit-
ting or requesting an-application.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think we are better off or worse off
than we were before most favored nation status was granted?

Are-the Romanians more or less forthcoming?
Mr. ABBE. The application procedure has gotten worse. They

have put more obstacles in the way of individuals seeking to leave.
It used to be easier to get an application than it is now.
The number of Jews allowed to emigrate has gone down 80

percent from the number that was allowed to leave before.
Therefore, it is wrong to suggest that there has been any im-

provement from the time just prior to MFN when the Romanians
were making a point of trying to prove to the American Congress
that they could do something worthwhile in this area. My feeling is
that the situation is a lot, lot worse.

But, if the Congress would insist upon allowing Jews to emigrate
to Israel, as it appeared to insist a couple of years ago upon
improvement with respect to immigration to America which led to
an increase in the number of Romanians allowed to emigrate to
America and if the Romanians were to perceive that Congress was
just as intent on assuring Jews in Romania would be able to go to
Israel (and the MFN legislation doesn't differentiate regarding
destination nor does the Helsinki Accord which is signed between
both countries suggest that there is any distinction due to the
destination of the applicant), in other words if Congress were to
make clear to the Romanians that it was as much concerned about
Romanian Jews being allowed to go to Israel, as it is concerned
that other Romanian individuals be allowed to come to the United
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States, I think that the numbers of Jews allowed to emigrate to
Israel would increase markedly and the problem would be resolved
within a number of years because of the increase in the number of
Jewish emigrants from Romania.

But there are, in my feeling, tens of thousands of Jews that want
to leave to Israel, and they are being prevented from leaving. If the
number of Jews allowed to emigrate was 4,000 a year, as it was
prior to MFN, this would be much better.

Mr. BIRNBAUM. There are some very important questions here.
Over the past few years, we have seen that almost mechanically,

Bucharest may increase or decrease the number of people who are
allowed out, within a matter of weeks.

Let us take some of the low figures of this year. These are not
remotely comparable with the thousands who were allowed to go
before MFN.

This year, in April, only 28 passports were issued.
In May, after the meetings with Romanian Foreign Minister

Andre, 105 passports were issued.
The jump from April to May clearly indicates that the Romanian

authorities can manipulate the flow up and down as they wish.
I have now made some new studies which suggest that the whole

question of the decline in the Jewish population pool in Romania is
a red herring.

We haven't come to that point at all. Of course there is a some-
what declining Jewish population, but we are speaking about a
much larger pool than the Romanian admit. I have made a close
analysis of the lists of people who have arrived in Israel and the
people who have received approvals from Bucharest. I have com-
pared the arrival lists with those we received from Bucharest of
people who have applied to leave.

I found there that the people who officially registered with the
Jewish community, comprise only 35 percent, maximum 40 per-
cent, of the people who actually left or obtained approvals to leave.

This means that a large proportion, 60 to 65 percent of these
people did not register with the Jewish community for the purpose
of leaving.

This would suggest in fact that the Jewish population pool of
Romania is much larger than the official census figures provide.

The official population figures, there are two sets of such figures
which are self-contradictory; one is 25,000 and one is 35,000. The
actual numbers are much more likely to be between 60,000 and
70,000.

In 1975-76, everyone, the Romanians, the administration, Jewish
sources, was all speaking in terms of 80,000 and even more.

It is very obvious why the Romanians are trying so hard to
confine us within a sham demographic box. This line, so dangerous
to Romanian/Jewish emigration is the one also adopted by the
House Foreign Affairs Committee. I had a long letter from Mr.
Zablocki, indicating that within a few years there will be no emi-
gration potential left. They bought the Romanian line.

Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that, as I said in my testimony, if
measures could be taken to recommend to the administration a
much more intensive and much more detailed set of discussions
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with the Romanians in this whole area, we can begin to set our-
selves on the road to a solution.

However, the way it is going now, I am afraid the Romanians are
not taking the slightest notice in the area of Jewish- emigration,
though the emigration to the United States has increased consider-
ably.

This was obviously done to please Washington.
Many, many cases, as I am sure you will hear from Father

Galdau and others, the difficult cases of family separation tend to
remain. The procedures have in no way improved.

In fact, after 1975, they were deliberately made far more com-
plex.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I did want to

include a statement in the record. I certainly think everyone on
this committee and this Senator has been long concerned with the
immigration problems.

As cochairman of the Helsinki Commission and as chairman of
the Finance Committee, I want to indicate that I intend to support
extension of the waiver authority and MFN treatment for Roma-
nia, but I do have serious reservations, some have been expressed
this morning.

I have a statement that indicates one of the problems I see, is the
harassment and the application procedures. I would only say this
to the witnesses and others who may appear later, that I don't say
this in criticism of previous committees, but we do have a new day
in this committee, a new leadership in this committee. We are
going to be measuring the progress in the next-before the next
extension.

I think it is fair to say we will be watching very closely if in fact
the application procedures are streamlined, if in fact there is har-
assment.

So, I would hope that this period of time, those who have a direct
interest, and I am certain the present panel has and others who
will be testifying, keep that in mind.

I would ask that my statement be made a part of the record.
Thank you.
[Senator Dole's statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DoLE-EXTENSION OF MFN TRADE STATUS

Mr. DOLE. Mr. Chairman, I have long been concerned with the emigration prob-
lems that have plagued those seeking exit from the Socialist Republic of Romania.
As co-chairman of the Helsinki Commission and Chairman of the Finance Commit-
tee, I would like to address this issue as it relates to the hearing today on extension
of the President's authority to waive section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974.

While I intend to support extension of the water authority and MFN treatment
for Romania, I have serious reservations. Although the number of Romanians
allowed to emigrate in 1980 was impressive, this fine record has slid during the first
six months of 1981. Largely due to sharp increases in Romanian emigrants to the
United States and the Federal Republic of Germany, the 1980 emigration figure was
16.8 thousand, compared to 10.4 thousand in 1979. While emigration to Israel in
1980 was up slightly over 1979, it has dropped in the first half of 1981; 308 approvals
were granted as compared to 360 in the first half of 1980. Even though I am pleased
with the overall Romanian emigration figures for this past year, I think the decline
in approvals to Israel should be a matter of serious concern in this waiver hearing.

I would like to point out that not only should we be concerned with numbers here,
but also with long and obfuscating emigration application procedures, and with
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reports of harassment of those who apply for exit. Let me cite just a couple of
examples:

Mr. Bri tte Alexandres, of Washington, D.C. has been trying for 16 years to gain
approval from Romanian authorities for her granddaughter, Diana Diplaln, to visit
her in the United States. While Diana has-gene-through all of the pro,er proce-
dures for her application to exit, her case has been delayed and obfuscated for an
inordinate number of years. Diana is now a young woman. When her application
was first filed, she was a four-year-old child.

Ectarina and Decebal Dimitrescu and their children have been seeking to emi-
grate to Canada to join Ectarina's sister and brother-in-law, Eufrosina and loan
Marcu, since 1979. Since their application to emigrate, they have been subjected to
various forms of harassment: they were given different answers each time they
interviewed as a part of their application, their mail was withheld and their
telephone calls were made as difficult as possible. Ectarina was fired from her job
on November 1, 1980-eleven days before the opening of the Madrid Helsinki
Conference. After having taught as a professor for 23 years, she was declared
incapable of teaching because she had made a request to emigrate. Decebal and his
son, both engineers, are frequently transferred from one city to another, with no
explanation. These are only a couple of examples of the type of harassment that
constantly goes on in Romania toward emigration applicants.

I would like to cite a passage from some correspondence I recently received from
Eufrosina Marcu, whom the Dimitrescus wish to join:

"The Romanian people are first-rate martyrs, some of them are content to lead a
day-to-day existence, without dreams and without ideals, happy when they are able
to obtain a bottle of milk or yoghourt for the children, or a pound of meat,
regardless of the price.

'Others (through hope, or through despair) try to resist all these decisions dictat-
ed an, it is then that misfortunes begin to rain down on them and their families.

"Romanian citizens have no way of being able to express their discontent in their
own. country with the system of Government which is imposed on them, and to
declare with their heads high that they have had enough of servitude and want to
be free in their native land.

"This is why some more courageous ones leave for the free world never to return,
once they manage to obtain possession of a passport, thus winning some justice for
themselves and forgetting for a few moments the despair they have left behind
them, for the more courageous ones, a new life begins, with all its achievements and
even its failures, but a life that is at last normal.

"The Romanian Government, in fact, has turned my family into hostages in their
own country, as their only way of taking spiteful revenge against those of us who
have chosen to live in freedom."

It is for the sake of people like those mentioned above-who pursue freedom
above all else-that I share with the committee my deepfelt concern about the
prolonged application procedures and the harsh and frequent harassment they face.
The standards of both section 402 and the final act of the Helsinki Act must be
observed.

In addition to my reserved support of extension of MFN trade status to Romania,
I support its extension to Hungary and China. Although the number of emigrants
leaving Hungary has declined in recent years, this is largely due to the country's
high standard of living and relaxed touring policies. While emigration practices
from the People's Republic of China have been tight, restrictive immigration poli-
cies in Hong Kong and the United States have precipitated that.

With my support of extension to the three countries in question, I wish to
emphasize my sincere concern about the emigration practices of Romania. We
cannot close our eyes to the confinement of those Romanians seeking the kind of
freedom that we as Americans have come to take for granted.

Mr. ABBE. Senator Dole, I just wanted to thank you personally
for the help you and yur staff have given to the numerous cases
that I have forwarded to you.

Thank you very muc'-
Senator DoLE. I mentioned some of those cases in my statement.

I am certain they will be followed up on.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
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SUiARY OF STATEMENT BY JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
RUSSIAN AND FAST EUROPEAN JEWRY, BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEEj, MONDAY, JULY 27, 1981.

Reoomendation to Adminietration from Senate Flnanoe Committee Reports
19?7: 'a . . to initiate discussions with Romania intended to lead
to more specific assurances regarding emigration such as those which
preceded the granting of MYN to Hungary. . . The Committee
understands the difficulty of such an undertaking but nonetheless
believes a renewed, more aggressive effort must be made":

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ROMANIAN JEWISH EMIGRATION AND KFN

A - Initiate a renewedd, aggressive effort" to negotiate with Romania,
leading to
1) Reversionib pro-HFN Jewish emigration of 3-4,000 annually.

If the annual general Romanian emigration to est
Germany (c. 11,000) and to the U.S. (c. 3,000) has now been
significantly raised, we should expect a similar arrangement
?or Jewish emigration to Israel, correeponding, at least in
part, to the sizeable emigration potential indicated by our
reports.

2) Humanization of the emigration process.
a. simplified procedures.
b. no harassment of applicants.
c. accelerated reunion of families and affianced couples.

For the "renewed negotiation" wxth Bucharest, the
focus cannot sol y be 02. Without a reasonable ballpark
range of 250 - 350 a month for Jewish emigration, the Romanians
will not have sufficient incentive to humanize the process.

B - FUTURE RENEWAL OF HFX SHOULD REQUIRE SOLID EVIDENCE OF mOVEmT
IN KEY EMIGRATION AREAS. Contrary to Section 402 of the 1974
Trade Act -- supposedly the focus of the hearing -- the U.S. has
never really requested formal assurances from Romania, as in the
case of Hungary.

CURRENT SITUATION

A - Romanian Jewish emigration. January - June 1981 -- only 329.
This is the lowest in the past decade, except 1979

with a monthly average of 56. It is a remarkable reduction from
the 250 - 350 monthly range before 1975 when Romania obtained IMF.

B - The number of Romanian Jews
The authorative U.S. Government Vorld rotbook, 1981,

a-digest of U.S. intelligence information, estimates 60 000, the
same figure mentioned by a Romanian U.N. spokesman and Aoumuent
in 1979. The 8"oooped1a Juda1oa of 1979 gives 70,000.

The official Romanian Jewish Community compilation of
close to 35,000 tends to be weighted with those who need help,
certainly a preponderance of older persons. Many Jews are simply
mot affiliated. The analysis immediately below (C) suggests that
Wo"anian census figures, self-contradictory as they are, must be
considered gross underestimates.
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1! - What the Jewish Community lists of would-be emigrante i.eveal
By compa ig these lists with those or arrivQTF Israel

and with the lists of "approvals" issued in Bucharest, it emerges
that the Jewish Comunity lists comprise only some 35 - 40% of
current applicants. Hence, something in the region of 2,000 Jews
may be currently applying to leave, despite the fear of a brutal
regime.

D - The so-called Romanian-U.S. Jewish "understanding" of July 1919
that "application forms will be readily available and will be
processed expeditiously" was a diversionar~y maneuver by the
omaniane and has not been implemented in its most critical portion.

E - Obstacles to emigration increased after 1975, after the granting
Of HYl and after the Helsinki Final Act. They-M. Tude --
1) supevfluou-spro-application procedures at the police station
2) occasional refusal to issue the absurd pro-application form
3) negative social and economic pressures at places of work,

residence and education
4) job loss or demotion
S) military conscription threats
6) arbitrary decisions, no explanation for refusals

The cumulative effect is a CLIMATE OF FEAR, EFFECTIVELY
ADDENDA INTIMIDATING MANY THOUSANDS FROM APPLYING.

I - Religious difficulties do not compare with the USSR, but several
.ases were reported this year.

2 - Anti-Jewish publications: After the protest engendered by he
appearance or several such publications, President Ceaeesou
publicly condemned anti-semitism. Neverthelees, many Romanian
ews are disturbed.

3 - Amnesty for former prisoners: The 1980 breakthrough is not complete,
as some, such as Scheener and )hinsbrunner, continue to have
emigration difficulties. Others as Rubinger and Feiden of the
Savrom Wood Factory trial remain penalized since 1954

4 - Five Iona-waiting cases analyzed: Fundulea, Leizerovici, Istrate,
Ratescu, Chicu.

S - Analysis of recent letters about would-be emigrants shows similar
patterns to previous years, with emphasis on work trouble,
consistent unexplained refusals, various forms of intimidation,
occasional military conscription. Examples --
a. "Following his application to eaigrate in January 19786 Dr. X

was fired from his job and transfenmd to many other positions
where he could not practice his specialty.. . He has suffered
all kinds of pressures and frustrations. For three years, he
and his wife had to work 400 miles apart. . . Evntually, he
was drafted into the army even though he is in his 30so

b. "I am separated from my mother for six years. Until now I have
submitted 12 requests, but was not even called to the cowAission".

c. "My husband in Romania was pressed to divorce me and told
that he will never leave."

d. "He has been demoted from his position as senior researcher to
that of clerk. I fear that he may have to wait as long as I
did -- three years."
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STATEMENT OF JACOB BIRNBAU NATIONAL DIRECTORs CENTER FOR RUSSIAN
AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY# BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUSCOMMITTEE
OF THE SENATE FINANCE COW*ITTEE, MONDAY JULY 27, 1981.

This is the seventh year that the Congressional
Trade Committeos a"e considering the extension of the waiver of the
"freedom of emigration" section (402), incorporated in the 1974
Trade Act.

The legislation was based on the understanding
that formal assurances of compliance would be received from the non-
market country under consideration. 402 itself was a considerable
political compromise on the principle of free emigration. The manner
of its interpretation since 1975 in the case of Romania attenuates it
still further, since the Adninistration has never insisted on the
required assurances, as it d.d in the case of Hungary, but urged Congress
to accept "performance" (after the hearings) as the guideline.

After several years of maneuvering by the
Romanians? Washington became insistent enough and in the fall of 1979,
Romanian immigrants began arriving in the U.S. at the rate of well
over 200 a month, though reports of intimidation and harassment scarcely
diminished. In the case of a totalitarian country like Romania, an
emigration rise to the U.S. to nearly 3,000 a year (2,866 in 1980) is
no accident, and reflects a political decision to please Washington.

Again, take the flow of approximately 11,000
Romamian Germans to West Germany. This resulted from a meeting
between Ceausescu and Schmidt in January 1978.

By contrast, the decline in Romanian Jewish
emigration has been startling during the last six years. As the general
flow to the U.S. increased, that to Israel diminished correspondingly,
despite the fact that Israel has a far larger family reunion base
than the U.S.

From over 4,000 yearly during 1973 and 1974
immediately before Romania received 44NF, the flow to Israel dropped
precipitously to barely 1,000 in the latter 1970s. Equally ignoring
the Helsinki Final Act, also of 1975, the Romanians instituted more
complex procedures and increased intimidation. It is obvious that the
so-called "understanding" of July 1979, entered into between Romanian
dibnister Bogdan and two U.S. Jewish communal personalities, that
"application forms will be readily available and will be processed
expeditiously" has not been implemented in its most critical portion.
Clearly, it was a last minute maneuver by the Romanians, after
Chairman Vanik informed them during the 1979 hearings that there

-Congressional situation was extremely shaky, as a result of our campaign.

With the advent of the Reagan Administration and
the change in the Senate, we hoped that the Romanians would bring
their Jewish emigration in line with the outflow to West Germany and
the U.S. They decided, however, to try and continue the tactics
which they so successfully pursued in the past -- pretend that
Romanian Jews were too few and too old to care about leaving, so
"how can there be a problem?"

Accordingly, THE FIRST FIVE MONTHS OF 1981 SAW THE
LOWEST JEWISH IMMIGRATION TOTALS OF THE PAST DECADE, EXCEPT 1979 --
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ONLY 282, WHICH CONSTITUTES A MONTHLY AVERAGE OF 56. THIS 56 IS IN
DRAMATIC CONTRAST TO THE 250 - 350 A 11ONTH ALLOWED OUT DURING THE
FIRST PART OF THE 1970s.

The number of Romanian Jews: Only a few years
ago, everybody, including the Komanians, tooX it for granted that
the number of Romanian Jews was in the range of 80 - 100,000, similar
in size to the neighboring Hungarian Jewish cocnunity from whom we
do not hear complaints. Then, during the latter 1970., the figure.
used by Romanian spokesmen dropped sharply, year by year, until it
reached the absurdly low number of 25,000. Yet many in Washington
allowed themselves to accept almost any assurance or "fact" peddled
by the Romanians as a rationalization for the axing of Jewish
emigration- It should be noted, however, that in 1979 a Romanian
U.N. spokesman casually mentioned a figure of 60,000 in a newspaper
interview (fevish Week, May 6, 179), the same estimate given by the
authorative U.S. government compendium Vortd faotbook, a comprehensive
digest of all U.S. intelligence sources. The Snoyotopedis Judaioa
of 1979 speaks of 70,000.

The official Jewish Community offices cam up with
35,000. It must be understood however that those affiliated with
the Community tend to be those needing help -- a preponderance of
older people -- and that many others are not affiliated at all.

What Jewish Community Lists of Would-be Emigrants Reveal

A comparison of these lists with those of arrivals
in Israel and with the lists of "approvals" issued in Bucharest
reveals that the Community lists comprise only some 35% of the totals.
Hence, something in the region of 2,000 may be currently planning to
leave. Not included in that figure would be those turned away from
the place of application -- the police station -- nor the many
thousands who fear the consequences of applying to leave. The
difficulties listed in my previous testimonies continue.

Obstacles to Emigation

These grew ofter 1975, after the granting of KFN
to Romania, after the Helsinki Final Act, -- d--Tnclude
1 - superfluou-pre-application procedures at the police station.
2 - occasional refusal to issue the absurd pre-application form.
3 negative social and economic pressures, at places of work,

residence and education.
4 - job loss anddemotion.
S - conscription threats.
6 arbitrary decisions, no explanation for refusals.

The cumulative result is a CLIMATE OF FEAR,
effectively intimidating many thousands from applying.

Our experience indicates, however, that even with a
moderate modification of procedures and curbing of harassment
REVERSION TO THE PRE-HFN EMIGRATION FIGURES OF 3 - 4,000 ANNUALLY IS
LIKELY. In the words of a recent visitors "I did not find a younger
Romanian Jew who did not ultimately plan to leave".
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Press br Reasonable Jewish Emigration Numbers

Our rather intensive Washington campaign, directed
to Secretary of State Haig, the National Security Council, Senate
Finance Committee chairman Dole Senate Foreign Relations chairman
Percy, Congressional Trade Co;aittees chairmen Danforth and Gibbons,
and Helsinki Commission chairman Fascell, has resulted in assurances
to me that strenuous representations have been made to the Romanians,
particularly to Romanian Foreign Minister Stefan Andrei on his

,Washington visit of May 15th.

A first result has been a sudden rise in the number
of passports issued in May, 105, compared with the unbelievable low of
26 in April. This may be maintained in the coming months, and with
luck we may reach the 1,000 mark again. AS THIS FIGURE DOES NOT AT
ALL CORRESPOND TO THE EMIGRATION POTENTIAL OF ROMANIAN JEWRY, IT IS
UNACCEPTABLE.

Unfortunately, the above-mentioned interventions
appear to have focused on the question of procedural comjxities to
the exclusion of the numbers potential, with a view to solving the
larger problem within the decade.

IT IS REASONABLE TO ASSUME THAT IF THE MIGRATION
OF NATIVE ROmANIS TO WEST GERMANY (c. 11,000) AND TO THE U.S. (c.
3,000) HAS BEEN MORE OR LESS REGULARIZED, THE SANE CAN BE DONE IN
TERMS OF THE ANNUAL POTENTIAL FOR ROlANIAN JEWISH EMIGRATION FOR
ISRAEL. THIS POTENTIAL IS NOT LESS THAN 3 - 4,000 YEARLY AND PROBABLY
RIORE.

Unless, however, the Romanians sense that this is
the ballpark range we are interested in, we will be doomed to scramble
every year to rescue a pitifully small number of people, instead of
taking the necessary steps NOW to solve the problem once and for all.

After six or seven years of vague promises, the
above mentioned guidelines are essential as the necessary GOAD to the
Romanians indicating the desired levels of emigration and would,
incidentally, do more to diminish procedural complexities and
harassments than all the earnest but not sufficiently concrete
interventions by Administration and Congressional personalities.

As mentioned earlier, we had hoped, in vain, that
this time the Romanians could be persuaded without massive Congres-
sional action and Resolutions of Disapproval. Consequently, we v'ill
commence a mach more widely-based effort in the fall. We really want
good U.S.-Romanian political and economic relations and we do not
believe for one moment that if a short interruption of HFN status
becomes necessary it will result in more than cosmetic damage to the
relationship. This could easily be avoided by the Romanians doing
for Jewish migration to Israel what they did for general Romanian
migration to the U.S. in 1979, adding a couple of thousand more persons
to the outflow.

May we suggest that this Trade Committee urge the
Administration to take note of a 1979 recommendation by the Senate
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Finance Committee "to initiate discussions with Romania intended to
lead to specific assurances regarding emigration, such as those which
preceded the granting of MFN to Hungary. . . . To Committee
understands the difficulty of such an undertaking but nevertheless
believes a renewed, more aggressive effort must be made".

ADDENDA

Re~liiout Diffiouttiee

While these are undoubtedly less severe than in the
USSR, several incidents reported to me this year, particularly
involving new synagogue attendances by a very young man and a very old
man,. suggest room for improvement.

Anti-Jeeeih Publioations

Several have appeared during the past year. After
considerable protest, President Ceausescu publicly condemned anti-
semitism. These publications do not necessarily point to a major
deterioration in the already endemic primitive anti-semitism of the
area, but viewed in the framework of the rapidly accelerating and
increasingly virulent official anti-Jewish publications and official
discrimination now practiced in neighboring USSR and the recently
renewed attempt among some elements in Poland to blame a non-existent
Jewish community for Polish troubles ("anti-semitism Without Jews"),
have produced considerable unease among Romanian Jews. Slanderous
poison in contagious among human beings.

The following publications have come to my notice:
1 - an anti-Jewish article in the Bucharest weekly Septevena (The

4eek), September 1980.
2 - the Academy of Socialist Republic of Romania published in the fall

of 1980 the ninth volume of the famous Romanian writer Hihail
Emenescu, a volume loaded with anti-Jewish rhetoric.

3 - a pamphlet suggesting a world Jewish conspiracy has recently been
circulating in Bucharest.

Amnesty for Pormer Prisonere

In the summer of 1980, as a result of a final
angry intervention by Senate Trade Committee chairman Ribicoff, the
Romanians suddenlyiagreed, just before the hearings, to lift almost
two decades of regime penalties from a major group of former prisoners,
thus giving them the option t emigrate. Unfortunately, some of them
such as Ottilia Scheener and Angelo Khinsbrunner are still
experiencing difficulties a year later and the status of several
others such as Benjamin Schwartz is still unclear.

Also, other former prisoners still remain penalized
such as Herman Rubinger and Samuil Feiden of the Savrom Wood Faotory
trial as long ago as 19541

Some Other 84rd Case#

Eugene Fundulea of Buzau, waiting since 1976. His
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father remarried in 1963 and Eugene wants to join his mother, Toni
Schwartz, now a U.S. citizen living in San Diego. His father refuses
-"the boy", now 23, permission, though he left his house five years ago.

Herman Leizerovici of Botosani is a young man who
first tried to register in 1977 to join his only living close
relative, his sister, Ariana ViVder, in Israel. Last year, he became
so depressed by the authorities continuous refusal to register him
for initial application that he was hospitalized.

The Istrate family of Bucharest has been waiting
since 1974. They were finally given permission in 1979. In his
letters to members of Congress in 1980, the Romanian ambassador
insisted that the Istrates "renounced" their desire to leave. The
Instrates and their parents in Israel vehemently deny this continuously.

Waiting many yards, the Ratescu family of Bucharest
were finally informed in 1977 that their passports were ready. After
winding up their affairs -- the Romanian authorities make this very
complicated and expensive -- they were told it was all a mistake and
they should forget about leaving.

Although the Chicu family of Bucharest has been
reported "approved" for departure, we still have no word of their
emigration. Their case is an example of the Romanian style. They
received 11 negative answers with no reasons given, except at one
point an official hinted that their parents objected. This the
Chicus deny. We have here an indication of the kind of pressures to
which parents may be subjected.

,Lnalysis of recent letters about would-be emigrants
shows similar patterns to previous years, with emphasls on work
trouble, constant unexplained refusals, various forms of intimidation,
occasional military conscription. Examples --

a. "Following his application to emigrate in January 1978, Dr. X
was fired from his job and transferred to many other positions
where he could not practice his specialty. . . He has suffered
all kinds of pressures and frustrations. For three years, he
and his wife had to work 400 miles apart. . . Eventually, he
was drafted into the army even though he is in his 30s."

b. "I am reparated from my mother for six years. Until now I have
submitted 12 requests, but was not even called to the commission."

a. "My husband in Romania was pressed to divorce me and told that he
will never leave."

d. "He has been demoted from his position as senior researcher to
that of clerk. I fear that he may have to wait as long as I did
-- three years."

e. "Not only was his application to leave refused, but he also lost
his job. He has not been allowed to work since. He is continually
subjected to pressures by the police, and the process has
increased lately."
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(From the Wall Street Journal, Sept. 8, 19811

DILEMMA FOR BUCHAREw-ROMANIA ACTS To KEEP PEOPLE FROM EMIGRATING,
BUT IT HAS A STAKE IN APPEARING LIBERAL ON ISSUE

(By Frederick Kempe)

BUCHAREST, ROMANIA. Leonte Rautu is a Cormunist's Communist.
From his days in exile in Moscow as a member of Romania's illegal Communist

Party during World War II right up until this Auigust, when he had served more
than 30 years on Romania's highest governing body, the Political Executive Com-
mittee, his life had been devoted to the cause.

At the age of 73, Mr. Rautu might indeed have expected to retire as a Communist
hero. Instead, he was ousted in disgrace last month for failings as a Communist
father: He had been unable to dissuade his daughter from joining the growing ranks
of disaffected Romanians seeking to leave the country for good.

Thus, Comrade Rautu's last service to the cause was to serve as Exhibit A in a
government campaign to halt the rising tide-some call it a flood-of emigration
requests pouring in on Western embassies in Bucharest.

Says a West European diplomat here: "They could have quietly pensioned Rautu
and no one would have ask-d why. But instead the old man was picked out as an
example to the nation."

AN IMPLIED THREAT

The implied threat is that other Romanians, especially those in party positions,
could face punishment should their offspring or another close relative apply to leave
Romania, the country with the lowest living standards and strictest internal con-
trols of any in Eastern Europe, including the Soviet Union.

The reasons for the new emigration surge are varied: to escape from Romania's
steadily deteriorating economic conditions; a search for greater professional opportu-
nities or more freedom of artistic expression; a desire for freedom to practice an
inherited religion. Whatever the reason, the Romanian government doesn't want to
countenance it.

Romania, President Nicolae Ceausescu has said, "must take an intransigent atti-
tude" toward "the worthless traitors, those who desert their country."

"We must do everything possible," he went on, "so that the entire people, espe-
cially the youth, understand that they can find a better life not by looking else-
where for a few silver coins more, but by working and struggling to overcome
difficulties in their homeland."

A FIRST IN CANDOR

Never has a Communist leader so openly admitted that his nation had a problem
of too many people wanting to leave, and never has a Communist country waged so
public a war against would-be emigres.

Romania must, however, settle for this sort of propaganda assault. It cannot
economically or politically afford to slam the emigration gate shut.

That's because it must, theoretically at least, permit emigration to the U.S. if it is
to continue to enjoy the most-favored-nation status it won from the U.S. in 1975.
And Romania realizes that this status has allowed trade between the two countries
to nearly quadruple to an expected $1.2 billion this year.

Similarly, Mr. Ceausescu allows many thousands of ethnic Germans to emigrate
to West Germany-each year, in large degree because West Germany is Romania's

-most important Western trading partner and supplier of advanced equipment and
machinery.

Still another reason for allowing some continued emigration is Romania s search
for world approval. It hopes to host the next East-West conference on progress
under the Helsinki Pact, and it knows that too rough a clampdown on emigration
will reduce its chances of doing that.

THOUSANDS GO TO GERMANY

All these factors help explain why the number of Romanians granted permission
to leave the country significantly increased in 1980. Some 16,000 ethnic Germans
left for West Germany, compared with 11,000 in 1979. More than 2,800 Romanians
emigrated to the United States, almost double the 1979 level and seven times the
number before the most-favored-nation agreement. Another 1,061 were given per-
mission to emigrate to Israel, 100 more than the year before, Due to steady emigra-
tion over the years, the Jewish population in Romania has declined from more than
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400,000 right after World War II to 35,000 now, and Romanians have become one of
the largest ethnic groups in Israel.

'"The Romanians have performed quite well as regards emigration," concedes one
Western observer. In fact, U.S. government officials are reported to be considering
asking Congress to make Romania's most-favored-nation status, which currently
must be renewed each year, a more permanent one, with reviews every three or
four years.

The number of those allowed to emigrate tells only one part of the story. It
doesn't tell the number of those who want to leave but haven't been able to, and
that number has been steadily swelling to what one Romanian official concedes to
be "abnormal proportions." Moreover, treatment of those who apply to emigrate
appears to be growing worse week by week, part of the anti-emigration campaign
that has been intensifying all summer.

BACKLOG GROWS

The backlog of ethnic Germans awaiting permission to leave the country is now
estimated at 60,000 to 70,000. The Uni States embassy says it knows of more
than 5,000 Romanians who would like to move to America, and it is believed that
virtually all of the 35,000 Jews still in Romania want to leave. Between 250 and 500
Romanians wanting to emigrate line up each day at the West German consulate,
aid the U.S. consulate registers 250 to 400 new a plications each week.

Says the Western diplomat quoted earlier, 'The greatest disease in Romania
today is the mad desire to get out."

Applicants may have to wait anywhere from three months to years before they
can actually leave. Diplomatic specialists estimate that more than 75 percent of the
applicants will sooner or later either lose their jobs or significant amounts of pay as
punishment. Since the public campaign against emigration has picked up steam,
there has been increased harassment of would-be emigrants at the workplace, and
threats of reprisals against family members are being reported.

If a Romanian citizen is eventually permitted to leave, he must turn his home
and property over to the state. If he has spent less than two years in his profession,
he must repay the state for what it spent educating him.

"A MATTER OF PRINCIPLE"

"We try to discourage immigration as a matter of principle," the foreign-ministry
officials says. "We can't solve Romania's problems by moving Romanians out. -As a
member of the- World Bank once said, development requires a sort of military
discipline, sacrifice and unity of command."

A random sample of those who, nonetheless, are trying to leave for the U.S., and
whabriel Neagu, 35, is a linguist and was an assistant lecturer at the University of

Bucharest until he applied to emigrate more than two years ago. Within weeks, he
received a letter of dismissal from the university saying he was "no longer ideologi-
cally fit to teach students."

Last November, the local police threatened that if he didn't find another job, he
would be arrested for "living a parasitic life." All he was offered was a position as
an unskilled laborer in an aluminum factory, where he makes earthen molds and
files the rough edges off finished products. "I make them pleasant to the touch," hesays bitterly.Mr. Neagu, an articulate and witty raconteur with a daunting command of

English, has been offered a position as lecturer at New York University. "I resent
being considered a traitor," he says. "I merely want to improve myself. I want my
doctorate in linguistics."

Daniel Constantinescu, 47, is a senior consultant at a cardiology clinic in Bucha-
rest. He also is a member of a long-established fundamentalist religion in Romania
called "Christians According to the Gospel." Says Dr. Constantinescu, "I don't want
my children to be raised in a godless country."

Three years ago, Dr. Constantinescu worked for three months in South Africa
with Dr. Marcius Barnard, the brother of the famous Christiaan Barnard. Dr.
Marcius Barnard and other physicians have appealed to U.S. Congressmen to sup-
port Dr. Constantinescu's emigration request. Meanwhile, however, he has been
stripped of his title as chief of cardiology and has been moved to other areas of the
clinic where he has no expertise.

Mihaela Farcas, Dr. Constantinescu's sister, and her husband are members of the
same fundamentalist religion. She has been fired from her post as schoolteacher.
Her husband, Viorel, is a sculptor whose best works haven t found buyers. 'The

84-209 0-81--4
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only possible purchaser of the art is the state," says Mrs. Farcas, "and it only wants
works that enhance political awareness."

Nieu Trifu, 27, is an architect and an artist, regarded by his collies as a man
of extraordinary talent. After he applied to emigrate, his architect s pay was re-
duced by 20 percent, and he was dispatched to a construction site for a month of"volunteer labor." The Communist youth association, to which most young Roma-
nians belong, branded him as a "cow with dollars." Says Mr. Trifu: "I don't want to
throw mud on my country. Romania should be proud I want to improve myself.
Instead, it calls me a traitor."

All who apply to emigrate dread the arrival of yet another blue envelope-the
Ministry of Interior rejection slip that means that the excruciating application
process must be started all over again. Mr. Neagu has received eight, Mr. Constan-
tinescu and his sister together have received 15, and Mr. Trifu has just received his
third.

Mr. Neagu has written 160 letters of appeal to government officials and sent 20
telegrams directly to President Ceausescu. "They have destroyed my career and
stopped me halfway to the United States," he says. "I don't know what to do."

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY CYRUS GiLBERT ABBE
After visiting Rumania and conferring with numerous Rumanian Jews about the

obstacles placed in the way of their emigration by the Rumanian government I have
reached the following conclusions:

I. The Rumanian authorities are preventing Jews from emigrating.
A. Tens of thousands of Rumanian Jews want to be reunited with their

families in Israel.
B. The number of Rumanian Jews allowed to emigrate each year has declined

over 80 percent from about 4,000 each year in 1973 and 1974 to about 700 this
year if the current monthly rate continues.

C. The application procedure for an exit visa is tortuous, and those who are
fortunate to receive visas often wait years before obtaining them.

D. Potential applicants are afraid to apply because of the long and burden-
some procedure and the persecution while waiting for a visa.

E. The Rumanian government has failed to honor the commitment it made to
the American Jewish community in 1979 at the time of these hearings that any
person who wanted to emigrate would be free to do so, that applications for exit
visas would be readily available and that these applications would be processedexpeditiously.F. The applicants are aware of America's concern as reflected in the Helsinki

Agreement and the trade legislation and beg your assistance.
G. I have provided the Subcommittee with a list of some Rumanian Jews

waiting to emigrate who have contacted me asking for assistance by the Ameri-
can government.

11. Congress should deny the -waiver of the freedom of emigration requirements
with respect to Rumania and should deny Rumania most-favored-nation trade privi-
leges until concrete evidence is provided by the Rumanian government that (1) it
will increase the number of Jews who are allowed to emigrate to a total of at least
4,000 a year, which is approximately the total that was permitted to emigrate before
Rumania obtained most-favored-nation trade privileges, and (2) the application pro-
cedure has been changed completely.

Based upon my visits to the Jewish Community in Rumania, extensive discussions
with Rumanian Jews who have, after great difficulties, been allowed to emigrate
from Rumania, and substantial correspondence with Jews in Rumania and their
relatives all over the world, I have the following conclusions:

(1) Tens of thousands of Jews would like to emigrate to Israel.
(2) Although about 4,000 Jews left for Israel each year in 1973 and 1974, only

about 1,000 Jews were allowed to leave for Israel in 1980. If the current rate of
emigration for 1981 continues, only about 700 Jews will leave for Israel this year.
Thus there has been a decline from about 4,000 each year in 1973 and 1974 to about
700 in 1981, a decline of over 80 percent.

(3) The procedure to apply for an exit visa is extremely difficult and tortuous. The
request for a visa is sometimes denied or it takes years before approval is granted.
The applicant is frequently subject to harassment and persecution during this long
period without any assurance that he will ever receive the visa, and therefore many
Jews are too frightened to apply.

(4) The Rumania government has failed to honor the commitment it made to the
American Jewish community in 1979 at the time of these hearings that any person
who wanted to emigrate would be free to do so, that applications for exit visas
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would. be readily available and that these applications would be processed expedi.
tiously,

(5) An extension of the waiver at this time after the enormous decline in the
number of Jews allowed to leave for Israel in recent years and in the face of
difficulties placed in the path of applicants for exit visas would be contrary to
America's humanitarian policy as expressed in Section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act
which we are considering today and, of course, the letter and spirit of the Helsinki
Accord.

I am an attorney by profession, but I have been active in Jewish affairs for many
years and have worked as a volunteer to help Jews who seek to emigrate from
Rumania. During my trips to Rumania numerous Jews who had applied for an exit
visa told me how they were followed, how their phones were tapped, how they had
been fired from their jobs, etc. Many of those who had not applied told me they
wanted desperately to leave but knew that if they applied they may immediately be
fired and might have to wait years to receive an exit visa, should it ever be granted,
without any source of income to support them and their children. They advised me
that the census figures for the number of Jews in Rumania was erroneous because
many Jews were afraid to tell the census taker they were Jewish and some census
takers discouraged Jews from calling themselves Jewish. Jews have even been
afraid and unwilling to register with the Jewish Federation in Rumania so the total
number of Jews registered with the Jewish Federation is only a portion of the total
Jewish population in Rumania. On the basis of numerous conversations with Ruma-
nian Jews I would estimate there are now about 70,000 Jews living in Rumania. As
mentioned above whereas approximately 4,000 Jews a year were permitted to emi-
grate to Israel in 1973 and 1974, it appears from the current monthly emigration
figures that only 700 Jews or less than 20% of the prior number will be allowed to
go to Israel this year. Some of the older Jews in Rumania receive support, care and
aid from the Joint Distribution Committee supported by the United Jewish Appeal
and feel too old to emigrate, but the overwhelming proportion of the younger Jews
and some of the older ones are eager to move to Israel and be reunited with their
families there. Although synagogues may exist in Rumania, everyone is required to
work on Saturday so that the only Jews able to attend Sabbath morning services
are those who are retired. Although kosher food and other religious observances
may be maintanined, this limited form of Jewish life does not compare with the full
Jewish existence available in Israel, and the Rumanian Jews long to join their
families in Israel. There are now about 300,000 Rumanian Jews living in Israel,
most having left Rumania just after the end of World War II, so those left in
Rumania frequently have almost their entire family in Israel.

Although most of the estimated 70,000 Jews in Rumania want to emigrate, a
complex and tortuous application procedure for an exit visa has been instituted by
the Rumanian government not only to delay seriously and unnecessarily the length
of time an applicant must wait for an exit visa but also to intimidate, frighten and
discourage Jews from asking for exit visas. Whereas previously a person wishing to
emigrate completed a large application form and then could wait months or years
for a response, several years ago the Rumanian government instituted a new proce-
dure whereby, the applicant must first complete a brief preliminary request/form.
Only if this is approved does he receive the large application form. (Jews in Bucha-
rest suspect the reason for the change was so that when a member of Congress
would ask about an individual seeking to emigrate, the Rumanian Ambassador
could say he hadn't even applied to leave when in reality the government had
rejected his preliminary request and refused to give him an application form.) After
the applicant submits the preliminary request a delay of several months normally
follows and then he is summoned to a meetingat the local People's Council in the
area where he works. There he is frequently humiliated and advised to withdraw
his request. If he refuses, he is often threatened and told orally that he will not be
permitted to leave. After several more months of waiting he will usually receive a
formal written rejection of his request. He then begins to submit complaints with
the hope that the decision will be reversed. It may never be reversed, or sometimes
after a short or long period of waiting his complaint is recognized and he is given
the application form. After he completes and submits the application form he
continues to wait with no assurance of approval. In spite of criticism by Congress-
men of this intimidating application procedure, the Rumanian government instead
of easing the procedure decided to make it even worse. Sometimes before the
applicant can even receive the preliminary request form he must first place his
name on a list. Then at a later time he may be summoned to a meeting with the
authorities who can determine if he should be given the preliminary request form.
Imagine now a procedure where (1) an applicant places his name on a list, waits and
then appears before the authorities to ask for a preliminary request form, then (2)
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if, after waiting for a response, he is one of those who is given the preliminary
request form, he will have to wait again after he has submitted it and then appear
before the People's Council to determine if he should be given the application form,
then (3) if, Mr waiting for a response, he is one of those who is given the
application form, he will after submitting the application form have to wait once
again for the government's response, then (4) if his application form is approved he
will have to obtain and submit to the government dozens of documents regarding
his home, his job, etc., then (5) if those documents are all in order his exit visa will
finally be granted. At all of these steps applicants are rejected, but since an
applicant has already announced his desire to emigrate from the beginning of this
tortuous proceeding he is frequently subjected during this long period of time to
harassment and persecution such as being followed, having his phone tapped and
being fired from his job so that he is obliged to remain in Rumania but-has no
source of income. Is there any doubt in the face of this procedure that the Ruma-
nian government has decided to violate the terms of the Helsinki Accord and the
provisions of the Jackson-Vanik amendment and to disregard the repeated requests
of Congressmen for an easing of the Rumanian application procedure? Can anyone
doubt that this procedure and the accompanying persecution make many Jews who
want to leave too frightened to take the first step and put their names on the list
for the exit visa?

As examples of the refusal of the Rumanian government to grant exit visas and
the harassment of applicants please consider the situation of (a) Erika Berger, who
has been prevented from joining her husband in Israel, and Schiopu Arestianu
Teodor Bogdan, who has been prevented from joining his wife in Israel and was
advised he should divorce his wife because he will never be allowed to leave
Rumania, (b) Gabriel Neagu and losif Langszner, who were fired from their jobs
after requesting exit visas, (c) Sergiu and Ruxandra Ratescu who, after requesting
permission to go to Israel since 1970, were finally told in 1977 that their passports
were ready, but after completing their preparations to emigrate and leaving their
jobs were told it was all a mistake and they could not emigrate, and (d) Herman
Rubinger and Shmiel Feiden, who were convicted in anti-semitic trials held over 20
years ago, served many years in prison, are still required each year to pay fines to
the government and are prevented from emigrating to Israel.

In 1979 at the time of these hearings the Rumanian government assured and
agreed with the American Jewish community that (a) any person who wanted to
emigrate would be free to do so, (b) that applications for exit visas would be readily
available and (c) that these applications would be processed expeditiously. Unfortu-
nately, however, the Rumanian government has failed to honor these three commit-
ments, and many Jews who have registered with the Jewish Federation and request-'
ed exit visas more than a year ago have not even received the application form and
are still in Rumania.

I am proud as an American of our government's concern for human rights around
the world, for free emigration, for reunification of families. But how shallow our
words must appear when year after year despite the constant expression of concern
by this Committee and other Congressmen the Rumanian government decreases the
number of Jews allowed to join their families in Israel and continues an application
procedure which is tortuous and intimidating. With emigration of Rumanian Jews
to Israel down by over 80 percent and the application procedure a terrifying exam-
ple of Rumania's disregard for the principle of free emigration it is time to deny the
waiver of the freedom of emigration requirements with respect to Rumania. It is
time to deny most-favored-nation trade privileges to Rumania until concrete evi-
dence is provided by the Rumanian government that (1) it will increase the number
of Jews who are allowed to emigrate to a total of at least 4,000 a year, which is
approximately the total that was permitted to emigrate before Rumania obtained
most-favored-nation trade privileges, and (2) the application procedure has been
changed completely. Rumania's strong desire for trade with America will encourage
her to change her emigration policies quickly, and the Jackson-Vanik Amendment
will have effectively assisted numerous individuals to live free from persecution and
to be reunited with their families.
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STATEMENT OF NINA H. SHEA
on

DENIALS OF THE RIGHT TO
EMIGRATE FROM ROMANIA

before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

July 27, 1981

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for inviting me

to appear before this Subcommittee today. I am submitting

this testimony on behalf of the International League for

Human Rights.* The League is a nongovernmental organization

with consultative status with the United Nations and other

international organizations and has worked for 39 years to

promote the human rights of all peoples in accordance with

international law.

* The International League for Human Rights is a non-
governmental international human rights organization, founded
in 1942. The League conducts investigations of human rights
abuses, sends fact-finding missions to other nations, ob-
serves political trials, marshals public opinion to protest
abuses, and monitors human rights events at the U.N. The
League has 40 affiliates around the world who cooperate
withit in safeguarding human rights. The League also
has organized the Lawyers Committee for International Human
Rights, which takes assignments in the international human
rights field. The League offices are at 236 East 46th Street,
New York, New York.

I gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Diane
Archer and Erica Zolberg, Research Assistants for Eastern
Europe at the International League for Human Rights, in the
preparation of this report.
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HISTORY OF LEAGUE CONCERN

Since the signing of the Helsinki Final Act by 35 nations

in August 1975, the International League has closely monitored

the implementation of the family reunification provisions

of the document. Although one provision of the agreement

requires participating nations to Odeal in a positive and

humanitarian spirit with the applications of persons who

wish to be reunited with members of their family," applica-

tions of persons applying to emigrate from a number of

Eastern European nations continue to be rejected. Conse-

quently, a major component of the League's casework program

in 1979 , 1980 and this year-involved requests for assistance

on family reunification problems.

The League receives its cases from a variety of sources:

the applicant may write directly to the League, or, fearing

possible reprisals, the applicant may ask family or friends

in another country to provide the details of the case. The

League does not solicit cases or publicize its work in this

area. Moreover,it: should be emphasized that by seeking

-the assistance of groups outside the country, Romanian citi-

zens may be taking risks. The combination of these factors

leads us to conclude that the cases received by the League

represent only a fraction of the total number of individuals

who have been denied permission to leave.

In the past five years, the International League has

intervened on behalf of some 500 individuals or families
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who have requested assistance in obtaining permission to

leave a country and to be reunited with family members else-

where. The majority of these cases have been requests for

assistance from individuals or families in the German Demo-

cratic Republic and Romania. In intervening on these cases,

the League has received assistance from the Governments of

Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, Israel and the

United States. The League has also worked closely on these

matters with its affiliate organization, the Gesellschaft

Fuer Menschenrechte in the Federal Republic of Germany.

The International League has prepared reports on these

cases for the Hfelsinki Review Conference which opened in

Madrid in November 1980 and to the United Nations Commission

on Human Rights in 1980 and 1981.

THE RIGHT TO LEAVE

The right to leave is not secured in Romanian law.

The present Romanian Constitution of 1965 (as amended in

March 1974) and the legal code are both silent on the question

of a citizen's right to leave the country. The existence

of a variety of laws stipulating lengthy and complex condi-

tions for acquiring exit visas and passports make it apparent

that this absence of legal safeguards has given way to the

State's claim of the right to control the movement of its

citizens. (See Decree No. 156, 1970 on Passports and its

implementing regulation, Resolution No. 424, 1970 of the

Council of Ministers.)
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The hundreds ef cases which have come to the League's

attention in recent years indicate that the laws and regu-

lations governing the movement of citizens leaving Romania

are designed to restrict travel across the borders. There

are considerable procedural obstacles imposed by the

Government on Romanian citizens who apply for exit visas.

The citizen must first apply for an application form by

submitting a document which itself is difficult to obtain.

There are no codified laws defining the procedures for obtain-

ing the emigration application, resulting in their arbi-

trary issuance by local officials. In some cases, (see

case #1, appendix) authorities have refused to issue the

application form altogether. Once acquired, the applica-

tion, consisting of numerous forms, must be completed and

submitted with certificates of birth and marriage, written

statements of consent by employers, documents establishing

that the applicant is not in debt to the State or subject

to criminal prosecution, that the applicant has no dependents

and that s/he has not had access to State secrets.

The applicant must also appear before special "People's

Commissions" composed of party officials, police authori-

ties, neighbors, employers and co-workers who interrogate

prospective applicants on their reasons for leaving and

attempt to dissuade them from doing so. Finally, the coun-

try of destination must be stamped on the exit visa before

the.applicant has determined his / her eligibility to

enter that country.
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Procedures for obtaining a travel visa are similarly

lengthy, cumbersome and fraught with bureaucratic obstacles.

Travel visas are limited as to duration and destination.

Family members of the traveler must remain behind in Romania

as security for his/her return and employers are often

required to sign statements guaranteeing their employee's

return. Currency regulations are prohibitively-strict.

In addition to the difficult legal procedures, visa

applicants often face severe economic, social and psycho-

logical deterrents to travel. Such reprisals for applying

to emigrate include property confiscation, apartment evictions,

job dismissal or demotion (employers have been reluctant

to retain workers after issuing travel consent in fear of

appearing to condone emigration), salary reductions, and

expulsions from schools and universities during the lengthy

--- period when the application is pending. Heads of house-

holds have reported being transferred to jobs in remote

areas after applying for emigration, sometimes resulting

in forced separation of families even within Romania (see case

#27, appendix). Young men who apply to emigrate or travel

are liable to find themselves drafted into special military

units which perform heavy manual labor. Applicants to emi-

grate to join spouses abroad have been subjected to pressure

to start divorce proceedings. Other forms of harassment

include police surveillance, repeated threatening telephone

calls, mail interception, and telephone tapping. There

are also a number of instances of people who have publicly
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demonstrated or gone on hunger strikes in support of their

demand to emigrate being confined to psychiatric hospitals

for up to six weeks under Decree 12/1965. In one case which

has come to the League's attention (see case 9110, appendix),

the emigration applicant was involuntarily committed

to a psychiatric hospital where he was given neoroleptic

drugs.

Even if the application' process is complied with, visas

are not necessarily granted. In fact, although the Romanian

Government has been responsive to official foreign inter-

cessions in behalf of specific exit visa cases, denials are

common. The authorities are not obliged to provide a rea-

son for refusals, and rarely do. With the exception of

certain groups, emigration has remained very restricted,

and our own case load reflects that travel opportunities

for Romaniaa citizens desiring to leave are still tight-

ly controlled.

In the one year period from June 1980 to June 1981,

the League received approximately 150 requests for assis-

tance concerning Romanian citizens wishing to emigrate.

In the same period of the previous year, the League received

fifty assistance requests. Although the increase may

be explained as a reflection of the growing awareness of

the League's work in emigration and family reunification

problems among East Europeans, the large number of cases

received in 1980-1 nevertheless evidences continuing re-

strictions by the Romanian Government in the area 6T emi-

gration.
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Emigration policies are so strict that citizens have

been prohibited from leaving Romania even for obtaining

needed medical treatment (see cases #5 and #49) or for

attending important professional meetings (see case 07)

or other career-related events (see case #110) outside the

country./

* j -;/:G Ie - eL
. Leaving or attempting to leave the country without

official permission constitutes a crime against the State.

Offenders are arrested, prosecuted under the penal code

and sentenced to prison terms ranging from a few months to seve-

ral years.A number of those charged with attempting to leave

the country without official permission have been confined

to psychiatric hospitals under Article 114 of the Romanian

penal code (Article 114 stipulates that: "If the offender

is mentally ill or is a drug addict and his condition repre-

sents a social danger, he may be interned in a specialized

medical institution until his recovery. This measure can

also be provisionally applied during penal proceedings

or trial.").

Family Protection

A denial of the right to freedom of movement is all

the more severe when it results in the separation of members

of a family.

Under Article 27 of the Romanian Constitution,"The

State protects marriage and the family and defends the

interests of mother and child." The imposition of complex
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visa procedures and, in many cases, the outright prohibi-

tion against emigration and travel, result in children being

forced to live apart from parents, spouses being separated

and siblings and other close relatives being prevented

from living or visiting with each other. These restrictions

are an apparent violation of Romania's own Constitutional

guarantee of family protection.

Restrictions on travel from Romania are so harsh that

even requests for permission to leave the country temporari-

ly to attend a funeral or wedding of a close family member

have been denied by authorities. Similarly, requests to

leave in order to tend to the needs of sick or aged parents

or other close relatives residing in another country have

also been refused.

Families seeking reunification who request permission

to emigrate are subjected to the same types of Government

harassment encountered by others asking to emigrate. In

addition, families experience other forms of persecution

and intimidation which are unique to their situation.

Spouses seeking reunification are encouraged, and sometimes

coerced by threats of loss of employment, to divorce.

Right to Marry and Found a Family

Even greater difficulties face those who wish to marry

a foreigner since the fiance needs to obtain permission

not only for the exit visa, but for the marriage-itself.
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A Romanian wishing to marry a foreigner must file a peti-

tion with the highest executive body in the country, the

Council of State, which must eventually be approved and

signed by President Ceausescu himself.

The Romanian Government is particularly reluctant to

approve these requests for binational marriages, since

such unions typically result in the emigration of the Ro-

manian spouse.

The appendix cites numerous complaints received by

the International League that the Romanian authorities

have not granted requests to leave the country in order

to marry fiances residing outside of Romania. As in the

emigration cases discussed above, applications for exit

visas for these individuals are often met by reprisals

from the Government authorities. In addition, individuals

who wish to marry individuals living outside the country

are advised and pressured to break their engagement.

The appendix attached hereto contains over 100 case

digests by the League concerning individuals who are cur-

rently being denied permission to emigrate from Romania.
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Senator DoLE [acting chairman presiding]. We now have a panel
consisting of John Kyl, executive vice president, Occidental Inter-
national Corp.; Nicholas L. Reding, chairman, National Agricultur-

"al Chemicals Association; and H. K. Baboyian, vice president, UOP,
Inc.

I want to welcome my former colleague, John Kyl, to the com-
mittee.

STATEMENT OF JOHN KYL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, OC.
CIDENTAL INTERNATIONAL CORP.

Mr. KYL. Thank you, Senator Dole.
The statement which I submitted for the record is actually that

of former Senate colleague, Albert Gore, who is chairman of the
board of Island Creek Coal Co. and who is also a member of the
Romanian-United States Economic Council.

I will try to catch up on your time, sir, by simply telling you that
we do have a long-term sales contract, with an advance payment
between Island Creek Coal Co. and Romania.

The trade relations between Island Creek Co. and Romania are
pleasant, profitable and mutually beneficial. We hope that the
most favored nation treatment for Romania will be continued.

Senator DOLE. Your entire statement will be included in the
record.

Mr. KYL. Thank you, Senator Dole.

STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS L. REDING, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL AG-
RICULTURAL CHEMICALS ASSOCIATION

Mr. REDING. My name is Nicholas Reding. I am a group vice
president of Monsanto Co., but I am appearing here today as chair-
man of th& board of directors of the National Ag-Chem Association
which represents some 115 companies which make and formulate
most of the products used in the agricultural area in this country
and much that is used abroad.

I am accompanied by Jack Earley, who is president of the Na- --
tional Ag-Chem Association. I have submitted a statement for the
record. I will try to be brief in our recommendations.

Regarding Romania, last year, the NACA called 'our attention
to problems we were having in gaining protection for our propri-
etary products in Romania.

The Romania national law was granting compound patents to
Romanian firms while denying our company the same treatment.

We indicated that the Romanian authorities had assured our
Government that corrective action was being taken.

This year, an NACA delegation reported, after joint American-
Romanian Economic Commission meetings, that amendments to
the law was in final stages, that the new law will reflect modern,
international practices concerning protection of chemical inven-
tions and will provide equal treatment to American companies.

The NACA position is that we have been waiting a year to
actually see the new law, but recognize that it takes time.

As a result of the statements of the Council meeting we believe
the Romanian Government has demonstrated good faith in its ef-
forts.

Therefore, NACA recommends renewal of the trade agreement
and continuation of MFN status for Romania and suggests that
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Commerce and State report to the committee progress made
toward a final resolution.

Regarding Hungary, the committee is familiar with the problems
we have had concerning Hungary and industrial property rights.

The situation with respect to national treatment of our compa-
nies in Hungary has definitely improved. The Hungarian Patent
Office has affirmed the patentability of Ag-Chem. compositions.
Other Hungarian authorities have also confirmed this.

However, the question of composition patentability has been
moved from the patent office to the courts. We remain concerned
that patent applications for significant breakthroughs may be
blocked in the courts with the same argument which was repeated-
ly raised in the past to block our applications in the patent office.

The question is whether the usual Ag-Chem composition, that is,
a single active ingredient, along with adjuvants, is patentable.

The patent office and trade-officials have rejected arguments by
Hungarian companies that such compositions are not patentable.

It would be highly desirable if this fundamental point were set-
tled as a matter of law, via court decision.

There is also a specific problem that has remained unsolved since
1978, that being the continuing sales in Brazil of a Hungarian
product that infringes FMC's patent rights in that country, FMC
being a valued member of our association.

You are well familiar with this matter. FMC reports several
instances where efforts to negotiate a settlement have failed.

Notwithstanding that, I understand that our Government and
FMC will soon begin a new effort, led by Assistant Secretary of
Commerce Morris, to seek a solution through negotiations, in fact
this week.

The NACA recommendation at this time is that we do not recom-
mend termination of the waiver. We recommend that the subcom-
mittee request that the Commerce and State Departments and the
U.S. Trade Representative intensify their efforts to reach a resolu-
tion of this problem which adequately protects industrial property
rights and insures fair treatment both by a court decision on
patentability of compositions and to resolve the FMC problem.

Finally, regarding the People's- Republic of China as background,
the trade agreement provides for the creation of a commercial
infrastructure necessary to facilitate trade.

Because of the agricultural potential of the PRC and the opportu-
nities for significant trade, NACA has followed Chinese efforts to
create this infrastructure with great interest.

Of particular concern for our high technology companies is the
creation of a Chinese patent system. An adequate patent system,
with a full range of protection for agricultural chemical products
and technologies will create an environment where U.S. companies
will be willing to expose their most advanced technology and
devote the resources necessary for modernization of Chinese agri-
culture.

There are powerful incentives for China to protect these property
rights.

-A provision has been incorporated into the trade agreement pro-
viding that China will adopt a patent system that provides protec-
tion substantially equivalent to that provided under U.S. law.
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We look forward to its fulfillment, so that a promising start for
industry is continued and technical and commercial relations can
expand rapidly.

NACA's position is that we are confident of the soundness of our
small but growing relations with Chinese agriculture. We strongly
recommend continuation of MFN status for the People's Republic
of China.

However, the People's Republic of China must hasten to estab-
lish patent protection as called for in the treaty.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
Senator DOLE. Thank you.
Mr. Baboyian.

STATEMENT OF H. K. BABOYIAN, VICE PRESIDENT, UOP INC.

Mr. BABOYIAN. Thank you, Senator Dole. It is a pleasure to
appear again before this committee, to support the continuation of
most-favored-nation status for Romania, Hungary, and the People's
Republic of China.

UOP is a multinational corporation engaged in energy technol-
ogies, construction and engineering services, and manufacture of
products on a worldwide basis.

We have done business in Romania for over 40 years. We believe
that both UOP and the Romanian Government have enjoyed a
mutually beneficial relationship.

Our business relationship with the People's Republic of China
began shortly after the signing of the Shanghai communique and
has been excellent for both parties.

Our interests in Hungary have also been of longstanding and of
mutual benefit.

Romania has significantly adapted its foreign trade relations to
Western business conditions. As a result, U.S. companies have
increased their share of Romanian trade done with the West, espe-
cially since 1975, when Romania first achieved most-favored-nation
status.

In 1980, the United States was the third largest trading partner
of Romania with trade of $1.4 billion.

United States trade with Romania has increased in both absolute
terms and in terms of Romania's proportion of trade with the free
market economies.

Since 1974, half of its trade has been from nor.-Communist coun-
tries. This trend continues to increase.

Romania-UOP's trade with Romania has also been increasing
and the future seems promising for us. We believe Romania has
made great strides to open new trade relationships not only with
the United States but with other Western countries and also lesser
developed countries. Some of that trade has been in conjunction
with cooperation with our company in joint ventures.

Our trade with China and Hungar has been successful and the
future opportunities also seem promising.

United States-China trade will undoubtedly increase markedly in
the near future.

Most-favored-nation Rtatus and the continuation thereof, as the
term implies, really doesn't give these countries any specific, spe-
cial treatment that isn't accorded to our normal trading partners.
It would merely continue to recognize them as good trading part-
ners, partners dealing in good faith, both in terms of their adher-
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ence to the international agreements and nondiscrimination
against U.S. goods and services, and as partners that exercise
international competitive practices that we in the private business
world value as a true measure of free trade.

UOP believes that continued most-favored-nation status will fur-
ther strengthen and facilitate business between Romania, Hunga-
ry, China, and the United States, and therefore, we support Presi-
dent Reagan's recommendation for a further extension of authority
under the Trade Act of 1974, to waive the freedom of immigration
requirements under section 402, and for continuation of waivers
applicable to these countries.

Thank you very much.
Senator DoLE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Early, do you have anything?
Mr. EARLY. I have nothing to add.
Senator DoLE. I have no questions.
Thank you.
Mr. KYL. Thank you, Senator Dole.
Mr. REDING. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BABOYIAN. Thank you, Senator Dole.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS ASSOCIATION

The National Agricultural Chemicals Association (NACA) is a trade association,
many of whose members engage in extensive research and development to create
new products to protect crops and improve their yields. It is difficult to invent a
new compound effective against the target disease, pest or weed, or which produces
the desired effect on the growth of the plant. Further, the new compound must also
have no adverse effect on the crop, be safe for humans and the environment, and
economical to use. Because of the huge investment in these inventions, they are
heavily protected by patents around the world.

Our agricultural chemical industry is among the few American high technology
industries where we still have a clear lead over foreign competition. Our products
are in great demand all over the world. Last year our exports brought in over a
billion dollars and have been growing at a rate of 20 percent a year. But this success
and our ability to continue to invest substantial amounts in research and develop-
ment is almost totally dependent on respect for our industrial property rights.

The trade agreements which the Subcommittee is considering ay d the
parties to respect each other's industrial property rights and to provide parties of
the other country with the same treatment they provide their own nationals. These
mutual concessions are fundamental to the development of bilateral trade and the
free flow of technology. But trade agreements must be more than formal state-
ments. The mutual concessions must have meaning in practice. It is on this point
that NACA wishes to comment.

ROMANIA

At last year's hearing of the Subcommittee, NACA called to the Subcommittee's
attention problems the American agricultural chemical industry had been experi-
encing in obtaining patent protection for their chemical inventions in Romania. In
particular, attention was called to a provision of Romanian law which limited the
availability of patents obtained by chemical means; e.g., chemical compounds, to
socialist state organizations. Indeed, it was the experience of our member firms that
pa'ez s containing claims directed to chemical compounds per se were not granted
to f-raign firms. We questioned whether such provision and the practices under it
were consistent with Article V of the Agreement on Trade Relations with Romania
and the Paris Convention which call for "national treatment;" that is, that each
party provide nationals, firms, companies and economic organizations of the other
party the same industrial property rights (patent protection, etc.) they provide their
own nationals, firms, companies, etc. We firmly believe that these provisions pro-
vide that our member companies be able to obtain in Romania the same industrial
property rights protection that is granted in Romania to Romanian enterprises.

I -
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NACA also indicated at last year's hearing that we had been informed through
the Commerce Department that the Romanian Government was revising its patent
law and planned to drop the provision limiting patents for chemical compounds to
socialist state organizations. While we had hoped that the new law would be
published before this time so that some tangible results would be evident, we
recognize such matters take time. There have, however, been some positive results.

On May 14 and 15, 1981, the Joint American-Romanian Economic Commission
held its Seventh Session in Bucharest. The government-to-government group had
been created to facilitate increased trade under the Trade Agreement and solve
problems thereunder. The Commission's Working Group on Facilitation of Trade
and Cooperation convened a special meeting of patent experts to discuss the prob-
lems mentioned herein. Mr. Kirk of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office chaired
the U.S. side and was advised by an NACA delegation. In a joint Memorandum of
Understanding developed during the special meeting, it is indicated that:

'The Romanian side informed the U.S. side that its competent authorities are
drafting a new patent law and that the new law will reflect the changed conditions
regarding international practice in the protection of chemical compounds and the
relevant provisions of the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement abd the Paris Conven-
tion, to which Romania adheres."

Informally, the Romanian side indicated they would follow the current trend
toward full protection of chemical inventions and that the new law was very near
completion.

Other favorable developments included clarification of Romanian patent practices
and procedures concerning especially composition patents of the type used to protect
many agricultural chemical inventions. The Romanian State Oice for Inventions
and Trademarks offeivd to discuss directly with American firms specific problems
concerning the application of these practices and procedures.

Recommendations. -Based on the favorable developments outlined above, NACA
recommends favorable consideration of the President s recommendation to continue
MFN status for Romania. With respect to renewal of the Trade Agreement with
Romania, it is NACA's view that the Romanians are actively working to correct the
serious problems in the balance of concessions under the Agreement mentioned
herein. Therefore, we recommend renewal of the Trade Agreement. NACA does,
however, recommend that the Subcommittee on Trade request the Commerce and
State Departments continue monitoring this situation until its final resolution and
report back to the Subcommittee on the progress being made.

HUNGARY

American agricultural chemical manufacturers have reported obstacles to obtain-
ing protection for their industrial property rights in Hungary. In particular, the
companies have expressed concern about legal challenges by Hungarian enterprises
both to their patent applications and to their issued patents in Hung. The U.S.
firms also have reported instances of the manufacture in Hungary of American
proprietary products and sales by Hungarian enterprises of products in third coun-
tries in violation of U.S. companies' patent protection in those countries. According
to the firms, these actions involve some of the principal and most technologically
advanced products that the companies produce.

These issues were first brought to the attention of the Subcommittee during the
hearings in 1979 on the Agreement on Trade Relations Between the United States
and the Hungarian People's Republic and again at last year's hearings. Progress
had been made, especially on the issue of the availability of patent protection inHuaNCa appreciates the very clear statement by Hungarian authorities that agri-

cultural chemical compositions are patentable under Hungarian law. Assurances
such as this and the recent actions of the National Office of Inventions are very
reassuring. However, our member companies continue to be concerned that means
exist to effectively deny patent protection in Hungary for promising new agricultur-
al chemical composition inventions.

At the last hearing, NACA referred to the practice of Hungarian enterprises
filing opposition to select patent applications or promising inventions using the
same generic ag ent in every case. That is, that the composition of an active
ingredient and adjuvants is not a valid composition, but a chemical compound which
is not patentable under Hungarian law. Time and time again this one single issue,
often clouded with complicated, irrelevant technical arguments, has been raised in
the Patent Office and the courts to block Western patent applications. No final
decision can be obtained and, in the meantime, a Hungarian enterprise can begin to
manufacture the invention.
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NACA fully agrees with Hungarian statements that you cannot deny an enter-
prise the right to oppose patent applications that it feels are improper. However,
the applicant should be able to obtain a reasonably prompt resolution of the matter.
This is especially true where the same basic, fundamental point of law is raised
time and time again. Therefore, we continue to urge the Hungarian side to come to
a legal decision on this point-in the ourts-by decree-by legislation-in any
appropriate manner to determine whether a single active ingredient along with
adjuvants (surfactants, solvents, etc.) is a patentable composition under Hungarian
law.

NACA presumes that the Hungarian legal system provides expeditious legal
procedures to dismiss an opposition to a patent based on an argument which has
been clearly decided to be invalid. Therefore, if the above points were clarified, our
member companies, which file for patents in Hungary and are opposed by a Hun-
garip-n enterprise using the generic argument, could ask the court for a summary
.udgment and have the opposition dismissed quickly.

If this issue is not resolved, NACA companies could assume that every patent
application for a promising agricultural chemical invention will be opposed by
Hungarian enterprises using this same generic argument and, while a favorable
decision may come out of the Patent Office, they will have to fight each and every
application in the courts, with no hope of a final decision. Therefore, we obviously
would not have advanced very far from where this problem started. Instead of
having our applications tied up endlessly in the Patent Office, they would be tied up
endlessly in the courts. American companies would not receive de facto national
treatment.

It is .possible that certain elements do not want the basic issue resolved in a
precedent-setting manner so that they can maintain the option of selectively deny-
ing patents to American companies. By maintaining a case-by-case approach, this
tired, old generic argument can be trotted out to effectively block a patent on any
new, really significant and promising American invention. Thus, we could expect"national treatment" on minor inventions, but not on those that are really impor-
tant-significant breakthroughs with great commercial promise. We would hope the
Hungarian Government does not support this approach and is genuinely interested
in the full and fair implementation of national treatment under the Trade Agree-
ment.

Another serious unresolved problem involves a U.S. company and NACA member
which in 1977 became aware of a Hungarian firm selling a product to a South
American country where the U.S. company holds patent rights on the same product.
The firm does not contest the right of the Hungarian firm to manufacture-the
product in Hungary where the US. firm does not hold patents, or to export it to
countries where the U.S. firm does not have patent rights. The disagreement in-
volves the propriety of the Hungarian entity shipping or permitting shipment to
third countries where the U.S. firm has patent rights. This company contends the
Hungarian enterprise is in violation of Paragraph 4 of the Agreed Minute of the Ad
Hoc Working Group of the U.S.-Hungarian JoinLtEconomic and Commercial Com-
mittee by insisting on the right to continue to export to countries where it has long-
term supply agreements regardless of whether those agreements will violate the
U.S. company's patent rights.

After three years, the facts and details of this dispute are well-known to the
Congress and the Executive Branch. The statement submitted to this Subcommittee
by NACA in July 1979 has some relevance today as far as good faith efforts to
resolve this problem:

"The Hungarian producers have failed to exhibit an adequate appreciation for
what is required by the letter and spirit of the Trade Areement and Agreed
Minute of the respective governments. In several important instances, negotiations
initially appeared to go forward only to have fundamental points settled earlier
reraised."

On the eve of yet one more good faith attempt by U.S. interests to negotiate an
acceptable settlement, past experience leaves us skeptical. However, NACA ap-
plauds the efforts that Aistant Secretary of Commerce William Morris has made
in seeking a solution to the problem, and will continue to support him in these
efforts.

NACA has stated that this dispute raises serious issues of principle and goes to
the heart of the U.S.-Hungarian bilateral agreement.

If industrial property rights and adherence to the Trade Agreement are not
recognized, we urge the members of the Subcommittee as well as key officials in the
Executive Branch to make their best effort, through all available channels, to
obtain a solution.
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Recommendation.-In view of the progress which has been made in resolving this
serious trade problem, NACA would not, at this time, recomma-I .nat the waiver
not be extended. However, NACA recommends that the Subcommittee request the
Commerce and State Departments, and the U.S. Trade Representative intensify
their efforts to reach a resolution which adequately protects American industrial
property rights and ensures fair treatment of both sides under the Trade Agree.
ment. Progress or the lack thereof should be reported to the Subcommittee so that
appropriate action on the Trade Agreement can be taken.

PEOPLUC REPUBLIC OF CHINA

The Trade Agreement with the Peoples Republc of China is an important element
in the establishment and development of trade and technical relations between our
two countries. Further, this Trade Agreement is unique in that the commercial
infrastructure one takes for granted in other countries did not exist in China and,
therefore, the Agreement deals in large part with basic framework for its creation.

As our industry seeks to expand trade and technical ties with the Peoples Repub-
lic, we are particularly interested in the mechanisms created for the protection of
industrial property rights. The agricultural chemical industry is a high technology
one which conducts extensive research and development and expends considerable
effort on technical adaptation of products. Its willingness to expose technology and
devote resources to a country's agricultural needs are directly related to the protec-
tion it receives in that country for its proprietary products and methods. Such
protection includes compound per se and composition patents, as well as those for
method of use and processes. Fortunately, there are some powerful influences which
we believe will lead to the adoption of a patent system in the Peoples Republic
which will stimulate mutual development in the agricultural chemical area.

China is unlike many smaller countries with less development potential which
tend to denirate industrial property rights. Such smaller countries have no techni-
cal base and scant chance of developing one. Their markets are small and do not
attract investment and technology. China, on the other hand, has a vast agricultur-
al potential. To fully realize it, China must attract modern agricultural technol-
ogy-to adapt and utilize agricultural chemical products-and for the future, to
build its own agricultural chemical industry to serve this vast market. Such a
revolutionary modernization of agriculture requires technical cooperation that can
onl be founded on proper protection of the full range of industrial property rights
in China.

The Chinese have recognized the need to protect industrial property as a key
element in increased trade and technical exchange. A provision has been incorporat-
ed into the Trade Agreements providing that China will adopt a patent system that
provides protection substantially equivalent to that provided under our law. Our
industry, as I am sure does the Subcommittee, looks forward to its fulfillment, so
that the promising start our industry and others have made in our commercial and
technical relations can rapidly expand.

Confident of the soundness of our small but growing relations with the agricul-
ture industry of the Peoples Republic of China and of the future, the National
Agricultural Chemicals Association strongly recommends continuation of MFN
status for the PRC.

STATEMENT F Hamm K. BAsOYIANUOP INc.

Mr. Chairman, I am H. K. Baboyian, Vice President of UOP Inc. I am pleased to
have this opportunity to appear before this subcommittee to support President
Reagan's recommendation that an extension of the waiver authority for the Social.
ist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic, and the People's Repub-
lic of China, be granted under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974.

UOP is engaged in the development of energy techmolegws construction, engi-
neering services, and manufactured products on a worldwide basis. We have done
business in Romania for over 40 years and we believe both UOP and the Romanian
government have enjoyed mutually beneficial results. Our business relationship
with the People's Republic of China began shortly after the s" of the Shanghai
Communique and has been excellent for both parties. Our interests in Hungary
have also been long-standing and of mutual benefit.

Romania has significantly adapted its foreign trade relations to Western business
conditions. As a result, U.S. companies have increased their share of Romanian
trade done with the West, especiuy since 1975 when Romania first achieved Most
Favored Nation status. In 1980, the U.S. was the third largest trading partner of
Romania with trade of $1.4 billion.
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U.S. trade with Romania has increased in both absolute terms and in terms of
Romaina's proportion of world trade with "free market economies." Since 1974, half
of its trade has been from non-Communist countries, and this trend continues to
increase. UOP's trade with Romania has also been increasing and future prospects
seem promising.

Romania has made great strides to open new trade relationships not only with the
U.S. and other Western countries, but also with lesser developed countries, some of
it in cooperation with U.S. companies, such as UOP.

Our trade with China and Hungary has been substantial and the future opportu-
nities seem promising. U.S.-China trade will undoubtedly increase sharply in the
near future.

Most Favored-Nation status would not, as the term implies, extend any special
treatment to the countries. It would merely continue to recognize them as good
trading partners-partners dealing in good faith, both in terms of their adherence
to international agreements and nondiscrimination against U.S. goods and services,
an as partners that exercise international competitive practices that we in the
private business world value as a true measure of free trade.

UOP Inc. believes that continued MFN status will further strengthen and facili-
tate business between Romania, Hungray, China, and the U.S. Therefore, UOP
supports President Reagan's recommendation for a further extension of authority
under the Trade Act of 1974, to waive the freedom of emigration requirements
under Section 402, and for continuation of the waivers applicable to these countries.
Furthermore, we support the removal of the requrirement that the Trade Act
waiver authority be reviewed for approval on a yearly basis. Indeed, it is my feeling
that this is a good time to consider a five-year extension of MFN status to each of
these countries. This would not only be an incentive to them, but also a sign to
other Eastern Bloc countries waiting in the wings.

In view of Romania's consistent and honorable trade behavior, its storing attempt
to reduce its trade dependence on the Soviets, and its record of emigration and
other such positive steps, such approval is justified.

Also, to continue MFN status for Hungary and the People's Republic of China is
an important symbolic and practical decision to show these nations that they have
their place among the nations we value as good trading partners.

Senator DOLE. Is Mr. Lote here?
9No response.]

senator DANFORTH. I understand that Mr. Neier and Mr. Lote
are not here.

The next witnesses are Father Galdau and Aurel Marinescu andDr. Apostoliu.
Father Galdau.

STATEMENT OF FATHER FLORIAN M. GALDAU
Father GALDAU. Mr. Chairman, first of all we would like to

thank very much, Senator Dole, who during the last year has
helped us to bring quite a lot of Romanians to this country.

However, since the 1974 trade agreement between the United
States of America and the Socialist Republic of Romania, I have
been working to ameliorate the latter's policy on emigration and
human rights.

It is difficult to say whether this trade pact was an econo, Iic
success for the United States.

It is easy to see, however, that the Communist Government of
Romania got almost $12 billion from the United States and other
Western allies, while the Romanian people got nothing and are
getting poorer and poorer evezy day.

There is no secret that most of this money was used for the
Communist propaganda at home and abroad, especially in the
United States.

As for emigration, the Communist Government of Romania
makes up its own rules.
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Last year, some 2,800 persons were able to leave Romania, albeit
not without the usual chicaneries, harassment, and sadism inflicted
on them.

As for human rights, the Communist Government of Romania
refuses to recognize any of them.

It is very difficult for us to say exactly what happens because
there are cases which for the last 18 years are still supposed to be
allowed to come to the United States, -U.S. citizens and family
reunion, and the Romanian Government refuses to accept such
cases or apparently to let them come to the United States.

Although the Romanian Constitution guarantees human rights
and freedoms we do enjoy in this country and that they are signa-
tories of, such as the human rights declaration, the peace treaties
of 1947 and the 1974 trade agreement now before you again, they
disregard them all, including their own reunion of families policy.

There is n9r freedom of religion, no freedom of speech, no freedom
of the press, no right of assembly, no right to work and no right of
private ownership in Romania.

Even with one of their better policies, the reunion of families, we
have surprises. Departures of family members who are left behind
are sometimes delayed for years, without any discernible reasons.

We don't know why some people are allowed to leave while
others are not.

I would like to refer you to some of the cases listed in my
enclosed statement. There are, of course, many more such cases, as
we all know.

The Communist Party of Romania is really a branch of the
Soviet Communist Party, despite declarations of independence.

Confirming this only too well are the recent defections in West
Germany and Austria of such well-known spies and security people
as Ion Paceps and Florian Rotaru. Both are now in the United
States, as far as I know.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, in view of the
above, we feel that in all conscience we cannot favor the extension
of this trade agreement.

It is a one-way street. Until the Romanian Government institutes
a more human rights policy recognizing the rights of the citizens
there is no reason to give them our money for their propaganda.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Mr. Marinescu.

STATEMENT OF AUREL MARINESCU
Mr. MARINESCU. Mr. Chairman, I cannot sufficiently express to

you my very profound gratitude for having given me this opportu-
nity to speak about my experiences which I hope can be of help to
you. in making an intelligent judgment on the question before you.

I appear before you as a Romanian immigrant, who after several
years in America, is still persecuted by the Romanian Communist
regime, in that they are preventing us from reunifying our family.

In Romania-those closest to my family, were my sister-in-law
Antoaneta Mihai, her husband, Dumitru Mihai and their daughter,
Denise. About -2 years ago we wanted my sister-in-law and her
family to visit us here in the United States. They ret with abso-
lute resistence from the Romanian authorities.
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After a series of delays, their applications were refused. They
were given no reason for the refusal. It then became quite clear
that we had to get our family-out of Romania permanently.

When the Mihai's first applied for passports, for permanent emi-
--gration,-they were subjected to a series of abuses, which for the

Communist Romanian regime are routine. Such as: For a time they
were unable to obtain applications because the authorities claimed
there were none available.

At their places of work, when the time came to receive their
annual bonuses, they were told, "Let Uncle Sam give you your
bonuses."

They were bombarded by phone calls of a harassing nature,
during the day and night. Meetings were held in their enterprises
at which they were ridiculed for having applied for passports to
emigrate to the free world.

My sister-in-law was twice transferred to places of work much
farther from her home, thereby inconveniencing her considerably.

Two times we sent parcels containing gifts for my sister-in-law
and the Romanian authorities confiscated them without any expla-
nation.

Finally, the Romanian Communist authorities flatly refused to
grant my sister-in-law and family passports without offering any
reason whatsoever. -

Therefore, for the past 2 years, my wife and I have been trying
to help my sister-in-law's family to obtain exit visas in order that
we might realize our dream of being together again.

The U.S. State Department has been working very hard to help
us on this case. Our case was received at extremely high level
attention.

The American Embassy, in Bucharest, has raised our case many
times with the Romanian Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Also, the Commission of Security and Cooperation in Europe has
for the past 2 years, continually worked for a positive resolution to
our problem by including us among the cases which they present
regularly to the Romanian Government.

At the meeting in Madrid, of the Conference of Security and
Cooperation in Europe, the U.S. Delegation Chief Ambassador Max
Kampelman discussed our case with the head of the Romanian
delegation, the Ambassador Ion Datcu.

At a meeting on May 15, between the U.S. Secretary of State,
Alexander Haig, and Romanian Foreign Minister, Stefan Andrei,
our case, along with a very small number of others, was presented
by Secretary Haig's group to the Romanians.

Various Members of the U.S. Congress have contacted the Roma-
nian Ambassador to the United States, N. Ionescu, to ask that the
Romanian regime to permit the reunification of our family.

Despite all this the Romanian Communist leadership adamantly
was refusing to permit the Mihai family to leave Romania.

My sister-in-law and her family have no history of political dis-
sent in Romania. They do not work in sensitive areas.

Apparently there is no reasonable explanation for the intransi-
gence of the Romanian authorities.

The only explanation is-that the Romanians are acting in accord-
ance with the principle of applied to totalitarian communism.
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It is very possible that the Romanian Communist leadership
might be planning to use this as a means of persuading me to
cooperate with them or as a way of extracting funds from me to
buy our family's freedom.

They are common practices of the gang who rules Romania. The
truly criminal act of persecution committed against my sister-in-
law's family occurred on November 6, 1980. My brother-in-law was
physically assaulted on one of the main streets of Bucharest. at 4
o'clwk in the afternoon, by a group of men and held for 6 hours at
a location which he does not recall.

He remembers almost nothing of what happened. He was soaked
with blood and almost the entire length of his lips were stitched
together in a manner which prevented him from speaking.

He was brought home, after 10 p.m., by an unidentified truck
driver. None of his personal belongings were stolen from him.

My brother-in-law was taken to a hospital and after examining
the doctors found blood in his spinal fluid and officially diagnosed
that he was having a minor cervical lesion.

When the doctors removed the stitches from lips they indicated
that there had been no injury to the mouth. The stitches were
obviously intended as a message that he should keep his mouth
shut.

Senator DANFORTH. Can you conclude? Are you close to the end?
Mr. MARINESCU. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. Your entire statement will be made a part of

the record.
Mr. MARINE8CU. This year, the Romanian Government has the

audacity to ask that the most favored nation status be extended to
them. For 3 years the American Government must recognize that a
foreign nation are attempting to commit a fraud against it. The
democratic Government of this great free Republic must not
permit itself to be deceived.

The Romanian Communist dictatorship must-be made to realize
that the American people are not gullible. You are obliged as
elected representatives of the people of the United States to say no,
emphatically to the con artists of Romania who seek to rob us of
our wealth, and more importantly, of our dignity.

Thank you for your attention.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Dr. Apostoliu.

STATEMENT OF DR. DIMITRIE APOSTOLIU
Dr. AposTouu. Honorable Chairman, honorable Senator, I will

summarize my statement, as my entire statement will be, I sup-
pose, printed.

Senator DANFORTH. Yes.
Dr. Ap sTouU. As a freedom fighter, the one who was only 13

years a political prisoner in Communist Romania's jails, and in the
forced labor camp Danube, Black Sea, in my personal name and in
the name of hunger strikers, I came over here today with the
determination to ask you not to grant any more the MFN status to
terrorist President Nicolae Ceausescu and his Communist Govern-
ment until the 10 points of the hunger strikers will be accom-
plished.
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Facts. On 1978, a group of Romanian freedom fighters founded
the Free Union of Romanian Workers, SLOMR, in Romanian spell-
ing.

The first free union founded in East European Communist cap-
tive countries, 2 years before Poland's Solidarity.

On July 17, 1978, all the founders of SLQMR were arrested,
tortured, convicted to serve terms as political -prisoners and con-
fined to psychiatric hospitals.

One of them, Vasile Paraschiv, disappeared, without trace, in
1979 after his third confinement to a psychiatric hospital.

In 1980, Professor Dr. Gerard Low-Beer, a member of Britain's
Royal College of Psychiatry, who visited all East European captive
countries doing an underground search on political prisoners and
Prisoners of Conscience who were confined to psychiatric hospitals,
visited Vasile Paraschiv's family, in Romania.

He found Vasile Paraschiv's wife and her children around a
table on each was a jar with ashes and several candles.

The poor wife and children were praying. When asked what was
the news from her husband, Mrs. Paraschiv responded:

Yesterday came over here, four security officers. They brought to me this jar with
ashes and said here are the ashes of your husband. He was burned alive by
President Nicolae Ceausescu's personal order. Tell everybody about, to be very clear
and know what will happen to Romanian workers who wil daiz. to try to do what
Poland's Solidarity's members are doing now 2 years.

Later, after your husband and his fellows of SLOMR, Professor
Dr. Gerard Low-Beer, reported what happened in December 1980,
at Helsinki's signatories conference in Madrid.

Here you are "The News World" of Sunday, December 21, 1981, a
New York newspaper which reports about this terrible crime
against humanity, of terrorist Ceausescu.

A founder of SLOMR, Vasile Preda, arrested too since July 17,
1978, after being confined four times to psychiatric hospitals, was
convicted to serve 8 years of hard labor as a political prisoner.

He is still in solitary confinement in the terrible political jail
Gherla, and he is in chains, into an unheated and darkened cell,
and hard beaten up three times a day until he is losing his con-
science.

His case is handled by Amnesty International, by the U.S.
Senate and House of Representatives, by the White House, the
Department qf State, and of course, by his family.

Stand up.
[A gentleman stood up at the witness table.]
Dr. APomLIu. This is his father Mr. Ioiv Preda who is on a

hunger strike on behalf of his son who is tortured by the order of
terrorist Nicholae Ceausescu.

Several days ago, by underground way, there arrived a letter
that reads, "Do something for Vasile Preda. He is looking like a
shade. If you will do nothing now, you will not have for who to do.
He will pass away, soonly, that you think."

The Romanian Born Again Christians, Ion Feraru of Strada
Alexandru Cel Bun, Number 20, Suceava City and Petru Clipa, of
Su, .ava City, too, were on a trip to their relatives of North Bucovi-
na, the Romanian Province annexed by force, by- the U.S.S.R. in
1940.
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They were traveling by train, having Romanian legal passports
with legal visitor visas issued by U.S.S.R.'s consulate.

When they arrived at the Russian border, the Romanian Secu-
rity arrested them because they were reading the Bible for them-
selves in the train.

They were taken under arrest with the first train back to Su-
ceava City. Over there they were killed by Security because they
were reading the Bible on the train.

Senator DANFORTII. Will you finish your statement, please. Your
time is up.

Dr. APosTouu. You know, Honorable Senator, there are dramat-
ic crimes against humanity. I saw our official representative from
the Department of State trying to help the way to grant to this
criminals the most favor nation clause. It is unimaginable.

By the way, I will finish in a few minutes. We are in hunger
strike. This is the third one against the terrorist President Nicho-
lae Ceausescu for and on behalf of our separated families.

Before a hearing of the House of Representatives, the President,
the terrorist, Nicholae Ceausescu, sent to the Honorable Chairman,
the slip I have in the file, from June 15, 1981, in which he states, "I
would like to inform you that the following persons have received
approval of the Romanian authorities to leave the country."

This man here, when he called up and received copies of letters
from the Senator, called her family and they told her by phone,
yesterday, if her family applied they would be sent to the psychiat-
ric hospital.

Now, Honorable Senators, we are in July 27, a month later, this
they are doing. The hunger strikers did not receive the passports.
They were on the list.

Senator DANFORTH. I am sorry, sir,. that is all we have time for.
Dr. AposTouU. In the name of God, and of the human race, I ask

you Honorable Senator, to stop once and forever the most favored
nation clause for this terrorist killer and-for his--

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Dr. Apo SOmu [continuing]. Government of Russian spy killers

and murderers. Long life to freedom. God bless America.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
[Statements follow:]
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STATELIENT OF AUREL S. MARINESCU
BEFORE THE SUBoO:2TTTEE ON iTERNATTOAL TRADE.

JULY 27, T98r.

Mr. Chal rman:

I cannot sufficiently express to you my very profound gratitude for
having given me this oportunity to speak about my experiences which

I sincerely hope can be of help to you in making an intelligent
Judgement on-luestion before you.
I appear before you as a romanian emigrant who after several years
in America is still persecuted by-tomanian communist regime in that
they are preventing us from reunifying our family.
In Romania those closest to my family were my sister-in-law ANTONETA
L.IHAy, her husband DUTIITRU HuHAI, and their daughter DENTSSA.
Approximately 2 years ago we wanted my sister-in-law and her family
to visit us here in the United States.They met with absolute resistance
from the romanian authorities.After a series of delays their
applications were refused.They were given no reason for the refusal.

It then became quite clear that we had to get our family out of
Romania permanently.
When the Mihai's first applied for passports for permanent emigration
they were subjected to a series of abuses which for the Romanian
communist regime are routine such as:
i) For a time they vwere unable to obtain applications because the
authorities claimed-there were none available.

2) At their places of work when the time came to receive their annual

bonuses,they were told"let uncle San or your relatives from America

give you your bonuses."
3)They were bombarded by phone calltof a harassing nature day and

night and meetings were held at their enterprises at which they were

ridiculed for having applied for passports to emigrate to the free
world.
4) My sister-in-law was twice transfered to places of work much farther
from her homethereby inconveniencing her considerably.

5) Two times we sent parcels containing gifts to my sister-in-law and
the Romanian authorities confiscated them without any explanation.
Finally the Romanian communist authorities flatly refused to grant my
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sister-in-law's family passports without offering any reasons
whatsoever.Therefore,for the past 2 years,my wife and Thave been
trying to help sy sister-in-law's family to obtain exit visas in order
that we might realize our dream of being together again.
The United States State Department has been working very hard to help
us-on this case.Our case has received extremely high level attention.
The American Embassy in Bucharest has raised our case many times
with the romanian mnistry of foreign affairs.Also,the Commission on'
Security and Cooperation in Europe has for the past 2 years,
continualy worked for a positive resolution to our problem by including
us among the cases,which they present regularly to the Romanian
government.
At the meeting in Madrid of the conference of Security and Cooperation
in Europe U.S.delegation chief,ambassador Max Kampelman,discussed
our case with the head of the Romanian delegationambassador T.Datcu.
in the meeting on May !Sth.between United States Secretary of State
Alexander HaIg and Roranian foreign minister Stefan Andrei our case,
along rith a very small number of otherswas presented by secretary
H.igts group to the romrnians.
Various ne.:bcrs of the United States Congress have contacted the
RorLnizn a bassador to the United States, Nicolae Ionescu,to ask that
the Romanian regime pernt the re-unification of our family.
Despite all these and other eTforts the Romanian communist leadership
adamantly wras refusing to permit the Tfihai farily to leave Romania.
My sister-in-law and her family have no history of political dissent
in Roms'xia.They do not work in sensitive areas.Apparantly there no
reasonable expla6ntion for the entransigence on the part of the
romanien authorities.The only explanation is that the romanians are
acting in accordance with the principles of applied to totalitarian
connunism.Tt is very possible that the -Romanian communist leadership
might be planning to use this situation as a means of persuading me
to cooperate with them or as a way of extractinG funds from me to buy
our family's freedon.These are common practices of the gang who rule
Rom-aia.
The truly crir5.nal act of persecution comwited against my sister-in-
law's family occured on Nov.6 1980.t brother-in-law DUITRU VJIHA!
v.s physically assaulted on one of the main streets of Bucharest at
4 o'clock afternoon by a group of men and held for 6 hours at a
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location which he does not recall.He remembers almost nothing of what
happened.He was soaked with blood and almost the entire length of his
lips were stitched together in a manner which prevented him from
speaking.He was brought home after 10p.m. by an unidentified truck-
drjver.None of his personal belongngs were stolen from him.
Lry brother-in-la was taken to a neurological hospitalupon examining
him the doctors found blood in his spinal fluid and officially
diagnosed him as having a minor cervical lesion.When the doctors
removed the stitches from his lips,they indicated that there had been
no injury to the mouth.The stitches were obviously intended as a
message that be should keep his mouth shut.
When my brother-in-law returned home from the hospital,the only words
he spoke for a few days were; "because T wanted to emigrate."He was
given medical leave from his job until may r981.Although he has not yet
fully recovered from this attack,he has returned to work out of fear
of imprisonment for "parasitism".He now suffers from severs headaches
and has lost his sense of smell.He is still being treated medically for
the effects of this physical assault.
The romanian police who consistently take a very harsh attitude toward
criminal behavior demonstrated a distinct lack of interest when my
sister-in-law attempted to file a formal complaint.
She has filed regjstred complaints #I57/8T with the chief prosecutor
of Bucharest,#r58/8r with the central police headquarters of Bucharest,

#I59/8I with the neighbourhood police,#r55/81 with the council of state
of Romania,;.56/Br with the central committee of the communist party.
Yet nobody has responded to her in regard to any investigation, arest,
or prosecution.

Tt is clear to anyone the least bit familiar voth political life in
Romania that this attack is the vwrk of the romanian security police
(romanian K.G.B.).This action was not targeted solely at my sister-in-
lawls family but was intended to set my brother-in-law as an example
to other persons contemplating applying for emigration.
The terrorists who,as agents of the soviet communist dictatorship,rule

Romania,have no respect for human rights or human life.
1y family's case is not singular.Hundreds of families remain divided.

But at the same time they try to make their emmigration picture seem
better than it actually is by allowing a great many people to leave
who are dangerous common criminals, phsychologically disturbed or old
and incapable of doing productive work.By allowing vagabonds,criminals
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and other undesirables to emigrate the romanjan communist leadership

attempts to cleanse Romania and, at the same timetries to demonstrate
to the world that those who wish to leave Romania do not represent the
respectable romanjan community-at-large.The Trejskirchen refugee camp
near Vienna and the Latina refugee camp near Rome are filled with this
kind of people. Hundreds of common criminals from Romania already are
here in United States and in various other nations of the free world.
Among these new emmigrants are individuals who are involved in
clandestine activities in United States.
But people such as ourselves who want to bring our family together are
made to suffer.
I can,to some extent,understand the attitude of the romanian dictator-
shjp;if they were fully to open the doors to emigration then there
would be A mass exodus, from the romanjan communist state.The romanian
people want to 1eavebecause no human being would want to live in a
nation devoid of basic freedoo -the freedom of speech, freedom of
conscience,freedom of assembly, freedom of emigratton,and all the other
rights and freedoms that we enjoy here in our new country which is so
bountifully blessed by GOD.
Tn my view the principal criterion for determining whether to continue
M.P.N.trade status to Romania should be whether-the communist
leadership of Romania has unquestionably displayed a respect for its
commitments to the United States and whether it specifically has abided
by the provisions of section 402(Jackson-Vanik mendament).
We must not make this determination on the basis of whether ?.F.L trade
status will be economically advantageous to the romanian economy and
to a few american businesses.
Using the criteria of whether romanian's despots have showed that they
respect the human right to emmigrate in order to be with ones family,

one must undoubtedly decide that Romania not be granted an extension
of L.P.N. trading status.
The romanian communist regime needs M.P.N. trade status because under
the guise of trade they send agents to the United States to spy on
american industry and to buy materials and technology which have the
capacity for use in the military.
Through good relations with the United States with .F.N.trade status
president Ceausescu hopes to demonstrate again to the romanian people
that America considers him to be a worthy individual.

it is essential to make a clear distinction between the people of
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Romanria and the illegitimate group which claims to be Romania's
leadership.They,with the support and total control of Moscow have
imposed their control upon the romanian population.They are a communist
dictatorship.
It would be a error to extend M..N.trade status to Romania.To do so
would simply be to assist the oppressors of the romanian people to be
more oppressivepand will be an act against the romanian people.
We continue to help the romanian communist leadership in the totally
erroneous belief that someday things will change for better in
Romania if we cooperate with its leaders.
To extend 1.P.N. trade status to the communist leadership of Romania

would be to demonstrate to them and to the rest of the .world that
we do not take seriously the commitments which other nations make to
us or that we are shamefully blind to the patent faithlessness of our

trading partener.
The free world is now owed T2 billion dollars by Romania.The romanian
communist regime will never pay this money nor will it ever be able to.
Romanian industry can never be of any help to the american people.
Romanian products,because of their poor qualitycould never
successfully compete on the american market.Romanian agriculture is
bankrupt it is in this condition because Romania employs the soviet

agricultural sistem.Romanian food products are insufficient and of

inferior quality.Much of the food product ig exported to other communist
dominated states which are in even greater need. -
The Romanian people face a perpetual shortage of food.The romanian
people is more and more explgitedppersecuted,humiliated.
Instead of using its resources to improve the quality of life for the
romanian people the communist leadership utilizes a substantial portion
of its financial assets to help support the many terrorist groups which
plague the worldor for clandestine activities in tUe free world.
The most dangerous game of the totalitarian rulers of Romania is the to
called politics of independence in which Ceausescu plays the role under
soviet direction of being a champion of independence from Moscow while

in reality the Ceausescu regime is nothing more than a soviet
administrative agency.

On July T3,981 the romanian government officialy notified the United
States department of State, congressman -ario Biaggi and congressman
John LeBoutillier that they had decided to permit the Mihai family to
emmigrate.Because of my knowledge of the communist system I am
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compelled to assume that this is a maneuver on the part of the romanjan
oomnunists to silence me in order that there not be impediments to
their goal of swindling the United States government into extending
their M.F.N. trade status.
T cannot take seriously the romanian authorities unt4l such time as the
lihai family has safely landed in the free world.
What the romanian government is doing now is exactly what it does every
year.Vlnen the time comes each year for the United States Congress to
vote on M.P.N. trading status the romanians suddenly become amazingly
cooperative. They particular . see to it that a handful of well-known
cases are resolved.
However, make no mistake about it, after Romania gets their ?4'.IN.
trading status they revert immediately to the criminal behavior THAT
chraocterjzes mrirx.sm.They once ag-.n deprive the roman4an people of
their rights and .tn some cases go so far as to physically brutalize
Innocent people such as my brother-4.n-law.
Yet, this year the romanian government has the audacity to ask that
r!.P.l. tradjn. st?.tus be extended to them for 3 years.
Even if my s4ster-4n-law's fen.ly m. be allowed to come to the free
world there are a nult4tude of other ferlies and Individuls in Romania
wvho ore either too petrified to .pply for emmgr.tjon or wiho applied
but ha.ve been tcl. "no, you can't leave".
The A--crjcan zovernnent must reco_-nize that a foreij. nation is
-t-tempt.n to coxijt against It r fraud.
The 'emocr.tic -ovenr.ent of this great free republic must not pera_t

itself to be deceived.
The Rom.tn3;-. coar-unist djcta.torshjp must be made to realize that the
American people are not ul lible.
You are obliged as elected Representatives of the people of the United
States to say no emphaticrly to the con artists of Romania who seek
to rob us of our wealth; e.nd, more importantly of our diGnity.

Than!: you for your attention.
Aurel S.VX-tinescu.
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HrUIH ?OUR 3&4XtAITY OF!IC3k3k. :hWY BOUGHT TO M' THIS JAR WITH 6M IM

* &YINGFHEPIE YOU ARE TJI Li OP YOUt HUSDARNDEE WAS BURMW ALIVE BY
*PRE8IDMI NICOLAZ CRAU8ESGUIa PISMSONAL ORDBR.T=L To 3VRIMDT ARMY,

TO BE VMR CLEAR KNOW WHAT WILL HAPME TO ROMANIAN WMMR WHO WILL
DARE TO TEfr TO DO WHT POLAND " BOLIDARITY' a 1 DID,TWO YEA
LATER APTER YOUR HUSBAND's IlD 11IS TrLW OF q 8,L,0,M.R"

Pref. Dr GERARD L, BLEO , PORTD ABOY! WHAT HAPPENED IN DMER 1980
AT HRI.EJIIKI's a IGNATAIRE8 COMNIE OF MMDID
HERE YOU ARE'TIDICMS WORLD'S] - A DAILY V W YORKU X8 PAPER, WHICH IS

RET"EED ABOUT THIS TERRIBLE CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY OF TIMSIS8 CEAUEX
OTM ZDK POUMM 07 S &.L.O.M.R N VASILE PREDAARRESTED TOO

3ICE JULY 171 1978,.ATE'I COMI'' 7W TII&t TO PTOrCHIATRIO HOSPITALS,

WAS COrVICTED TO SERVE 8 TiARS L7 HARD LABOR AS POITICAL PRISONER.

IM 18 STILL IN SOLITARY CONVINMM IN IM TRIBL POLITICAL JAIL

- GLA". HE IS IN CHAISES, INTO A NEATIM AND DAMMD CLL, AND HARD

BEATM UP 1IUM TIMES A DAY UNTIL H 1I LOOSM MIS C 1MCN CC.
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ill CAKSE IS :LiXDL;D BY" ALZ'RF INUTSEiATIONAL" 41 U.S. ,AL, and U.S. 1oU
Sh OP 2iea&ZTATIVg,JY T1E JT110 HOU5 ,BY U.S. aPnA~hJT OF STALs AND,
OF ODUthWSBY HIS PA±iLY A-:IC SUCC,6D.j TKO IDFT OfL.*I.,T MCI ur~tAfD JOnlaD
* M1 HUNG..! STAfl." I!.' HIS 3.LLLF.
JUT VASIL P1j"U IS ;,TILL HOST._.G AND STIL TORTUILD BY RO1 NJIA 4 CUITY.
!AbCLNT WNSf.A ARJIIV.SD ON Wl.DS RGaK)UV1 -#Y .30 EIS t-JiILY, 4zLXD:"sjO I..OiE-

'THING YOH VASIL , HL IS LOOKING LIES a SIAD.Il YOU .ILL DO I:OTuHiIG IGH'
NOW, YOU WILL DO N (E IlAVn FORA -HO TO DO. H -.,ILL PA& .:aY, SOONLY T;LT YOU

of trde tL.'L1
T

... ta
- T W IHANI( DO; AGaIl CHRI$TIALS" ION F.iRU of 1 trWda ,lTD.tU CAZ
L'i. V 2o, SUCiEAVA CITY, and r.3H13 CLIP2., of SUC,AVA CI&Y, TOO ,'RS 0.. i AIP
Tal,? TO flSIll Rk;LTIVj OF NORtH BUOVYLAj, l,.E OLAI?;I.C IRoVI.Cn .r. BY
FOHCE DY U.S.S.R in 19402TKY tBe TRAVELING BY TRAIN, KHVAhG Ri&AIIIAP LE-
GAL PaUSIVRTS -ITH L01L VISITOR VISAS 1;3ULD BY Ua aR's COCSULATZ.
* ?fW. TIMY iA.IVID AT AUSSWL&. DOilS, fT17 CflaLLN U±,CLT&ITY ALCS;Ta 21i

i3SCaUba THeY :P." REaDIEG TH BIBLE, 701 THsZ WLVES , TRAIN. TAZY '.;'A
OOK UIDSR AiiUST *IwPY TiEr. FI3T TIF BACK TO SUCSAVA OITl.OMR BLERL VAY

:Sa KILjD BY 3-CUIlY BSCAU3... TESY '-EZL READINO 'AIE DIB E IN TRA....
MIN NAfILIk3 :k.C; GIVa " FORCED iESIOENCE".

'HIS HAPP D OF CL'.H 25,1981, in SUCEAV.L CITY:.s.
-- ON h E .S- iRCH 25,1981, THS CARYOCABU BROf-1EAS(ION, AUfL and I'LUS)
6KffIA 0TARThD A " HUNGER STRIXE-IN IIPALLt CITY, Tno
TR-OT±.ST AGAINST TIE, ENI AL OF IRI A, ICA\TIONS FOR AsIT VISS IU: ORDER TO
Be dL'UNITSD 'IITH TLla Bik)THE FLOJIF C.AiOC.NU OF X.., YORK, AjNSRIC.N CITI-
Za. TY AinLIED SI.C- 1975.. .TLY .'fI AA,k;STAD AT .'I,.Ov,TO.l, U3,D A2CD

."XT TO SARV. TELES OF ±OLI2ICLL JAIL...
- CL. iV.,CH 25,1981 "O, -4 v SC1 AGAIN CHaISTIAI," HO 3TARTA.D A "1HU-3
GS TrK " 10 Z.EDT.4T itL USLLL 0:? -AXLI3 i;UPLICjLTIONb 203 AailGl;tTICM FI-
LLaA) Up ON- .;. il .aGoo .AL. nd JjYD CONSANTA CITY's &-CUJITY 'OITU2EDM
AND UaT TO 'TIL POAED LtBOH CJY P"RIZiAVA" L.A R TE RUS-.4N BOAiDZ, o;r
D0-SiUD RIVZ:Us' DAZlA.EL;Y ARLs G.BRIL CUL& ,21, J3CULPTO-A, k.'TRU V&kRVAR4 22
bL.CTBO-?iZ=ClJCTAPCU 1S ,UVhhu C U.IR Z5,.JX]CJ

D~haITzlU %ND .sII4ns bCIOIlIYiD.
- ONl Iu"AICH 25,1983. TO, ra £EaNvL-h i-LO-P.Ot.TALT .110 STAtTED A "hiU2G;4
6TRILE" TO P..A0EST '±i. ZaNI 1 O THlI3 APrLICTIOMS YOA tJIIGRATIOF FILL J U2
0"b Y-. Al aGO, .,sX AR.LaTaD BY RhZITA CITY's ;.j.CUITY, TORATURM.D BY, aND
SaT AT PIAC. 'TO .ORCED LkBOJ1 C.LLPI...
- ION eAAUB&X Oh. OF flx' -D. OP d)Z.SLJI BOALE aGaIN CERISTLNS" JUST
REL.ASED /AO;- 1OLITIC.6L J-IL ;:i%; ikA T.D AGaIN BY 6XURITY AND 0O.O7Ih(5D
TO A ABYCHIAT9IC HBoQPIT.L OK '1l%, Ww DAY OF h-ACH 25,19811..,
- - F. Dr REVZjaDD G1L~2GiL. CALCIU D~hITA&;wU, PiELOR SIlTU THES T74)0-
01GAL UfllU Or TH CHKLITI1K OTODZ PTRlRCHATA- O? BUCHARET,IS J"RVI

* VI.G A 10 TAn T.ZIh OF ±OLITIC..L JaILtUruW a A PRO.SOR .I1TH TEE
CHR9ITIAK OSgOIOX TAOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, OF BUCHAR43T ,E Ai.-. 'IAILJ 0 TH.;
BIBIE" TO HIS 3iUJ1LTJ;, FUTUJA, RLV..L.NDU i...
I an permit to remenbar to you, Honorable Ifblfrlfhat * PIC-DOS OF RELIGION"
It Is one of HUliN DG INO iah RIGHTh, provided as in " TT UNIVEML Xl-
CLtdATION 07 1131 X RIGHTS OF UN., signed up at SAN FRANCISMO, in the USA -

on DWC,-fl'a lo, 19481
I an permit too1 to remember to you, 30NO.DLB SZNATOES" that, as ;AFOITLE
MATLU.1 stated IOD iADISI11 TO BE 1R33V"
But as repobtod to ILINK! .XGREAILNT' signataires conference of iW:DRIE
in 1981, the new HOCIANIAN CJI;. LL CD( CALLS 0yA 2,WE " TEE 1'.kL COD-)
IUVID. FAi 3 to 5 JEA3 aOLITIAL JAIL IF OO'?W)Y Izo CAWS U1' U I EK
OBJ CTS OF CULT A IOCGA, OR " BI111 " OUTBID. TEE CHURCH.
.t COA-FTZS BOUGHT )P l TH- US.A.U..- TO HI.T4 " DATA" ON TM03L .10 "I,
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O HIFrING ANY KIND OF RIGIONI, IN ORDER THT THE SCUITY TO N SRASE,
ARST TOARRTRA AND THe2 TO S IT TaiM TO flILIT.RY COURTS FOR PRWUICH
AND COAVITION TO POLITICAL JAIL TEhiS OR CONFINh'NT TW PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS.

Here you are the AZIEIICAN newspapers reporting about.

TSOAIST PHESIDzIT NIOOIAL CEAUSkESGU s and HIS SO CALUD " DIPIO'T'"M
**.eo . 4. *6*H**,4*w tH * . 4t .44 , ee e i 4O*. r tSBH* v -

ACTIVITIES OF SUPMMnYING THW flWRHATIONAL TLdItRISi, OF SAYING ON U.S.
jlooec seeeee, oto.¢ eeeoeee **e Se$eeen** seSe*t¢**SOH

A Ti&ITORI IN BEHALF OF U.,ESR1LND aWDAG-RkD TM NATIONAL SECURITY OF U.S.
Hoooeeeooe eeeee. e*o* CeCS. oC .50*e5oee .4.oee SCe~

T-.RIST PRESIDiJT NICOIL CEA&SXbCU, * FOflrAI AtPFrJITICX SHO.r'"f lHO MUE
TO CALL HIKML " ACADiMICIAN" BL.USc. HEi IS GRADUATh OF... THRJJZX GRAMMAqR
SCHOOL CLAbSE OF THE ORA1iAR SCHOOL OF &ORNICL.TI, DISTRICT OF PITASTI,
C.AUSC's NATIVE VIIetGE,-WAS TEE FINANCIAL StCCTARY OF " THE TRIAD IN-
TERNATIONAL 07 COM"qUJIi, LAAD-D BY IMSO,.
NOW HE IS MAIINTaXIG THIS RANK AND RCXNTELY, in JULY 1981, THE CONIRENCE
OF COMECON IN WARSAW WAS PESIDED BY A MOa.NIAN I...
MAUSESCU Ib THE ONE wdI Is AFIOCVING AND TODAY T MONEY AND WEAPONS 1OR
INTEMATIONaL TaRWRIS2, AND MOR6 THAT THAT M; IS TH ONE IHO PX0VIDES
YHATEVbR TET NUD.
A TWO ERMNIAN SAIIO.2S EF-CTD L NO,/ YORK Ti:O YZSAI AGO, AND THE ONE -
IESC D UTVE YEARS AGO,tTATED TIL.T THEY W-aC Z wITW SAYING HOA UNDER
GRAINS THERE WVERB HIDED WEAPONS FOR OONiUN7IT INSURGENTS OF THIRD ,OHLD
80 CALL * OVk2L NT OF NATIONAL ELIBZRATION ". THE 0EAIOS IRE DELIVER ED IN

- OTH M73 WITNESS , POLITICAL RBFUOS IF: THE U.8.A , STATED THAT IN
BAlSAM FORT, NBAR THE FORiER ITRMATIO)?AL AIWORT OF BUVHAREST, AT THE
" ACADIXY 07 SECURITY" THERE IS A CA.? ''ER RUSSIAN K.G.B. OFFICJM ARE SNI
GIVING TRAINING TO COG'-1UNIBTN OF CUBA IN ORDER TO BE THN INFILTRATED IN
THE U.S.A ON DrflEkT CANALS AND TO SPY OVER HERE FOR USSR. T It ARE TOO
RECHIVIGN TLUmING OF " GROUPI OF SABOTs.GB" AND AIRPLANES HIJAXSI...
TH& OAPACITT ONiWS.9 AHP I OF 2000 TERRORISTS AND THE TRAINING IS F02 MM
ONE JUL Y R. -*
TH XD OF YILITARY.CAKfl THAiE ARA IN DIFFHOT DISTRICTS OF THb OUN-
TRY AS FWLSTI I)D SIBIU. BUT OV ER T&HE; THE TERRORISTS, ARE RECRUITEDI FAMH
ANOOII NATIONiA, A4p .TNEY RECEIVE, TRAINING NOT 70R ESPIONAGE, BUT FOR

"GUENRMI&"IG . TN THEY AA& '&DIT TO TE THIRD W.0....
00 CM URY 1* 1981, 010.50 CAL~s.D ION iOWARU ,FOietR OFFICIAL WITH ROWALk
s2AW%488 IN wii, AUSTRIA DEFECTD IN JXST QEM AND ASKED POLITICAL

aUfJDI. MA-41SfTAT HE W48t 110NITOZZING A 24T SPY WqORK IN *flST3I EUROPS
U.Sa.AND CANADMA FOR UR, ;~ORXING IN WITH T1HE SO CALLED WHAN~ 0121

IXENS RkSIDING IN 1OREXOR OUNT1NS ION RTAIW
suliIauD gt'i.ES2 GEwiAR AUTHOITIES A 60 POUNDS FILES PAICAGES WITH RULM 01
INDiifaLS :rjI.VCIV IN USSR's SPIS NT i.0.1l...THKY .,E E A,. m ,Jti...
- Tm AmERICAN AWVR$TrES UNCOVit.-D D. FzEAdLLRY TOO, A RUSSIAN 8PS L RT
JO.IN l, aTED I'TIU' RONAAI A!iBSSY r JASRINOTON D.C. AND COD kM%'D
IBMicALy LIE W "1.
TIM SO d& - BOSNIAN DInlMA&TS" 'SHES WORIbL TH USSR' SPLZS NET WORK
WIT 0 RODaNAN CITIZEN R.DIDING IA A FO~AwIGi( COUNRRY(THE U.S.AJ
Her you ar*e Mw hiRICAN X6NWPAPER ' 4HO REPORTED ABOUT.

FREEDOlI OF IiIGLTION
*eee*.*ds*& eCS los de.

I an permit to submit to you, iROHORABLE CHAIdAN, the list of FORCED MflA-
"I. " r 6.
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3.TDFAMILIES. RW&IFICATIO1. FROM QoUMUIST ROmAU.
THERE 113.01 U.S,. OITIZEIS AKD US. RESIDENTS BY ROAIIAli DESCENTS
WHO JOINED OUR " HWIO. STRIKES" OVER HERE ItL TlE U.SA 11. BS{AL7
OF TH= HOSTAGE RU.'TIVUS FROM OOWIUIST ROMA]iIA,
TfE ARE TOO OASES O AMIRAR (ITIZENS HOSTAGES It COMMURISI RO-
MAuL TO WHOM THE TERRORIST PRBSIDRT 5ICOLAR CEAUSEO DO IOT' PER-
Of TO BE REPATRIATED TO THEIR NATIVE COUTRY THE U.SA,.( TIE CARE
OP, M MARIA SILVIA VASILE & HER FAMILY OF TIKISOARA)
- OTEW RElfATIVES OF HKNUG STRIKERS WERE ARRESTED IN1E1 THEY DARED,
TO APPLY 1R MIGRATION E MOST DRAATICAL OE IS' TE GASE OF Mre
n&A WJRISAB of ZEN YORK,W4 HER 'IUSBA&D GRIOORE MURPSAN , AR
DAU HTER VAJIEA NURESAR .1. AND HR SOB OVIDIU MURESAIN 17. APPLIED
POR MIORATION IN SATU-MARE CITY -ALL OF T3911 WERE ARRESTED.. 0E WEEK
LATE Mra 0RIORE MURBSAB AID THE LITTE VALERIA ,3.WERE RELEASED. mT
O--- IUMURESA.17.Z WAS; CHARGED WITH " OOLIGAIESK ALD SENT TO POLITI-
J U, OMEN THER HE WAS B'A! UP OVER TE IFAD UIMTBh HE LOOS (1S
SE3 OF EAR WITL BOTH OF HIS EARS.lUE I3 STILD TORRTURED BY SECURITY
8INCE M1, -27,1980WHE WAS ARREITED AhDTIERE I A DRAMATIC LETTER

ouD' F JAIL viRrm THE L 5L3 VALERIA' VISIT TO 1[]W AYD ARRIVED
I NEW TORK BY UDEROROU]D WAYS.THE LITTLE GIRL OMPARE T(IE POLITICAL
JAIL WHIRE HwR BROTHER 17,IS AS" WORSTER TH.AII A PAZI OOCEMTRAIO
OAw*.l" I,,
- Mr.°ffiOE ORIM' 0F CHICAGO MS HIS WIFE LEM RE! AND .llS WIDS
I6)It5 AlDb CRISTI ORET HOSTAGES IlN ARAD CITY. INSTEAD TO GRAET THU
THE3 1T VISA.THU SECURITY 0] ARAD CITY'OONCOTED THE:CHARGE THAT Mrs

,3 T VI PEOPLE 1D1W TO' CRSO ILEGALT TH3 ROI'AI.A -JOO-
.... DI o ER...A1D TRY TO ARRES HER TORI...
- MAY I J+ YOU. HORORABLE OMIMSA AND ,[O1OABLE SENATOR. '40W OVE
IlL- IRO - THE DISOUTTOMS" WITH ROMAIIAN REPRESEN.AIVES OUR 304-
T0]8. OUR, OODGRUSWIN AND, OUR OFFICIALS OF DIS'RTUET OF STATE ARE
STILL LISTE2ING TO ROXIAIN OFFICIAL'sARCGUETATION ABOUT THE SO CALL
D£GASIS 0 FAMILIES RBMIOW" THE OIES-BEl'G "COMPLICATED,,9..

WW 101191 Till 1S83 IS THE ONLY' ODE. Art 13 of THE UtIVERSAL DEMLPRA
- - VIOF HUMA IIREIGHTS" OF U.N.- WtIOYD8 (,LAR AID, WITHOUT ANY' OTWU, P0-

IT 01 IOF TERPRMATIOR THAT--
2.- lWO NO HAS TH RIDHT TO LPAVE ANY COUNTRY ThODENO 'IS OWN

.A.. T. TO R E 1HI8 OoUITIY.
M IPA IV S0EBODY WANT TO MIGRATE TO THE MOOR.. TE TRORIST

UZs.XOOLAR OXAUDNSO UST IS.WED TO 4111 THE MT VIRAL.
MUMe TMlE OP HNUTU 40RMMERN AVE TOO OCMAR VROTIRIGI S ON FAMILY
III N AND- XUORT NAUGBECUM CO MIRED HIM SHIP BY " 1.1.11" TO LT'IE

S MS 01ST0D, *WU IN THE USA ARE ORATNTIG' T TERROFXRST CEAUSESCU THE
!lP 701 HIS w LAGRZlO AIDA' PZAEIT VIOLATION OF ALL ]I.TERNATIOMAL

5TRf SURNE BY HI13 i K.TTU OF FAMILIES RMERiIIOATIO.II. ...
ARW~ AXII blXw TO STlullUI BY "1,HUSGER STRIKES" TO HAVE MUR FAMILIES

WWM,,. AID 0l M OTHR HAID, OUR HOS2E REXATlVES AU TORTURED

OU 1 1Ai To, OUR 0OIGUSIMN AM OUR 1)DA'ATMRT Of STATIR S IlT TO
0 fPIKNBUT S 0 M8013 D I POPOTWEDS8RATlD FAMILIES 39-

one
SUIEAT' IlU WIT iN', VISA. TERRORIST PRESIDER! SICOLAM
UION0 1977 ISD' TO THE RM WORLD MORE TUAIN 10.000 ORDIIA-

N MMRUX A7I. 0011100M SURMI s' AGENTS' TO INfILRATE THE ROMA-
**-LoZ-. IDU WnA bLOWED BY OTHER IVITRNATIORAL TERORIST CASIMI

MM~ II.!.. 0O&GX R "ARNGS' 01 "'KN.lw"WERIST OMAWBS(N USE TO
iO0W'Of O XWM 81IIATORB AID RDSEITATIVB: AIqD OUR AnaIRISTRA-

-iN - -AM IN I TOl NIMM0e' OF HORALSIO I ttE USa. A"D
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T{EREFORE 'IE IS EiNTITLET TO RECEIVE FOR OlE MORE YEAR TIE "X.F.N"-BEFORE THE HEARING O0 "U.,.!!" OP JUNE I'o.1981 ON SUBTEADR COMME
OF WAYS AND MARNS COMMITTEE OF HOUSE OF REP'ESEITATIVES. COGRESSMA!
MARIO BIAGOI RECEIVED A LETTER SIMED UP BY COMMUbIST AMBASSADOR
1ICOLAE IORS'C VIICi READ"SELAGEA FAMILY" 's EXIT VISA IS APPROVED"
THO SEEKS &PTER THE ISSUE OF THIS " AMBASSADORIAL" LETTER Mrs LIDIA.
SELAGJ CALLED UP BY P3ONE 'IERFAMILY ANO LEARNED TAT -IER FAMILY
,AS JUST T:IRUATEhED WITH COFItEKABT TO PSYC:IIATRIC HOSPITAL IF WILL
tOT GIVE UP THE INTEITIO OF EMIGRATIOIN...
- OE OF 3HELEY KISSItGER's GHOST-3OINE3PELD?-THE ONE WHO ADVOCATED
THAT LOT-ONLY RASTERR EUROPE BUT EVEN THE WASTER!! .ROPEAI DEMOCRATIRS
TO BE LEFT UIDER USSR's DOMINATION AnD TO BECOME COMoIIIT CAPTIV,
NATIOISu-ITRODUCRD TO PRESIDENT RONALD REAiN OTIER TERORIST.STEPPI
AtDREI.T;E ROMABIAN FOREIGN AFFAIRS MINISTER,. THIS 01.E BROUr'iT TO
OUR PRESIDENT CEAUSESCU' a ASSURANCE T [AT "E WILL GRANT TIE EXIT VISA
TO ALL O U.S. SEkATE . U.S. CONGRESS AND U.S.. DEPARTNEIT OF STATE's
LISTS OF PORCED SEPARATED FAMILIES RhflJLI(ONAND OF COURSE THAT HE ST&-
TED TO PRESIDEtT RR'Ah THAT 2800 INDIVIDUALS WERE JUST RELEASED!'..
I ASKED YOU HONORABLE CHAIRMAN AND HfOlORABLE SENATORS TO VERIFY T1IS

FIGURE OF 2800 PEOPLE AID TO SEARCH FIHST OF ALL WHO THEY ARE!
BECAUSE EOINE OF THEM ARE ON OUR OFFICIAL LISTS AID MAY BE TEY" ARE
THAT KIND OF UhDERCOVTE SE URrTY'g AGE1,TS IkFILTRATED I OUR COUNTRY

I REMBER TO YOU TAT TIE [OFORABLE SENATOR DAIEL AWRICK MdILIHA.,
OF BEWN YORK IIAD 0N REPORT ON " THE ItFILTRATION FROM COIMIULIST COULD
TRIES ON U.S.SEEATE SEDJIT SUBOOMNITTER O INvTELLIGECE or 1980.
WE DO LOT HAVE TO BE NAIVE AbD TO DO BY " M.e1.3 "A WAY OF COMMUhIST
INTELLIGEiOE IlFILTRATIOt IN THE U.S.A.
- BECAUSE THERE WERE RAIED OVER HER TO T14S 'ARING AID TO PREVIO
SES ONES-VOICES WHO MISSIPOWED YOU THAT "TH MOST FAVORED NATION
CLAUSES BEING GRANTED TO OONMUPIST ROMANIA CREATED MORE T)BS FOR
U.S.A. WORKERS AND A LOT OF ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES TO OUR COUNTRY" -
PLESE READ CARREFULY THE " A.F.L.-C.I.O" MOTIVATED OPPOSITIO .TO
AND TAKE YOUR DECISION IN THE REAL ADVANTAGE OF TE 'USA BY' IOT GRAND
TED ANYMORE THE "'M.F." TO WERORIST bICOLAE CEAUqESCU|°°.
"ONORABLE CAIRMAl [0NORABLE SENATORS

FOR TIE ABOVE REPOEMED' FLAGRANT VIOLATION? OF " THE UNIVERSAL DECLA-
RATIO? OF HUMAN RIGHTS" OF U.N..OF BASKET THREE OF IIELSIN'I AGREE-
MET'. OF THE " M.F.N" EXPRESS CONDITION OF EASIlG TE WIGRTIl
FROM COMMUnIST ROMAbLA.POR THE CRIMES AGAINST HUMAITY AM) FOR T IE
THE ACTIObS OF EnDXGERYIbiG THE NATIOkAL SECURITY OF THE U.S.A .BY
SPYILG O U.S. ?ATIOKAL TERRITORY It BEHALF OF USSR.-PERPETRATED
BY TERRORIST PRESIDET NICOLAE CEAUSESCU PERSONAL.. BY' 'IS PERSONAL
ORDERS ADD BY THE SO CALL" ROMANIA?; DIPLOMATS"-
- IN THE NAME OF '11UNGER STRIKERS. IM ASKING THAT YOU DO tOT GRAIT
AhYMORE THE " M.F.N"' TO TERORIST PRESIDENT ICOLE CEAUSE3CU AtD TO
'IS* COMMUIST GOVERNMENT UNTIL " TIIE TEN POINTS" OF IUGER STRIKERS
WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED
1.. THERE WILL BE THMEDIATE RELEASE OUR STAGEE RELATIVES
2.- TH"RE WILL BE ISSUED I COMIUNIST ROMAtTA A" GENERAL AMNESTY"

FOR POLITICAL PRIONERS AND FOR PRISONERS OF CObSCIENCEI'
3.- THERE WILL BE ABOLISHED IN COMMUNIST ROMANIA THE CONFINIMENT
TO " PSYCHIATRIC "IOSPITAB" OF POLITICAL PRISONERS AhD PRISONERS
OFCO SCIEWE
4.- THERE WILL BE IMMEDIATE RELEASED FROM POLITICAL SAILS PROF.Di.
REVERED' GISEORGOiE CALCIU DIUMITREASA AND TIE LEADER OF " ROMAJJA
BORN AGAIN CHIRISTIANS" 10 PREJBAb AND TAEY WIIL BE GRANTED T IE
EXIT VISA.
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5o- THERE WILL BE IMMEDIATE RELEASE FROM POLITICAL JAIL " GOELA"
TIE FOUNDER OF " TIE TREE MI F 0 ROMAtIA?' WORKERS"-" S.L.OMR •
VASILE PREDA ALD tIE WILL BE GRATED " EXIT VISA" It ORDER TO BE RE-
UhITED WITH "IS VAREETS AID OTIIRE TIHEE BROT'{ERS LIVIlG I?' IhEy YOMK
6.- T IERE WILL VE LEGALIS!D IWIRDIATELY WITI THlE RO.AIIAI JUSTICE
DE IRTMEIT " TIE FREE UIO OF ROAIIAt ORKERS"-" S.L.O,M.R." -
II TIlE SAME MAM\ER II W II.THYAS DOlE WITH 7?LD'u " SOLIDARITY"I
7.-THERE WILT. BR IIlMRDI'TE RELEASED PROM POLITICAL JAILS PSYCHIA-
pz HOSPITALS AID FORCED LAW CAWPS- TH.POLITIOAL PRISONERS AnD
PgISONERS OP COBSCIENO
8.- THE YEARS SERVED BY POLITICAL PRISONERS AnD BY PRISONERS OF CO)-
SCIE CE I?' POLITICAL JAILS PSYCqIATRIC HOSPITALS AND FORCED LABOR
CAMPS AtD FOROrD RESIOERCE-TO BE TAKE It T4E AMOUNT OF TI[EIR RETIRE-
MEPT AID PENSIOt PLANS OR It THE OtES OF WIDOWED WIVEfS OR ORP'{ALED
CIILDRE? AS" YEARS SERVED I1TO"WORK's FIFLD"2
9.- THERE WILL BE RESTAURATED " TIE .(t RIXGTS" If COIhUIIST RO;
MAZIA UIDEM TIE PERMAEINT SURVEILLANCE OP A SPECIAL COMIISSION O
" iUMAL RIITS" 0 U,, ABOUT WHICH THE U,S, SRATE W1L, ASK THE
GENERAL SECRETARY OF U.I.TTIROUGTI OUR USA'sAMBASSADOR TO TIE U.2.1
lo.- THE U.S. CONGRESS WILL ASK BY OUR AMBASSADOR TO TIE U.,. THAT
THR U CITED NATIONS OROAISATION TO STOP ANY KIND OF 'Ek AnD 00O-
PERATIOt WIT I CO!2UIMtT ROMANIA UNTIL THE ABOVE "I TEN POUTS" ON

HUA I RIOTS' VI BE ACCOKPTISlEID?

DOWN !SRRORIlI
DOWN0 COWIUI(I
LONG LIVE TO FRZ-E1.DOUI'
GOD BLESS ANERICA! Dr. DIMITRIE G. ATOSTOLIU

PRESIDEbT
THE AMERICAI-ROIAEIA, RATIONAL
COSITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
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Senator DANFORTH. The next witnesses are Ken Emerson, Lazlo
Homas, and Michael Szaz.

STATEMENT OF REV. KEN EMERSON
Mr. EMERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This is my first appearance before any committee.
I appreciate very much the invitation to testify.
I am a Baptist minister. I am appearing here on behalf of Mr.

and Mrs. Peter Rouseau, legal immigrants from Romania who are
members of my congregation.

We have been attempting for 2 years to have their daughter, son-
in-law, and grandson united with them here in the United States.

Applications for passport by Francis Crisba, his wife, Elana, and
Patra were applied for in September 8, 1979. -

I might add that our State Department, our Immigration people,
Senator Dole, Senator Jackson and many others have been most
helpful, have written letters and everything from our side, all
papers are in order, reading to receive them on special immigra-
tion procedure.

They keep being told, the Crisbas, by the Romanian authorities,
"Just wait.'

Mr. and Mrs. Rouseau who are father and mother of Elana,
signed their home and their small business, what property they
had, to the Romanian Government, thinking that in exchange they
would receive a passport for their daughter, son-in-law, and grand-
son.

Two years later, they still refuse to grant permission to leave.
Three weeks ago, Francis Crisba was fired from hisjob. His

daughter, son-in-law, and grandson now rent their home from the
Romanian Government. He is unemployed.

In my 20 years as a pastor, I have worked with immigrants from
several nations of the world, and never in my life have I witnessed
such delay.

I am sure that the MFN is certainly most favorable to the
Romanian Government and I am sure that our Government wants
to continue that, but I would urge the status be discontinued and
use this as a handle until great improvement is made in the
freeing of persons kept against their will.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Mr. HOMAS.

STATEMENT OF LAZLO HOMAS
Mr. HOMAS. Mr. Chairman, our group which was formed in 1976,

to study and report on the situation of Romania's minorities, in-
cluding 2.5 million Hungarians, opposes the continuation of MFN
to that country-for another year.

Though we have opposed this continuation at these hearings
each year, for the past 5 years, our position has never been rigid or
absolute.

Our opposition will continue and grow in strength, however,
until Romania begins to show at least some concrete improvement
in its treatment of national minorities.
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In the meantime, what consistently struck us is a disappointing
feature of the MFN renewal process, has been the air of unreality
surrounding many of the assumptions upon which this subcommit-
tee apparently bases its decisions.

Sitting in this room, for example, one often wonders at the
source of some of the profound observations, delivered with great
authority, as supposedly factual information about Romania.

In this room, for example, we have heard often about the dynam-
ic economic program of the Romanian Government. But suddenly,
we now learn that next to Poland, Romania is in the midst of the
worst economic crisis in Eastern Europe.

According to a recent article published in Forbes magazine, and I
quote, "The most profound reason businessmen give for continually
stagnant Romanian economy is the effect of tyranny on the
people."

On another score, entire hymms have been sung in this hearing
room to Romania's supposedly innovative, maverick foreign policy.

What these hymm singers have failed to show, however, is any
concrete improvement of this, any concrete achievement of this
alleged independence, or whether it has meaningfully contributed
to any foreign policy objective of the United States.

In contrast, it is known that the Romanians are the worst en-
emies of the Polish experiments in Eastern Europe and that ever
since the Moscow Conference in December, of Warsaw Pact leaders,
the Romanians have been telling the Soviet Line on this issue to
the letter.

In this hearing room, we have also heard often about the splen-
did statesmanship of Romanian President Nicolae Ceausescu.

Such claims stand in ugly contrast to the Western European
Press, however, which regularly labels him the most unattractive,
distasteful, and anachronistic ruler in Europe.

During his recent visit to Scandanavia, for example, Ceausescu's
boorish behavior and the incredible nepotism he practices at home
earned him unanimous ridicule by the local newspapers.

Occasionally, even Romania's human rights record has been de-
fended in this hearing room. The State Department, although it
usually is unable to find anything positive in that record, at least
praises the Romanian's willingness to discuss human rights issues.

Why not, as long as the Romanians, all they have to produce is
more empty words and not show any meaningful improvement,
why shouldn't they talk.

In the meantime, Europe's largest national minority, 2.5 million
Hungarians, whose ancestors have lived there for 11 centuries, are

-systematically deprived of the opportunity to preserve their cultur-
al identity, to educate their children in their native tongue, and
generally to use all those cultural rights and liberties which we in
this country take for granted.

Just as in the other Eastern European countries, the oppressed
in Romania were encouraged by our country's increased attention
during the 1970's to international human rights.

Numerous courageous individuals, in the Hungarian community,
in Romania, raised their voices in open protest against the wide-
spread pattern of ethnic discrimination.
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A former alternate member of the party politbureau became
known worldwide as the leading spokesmen of these Hungarian
dissidents.

Since last year, however, his brother, Istra Kirli, a school teacher
and historian, has joined him in breaking with the regime. He
renounced his membership in the party because, according to him,
and I quote, from a letter which he wrote recently and which is
appended to my written statement,

There is a wide chasm between the current practices of party leadership and the
fundamental principles of the party, as evidenced primarily in the personality cult,
the silencing of any good faith, constructive criticism and the total rejection of any
sincere dialogue aimed at solving the nationality question on a basis of full equality.

Mr. Chairman, some people in the State Department have sug-
gested that because of the events in Poland, the Congress should go
easy on Romania. . -

Concern in this direction would be wholly misdirected. Romania
has shown no sympathy for the events in Poland. Romania has
nothing to do with that liberalization process.

On the contrary, the Romanian regime is the direct antithesis of
what is happening in Poland today.

Mr. Chairman, for these reasons, I submit that whatever lever-
age we have vis-a-vis Romania not be used to prop up that archaic
despot, Nicholae Ceausescu, but to encourage him to institute long
overdue, meaningful reforms.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Dr. Szaz.

STATEMENT OF Z. MICHAEL -SZAZ, PH. D., AMERICAN FOREIGN
POLICY INSTITUTE

Dr. SZAz. -Mr. Chairman, this is my 10th testimony either before
the Senate Finance or the House and Ways and Means Committee
on the subject of most-favored-motion sjt.tus for Romania.

Since 1965, I followed the events in Romania, especially those
relating to Hungarians and Germans. I visited the Transylvania
region and Bucharest, in 1976, at the invitation of Ambassador-
Harry Barnes.

I returned in August 1978. So, I have had the opportunity to see
things first hand, meet with their leadership of the Hungarian and
German nationalities in Transylvania.

I will summarize my statement, because it is a Jittle too long and
I hope it will be included in the record.

The question of free immigration is not the only concern as far
as Romania is concerned. Ever since 1958 and even more since
1974, the Romanian Government pursues a nationality policy
which is clearly directed toward eradication of nationality, cultur-
al, disposal and dilution of the remaining Hungarian enclaves in
Romania and Transylvania, particularly the Szeklerland.

In addition, a salami tactic is applied since 1958 on the Hungar
ian language school sections in Transylvania.

Bilingualism, guaranteed by the Romani i Constitution is
almost extinct, and the churches of the Hunrian and German
nationalities, Roman Catholic, Lutheran and Reformed, are gravely
restricted in their activities and administratively controlled by the
Romanian authorities.

The situation created some internal dissent by 1977-78, which
was, however, either "solved" by police measures, resulting in the
suicide of one high school professor, Brasov or by the ostracism and
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harassment which Charles Kiraly, the former vice-chairman of the
highest, but completely ineffective, Hungarian Federation of Work-
ers expressed in his letters to Janos Vmcze and Ilie Verdet, now
the Prime Minister of Romania.

These letters, and also a letter in 1980, to Ilie Verdet were
smuggled out and published in the Western press in 1978 and 1980,
rendering Kiraly, after the emigration of Paul Goma, to be the
foremost dissident in Romania whom* I was forbidden to see on the
1978 trip.

The underlying basis for the Romanian policies are Romanian
nationalism which is always directed against the Hungarians,-and
in the past also against the Russians,-Romanian atheistic commu-
nism which cannot tolerate any, even half-vay free churches in the
country and last but not least, Communist centralism which fails
to take the provincial and countrfywide nationality differences into
account.

As far as the education system is concerned, let me give you
some of my personal impressions in 1976, and particularly in 1978.

I visited the former capital of Transylvania, Cluj. There is only
one lycee left and new vocational schools that are either in the
Hungarian language sections, mind you, where they are still exist-
ing, there are Romanian teachers, using Romanian textbooks with
a Hungarian glossary or there are some Hungarian engineers, who
have already forgotten the technical terms in Hungarian, and they
are using Romanian textbooks as Hungarian glossaries.

I will again summarize. Again, there is a large Hungarian bloc
in southeastern Transylvania, about three-quarters of a million
people, almost all of-whom, about 85 percent are Hungarians.

By now even the cities here have been completely saddled in
with Romanians on the basis of industrialization, even though
there is light industry and there are no Romanians and they have
to be brought in.
- There are many aspects I could elaborate. As far as the churches
are concerned, I just want-to mention one thing that both in 1976
and in 1978 I was allowed to visit with the Reformed Bishop of
Cluj, not only in the presence of two Romanian diplomats, but even
in the presence of the local ministry of Cults representative.

The other bishop is completely following party lines, the one in
Oradea.

The State Department raised the issue sometimes to the Roma-
nian Government which steadfastly denies any pressure. The State
Department speaks of local accesses rather than the liberal poli-
cies.

To tell you the truth, in view of the evidence and in view of the
fact that the competent American diplomat in Bucharest know
better. This I am aware of through my personal conversations with
them.' I believe this has been due to the efforts of the Ford and
Carter administrations to play down our differences with Romania.

Indeed, I hope that the present administration, while trying to
cultivate correct relations with Romania, would not shy away from
discussing human rights issues in Romania which are very perti-
nent to out-dedication for these rights.

Thank you very much.
Senator DAvoRTm. Thank you. sir.
[Statements follow:]
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FOREWORD

The state of Rumania contains an immense minority -population
consisting of 2.5 million Hungarians, 400,000 Germans and a sizeable number
of Ukranians, 3ews, Serbs, Greeks, Turks and others. The Hungarians alone
comprise the largest national minority in Europe. Most of these peoples live
In Transylvania which is one of Europe's most significant multi-ethnic
regions. Were enlightened 20th Century standards applied, Transylvania
could be a model for the coexistence of diverse nationalities in an
atmosphere of mutual tolerance and understanding. However, under the rule
of Rumania's current dictator Nicolae Ceausescu, nothing could be further
from the truth.

For the past two decades this enormous minority population has been
the object of a carefully planned, systematic and aggressive campaign of
forced assimilation -- a campaign which amounts to cultural genocide; This
outrage must be borne in addition to the usual intolerance and terror which
affects the life-of every citizen of a Communist state, regardless of ethnic
origin.

Alarmed at the arrogant brutality of this campaign, young
Hungarian-Americans gathered in February 1976 to form the Committee for
Human Rights in Rumania, an organization which soon won support by all
major associations of the approximately one million Hungarians in America.
The Committee's objective is to alert the public opinion and political
leadership of the United States to the gross discrimination and human rights
violations against national minorities in Rumania.

We are encouraged by the wide-ranging response to our efforts during
the past five years. Since the Summer of 1978 the world press and public
opinion have awakened to the severe plight of these minorities, and U.S.
Congressional support for effective measures against Rumania's
discriminatory policies has grown.

Another important development is the ever-increasing number of
reports and documents written and smuggled out of Rumania which provide
Irrefutable evidence of the governments campaign of forced assimilation.
The Committee regularly receives and analyzes such primary source
materials and has published a selection of dissident works in a volume
entitled Witnesses to Cultural-Genocide: First-Hand Reports on Rumania's
Minorlt, Policies Today (New York, 1979). Copies of this book have been
widely distributed to Members of Congress, and the material it contains will
be cited throughout the statement which follows.
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STATEMENT

The Committee for Human Rights in Rumania respectfully requests
that the United States Senate, using the authority granted by section
402(d)(5) of the Trade Act of 1974, adopt a resolution disapproving the
extension of the President's authority to waive the application of section
402(a) and (b) with respect to Rumania.

Our request is based on two grounds

1. The President's message of June 2, 1981
recommending extension of the above waiver
authority is deficient in fulfilling the
requirements of section 402(d)(5) of the Trade Act.

2. The Rumaniar government continuously
and flagrantly violates norms of international law
in its treatment of national minorities, which
violations, according to the proper interpretation
of section 402 of thl Trade Act, mandate at least
a temporary suspension of the trade benefits
accorded to Rumania.

The Relevance of the Minority Question to the
Jackson-Vanik Amendment

One obstacle facing us at the hearings conducted by this Subcommittee
during the past five-years has been an effort to restrict the human rights
concerns of the Trade Act to as narrow a field as possible. Some Members
of Congress have argued that the only right wh-th the Jackson-Vanik
Amendment Intends to promote Is freedom of emigration. There are others
who have remained oblivious even to this right.

But the fact that the Amendment was Intended to cover far more than
simply one particular human right is obvious from its text. Section 402 of
the Trade Act of 1974 clearly states its objectives in the first half-sentence:
"To assure the continued dedication of the United States to fundamental
human rights..." The 'section then -defines the means for achieving these
objectives as follows: nonmarket-economy countries are required to allow
free emigration as a condition for the extension of trade benefits. The
distinction between the means (requirement of free emigration) and the ends
(fundamental human rights) is unmistakable.
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This interpretation of' the purpose of the Amendment is supported by
grammatical evidence as well. The authentic language of the Trade Act
uies the plural objectivess of this section" wherever such reference is
made. Of the phrases "fundamental human rights" and "freedom of
emigration," only the former Is plural. The expression "objectives of this
section" clearly refers back to the plural antecedent in the section, which is
"fundamental human rights."

Even if it rejects this interpretation, the Subcommittee cannot support
its reluctance to examine a broader range of human rights with the claim
that it is merely following the letter of the law, which strictly limits its
mandate. If that claim were true, the on business of these hearings would
be to determine whether the continuation of the waiver will substantially
promote the objectives of section 402. Nevertheless, and perhaps with good
reason, the Subcommittee interprets its mandate far more broadly, as any
observer of these hearings will attest. It receives testimony on political,
economic and financial questions which fail completely outside the scope of
section 402. The Administration, business, trade union and private witnesses
who testify about such questions are given serious consideration, and
questioned In areas wholly Irrelevant to section 402. The Subcommittee,
therefore, Is acting entirely within its rights if it examines a broader range
of human rights, beyond the right to emigrate -- especially since section 402
begins with the words, quoted above: "To assure the continued dedication of
the United States to fundamental human rights..."

On the Right of Free Emigration

The United States is a nation of immigrants. The right of free
emigration is held in very high esteem here. There is even a tendency to
regard It as the most important of all human rights, the one which can be
substituted for all others. The latter view, in our opinion, is severely
distorted. We contend that the right to emigrate is merely a right of last
resort it is an escape chute to be used when all other measures to uphold
human rights have ed. When people reach the point of clamoring to
emigrate en masse from their homeland, there is clear evidence that deeper
problems are to blame.

It should be noted here that the right of 3ewish people to emigrate to
Israel is.unique in character and rationale. While they too are most often
escaping persecution and undoubtedly experience difficulties in adjusting to
a new environments they still leave with the joyful idea of returning to their
ancient homeland.

The situation of the national minorities In Rumania is entirely
different. Hungarians have lived in this area of Eastern Europe for eleven
centuries; this region is their homeUind instead of allowing, or urging or
forcing them to leave, they shouc be aided In their struggle to use their own
language, maintain their own culture, practice their own religion -- in short
to gain some protection against discrimination and gross violations of their
human rights.

-2-
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Certainly, Rumania's burning human rights problems cannot be
successfully tackled through the simple device of easing restrictions on
emigration. Even for the remaining Jewish population, estimated between
50,000 and 100,000, this measure would provide only a partial solution.
Those who wish to might be permitte,! to leave for Israel, but those who
elect to stay are iilso entitled to protection to their cultural ano religious
nghts.

The President's Message of June 2, 1981 Does Not Fulfill
the Requirements of the Trade Act

The President's recommendation of June 2, 1981 falls short of satisfying
the requirements of section (d)(5)(C) of the Trade Act. Specifically, the
message does not show in sufficient detail the manner in which the proposed
waiver will substantially promote tthe objectives of section 402 with respect
to Rumania.

Even it the objectives of the section were restricted solely to the right
of free emigration, the message fails to substantiate its claim. The rate of
emigration frors Rumania, especially to Israel, has remained clearly
unsatisfactory according to Jewish organizations which monitor it closely.
Moreover, Rumania's capricious behdvior in the fild of human rights curing
the past twelve months shows that the only lesson which the Rumanians
learned from last year's extension of the waiver authority was that neither
the Administration nor the Congress takes the objectives of section 402 very
seriously.

In sun we maintain that the shortcomings of the Presiaent's
recommendation in fulfilling the statutory requirements are serious enough
to warrant its disapproval by the Hous.' of Representatives.

Continued Campaign of Harassment and Intimidation
Against K&roly Kir ly

Since the Summer of 1978, instead of taking measures to improve the
country's human rights record, the Rumanian government has waged a
campaign of pressure and intimidation against Kiroly Kirily, a former
high-ranking Party member who has become a fearless internal opponent of
minority oppression. The official reaction to Kirily's moderate and
reasonable efforts is highly indicative of the government's overall treatment
of national minorities. Before turning to a point-by-point description of
that treatment, a brief review of the Kirgly case is in order.

-3-
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During the Summer and Fall of 1977, Kgroly Kirgly, a prominent
Hungarian in the Rumanian Communist Party and, until 1972, an alternate
member of its Politburo, wrote three letters to top Party leaders, describing
government efforts to denationalize and forcibly assimilate the country's
Hungarian minority of 2.5 million. KirAly cited a host of discriminatory and
oppressive measures: the refusal to grant national minorities a
representative voice in government, the implementation of "restrictive
quotas" denying employment opportunities to minority workers, the forced
elimination of schools and classes offering instruction in the minority
!,inguages, the "naming of non-Hungarian speaking, Rumanian mayors" in
cities "inhabited predominantly by hungarians," the proubition on use o
minority languages in public institutions and administrative offices, and a
variety of restrictions on minority cultural expression.

In one of his letters, Kirfily also assailed the "violence and torture" used
against minority inhabitants and recalled that "the harassment of Jeno"
Szikszai, the eminent professor from Brass6, drove him to commit suicide."
(Szikszai was one of the scores who fell victim to a brutal and bloody
government effort carried out in the Spring of 1977; its aim was to silence
Hungarian intellectuals in Rumania by "exposing" them as members of an
allegedly chauvinistic conspiracy detrimental to the interests of the
Rumanian state. See Letter to Ferdinnd Nagy, by Zoltin Zsuffa, in
Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, pp. 179-182.)

Kiraly's only remaining position in the government bureaucracy at the
time he wrote his letters was that of Vice President of the Hungarian
Nationality Workers Council. In March 1978 he was deprived of that position
as well. In the past, he had held various positions as First Party Secretary in
Covasna County and head of the People's Council there, member of the
Party Central Committee and alternate member of the Politburo, member
of the Grand National Assembly (parliament) and member of the Council of
State, nominally the su reme body of state power in Rumania. At one ot
the high points in his career, in 1970, he was a member of the delegation
which accompanied President Ceausescu to the Lenin Centenary
Celebrations held in Moscow. His last post at the head of the Hungarian
population's highest political organ gave him an excellent vantage point
from which to assess the extent of minority oppression and the
window-dressing nature of his own organization, which is supposed to
represent the interests of the Hungarian minority.

Kirfly wrote his first letter, dated 3une 2, 1977, to [lie Verdet, the
Politburo member responsible for ideological matters and, among others, for
nationality policies. (Since that time -- on March 29, 1979 -- Verdet has
been elevated to the position of Prime Minister.) In the letter, he outlined
the shallowness of his organization's activities, charged the government with
hypocrisy in its official pronouncements that "the nationality question has
been solved" and presented his own recommendations in 12 points.

-4-
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Having failed to receive any response for several months, Kir~ly
followed up with letters to two top Party leaders. The first was sent in
August to Jfinos Fazekas, another Politburo member, and the second on
September 10 to Jhnos Vincze, a member of the Central Committee. The
tone of these subsequent letters was more bitter, and the charges contained
in them embraced the government's entire policy toward national minorities.

In early October 1977, Kirgly was summoned to Bucharest. Instead of
dealing seriously with the constructive proposals he had included in his
letters, the Party leaders subjected him to a barrage of intensive,
police-style interrogations. He was accused of having no faith in the Party
leadership and was pressed to reveal the names of his "collaborators."
Finally realizing the futility of his well-meaning and constructive criticism,
he consented to the publication of his letters in the Western media.

During the last week of January 1978, reports of Kirily's protest
appeared in major newspapers throughout the world. Never in recent
memory had this issue received such concentrated attention. The reaction
of the Rumanian regime was predictable and swift. Instead of implementing
long overdue reforms, it initiated a new campaign of terror. For several
weeks Kirly's home town resembled an armed camp, with plainclothesmen,
armed militiamen and armored cars stationed on every street. Kir~ly
himself was threatened with death and with the killing of his infant child.
He was pressured to disavow his letters and denounce then as "fabrications
of the CIA and Radio Free Europe." Kirily held his ground with great
courage and refused to withdraw his protest. As a result, in February he
was exiled from his home town of Tirgu Mures (Hungarian Marosvisarhely)
to the small town of Caransebes (Hungarian Karinsebes). Despite strict
instructions to the contrary, on March 1, 1978 he granted an interview to
three Western correspondents during which he reiterated his protest,
supplementing it with further details about the reaction of the regime. In
return, the Rumanian secret police proubited Kiraly from receiving any
further visitors.

In October 1978, after threatening that he would apply to emigrate,
KiriJy was allowed to return to his home town. He has lived there since
then, under close police surveillance. According to his own account, he is
constantly harassed and intimidated by the authorities. He has been isolated
from his friends, who are themselves subjected to severe questioning about
him and threatened against trying to approach him. He is thus a virtual
prisoner in his own home. Once, in the Fall of 1978, the window of the car
in which he was riding was shattered by a gunshot. Though probably not an
assassination attempt (Western interest in his case is still too intense), it
was undoubtedly another effort to further intimidate him.
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Unfortunately, the isolation and harassment, but especially rus anxiety
over the safety of his wife and small child, are taking their tolLk according
to medical reports, Kirily's health deteriorated significantly. The
Rumanian government, not feeling sufficiently secure to eliminate Kirily
outright, adopted the tactic of slowly nudging him toward a 'natural death."
Kiraly in the meantime, remained steadfast in refusing to compromise or
abandon his principles. " don't care if they make salami out of me, I still
won't give up my thankless struggle," he wrote in a May 1979 letter. "but
let them truly solve the problems and then I will be ready to write even a
hundred articles withdrawing my protest." Realizing the seriousness of his
position, Kir&ly ended the letter with the chilling comment that if the
authorities in Bucharest find it impossible to spare his life, "all I ask is that
they allow my family, my relatives and my friends to go on living."

On February 10, 1980 Kiroly Kir~ly sent another powerful letter of
protest to Prime Minister Verdet. (An English-language translation of the
letter is attached to this testimony as Appendix A, and a London Times
article concerning the letter is annexed at Appendix, p. D-1.) In the letter
Kir~ly revealed that following his initial protest in 1977, Veroet admitted
that the Party had committed "mistakes" in the treatment of the
minorities. In an obvious attempt to silence Kiraly, Verdet promise to see
to it that remedial steps would be instituted. After waiting two years for
the implementation of these measures, Kirfly now concludes that the Party
leadership has broken its word and that "I am now compelled by these broken
promises to raise this question again" (Appendix, p. A-I). In his letter he
again summarized the list of major abuses which Rumania's minorities suffer.

Since last year Kirily's health has deteriorated further. Due to his
understandable mistrust of physicians in Rumania -- who are all government
employees -- Kirgly has repeatedly applied for permission to travel abroad
to obtain medical treatment and also to visit relatives in Hungary, East
Germany and West Germany. (Annexed to this statement as Appenaix B is
an English translation of a July 8, 1980 letter by Kirfly, recounting his
persistently frustrated efforts to obtain the necessary travel documents.)
According to latest reports, he has still not been granted a passport, and he
continues to live under close police surveillance.

Kfroly Kirfly, an individual of rare personal courage, has sacrificed his
career and risked his well-being and perhaps his life, to express the plight of
his 2.5 million fellow Hungarians in Rumania. Having spent many years in
positions which enabled him to closely observe the Rumanian system, there
can be no doubt about the authenticity of his charges. The persistent effort
to ignore the issues he raised and to concentrate instead on silencing the
source of protest serve as further damning evidence of the Rumanian
goverment's callous disregard for human rights.

-6-
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Since the initial Kiraly protest, other knowledgeable and high-ranking
sources within Rumania have also verified the existence of severe minority
oppression. On April 24, 1978, the existence of three further protest
documents written by prominent members of the Hungarian minority was
revealed to Western journalists. First, a 7,000 word memorandum, including
18 separate demands for improved minority rights, had been prepared by
Lajos Takacs, professor of international law, candidate member of the Party
Central Committee and -- as was Kirgly before his removal in March -- Vice
President of the Hungarian Nationality Workers Council. (As a result of his
protest memorandum, in November 1979 Professor Takgcs was removed
from his Party post. For a translation of the memorandum by Professor
Takics, see Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, pp. 145-161.) Another protest,
focusing on curtailment of Hungarian-language opportunities, had been sent
by Andras Sut5, the best-known writer of the Hungarian minority and also a
candidate member of the Central Committee. Finally, it was reported that
J3nos Fazekas, who as Deputy Prime Minister is the tughest-ranking
Hungarian minority official in Rumania, had also issued a personal appeal
calling for improvements in nationality policies.

During the past twelve months, Karoly Kirgly's brother lstv.n Kir'ly
has also joined the ranks of active Hungarian dissidents in Rumania. As
recounted in his letter to the Bucharest Party leadership (see Appendix C),
last July he renounced his membership in the Party, stating at the time
(Appendix, p. C-I):

There is a wide chasm between the current
practices of the Party leadership and the
fundamental principles of the Party, as evidenced
primarily in:

" the personality cult;

* the silencing of any good-faith,
constructive criticism; and

* the total rejection of any sincere
dialogue aimed at solving the nationality
question on a basis of full equality.

As in the case of his brother, government retribution against Istvfn
Kirgly was swift. By last Fall he had lost his job at the local branch of the
State Archives in Miercurea Ciuc (Hungarian: Csikszeredla). Because he was
no longer a Party member, he was denied employment even as an
elementary school teacher. Since his troubles began, he has been supporting
his family by performing odd jobs, and he is subjected to constant police
harassment.
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The True Nature of the Ceausescu Regime Versus
Its "Public Relations" Image

Faced with mounting protests, Rumanian President Nicolae Ceausescu
has consistently reverted to his standard cure-all: more propaganda. But, as
Kiroly Kirily has noted, the flowery verbiage is merely a device used to
cover up gross deficiencies (Letter to J3nos Vincze, in Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, p. 174):

these beautiful speeches, incorporating so many
sound principles were not made for our sake, but
to serve the purposes of propaganda, especially
propaganda directed abroad...the chasm between
theory and practice is vast and in reality while
one thing is said, entirely different things are
done.

Why has Ceausescu chosen to generate massive, new doses of
propaganda instead of implementing even the most minimal reforms?
Though simple, the answer is saddening: thus far, such propaganda has
proved more effective. Until recently, the impact of sly misinformation,
designed to cover up vast deficiencies, has had a remarkable effect in
disarming the American media and many Members of Congress. According
to an American scholar of Rumanian origin (Vladimir Socor, "The Limits of
National Independence in the Soviet Bloc: Rumania's Foreign Policy
Reconsidered," Orbis, Fall 1976, p. 729):

The phraseology of independence has also been
ingeniously manipulated by Bucharest leaders to
modify the image of their regime abroad. The
endeavor has proven largely successful, as the
pretense has often been accepted at face value.
In lieu o! substantiation by actual policies, the
nationalistic rhetoric, along with leaks and
"confidences" elaborately disseminated by
Bucharest to the Western press, officials and
ranking visitors, have been accepted as evidence
of an independent foreign policy. Thus rhetoric
and a sustained policy of misinformation have
combined to erase the satellite image and build
the new image of a "national Communist" regime
striving for independence from Moscow. As a
result the West has afforded Bucharest, through
exchanges of official visits and favorable
publicity, an international respectability
unprecedented for a communist government. The
regime has succeeded in eliciting international
and particularly Western acceptance as a
substitute for the internal legitimacy eluding it.
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Nicolae Ceausescu of course has not renounced a single tenet from the
worn-out and disgraceful book of Marxism-Leninism. He operates an
old-fashioned Stahnist dictatorship, maintaining all the usual paraphernalia,
including an omnipresent secret police and an insanely promoted personality
cult. By placing his wife on the ruling Pohtouro and at least a dozen other
family members in leading positions of political power, Ceausescu has
broken all records for nepotism, even in the Communist world (see, inter
alia, "All in the First Family," Time, April 30, 1979).

Ceausescu's most elaborate public relations myth -- his "independent"
foreign policy -- deserves further attention here. Mr. Ceausescu is not
independent, he simply has a longer leash than the other East European
puppets. As Rumania is "landlocked" by other Communist countries, the
Soviet Union could safely withdraw its troops in the late 195U's with no
danger of losing Rumania to the West. The absence of Soviet troops gives
Ceausescu some room to maneuver. But he knows how iar he can go, and
Leonid Brezhnev knows that he knows. Rumania's "independence,"
therefore, is due to geographic and political factors over which it has little
control, rather than to any real tendencies toward liberalization.
Continuously, and with remarkable success, President Ceausescu has
employed a scheme of making Rumania's "independence" appear to be the
result of his own valiant efforts, rather than the given geo-political
situation, thus pulling the wool over Western eyes.

Ceausescu's unbridled megalomania, his irresponsible economic policies
and his police state methods, however, are becoming increasingly evident.
As reported widely in the Western media, Rumania faces a very serious
economic crisis coupled with a severe food crisis. According to a recent
article in Forbes magazine ("A Balkan Despotism," May 11, 1981, pp. 131-36)
for example, food stands at the markets are "depressingly bare," and the
sight of 500 Rumanians waiting in line for eggs is not extraordinary. The
Forbes reporter, it appears, had keener eyesight than some Members of
Congress and the State Department, in placing Ceausescu's alleged
independence in proper focus (ibid., p. 131):

The price for this leeway: Ceausescu has
rendered unto Moscow a brutally repressive -- but
loyal and secure -- police state, one that now
shows signs of the kind of economic decay that
has afflicted Poland in the last tvo years.

The reporter goes on to make the conne-tion between the Ceausescu
policies and the present crisis even more explicit (ibid., p. 136):

But the most profound reason businessmen
give for a continually stagnant Rumanian
economy is the effect of tyranny on the people.
After 30 years of living under the threat of exile,
jail or execution for political or economic
'deviation,' the Rumanian has become adept at
avoiding the very initiative and responsibility
Ceausescu is now demanding.
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A chronically short-sighted U.S. foreign policy establishment, together
with those Members of Congress who formed a virtual cheering section for
this lunatic despot, must now share the responsibility for the crises befallin
Rumania. Instead of using available leverage to encourage meaningful
economic reforms and internal liberalization, the United States has
steadfastly convinced Ceausescu that he can substitute favorable coverage
in the world press for bread and at least some measure of freedom for his
people.

Minority Oppression Is a Matter of International
Concern Per Se

As a consequence of the rearrangement of East Central Europe's
borders following World War I, there are now 2.5 million Hungarians and
400,000 Germans living in Rumania. Specifically, these nationalities are
concentrated in the region known as Transylvania, of whose population they
form about forty percent.

Rumania's national minorities are, of course, subjected to the same
general suppression of freedoms as all the other inhabitants of that country.
Their situation however is made much more grave by the additional burden
of a systematic and increasingly aggressive campaign of forced assimilation
amounting to cultural genocide.

Due to the presence of sizeable indigenous minority populations within
its borders, Rumania is one of those countries to which Article 27 of the
United Nations Covenant of Civil and Political Rights applies. Despite
ratification of this Covenant by Rumania, its minority policies stand in clear
violation of Article 27, which provider

In those States in which ethnic, religious or
linquistic minorities exist, persons belonging to
such minorities shall not be denied the right in
community with the other members of their
group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and
practice their own religion, or to use their own
language.

Other international agreements which are regularly violated by
Rumania in its treatment of national minorities are the International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and
the UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education, both signed
and ratified by Rumania.
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Measures used to oppress nationalities in Rumania also violate those
provisions of the Helsinki Agreement which prohibit discrimination on the
basis of national origin and provide for the positive support of regional
cultures and national minorities. (See: Rumania's Violations of Helsinki
Fnal Act Provisions Protecting the Rights of National, Religious and
Linguistic Minorities. Study prepared by the Committee for Human Rights
in Rumania for the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe,
Madrid, J980-81. New York, 1980.)

As a matter of course, human rights violations are a subject of
international concern; when the expression "human rights" is uttered, it
automatically falls within the framework of international law. Moreover,
through its own ratification of the agreements mentioned above, Rumania
has rendered itself further accountable to international scrutiny.

Rumania's treatment of its national minorities, therefore, can in no way
be construed as a matter of purely internal concern to that country. The
United States has every legal basis to insist on the restoration of
fundamental rights to the minority populations of Rumania.

Before turning to the individual elements of Rumania's abusive minority
policies, it must be pointed out that those elements cannot be properly
viewed as distinct or isolated infractions. They form instead, tke
interrelated components of a well-planned and systematically executed
campaign to eliminate Rumania's national minorities through forcibly
assimilating them into the dominant nationality. The whole then, is equal to
far more than the sum of its parts. The proper term for a program of this
nature is cultural genocide.

This expression is by no means an exaggeration. In 1948, the United
Nations Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide formulated a draft definition of
the concept of cultural genocide (U.N. Doc. E/447). Regardless of the fact
that the final text of the Convention of the Prevention and Punishment of
the Crime of Genocide did not incorporate this definition, the Rumanian
government is not absolved of the fact that its behavior exactly corresponds
to several elements of the definition.
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OPPRESSION

OF MINORITIES IN RUMANIA

With respect to a proper investigation of discrimination in Rumania,
lofty guarantees of minority* rights in the Rumanian Constitution serve to
obscure more than they enlighten, since they are not observed. Article 22
for instance prescribes that

In territorial-administrative units also inhabited
by population of non-Rumanian nationality, all the
bodies and institutions shall use in speech and in
writing the language of the nationality concerned
and shall appoint officials from its ranks or from
among other citizens who know the language and
way of life of the local population.

The sole difficulty with the above section is that it is completely
disregaroea. According to Kiroly Kiraly (Appendix, p. A-3):

In the administration of justice, the state organs,
etc., the only language permitted is Rumanian. In
meetings of the Party, the trade unions, the
Communist Youth League, as well as in meetings
of industrial and agricultural workers, all
presentations are made in the Rumanian language,
even where the overwhelming majority of the
audience is not Rumanian. The Rumanian
language remains in use even at meetings of the
Nationality Workers Councils.

The failure to observe constitutional and other legal guarantees is one
characteristic feature of minority oppression in Rumania. According to
George Schpfiln (The Hungarians of Rumania, London Minority Rights
Group, Report No. 37, August 1978, p. 9).

Another factor of relevance, which is common to
all communist societies, is the existence of
internal regulations, usually kept secret, which
may directly contradict the formal rights
entrenched in the Constitution. In Rumania,
these internal regulations (dispozitii interne) are
widely employed in the field of nationalities
policy.
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Another major component is the absolute refusal to allow the minorities
any role even vaguely resembling the conditions for self-determination,
autonomy or independent decision-making. Although there are officials of
minority extraction at every governmental level, they are permitted no
meaningful voice in representing their own ethnic groups.

The Hungarian Nationality Workers Council was established in 1968 as
the only body permitted to serve the interests of the Hungarian minority.
But the very text creating this Council exposes it as an instrument of the
$5tate, acting to undermine minority interests. The Council's stated purpose
is

to assist the Party and the State, on both the
central and local levels, in mobilizing the
nationalities to assume their responsibilities in
the building of socialism, in researching particular
questions concerning the respective populations
and in implementing the nationality policies of
the Party.

Kiroly Krily, Vice President of the Council for 10 years (until his
removal in March 197g), has furnished ample evidence of the Council's abject
ineffectiveness. In us letter of February 10, 1980, for example, he writes
(Appendix, p. A-3):

As regards the Nationality Councils, their
activities are determined exclusively by orders
from above. These Councils do not represent the
interests of the nationalities. The people
belonging to these nationalities cannot participate
in the activities of the Councils, and do not elect
Council members. The local authorities and the
Party Central Committee appoint them. The
Party uses these Counciis to enforce its own
discriminatory nationality policies.

But let us look further into tus matter. We find that Hungarians are
proportionately represented, but only in those State and Party organs wt h
are not allowed to exercise any real power, such as the showcase "brand
National Assembly" (Rumania's excuse for a parliament) and the 500
member Party Central Committee. Hungarians are virtually excluded from
any body which is granted an effective role in matters affecting their own
interests. Of the seven secretaries of the Party Central Committee (the
holders of real power aside from Ceausescu), not one is of minority origin.
Indeed, the Secretary for Nationalities in the Party Central Committee
cannot speak any minority language, only Rumanian. The entire Department
of Culture contains only a "Bureau" of Nationalities, which is expected to
serve all the cultural needs of all the minorities. Its chief activity is the
exercise of censorship over the cultural life of the minorities.
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On the county level, the ineffectual People's Councils and Party
Committees by and large do maintain proportional representation. But
where the real power lies, within respectively, the 7-1l member Executive
Committees and Party "Bureaus," Hungarians are grossly underrepresented.
Indeed, in several heavily Hungarian populated counties such as Banat, Arad
and Mararnures (Hungarian Maramaros), they are completely excluded from
the Party "Bureaus." "In the same way," Kgroly KrAy pointed out, "it is
nothing new that in cities where the majority of the population is Hungarian
-- such as Nagyvirad, Marosvis~rhely, Szovita, etc. -- Rumanians who
speak no Hungarian are being appointed as mayors" (Leiter to JUnos Vincze,
in '. itnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 175).

Another ingenious method for compelling minorities to assimilate can
be found in the structure of cultural institutions in Rumania. Independent-
minority institutions, even at the lowest levels, have been virtually
eliminated. The Hungarian university in Cluj (Hungarian Kolozsvar), for
example, was made a section of its Rumanian counterpart; Hungarian
schools have been merged into Rumanian schools as sections; four out of the
six formerly independent Hungarian theaters are now just sections of
Rumanian theaters; and so on. The purpose of such arrangements is to deny
the existence of a distinct Hungarian nationality, culture or language. Even
the expression "national minority" is not tolerated in official publications.
The minorities are referred to in official documents as "co-inhabiting
nationalities," thereby implying their dependent status vis-a-vis the
Rumanians who are, by irrplication, the only legitimate inhabitants.

* * 4

A further characteristic of minority discrimination is the official policy
that this problem simply does not exist. In Rumania, "there is continuous
repetition of the proposition that the nationality question in our country has
been finally, once and for all, solved" (Letter from Karoly to Ilie Verdet,
dated June 2, 1977, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 170). While some
discussion, and even occasional concessions are allowed concerning other
social, economic and political questions, the situation of the minorities is a
forbidden subject (ibid., pp. 166-167). Still less is it permitted to propose
any improvement in this area. The ordy task is to combat "nationalism"
(meaning, of course, minority nationalism) and to neutralize the
"troublemakers." Acc-cifding to Kiraly, who has himself experienced the dire
consequences of such "troublemaking", unpardonablyy extreme methods of
intimidation are employed against those who dare to ask for permission to
speak in the interest of having the nationality question handled legally and
in accordance with the Constitution" (Letter to Janos Fazekas, ibid., p.
171). In this way, any demand or complaint concerning minority conditions
is wholly ignored, or, in Kirfily's words, "killed by persistent silence" (news
article in Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, March 2, 1978).
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* A *

Coupled with this official disregard is another general feature: the
absence of any effective, legal remedy against abuse. Article 17 of
Rumania's Constitution and Section 247 of Rumania's Criminal Code, which
forbid discrimination on the basis, inter alia, of national origin, are never
enforced in criminal trials.

This deficiency clearly violates the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights which states (Article 2, Section 3):

Each State party to the present Covenant
undertakes:

(a) to ensure that any person whose rights
and freedoms as herein recognized are violated
shall have an effective remedy notwithstanding
that the violation has been committed by persons
acting in an official capacity;

(b) to ensure than any person claiming such
a remedy shall have hus right thereto determined
by competent judicial, administrative or
legislative authorities, or by any other competent
authority provided for by the legal system of the
State, and to develop the possibilities of judicial
remedy;

(c) to ensure that the competent authorities
shall enforce such remedies when granted.

It would, of course, constitute a patent contradiction for the Rumanian
regime to observe these provisions and to prosecute officials under Section
247 of the Criminal Code; such officials would have to be punished for
faithfully executing the policies of the Rumanian Party and State. Kirily
has noted this lack of protection on several occasions. In his letter of
February 10, 1980, he stated (Appendix, p. A-2):

An extremely burning issue is the total lack of
protection of the collective rights of Rumania's
national minorities, whether the nationality group
is large, as in the case of the Hungarians and
Germans, or small as in the case of the Serbs,
Russians, Turks, Bulgarians, etc. None-'f them
enjoy collective rights.

This lack precipitates the dissolution of ethnic
communities and renders their members
increasingly defenseless against the policies of
forced assimilation.
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A final overall characteristic of forced assimilation in Rumania is the
centrally coordinated fashion in which it is carried out.

The facts concerning minority oppression are too well documented for
the State Department to continue denying them, as it did for a number of
years. '-tead, in an effort to dilute the Impact of these stark facts, the
State Department has recently taken to arguing that while minority cultural
opportunities may be "limited" in some cases, this is due largely to local
abuses, and minority discrimination is not an official "policy" of the
Rumanian government.

In a tightly controlled, highly centralized state such as Rumania,
however, it Is nonsensical to argue that the existing pattern of anti-minority
abuses could possibly occur without the consent and approval of the central
leadership. Moreover, almost without exception these abuses occur in those
areas of official activity-which are within the authority of the central
government even in a formal sense (e.g.: confiscation of Hungarian books by
customs of icials at border crossings, elimination of universities, publication
of official history textbooks denigrating the role of minorities, etc.).

Nevertheless, as if to dispel any lingering doubt concerning this
question of government "policy," on May 8, 1981 Rumanian President
Nicolae Ceausescu delivered a virulent anti-minority speech, in effect
blaming Hungarians for the woes visited upon the Rumanian nation. Even
the normally cautious analysts at Radio Free Europe were unnerved by the
tenor of the speech ("Ceausescu Delivers Nationalistic Speech" in RFE-RL
Situation Report, Rumania/9, May 12, 1981, p. 7):

The surprising element in Ceausescu's
speech, however, was the nationalistic, chiefly
anti-Hungarian tone of the initial, historical part
of the address, a slant for which there is no
readily discernible need in marking the party's
birthday.

According to the same analysts, a probable explanation for Ceausescu's
harangue was an effort to "use the old device of distracting people's
attention from domestic problems by whipping up national antagonisms"
(ibid., p. 8).

In turning now to the list of individual human rights violations against
minorities In Rumania therefore, It is advisable to ponder not only the
substance of the given violation, but also to examine the manner in which it
fits into the comprehensive pattern of minority oppression, interacting with
and serving to reinforce the other elements of this reprehensible campaign.
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Numerous primary sources will te cited in the discussion which
follows. These works have been published by the Committee for Human
Rights in Rumania in the book mentioned in the Foreword, entitled
Witnesses to Cultural Genocide: First-Hand Reports on Rumania's Minority
Policies Today. The documents from this book to be cited are the following:

"Methods of Rumanianization
Employed in Transylvania,"
by Anonymous Napocensis ....

"Memorandum," by Gyorgy Lzfir . .

Pages

. ... 57-87

.... 88-144

"Memorandum," by Lajos Takfcs 14......16-161

"Letter from Kfroly Kirfly
to Die Verdet," dated
3une 2, 1977 .........

"Letter from Kfiroly Kirfily to
3nos Fazekas," written in
August 1977 ..........

"Letter from Karoly Kiraly to
Janos Vincze," dated
September 10, 1977 . ...

"Letter from Zoltan Zsuffa to
Ferdinand Nagy#" dated
3uly 31, 1977 ......

... ... 163-170

.... . 171-172

.... . 173-178

.179-182
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SPECIFIC ELEMENTS OF THE OPPRESSION

OF MINORITIES IN RUMANIA

L Discrimination in Elementary and High School Education

Official Rumanian statistics Indicate that of all pupils attending
preschool institutions in Rumania, the proportion of those allowed to be
educated in Hungarian dropped by over 50 percent from 14.4% in 1956 to
6.3% in 1978. The same proportion for primary and secondary school
students fell from 9.5% to 5.4%, and for high school students from 8.0% to
3.5%. The total decline in the above categories was from 10.0% to 5.3%.
The percentage of students attending Hungarian vocational school dropped
from 6.1% in 1956 to 1.5% by 1975. These percentages and the figures used to
compute them are shown in the table and graph which follow. (The sources
for both are Rumanian government propaganda booklets: The Hungarian
Nationality in Romania, Bucharest, 1976, pp. 15-17; and A Living Reality in
Romania Today; Full Harmony and Equality Between the Romanian People
and the Coinhabiting Nationalities p. 15.)

1955/1956 19741t97- 1977/1978
Preschool Education

All Students 275,433 770,016 837,884
In Hungarian Classes 39,669 52,765 52,580

Percent in Hungarian Classes 14.4% 6.8% 6.3%

Primary and Secondary
Education

All Students 1,603,025 2,882,109 3,145,046
In Hungarian Classes 152,234 160,939 -70,945

Percent in Hungarian Classes 9.5% 5.6% 5.4%

Hilp Schools of
General Culture

All Students 129,135 344,585 813,732
In Hungarian Classes 10,370 19,050 9,028

Percent in Hungarian Classes 8.0% 5.5% 3.5%

Vocational Education

All Students 123,920 61 5,876
In Hungarian Classes 7,585 8,974 N/A
Percent in Hungarian Classes 6.1% 1.5%
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR HUNGARIAN -LANGUAGE EDUCATION
AT THE ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL LEVELS

IN RUMANIA

PERCENT OF TOTAL STUDENTS
ATTENDING HUNGARIAN-LANGUAGE...

Preschool Classes

o = - OFFICIAL HUNGARIAN PERCENT OF
TOTAL POPULATION OF RUMNIA

Primary and Secondary Schools

Vocational Schools~High Schools of General Culture

p I I I

1955-56 1966 1974-75
197 7-78

*SOURCES: The Hugnar'an Nationality in Rumania (Bucharest, Rumania; Meridiane Publishing
House, 1976), pp. 8,15-17.

A Living Reality in Romania Today; Full Harn, and Equality Between the
Romanhan People and the Coinhabiting Nationalities (Bucharest, Rumania.
1978 ), p. 15.
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These official Rumanian statistics indicate that while 25 years ago the
number of students allowed to attend Hungarian classes was roughly
proportionate to the size of the Hungarian population, the above figures
show an alarming decline. Attendance in Hungarian classes has fallen in
each category far below the levels which even the official population
statistics would warrant.

How has this drastic result come about? The process by which the
Rumanian government eliminates Hungarian schools began in 1959. Since
that year, independent Hungarian schools have been systematically attached
to Rumanian schools as mere sections, which sections in turn, have been
gradually phased out. The process of totally eliminating these Hungarian
sections was legitimized by enactment of the clearly discriminatory
Decree/Law 278 (May 1i4 1973.

This unprecedented piece of legalized discrimination required the
presence of a minimum quota of 25 students at the grade school level and 36
students at the high school level in order to maintain or establish a class in
one of the minority languages. (Prior to the issuance of the Decree, this
quota had been 15 students.) If a given Hungarian community contained, for
example, 24 Hungarian students for a given elementary school class, these
children were forced to complete their studies in the Rumanian language.
As most villages in Transylvania have only between 500 and 1000 inhabitants,
the number of Hungarian students very often fell short of the required
quota, and the Hungarian classes had to be terminated. Once a school was
thus forced to become Rumanian, use of the Hungarian language was
forbidden, even during recess.

What made this Decree still more offensive was that the provisions
applicable to Hungarians and other minorities did not apply to Rumanian
sections or classes in areas inhabited predominantly by Hungarians. In such
towns or villages, a Rumanian section had to be maintained regardless of
demand (i.e. even if a given Hungarian village contained only one Rumanian
student). The wording of Decree/Law 278 made this requirement perfectly
clear:

In those communities where schools function in
the language of the coinhabiting nationalities,
Rumanian language sections or classes shall be
organized regardless of the number of students.

In -1973, after the issuance of Decree/Law 278, Hungarian sections and
schools were eliminated In many villages. Parents attempted to compensate
for the loss by arranging at their own expense for rented buses to take their
children to the nearest village which still had a Hungarian school. This
practice., especially widespread in the counties of Harghita (Hungarian
Hargita) and Salaj (Hungarian Szllfgy), was soon recognized and summarily
terminated by the State, citing the pretext of a "gas shortage."
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As students were prevented from being bused to nearby Hungarian
schools the sole remaining alternative would have been to send them away
to live at the nearest Hungarian boarding school. The State, however,
allowed boarding facilities for Rumanian schools only. This example
illustrates the manner in which assorted discriminatory techniques are
cleverly intertwined. Their effect is absolute: in the many heavily
Hungarian populated, but small communities where the number of Hungarian
children fell short of the required quota, those children were left with no
other option but to attend a Rumanian school. The school may have been
located within the community or, if the community was too small, it may
have been a boarding school in a larger town, but in either case the State
made certain that it was a Rumanian school.

On December 21, 1978, a new Law on Education and Instruction was
enacted (see Buletinul Oficial No. 113, December 26, 1978), which technically
supersedes Decre/Law78 cited above. The new law, however, not only
failed to address or rectify the discriminatory practices Instituted under
Decree/Law 278, but has in actuality facilitated a continued worsening of
the situation. Devoting less than 2% of its text to the education of minority
children the law is confined to general and repetitive provisions and does
not detail the conditions under which children can study in their native
tongue. In practical terms, therefore, the prior discriminatory rules of
Decree/Law 278 have been allowed to remain in full effecic -- as modified
perhaps by the cobweb of secret administrative and Party directives which
exist parallel to and often supplant the published regulations. According to
latest reports, the elimination of Hungarian sections and classes continues
unabated up to the present time.

Another indication of the continuation of this process is contained in a
recent report by Lfiszl6 Lrincz, State Secretary in the Ministry of
Education and Instruction, on education In minority languages (published In
Invatamintul Liceal Bucharest, September 1979). According to the figures
he cited 7,5031aculty members "from the ranks of the coinhabiting
nationalities" are constrained to teach in Rumanian schools or sections.

Even falsified government statistics can no longer conceal the facts
atout the rapidly shrinking educational opportunities for Hungarian
youngsters. According to official data (A H6t - Evk8nyv EYearbook of the
newspaper The Week], Bucharest, 1979, p.tt 3)I ihe 1978-79 academic year
only 3.8% of students In secondary schools of any kind were able to take at
least some of their courses in Hingarian. This figure represents less than
half of the proportion of Hungarians to the total population, even according
to the doctored official census data In some fields, the percentage is worse
still. In secondary schools training medical personnel, for example, it Is only
0.3%, despite the fact that the ability to communicate with patients in their
native language Is often a matter of life or death.
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Even in the remaining Hungarian schools and sections, not just the
Rumanian language but the subjects of literature, geography and history
must als be taught in Rumanian. In many Hungarian sections, there are so
many Rurnanian-language courses that the section is Hungarian in name
on y. This is especially the case in Hungarian vocational and technical
school, where only Hungarian literature and physical education are actually
taught in Hungarian.

Moreover, even in Hungarian classes, textbooks are not necessarily
written in Hungarian, as revealed in a speech by Laszl6 L6rincz (see
transcripts of The Joint Plenary Session of the Hungarian and German
Nationality Workers Councils. Bucharest, March 13-14, 1978, p. 67).
According to this speech,- textbooks are considered appropriate for use in
Hungarian classes even though they may contain only a glossary in
Hungarian, but are otherwise written completely in Rumanian. Under such
circumstances, to what degree can even a nominally Hungarian class
actually conduct studies in Hungarian?

The lack of Hungarian-language classes has been reported by the
distinguished Swiss daily Neue Zrcher Zeitung (in that newspaper's
comprehensive survey: "Rumania's Controversial Minority Policy," April
8/9, 1977, p. 3):

In technical high schools, if a Hungarian student is
to advance, he must take mostly those courses
offered only in Rumanian. There is no possibility
whatsoever of obtaining a higher education in the
technical fields in Hungarian.

In trade schools, only the simpler trades are taught in Hungarian. Thus,
studies in Rumanian are necessary for advancement into the more highly
developed technical fields such as electronics, information technology,
medical technology, and industrial chemistry. In 1973-74, for example, of
the 174 first year classes entering the trade schools in Cluj (Kolozs) county,
only two () were Hungarian, one in textile manufacturing, and the other in
the construction Industry. Such was the case in a county where, as noted
above, even according to official Rumanian statistics 26.1% of the
population Is Hungarian. ("Memorandum," by Gy6rgy Liz&r, In Witnesses to
Cultural Genocide p. 126.)

Matters took a sharp turn for the worse after the Fall of 1976 when a
drive was initiated to reorganize Rumania's entire educational system,
placing greater emphasis on technical and vocational training, and reducing
the number of high schools, or lyceums, which provide instruction in the
liberal arts. As an outgrowth of this drive, Hungarian lyceums which had
been in continuous existence for the past 300-400 years in such cities as
Oradea (Nagyvirad), Cluj (Kolozsvr), Tirgu Mures (Marosvisirhely)
Odorheiul-Secuiesc (Szekelyudvarhely) and Tirgu Seculesc (Kzdivsrhely
have been summarily eliminated, while the language of instruction in the
new schools Is almost exclusively Rumanian.
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The latest victim of this wanton destruction of the Hungarian school
system may be the last remaining Hungarian general nigh school in Cluj
(Kolozsvir). In 1979 this school celebrated its 400th year of continuous
existence, and It is the last of 19 similar schools which existed at the time-
of the Communist takeover. Last December, city inhabitants learned that
the Rumanian authorities plan to eliminate this 402-year-old Hungarian
Institution and turn It into a trade school.

The impact of this drive was already felt during the 1976-77 academic
years of the 34,738 total number of Hungarian secondary school students,
15,59l were constrained to attend schools In which the technical subjects
were taught In Rumanian only ("Memorandum," by Lajos Takfcs, in
Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 149). And, as Kfroly Kirfly pointed out,
tlhe situation has deteriorated despite official pledges to the contrary
("Letter to 3Jnos Vincze," in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 174):

We were promised new secondary vocational and
technical schools in which studies were to be
conducted In the languages of the nationalities,
but in reality we have witnessed a decline in the
number of these schools. Each year there are
fewer and fewer of them. Children cannot study
in their native tongue; compulsory instruction in
the Rumanian language has been introduced even
at the kindergarten level.

Despite the numerous protests of Kirgly, Takfics and others, the
situation has failed to improve. As Kiraly writes in February 1980
(Appendix, p. A-2):

In the area of education the opportunity for
children to study In the native tongue has
narrowed even further. Classes in the native
tongue have been eliminated, and.-in their place,
mixed Rumanian-Hungarian, Rumanian-German,
etc., classes have been set up. The discriminatory
Decree Law [278] was not repealed. In the Binat
and the Mez5s g region of Transylvania there are
communities and cities where there is not a single
Hungarian-language class, elementary or trade
school. In Moldavia, in entirely Hungarian Csngo6
communities no forms of education In the native
tongue exist.

Finally, through discriminatory admissions policies, the State makes it
difficult for graduates of Hungarian schools or sections to enter the next
higher educational level Naturally, the Hungarian-language courses at
these levels are rapidly eliminated, their existence being predicated upon
the number of Hungarians who enter them. The Rumanian State, In the
meantime, alleges that it Is due to lack of popular demand that such courses
are closed. Thus, as In the many illustrations above, the vicious
discriminatory cycle is complete, and the outcome for the Hungarian
minority Is devastating.
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2. Discrimination in Higher Education

Higher education has a great historic tradition in Transylvania. The
Bolyai University of Cluj (Kolozsvar), for instance, can be traced to the
Jesuit academy founded by the Hungarian prince stvan BMthory in 1581.

On March 5, 1959, the Bolyai University was forced to merge with the
Rumanian Babes University. In his book Minorities Under Communism
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977), Robert R. King calls the
elimination of this Hungarian institution "the most serious blow to
intellectuals among the Hungarian minority" (P. 153). Three professors,
including the celebrated writer LSszl6 Szab~di, committed suicide out of
despair at this arbitrary act. Today, many view it as the first major step in
the current campaign of cultural genocide, sanctioned at the outset by
Moscow in retaliation for the 1956 revolt in Hungary. Incidentally, both
Szab6di and Nicolae Ceausescu were present at the dinner where the merger
of the two universities was celebrated in the name of brotherhood and
equality. Ceausescu, secretary to the then dictator Gheorghe
Gheorghiu-Dej, had been sent to head the campaign to intimidate the
Hungarian professors in order to force them to accept the crippling of their
university. During the dinner, Szabgdi questioned the-motives of the
government in ordering the merger. The result was an intensive harassment
of Szab6li by the secret police, which finally drove him to commit suicide a
few weeks later. (A chilling, eyewitness account of Szab~di's tragedy and
the events leading up to it can be found in "Methods of Rumanianization
Employed in Transylvania," by Anonymous Napocensis, in Witnesses to
Cultural Genocide, pp. 66-69.)

It is characteristic that the document of unification, which lists the
existing faculties of the two universities at the time of the merger, has been
concealed ever since, so as to hide any official evidence of the extent to
which the Hungarian faculties have been eliminated. King further states
that after the merger, "the 'Rumanianization' of the unified university was
gradually carried out" (p. 154). He cites numerous examples of -this ruthless
process (ibid.k

Although at first there was an attempt to give
Hungarians adequate representation in the
administration of the merged university, gradually
Rumanians have come to play an increasingly
dominant administrative role. When the merger
was announced the rector was Rumanian but two
of the three prorectors were Hungarian. By 1967
the number of prorectorships had been increased
to five, but three were Rumanian. Also, seven of
the eight deacons of the university and 61 percent
of the teaching faculty were Rumanian.
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Present conditions at this allegedly bihngual university are dismal. In
the 1976-77 academic year, of all the students (approximately 6,000) only 8%
(480 students) have the opportunity to attend Hungarian classes.
("Memorandum," by Gyorgy LAzar, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p.
119.) Typical of the lack of Hungarian-language courses is the situation in
the University's Department of Chemistry. Only 6 of the 36 courses are
taught in Hungarian, but 5 of those 6 are ideological courses
(Marxism-Leninism, etc.) and the sixth is Organic Chemistry (ibid.).

A newer measure, introduced in 1979, makes it mandatory to combine a
major in any subject belonging in the field of Hungarian studies with the
appropriate subject in Rumanian studies. Since that time, applicants who
wish to study Hungarian history, literature or linguistics are not admitted
unless they can also pass an entrance examination in the Rumanian
counterpart to those subjects.

The following list, taken from the Takaks Memorandum (Witnesses to
Cultural Genocide, pp. 151-152), provides an indication of the fate of the
Hungarian section at this university since the merger two decades ago:

* In 1958-59, the year of the merger, there
were 45 Rumanian and 36 Hungarian instructors
on the faculty of Chemistry. In the 1976-77
academic year, we find 63 Rumanian and only 14
Hungarian instructors. During the intervening 20
years, 37 young Rumanian instructors were hired,
in contrast to only one Hungarian.

* In 19598-59, there were 18 Rumanian and 15
Hungarian instructors on the faculty of Law. In
1977-78, 23 Rumanians and 4 Hungarians
remained. In the interim, 8 Rumanian instructors
and I Hungarian were hired.

* In contrast to the 23 Rumanian and 15
Hungarian instructors on the faculty of Economics
at the time of the mergert today we find that the
number of Instructors has grown to the unusually
large number of 95, of whom ordy 19 are
Hungarian.

* In 1959, the entire staff of the
Mathematics Department numbered 50, of whom
19 were from the Bolyai University. In this
department today we find 65 instructors, of whom
14 are Hungarian. Of the 33 instructors hired
since the merger, only 3 have been Hungarian.
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* In the History department (at the faculty
of History and Philosophy), of the 43 instructors
at the time of the merger, 14 were from the
Bolyai University. Currently, 27 instructors are
left from the time of the merger, of whom 7 are
Hungarian. Since the merger, not one Hungarian
teacher has been hired. The youngest Hungar! n
instructor is 49 years old. Of the 7 Hungarians,
not one has been named full professor and not one
has been given a full pension.

* The situation is similar in the other
departments of the University.

There is no guarantee of course that even the remaining Hungarian
faculty members indicated above actually teach Hungarian-language
classes. But clearly, as their numbers decline, even the possibility of such
classes withers away.

A meaningful indicator of the total volume of Hungarian-language
education which occurs at the University can be computed by multiplying
the number of Hungarian courses by the number of students attending those
courses. In recent semesters, the resulting figure has fluctuated between
5% and 10% of the comparable figure at the time of the merger.
("Memorandum," by Gyorgy L~zar, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p.
120.)

Why is the elimination of the Bolyai University considered such an
outrageous measure? The reason lies in the fact that the Hungarian
minority in Rumania forms an immense population, the largest national
minority in Europe. One third of all the countries in the world have fewer
inhabitants than there are Hungarians in Rumania. It is grossly
discriminatory that this population of 2.5 million is not allowed to maintain
a single university of its own. I

In addition to this University, all other Hungarian institutions of higher
education have been systematically curtailed or eliminated. King writes
that "at the time Babes and Bolyai Universities were merged, the Dr. Petru
Groza Agricultural Institute in Cluj was 'reorganized', and separate language
instruction was dropped" (Minorities Under Communism, p. 154). Actually,
according to Takfcs (Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, pp. 152-153),
"Hungarian-language instruction was completely eliminated" at this
Institute. "Currently, of the 205 faculty members employed there, only 16
are Hungarian -- all of them left over from the old institute -- and (luring
the past 20 years, not one Hungarian teacher has been appointed" (ibid.). Of
course, since studies can be conducted only in the Rumanian language, even
these remaining Hungarians cannot teach in their native tongue.
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According to King, "The Hungarian medical school in Tirgu Mures has
also undergone a process of 'Rumanianization" (Minorities Under
Communism, p. 154). The number of cases is endless. In 1976, for the first
time in the history of the school, a Rumanian rector was appointed to head
the Hungarian Teachers College in Tirgu Mures (Marosvfsfrhely). Based on
past experience, there can be no mistake as to the meaning of this measure
for the future of this prestigious college. Indeed, during the time which has
elapsed since this appointment, existing courses of instruction in Hungarian
literature, language and music have been completely eliminated.

Kfroly Kir~ly wrote about the fate of institutions of higher education in
the following manner ("Letter to 3Anos Vincze," in Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, pp. 174-175): - -

In 1976 a decision was born to eliminate Hungarian
institutions of higher education. After the
"Bolyai" University in Kolozsvar came the
Institute of Medicine and Pharmacology at
Marosvlslrhely, and then, by special order from
above, a Rumanian section was established at the
lstvin Szentgykrgyi School for the Dramatic Arts,
thereby liquidating In effect the last "island" of
higher education in a nationality tongue.

In his February 1980 letter, Kirily reports that the situation in Hungarian
higher education is 'ontinuously deteriorating" (Appendix, p. A-2).

Parallel to the disappearance of opportunities to study in Hungarian,
there has been a catastrophic drop over the past two decades in the
proportion of Hungarian students attending any institution of higher
education. This decline, illustrated in the table below, can only be explained
by discriminatory admissions policies. According to Lajos Takfcs (Witnesses
to Cultural Genocide, p. 153) during the 1957-58 academic year, there were

4,082 Hungarian students studying in their native tongue, and between 1,000
and 1,500 studying in Rumanian, at all institutions of higher education. At
that time, therefore, there were approximately 5,500 Hungarian students
out of a total student population of 51,094. Less than 20 years later, during
the 1974-75 academic year, the total number of Hungarians attending
institutions of higher education was 6,188, while the total student body had
grown to 108,750 (ibd.). Thus, while the number of all students in higher
education more than doubled during that period, the number of Hungarian
students rose by only about 600, or a mere 10%.
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Continuing the pattern shown by Takacs, recent government statistics
demonstrate a still greater decline in the opportunity for Hungarians to
pursue a higher education. According to no lesser authority than Dr. Vasile
Catuneanu, a high-ranking official in the Rumanian Ministry of Education,
out of a total student population during the 1978-79 academic year of
180,000, only 7,497 were Hungarian (A Hit - Evkony, (Yearbook of the
newspaper The Week), Bucharest, 1979,-.5). Thus, while the figures cited
in the preceding paragraph reveal a drop in the Hungarian/Rumanian student
ratio from 10.76% in 1957-58 to 5.69% in 1974-75, the newer official
statistics show a further decline to 4.16% in 1978-79. Furthermore, it must
be emphasized that these figures demonstrate only the drastic decline in the
ratio of students who are themselves Hungarian. The number of such
Hungarian students who can actually take at least some of their courses in
Hungarian (a figure which the government has curiously declined to publish
in recent years) has undoubtedly diminished by now to a miniscule
percentage.

STUDENT POPULATION AT ALL INSTITUTIONS

OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN RUMANIA*

1957-58 1974-75 1978-79

All Students 51,094 108,750 180,000

Hungarian Students 5,500 6,188 7,497
Percent Hungarian Students 10.76% 5.69% .4.16%

In Hungarian Classes 4,082 N/A N/A
Percent in Hungarian Classes 7.98%

*Sources:

Columns I and 2: "Memorandum," by Lajos Takics, in
Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 153.
Column 3: "Nineteen University Towns, One Hundred Eighty

Thousand University Students," Interview with Dr. Vasile
Catuneanu, in A Hlt - Evk6nyv [Yearbook of the newspaper
The Week], Buchirest, 197 9, p. 45.

One final comment on this topic seems appropriate. The severe
restriction on those subjects which can be taught in Hungarian is not without
serious impact on the lower levels of education. As indicated earlier, the
various elements of discrimination in Rumania cannot be isolated, for they
act to reinforce one another. Thus, the fact that the number of subjects
which can be pursued in Hungarian beyond high school is relentlessly
declining undoubtedly serves to pressure aspiring Hungarian students to
begin studying those subjects in Rumanian during their earlier years of
schooling.
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3. Dissolution of Compact Minority Communities and Dispersion
of Ethnic Professionals

As a Communist dictatorship, the Rumanian Government has almost
complete control over its labor and housing markets. This control is used to
break up homogeneous ethnic Hungarian communities.

The systematic denationalization of Hungarian cities has been noted in
the Financial Times of London ("Transylvania's Ethnic Strains," April 2,
1975Y). The case of Cluj, Rumania's second largest city, is described as
follows:

Over the past 15 years, Romanians have been
settled in this formerly almost entirely Hungarian
city whereas Hungarians from the surrounding
area have been banned with the result that
Romanians now make up 65 per cent of the
population.

In Rumania, citizens are not permitted to resettle into another city
without official approval. At the same time, it is government policy to
prevent the minority populations of cities from growing. Accordingly, while
Hungarians find it almost impossible to move into the major cities of
Transylvania, the influx of Rumanians is not only permitted, but encouraged
through offers of favorable housing opportunities and other benefits.

Industrialization, which as in all Communist states is
government-planned, is used as a tool to achieve the same purpose. Earlier,
some of the most heavily Hungarian populated counties were among the
most industrially underdeveloped. Hungarians seeking industrial
employment were thus constrained to move to Rumanian areas or to
commute long distances. Presently, with industrialization reaching into
such counties as Covasna (Kovgszna, 74.4% Hungarian) and Harghita
(Hargita, 88.1% Hungarian), instead of employing the local population, the
new factories are staffed mostly by Rumanian settlers imported by the
government from outside areas. In his February 1980 letter, Kirfly
described this policy as follows (Appendix, p. A-5):

The generous overindustrializatlon of
Transylvania, particularly of the Hungarian
inhabited areas, about which so much is made, and
for which so much gratitude is expected of the
locals, Is based on this policy.

On the excuse of labor shortage, masses of
people from historic Rumania are brought not
only. into the cities, but into the villages as well.
If It were true that all this Is being done out of
love for the nationalities, then the possibilities of
study In and use of the native tongue would not be
hIndered.
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It has been alleged that the reason for the decline in the Hungarian
percentage of some Transylvanian cities is that their "hinterland" was much
more Rumanian than Hungarian and "that upward mobility has-favored the
lesser developed Rumanian masses." This hypothesis is disproved by such
cities as Miercurea Ciuc (Csikszereda) where in the past 10 years, as a
consequence of industrialization, the percentage of Hungarians has fallen
from 90% to 70%. This city happens to lie in the heart of a region which is
purely Hungarian.

Another example of this policy is the manner in which workers have
been hired at the new Azomures chemical factory in Tirgu Mures
(Marosvfslrhely). This city lies at the center of an area surrounded by a
90% majority of Hungarian inhabitants. Despite this fact, 90% of the
workers in the Azomures plant are Rumanian. ("Memorandum," by Gyorgy

~Izir, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 132.)

An entire series of laws assure the virtual serfdom of workers in
Rumania. Examples are Decree-Law 24/1976 on "the recruitment and
allocation of manpower" and Decree-Law 25/1976 on "the assignment of
able-bodied persons to useful employment." Going far beyond regulation of
the job market, these laws are used to forcibly resettle the minority
population and to coerce the internal exile of non-conformist individuals.
Work assignments based on the above laws are enforceable by police power.
According to Article 201 of Law No. 5/1971 (as amended). "for persons who
are assigned or transferred to work for an undetermined period in another
locality, where they are guaranteed housing, according to law, and where
they live together with their families, the militia will put into effect change
of domicile to that area."

The same laws limit the opportunity for workers to commute. Thus,
Hungarian workers who had been able to live in their native communities
because they were willing to commute long distances must now either move
to their place of employment (usually to Rumanian communities) or face the
loss of their jobs (ibid., p. 133).

The breakup of Hungarian communities is further accomplished through
the routine assignment of Hungarian graduates of universities and trade
schools to jobs outside their native communities. Even though President
Ceausescu himself, speaking on March 14, 1978 before a joint plenary session
of the Hungarian and German Nationality Workers Councils (see transcript
of March 13-14, 1978 session, published in Bucharest, p. 24) cited this
practice as a "deficiency" in Rumania's nationality policies, it continues
unaltered to the present day.
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The stated policy of the Rumanian government, that graduates with the
highest grades are given first choice of where to work, cannot account for
the extent to which Hungarians are sent into Rumanian areas and Rumanians
into Hungarian districts. As a result, the displaced Hungarians are cut off
from their ethnic roots, and their children have no opportunity to attend
Hungarian schools. More importantly, the Hungarian minority is deprived of
doctors, lawyers, and other professionals who speak their own language. A
frequently heard complaint, especially among the elderly in rural areas, is
that they cannot communicate with the local doctor. Obviously, the
otherwise sensible practice of rewarding top graduates with first choice in
place of employment could still be applied effectively with the simple
modification that Hungarian graduates be allowed to choose from among
Hungarian areas and Rumanian graduates from among Rumanian regions.

The fact that Rumanian graduates are also sent into Hungarian districts
does not make this policy any less discriminatory. On the contrary, although
Hungarians are required to speak Rumanian in the Rumanian areas to which
they have been sent, Rumanian professionals do not have to speak Hungarian
in Hungarian areas. Consequently, the local population must either
accomodate to the language of the Rumanian professionals foisted on them,
or suffer the consequences. The discriminatory nature of this policy is
clear. It is also intimately tied to the government's policy on minority
schools. The sending of Rumanians into Hungarian areas paves the way for
the elimination of Hungarian schools, since the children of these Rumanians
are educated in newly created Rumanian sections. The Hungarian sections
are then phased out as shown above.

Clearly, the Ceausescu regime, which appeals to nationalistic
chauvinism as a source of legitimacy and power, does not easily tolerate
compact masses of another nationality. Dissolution of communities is an
effective way to disrupt the life and weaken the identity of ethnic groups.

4. Lack of Bilingualism

The Rumanian government's policy of referring to Rumania as a
'"unitary national state" is well known. But while that condition might be
the desire or the aim of the government, it is also true that Rumania is
currently multi-ethnic, especially in the region of Transylvania. The
presence of several million inhabitants comprising large national minority
groups is an undeniable fact which has well-defined consequences according
to the rules of international law applicable to such minorities.

In contravention of these rules and Article 22 of the Rumanian
Constitution quoted earlier, Rumanian is the official language spoken
everywhere in Rumania; it is the exclusive language at all levels of
government bureaucracy. Use of the native tongue has been completely
eliminated from all areas of official activity. We challenge the Rumanian
government, for example, to produce. evidence of a single statement made in
Hungarian during any meeting of a Party or local governmental organ in
such heavily Hungarian localities as Oradea (Nagyvfrad), Satu Mare
(Szatmir), Bihorea (Bihar), Tlmisoara (Temesvhr) or Cluj (Kolozsvir).
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As Kiroly Kiraly pointed out ("Letter to 3Anos Vincze," in Witnesses to
Cultural Genocide p. 175):

Use of the native tongue is severely restricted at
meetings of the Party, the Young Communists
League, the trade unions, and in the various
workers Councils; indeed, use of the native tongue
is prohibited even at meetings of the Nationality
Workers Councils. [Emphasis addedJ

The lack of bilingualism is further evidenced by the fact that traffic
safety signs and bureaucratic forms are all in Rumanian. Moreover, as
Kiraly writes (ibid.):

Signs identifying institutions, localities and so on
in the native tongue of the local inhabitants have
almost completely disappeared. In 1971 when I
was First Party Secretary in Kovaszna County, we
posted bilingual Rumanian and Hungarian signs
there, in accordance with a decree of the County
Peoples Council But their existence was
shortlived. The signs were simply removed, and
by 1975, not a single locality was identified in
Hungarian.

In addition, there is an increasing tendency to appoint Rumanian
personnel to all positions which involve contact with the public in Hungarian
areas. In Tirgu Mures (Marosvisarhely), for instance (which as already noted
is still 70-75% Hungarian) the Rumanian mayor does not even speak
Hungarian and postal service personnel are almost exclusively Rumanian.
(See also "Letter from Kiroly Kirily to 3anos Vincze," in Witnesses to
Cultural Genocide, p. 175.)

In this regard, the author of the Neue Zurcher Zeitung article cited
above made the following observation:

In Cluj whose population is still 45%
Hungarian-speaking, signs in that language are
clearly forbidden. Only Hungarian theater
billboards and announcements in churches visited
by Hungarians are in Hungarian.

According to Article 109 of the Rumanian Constitution, judicial
proceedings throughout the country must be conducted in the Rumanian
language. Thus, the only right a Hungarian defendant or litigant has before
the court of his own native community is to be provided with an
interpreter-. This "right," however, is no more than the right granted to any
foreigner brought to trial in Rumania.
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Even a marriage ceremony of two young Hungarians cannot be
conducted in their native tongue. Lately, determined young people -- as a
form of resistance -- have endured months of bureaucratic aggravation and
delay (and, in some cases, police harassment) simply for the opportunity to
be married in Hungarian. Mrs. Adam K6nczey, a high school teacher in Cluj
(Kolozsvir) for example, was publicly branded a "chauvinist" at a faculty
meeting in her school, because her son had won a several-month-long
struggle to use Hungarian at his marriage ceremony which took place on
January 3, 1980.

In the technical professions, due to the absence of bilingual instruction
noted above, use of the Hungarian language is simply impossible. It is also
impossible to find a menu in Hungarian in the restaurants of Cluj (Kolozsvar)
where a large percentage of the population is Hungarian. Postcards
depicting Hungarian historical monuments bear-descriptive texts in four or
five languages, none of them Hungarian.

The lack of bilingualism is made all the more severe by the overt and
subtle forms of intimidation which are employed to eliminate the use of the
native tongue at all levels of society. -Kfroly Kirfly pointed out this
problem when he wrote (Letters to Ilie Verdet and JAnos Vincze, in
Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, pp. 168 and 175):

In some cases, first secretaries, first
vice-presidents, county secretaries in
municipalities and cities and vice-presidents in
the Peoples Councils, though of nationality origin
themselves, use only the Rumanian language in
their contacts with workers of nationality origin,
letting them know in this way that perhaps
someone prohibited them from using the native
tongue.,.

Nationalities cannot use their native tongues even
in State offices; after all, most of the officials
are Rumanians who do not speak the nationality's
language, either because they do not know it or
because they refuse to use It. [Emphases added.]

Due to this complete absence of any degree of bilingualism and the
chauvinism encouraged by government policies, members of minorities are
often forced to endure derision and threats for using their native tongue,
even in private conversations at public places. There are strong official
pressures on Hungarian parents to give their newborn infants Rumanian
names. Hungarian names are frequently Rumanianized in official documents
and the press, without the consent of the individuals concerned.

It seems fitting to conclude here with the experience of a recent
visitor, a well-known writer, to Transylvania. In the predominantly
Hungarian village of Sic (Sz~k), he found only one sign written in
Hungarian. It hangs on the wall of the village tavern and declares: "It is
forbidden to sing in Hungarian."
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5. Curtailment of Cultural Opportunities

In vie* of the already discussed decline in Hungarian educational
opportunities and the increasing denationalization of Hungarian
communities, it is hardly surprising that the same policy of curtailment and
elimination permeates every aspect of minority cultural life as well. As
noted by The Times of London ("Party Officials 3oin Fight for Hungarians'
Rights," April 25, 1978, p. 9):

The Hungarians, who hitherto had their old
cultural institutions have gradually been losing
them as the policy of enforced assimilation by the
Rumanian state gained momentum over the past
10 years or so.

The following are only some examples of this discriminatory process:

e No independent Hungarian writers, artists, or musicians association
may exist in Rumania today despite the rich, living heritage of
Transylvanian Hungarian creators in those areas. Even in the field of
literature, where language is obviously of supreme importance, Hungarians
can only belong to the Rumanian Writers Association as individuals. They
are not permitted to pass even resolutions of their own. Their only right is
to make proposals to the entire body. Their leaders are not elected, but
appointed by the Rumanians. Out of "courtesy" to the attending Rumanian
off icis, Hungarian writers are not able to hold meetings or carry on
discussions in their own native tongue. In this way, Hungarian poets and
authors are forced to discuss their literary work in another language:
R, manian. Contacts -- even informal -- with literary associations in
Hungary are strictly forbidden. Though only a fraction of their work is
allowed to appear in Rumania, Hungarian writers are prohibited from
publishing any original works in Hungary.

* The volume of Hungarian-language books published in Rumania is
clearly insufficient. According to official government statistics 2,423,000
copies were published in 1977, meaning only one book per Hungarian for the
entire year. Andp of course, this figure includes an inordinately heavy share
of translations from the Rumanian language, including such "gems" as the
collected works of Nicolae Ceausescu. In the period from 197.0 to 1977, of
the 19 publishers who published anything in Hungarian, 12 did not exceed 10
titles each. During that seven year period, Akademia Publishers issued only
I work in Hungarian, Medicalia published 4t Minerva published 1, and the
Tourist and Sport Publisher issued 1. Eight of these publishers do not employ
a single Hungarian editor, while the other four employ one each. As a result
of these conditions, there is a severe shortage of Hungarian books of a
technical nature and of Hungarian children's books. ("Memorandum," by
Lajos Takfcs, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 155.)
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The number of Hungarian-language newspapers, frequency of
publication and number of pages have all been forcibly curtailed in the past
years under the pretext of a "paper shortage." Rumanian newspapers were
also curtailed, but their allocations were soon reinstated while those of the
Hungarian newspapers were not. Six Hungarian newspapers formerly
published daily are now allowed to appear only weekly. There is no journal
on drama or music or the other arts in Hungarian, even though the demand
for these items is high. Nor are there any technical, medical and other
professional journals in the minority languages. All Hungarian high school
and university student newspapers have been terminated. Even the
children's periodical 36barft has been forced to merge with its Rumanian
counterpart Cutezatorul and can publish only translations of articles which
appear in the latter. Those publications which do exist are used by the State
to further undermine the national identity of the minorities. Newspapers,
magazines and literary publications in Hungarian do not serve the political,
economic or cultural/spiritual needs of the Hungarian minority. Literary
magazines, for example, are to a great extent devoted to the translated
works of Rumanian authors and to the activities of the Communist Party.

To counter the charge of discrimination in this field, it could be argued
that all publications, including those in the Rumanian language are filled
with official propaganda. But of all the Communist-ruled countries,
Rumania appeals the most to national chauvinism as a source of popular
support. The Ceausescu regime, intoxicated with delusions of its own
grandeur, treats the mere existence of minorities as anathema. Official
Rumanian propaganda, therefore, is not only Communist, but especially
chauvinistic in nature. It serves the interests of a chauvinistic dictatorship
bent on robbing its minority populations of their national identity. Thus
even when applied equally to both Hungarians and Rumanians, it is
inevitably discriminatory against the former.

. Book imports from Hungary are severely restricted by Rumanian
regulations which tie their number to the volume of books Hungary imports
from Rumania. Because, obviously, more Hungarian literature is produced
in Hungary than in Rumania, and the publication of Hungarian-language
books in Rumania is kept at an artificially low level, this linkage works as an
effective obstacle to the importation of literary products from Hungary. In
this way, for example, the most widely known novel by one of the greatest
contemporary writers in Hungary, Lfiszl6 N~meth, published in 1948, was not
distributed in Rumania until 1967. The restriction on literary imports from
Hungary applies equally to classical literature, specialized scientific and
technical texts, and phonograph records, even those containing only folk and
gypsy music. Subscriptions to periodicals published in Hungary can be
obtained only with official permission and only if they do not exceed a
numerical quota. Eighty to ninety percent of such requests are rejected,
including those of schools, libraries and institutions as well as individuals.
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The policy of restricting materials from Hungary also applies to private
individuals (Rumanian citizens as well as foreign visitors) who enter
Rumania with personal belongings. The following typical border incident
was reported by an American news correspondent (Eric Bourne, "After 20
Years of Silent Protests, Transylvanians in Romania Are Calling Loudly for
Their Rights," The Christian Science Monitor. May 25, 1978, p. 1);

Scene: The border crossing on the main
highway from Hungary into northwestern Romania.

Awaiting Customs clearance, a coachload of
Romanian citizens of Hungarian origin.

They are returning home to the Hungarian
minority region of Transylvania in Romania after
visiting relatives in Hungary.

On one side of the border the Hungarian
guard waves them on quickly. But on the other
side the Romanians take longer.

Passengers' suitcases and parcels are all
meticulously checked -- not for luxury items, but
for Hungarian books and newspapers, which are
invariably confiscated.

A girl is relieved of several volumes of a
Hungarian encyclopedia. Near tears, she explains
they are for her studies, but to no avail...

These arbitrary Romanian restrictions on
the import of Hungarian publications are a major
cause of increasing resentment among the 2
million ethnic Hungarians living in Romanian
Transylvania.

* But restrictions on the import of Hungarian books and confiscations at
border crossings are not the only weapons in the Rumanian government
arsenal. Another practice consists of secret police searches of the homes of
selected Hungarians and the confiscation of their Hungarian language
materials. Only four such cases which occurred during the past year are
cited below:

- Antal 3uhfsz, a Catholic priest from Cristurul-Secuiesc
(Szkelykeresztdr), was forced, under threats by the secret police, to
surrender his copies of a Hungarian ethnographic encyclopedia and the
1979 reprint of two ancient Hungarian religious codes.

-- GCza Borsos, a schoolteacher from Gyergy6csomafalva, was harassed
by the police on numerous occasions, and, in the course of a house
search, his books on Hungarian history were confiscated.
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-- Lajos Szentes, a schoolteacher from Nusfalau (Szilfgynagyfalu), was
subjected to a house search by police who claimed to have received an
anonymous tip concerning the illegal possession of Western currency
there. The police found no currency, but they did take his set of a
Hungarian ethnographic encyclopedia.

-- Mhrton Demse, a former schoolteacher from Bacau (Bik6), was
detained at the Rumanian-Hungarian border on August 15, 1980 and
removed from the train on which he was traveling to Hungary. The
charge: possession and attempted smuggling of a small amount of
Rumanian (.) currency. Demse was in fact carrying the Rumanian
currency because he had been unable to purchase Hungarian currency in
Rumania, despite numerous, entirely legal attempts to do so. This
ridiculous infraction cost him not only a heavy fine, but repeated
searches of his home and the confiscation of his Hungarian-language
books (including some which had been published in Rumania.). Since his
"capture" at the border, Demse has been harassed and intimidated
constantly by the secret police. The true motive for his persecution, of
course, derives from his role as a Hungarian teacher for many years and
as an intellectual among the ethnically Hungarian Cs~ng6s (see pp.
40-41 infra.).

e Twenty years ago there were six independent Hungarian theaters in
Transylvania. Today only two of them exist, one in Cluj (Kolozsvfir) and the
other in Sfintul Gheorghe (Sepsiszentgydrgy). The remaining four have been
merged into Rumanian theaters (except that of Timisoara -(Temesvir) which
was merged with the German one) where the management and service
personnel are exclusively Rumanian.

The purpose of the mergers was to suffocate a flourishing institution,
the Hungarian theater. A good case in point is the process which occurred
in Tirgu Mures (Marosvislrhely). This predominantly Hungarian city
(70-73%) is the cultural center of a totally Hungarian rural hinterland
(90-95%). Though there appeared to be no need for a Rumanian theater, one
was created and forcibly merged with the Hungarian theater. A Rumanian
director who does not speak a word of Hungarian was appointed to head the
new theater ("Letter from Kfroly Kirily to 3anos Vincze," dated September
10, 1977, Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 175). As expected, Rumanian

-- performances played before an almost completely empty house, while
Hungarian performances were almost always sold out. The result is that
season tickets can now be bought only for the combination of Rumanian and
Hungarian performances. Hungarian theater-goers are thereby forced to
subsidize the Rumanian performances and, consequently, the gradual
suffocation of their own theater section.
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Coincidentally, the city's lstvain Szentgyorgyi Hungarian School for the
Dramatic Arts was merged into a newly created Rumanian counterpart. As
Kirfly writes (ibid.N "Just to eliminate any remaining doubt concerning the
latter move, of the six Hungarian graduates of the School for the Dramatic
Arts, only one was appointed to a Hungarian theater, while the remaining
five -- whether they liked it or not -- were placed in Rumanian theaters."
The locality in question, Tirgu Mures (Marosvfisarhely), has never had a
Rumanian theatrical tradition, and the Rumanian drama instructors who
teach in the new school commute regularly from Bucharest. Clearly, the
only purpose of this merger was to provide the means for gradually
eliminating a vital Hungarian institution. Even the Rumanian theatrical
elite was outraged at this measure.

For many years Hungarian theaters in Rumania fulfilled an important
mission by touring the Hungarian-inhabited countryside performing plays for
the people in small towns and villages. in recent years, however, the
government has begun to interfere with this practice as well. It has, for
instance, restricted the amount of gasoline allocated to the Hungarian
Theater of Cluj (Kolozsvar) and in 1975 it confiscated the Theater's truck.
Many outlying localities thus lost the opportunity to benefit from the
Theater's performances. ("Memorandum," by Gy6rgy Lzfr, in Witnesses to
Cultural Genocide, p. 116.)

o Twelve years ago the Hungarian Folk Institute of Cluj (Kolozsvfr) was
closed without explanation. At about the same time the Sz~kely Folk
Ensemble was also eliminated. A so-called Maros Folk Ensemble was
created in its place, which performs considerably more Rumanian than
Hungarian numbers. Moreover, an internal (unofficial, but strictly enforced)
Party directive prohibits any further hiring of Hungarians by this ensemble.
The same directive applies to the Hungarian Philharmonic Orchestra in
Tirgu Mures (Marosvaslrhely). These cases are mentioned only as examples
of the manner in which allegedly Hungarian groups are forced to conduct
their activities.

o Despite a potential audience numbering in the millions, films in
Rumania cannot be made in Hungarian. There are no facilities for the
training of theater directors, drama critics, art critics, or music critics in
Hungarian. Requests for permission to study in these professions in Hungary
are routinely denied.

* Fortunately, the inadequacy of Hungarian-language broadcast
programming in Rumania Is partly offset by the invaluable services of Radio
Free Europe and the Voice of America. Nevertheless the situation falls far
short of expectations: The present 3 hours of television programming a
week in a language that is the native tongue of 2.5 million people is grossly
inadequate. Adding to this insufficiency, television program schedules were
rearranged in January 1974, so that even these scant 3 hours are now
broadcast during a time period (Monday, late afternoon) when the majority
of potential viewers are still at work. The situation with respect to radio
programming Is no less deplorable. It is outrageous and highly
discriminatory for example, that Radio Tirgu Mures (Marosvisirhely), whose
broadcast area has a Hungarian population of more than 90%, transmits only
2 hours daily in Hungarian.
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* Finally, it is revealing to examine the supply of books in public
libraries. According to recent data the volumes in these libraries are
predominantly in the Rumanian language even in entirely Hungarian
communities. Two examples are the library located in the Kalotaszeg
region (close to 100% Hungarian populated) where out of 30,000 books only
5,471 (18.2%) were in Hungarian, and the library of Rimetea (Torock6, 93.1%
Hungarian populated) where out of 7,531 books only 3,228 (42.9%) were in
Hungarian ("Memorandum," by Gyorgy Lfzar, in Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, p. 116).

6. Falsification of Population Statistics

Rumanian statistics consistently understate the size of the Hungarian
minority in Rumania. Based on a census taken in 1910, the Hungarian
population within the region which later formed the Rumanian state was
placed at 1.6 million. According to the 1966 Rumanian census, despite the
passage of 56 years, the number was still the same.

This strange result might be explained by internal inconsistencies in
those Rumanian statistics which deal with the growth rate of the Hungarian
minority. The last three censi in Rumania have produced the following
published statistics:

TOTAL POPULATION
EXCLUDING HUNGARIANS HUNGARIANS

1956 15,901,775 1,587,675

1966 17,483,571 1,619,592

Growth Rate, 1956-1966 9.9% 2.0%

1977 -19,852,542 1,706,874

Growth Rate, 1966-1977 13.5% 5.4%

According to these figures, between 1956 and 1966, the non-Hungarian
population of Rumania grew by 9.9%, at a rate almost five times greater
than the alleged Hungarian growth rate of 2.0%. Similarly, between 1966
and 1977, the total population of Rumania, excluding Hungarians, supposedly
grew by 13.5%, while the growth rate of Hungarians was only 5.4%. In
reality, aside from statistical jugglings there is no circumstance which can
be cited to justify such vast differences in growth rates.
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Furthermore, there are demographic statistics on Hungarians wrucn
suggest a significantly larger Hungarian population than that which is
officially reported. According to official Rumanian sources (e.g. The
Hungarian Nationality in Romania Bucharesto 1976, pp. 23-24), there are
about 1.5 million active Hungarian churchgoers in Rumania. This number
represents 92.6% of the Hungarian population shown in the same booklet.
The magnitude of this percentage, however, is clearly absurd given the
well-known pressures in Communist countries against practicing one's
religion. The comparable percentage for the United States, where freedom
of worship is fully protected, is only 62.9%. Taking the given 1.5 million
Hungarian churchgoers and applying 62.9%, a figure probably still an
exaggeration for a Communist country, the size of the Hungarian population
would be approximately 2.4 million.

During his 1976 visit in the United States, a high-ranking official from
Rumania provided a still more astonishing example of the internal
inconsistences in Rumanian statistics. Seeking to prove the vast freedom of
worship for minorities in Rumania, he quoted the results of a new survey to
determine the number of Hungarians belonging to each of six religious
denominations. When added up, however, the six figures totaled 1,724,000
or 17,126 more Hungarian churchgoers than the entire Hungarian population
according to the Rumanian census taken a year later!

The Rumanian regime uses several techniques to underrepresent the
size of the Hungarian minority. One method is to eliminate two ancient
Hungarian groups from population data on Hungarians: the Csfn6s and the
Szkelys. The Csfng6s number about 250,000 and are the only major group
of Hungarians which lived under Rumanian sovereignty even before the
Rumanian annexation of Transylvania. They have comprised a minority
amid Rumanians for centuries, living in Moldavia outside the Carpathian
basin. They are never counted as Hungarians despite the fact that they have
preserved their distinct Hungarian language, culture and Roman Catholic
faith. As Kfroly Kirfly reports in his February 1980 letter (Appendix, p.
A-2):

In the last census they were denied even the
possibility of declaring themselves Hungarian, and
were officially declared Rumanian. Such actions
could not have happened in the past, even under
the most reactionary regimes.

The statistical annihilation of the Csfng6s as Hungarians is only part of
the government's campaign against them. In 1958, for example, they still
had 72 schools. Today they have none ("Memorandum," by Gy6rgy Lzair, in
Witnesses to Cultural Genocide. p. 124). Further, not only Hungarians from
Hungary but Transylvanian Hungarians as well are discouraged through
Intimidation from visiting the Cshng6 region. In recent years, a
Transylvanian Hungarian ethno-rnusicologist, the widely respected Zoltfn
Kall6s, was Imprisoned on false charges of homosexuality while he was
conducting res:iarch on the folk music of the Csangos. Due to the
Intervention of Amnesty International, he was later released, but Mr. Kall6s'
ordeal has not ended. In September-October 1980 he was again subjected to
constant police harassment.
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The Rumanian government has repeatedly displayed its paranoia over
the existence of this relatively small Hungarian community. In the Fall of
1980, for example, at the Moldavian university located in Moldavia in lasi
(3Wszvfsar) the authorities confiscated a small Hungarian library which had
been donated to the students by the official (i.e. Communist controlled)
literary magazine "Korunk." The authorities also banned the Hungarian
students' amateur performing arts group. Both measures were announced by
the students "voluntarily," after they had been threatened with expulsion
from the university.

Hungarians who travel to Moldavia are subjected to severe reprisals if
they exhibit any interest toward the Csing6s, their ethnic kin. One recent
illustration among many is the case of Gfza Sznto-Kovkcs, an engineer
from Miercurea Ciuc (Csikszereda), who was fired from his job because he
had visited the Csango area with his car on several occasions. The police
investigation of his "crimes" lasted for several months. Equally harsh
penalties ara meted out against local Hungarians. In late 1980, Tam~s
Jeney, a Reformed Church minister residing at str. Bacovia 12/a in Bacau,
was subjected to intensive harassment for maintaining contact with his own
parishioners (poor Cs~ng6 villagers) and Hungarian intellectuals as well.

The Sz~kelys (sometimes called Szeklers in English) on the other hand,
are an autochthonous population of Transylvania. They are often, though
not always counted separately from Hungarians in spite of their being
proudly Hungarian and indeed, the most resistant to the inroads of forced
Rumanianization. The distinction between the Sze keys and other
Hungarians is of purely historic interest and is no more or no less significant
,than, for example, the distinction between the Normans and other
Frenchmen, Prussians and other Germans, or Highland and Lowland Scots.
According to an English historian "they differ, in their own eyes, from the
other Magyars only in being more Magyar than they" (C.A. Macartney,
Hungary and Her Successors, Oxford University Press, 1968, p. 25). The
Rumanian policy of playing up this distinction and completely excluding the
250,000 Csfing6s, can have no other end than to reduce the significance of
the Hungarian population to which all Hungarians -- Sz6kely, Csfng6 or
otherwise -- equally belong.

Another sly tactic involves the demographic questionnaire used to
compile census data (most recently, in January 1977). The form contains
three spaces requiring identification as to "citizenship," "nationality" and
"nativt-tongue," in that order. The census taker is instructed not to
complete the "nationality" blank, as if he had forgotten to pose the
question. As '!itizenship" is obviously Rumanian, where "mother tongue" is
Hungarian, the blank is later filled in as follows "Nationality:
Hungarian-speaking Rumanian." The result statistically, is one less member
of the Hungarian nationality and one more Rumanian. This artificial
distinction between nationality and native tongue, together with the
correctionn" of the census returns, serves the dual purpose of understating
the size of the Hungarian population and increasing the number of
Rumanians. This practice was uncovered by the International Commission
of Jurists ("The Hungarian Minority Problem in Rumania." Bulletin of the
International Commission of Jurists, No. 17, December 1963, p. 41):
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The Rumanian National Statistical Office carried
out a census in 196 and it was emphasized that
the civil servants carrying out the census were
obliged to call attention in each case to the basic
difference between nationality, i.e., ethnic origin,
and mother tongue. All persons registered had to
state to which national ethnic group they
belonged. The distinction between national group
and mother-tongue and the obligation to state
before officials one's national group drive a wedge
between a people and its culture and this indeed is
reflected in the figures given by the census. For
every thousand people of declared Hungarian
origin there were one thousand and forty-two
giving Hungarian as their mother-tongue. It is
difficult to believe that Hungarian, difficult and
almost unrelated to other languages, is the
mother-tongue of any but Hungarians, and yet
4.2% of the Hungarian minority group shrank from
stating that they were Hungarian. The reasonable
conclusion to be drawn from this is that in their
eyes it was better not to declare oneself to be
Hungarian.

7. Confiscation of Church Archives

In 1948 the United Nations Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide accepted
the following definition as one of the ways by which the crime of cultural
genocide may be committed (United Nations Document E/447):

.. systematic destruction of historical or religious
monuments or their diversion to alien uses,
destruction or dispersion of documents and
objects of historical, artistic, or religious value
and of objects used in religious worship.

As noted earlier, regardless of the fact that the final text of the
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crime of Genocide did not
incorporate the above language, Rumania's recent behavior exactly
corresponds with this definition.

Act No. 63 of November 2, 1974 on the Protection of the National
Cultural Treasury and Decree/Law 207 (1974) (amending Decree/Law 472
(1971) on the National Archives) are major tools used to eradicate the
history of Hungarian cultural Institutions. Under the above laws, the
goverment summarily nationalized all "documents, official and private
correspondence, recordings, diaries, manefestos, posters, sketches,
drawings, engravings, imprints, seals, and like material" ov.r thirty years
old, from the possession of religious and cultural Institutions or private
citizens. The pretext was the "protection" of these documents but the real
intent soon became obvious from the crude and summary manner by which
the regulations were enforced.
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The Swiss daily Neue Zircher Zeitung ("Bureaucratic Chicanery Against
the Churches in Rumania," Febrairy 1/2, 1975, p. 6) reported this outrage in
the following manner:

The intent behind the nationalization of the
ecclesiastical archives is to sever the religious
communities from their historical roots. A
-church without a past /tradition/ has no future,
especially one which represents a religious and
national minority. The first victim of these
warlike designs against the religious and cultural
minorities by the Rumanian regime was the
Hungarian Reformed Church in the northeast
districts of Oradea, Satumare, Baia-Mare and
Zalau. Here in the mother country of the
Reformation in Transylvania, appeared officials
from the State Archives assisted by an authorized
agent from the Department of Culture and a
representative from the episcopate, who seized
the archives of approximately two-hundred church
communities and deaneries. The material was --
in many cases without receipt -- loaded onto
trucks and carted away. The historical order of
the archives has become completely disrupted in
the process -- one method of "reserving"
and"protecting" historical materials -- rendering
scientific research for the next decades
impossible. The Rumanian government has openly
embarked on an escalated campaign against the
Reformed Church and the Hungarian nationality
/minori ty/..

It would be much easier and simpler, from a
scientific point of view, if the church archives
were to keep the originals and were to hand out
copies to the state. In this way, the claimed
scientific concern by the state would be amply.
maintained, and the articles would remain In the
archives, instead of being transported away to
distant, unknown and possibly inaccessible
locations.

Especially the two "reformed" churches
/i.e., the Reformed and Lutheran/ have been
preserving in their archives the tradition of their
religious and linguistic individuality, dating back
to the time of the Reformation.
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These church archives had for centuries been inventoried by the
churches themselves. The archives were generally in excellent order and
condition, but more importantly, they were accessible to researchers. The
immense archive of the Roman Catholic episcopate of Oradea (Nagyv/rad),
for example, was housed in a building built in the l8th century and equipped
expressly for that purpose. The archive is now stored in a warehouse of the
castle in the city, inaccessible to scholars. Similarly, as a consequence of
neglect and mistreatment by the authorities, the archive of the Roman
Catholic episcopate of Satu Mare (Szatmfrnemeti) has been almost
completely destroyed. The archives of the Roman Catholic lyceum of
Oradea (Nagyvirad), and of the Reformed Church Colleges of Orastie
(Sziszvaros), Sighetul Marmatiei (Maramarossziget), and Satu Mare
(Szatmarnemeti) have also suffered severe deterioration. ("Memorandum,"
by Lajos Takfcs, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide pp. 155-156.)

For the past 26 years Rumania has maintained absolutely no facilities
for the professional training of archivists, not even in Rumanianr. (During
the "legislative debate" surrounding the passage of Act No. 63, Ceausescu
himself was astonished to learn this fact.) The few archivists extant in
Rumania are not expert in ancient Slavic, ancient Greek, Hungarian and
Latin, the languages in which these documents were written. The richest
Hungarian collection in the country, the Batthyaneum Library in Alba lulia
(Gyulafehervfr), does not employ a single Hungarian expert (ibid., pp.
156-157).

The above-mentioned outrages form part of a systematic effort to
re-write Rumanian history in order to suppress the significance of the
indigenous Hungarian culture. Another means for achieving the same
objective was reported by the London Financial Times ("Transylvania's
Ethnic Strains," April 2, 1974):

A favourite device is to 'facelift' the tombs and
crypts of famous Hungarian families in the
medieval Hhzsongard cemetery in Cluj by alloting
them to recently dead Rumanians. In this way,
the ethnic composition of the former population,
now dead, is restructured favourably.

8. Harassment of Churches

The multinational region of Transylvania has a long heritage of religious
freedom. It was in Transylvania that freedom of religion was written into
law for the first time in history. in 1568 at the Diet of Torda. -Significantly,
this momentous event occurred at a time when elsewhere in Europe wars of
religious intolerance were raging.
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The Rumanian States through its "Ministry of Cults," exercises a policy
of total interference in ecclesiastical matters regardless of their
aaministrative, social or theological nature. No decision can be
implemented by the churches unless it is thoroughly reviewed and approved
by the Ministry of Cults. For instance, any social or religious gathering,
with the exception of Sunday worship, must be approved by the State. The
same condition applies to the right of churches to use their material
resources. State approval of such use has been known to take years.

Another curiosity (in a country which purports to guarantee freedom of
worship) is that all church objects are kept on official inventory, as property
of the state. In churches in Rumania, state inventory labels can be seen on
every last item, from the altar and churchpews to the collection plate and
even sacramental objects used to administer holy communion.

Protestant congregations in Rumania are denied the ancient and
traditional right to elect their own ministries and persbyters. They may
only propose candidates, since the State has reserved the right of selection
for itself. Religious instruction is also subject to debilitating government
intrusion. While the State does -approve religion classes to be held during
certain prescribed hours, school authorities are instructed to organize
compulsory school activities at precisely the same hours. Non-attendance
at such activities results in official reprimand of not only the "delinquent"
child but the parents as well.

It should be emphasized that these restrictions harm especially the
minority populations. Religious affiliation generally corresponds with
nationality in Rumania. The Church then is the only remaining institution
which could fulfill the minorities' needs and permit them to nurture their
ethnic heritage. In this sense, "harassment of churches" assumes a far
greater meaning for minorities than only the curtailment of religious
freedoms. Hungarian ministers, for instance, are subjected to severe

interrogation, if -- as frequently occurs in the many communities which
have no Hungarian school -- they teach children in their native tongue.

-The most outrageous abuse of the minority churches, however, is
directed against the Hungarian Catholic Csfing6s in Moldavia. There, even
the church was made a tool of denationalization. As Kfroly Kirfly wrote in
his February 1980 letter (Appendix, p. A-3):

In spite of the fact that the inhabitants are all
Hungarians and Roman Catholics, they have
Rumanian priests, and as a consequence, their
services are conducted not in their Hungarian
native tongue, but in the Rumanian language --
not to mention the fact that in the Moldavian
villages inhabited by Csfing6 Hungarians all forms
of schooling in and instruction in the native
tongue have been eliminated for two decades.
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By paying one third of the salaries of clergymen, the State claims the
right to their complete and faithful cooperation. If the situation calls for it,
they can be forced at any time to become part of the Communist
propaganda machinery -- both at home and abroad. It is no accident, for
example, that on June 4, 1976, a five-member delegation of church leaders
was herded on three days' notice to the United States to promote the
Rumanian government at various educational and theological institutions.
Nor is it accidental that since that time, several other church leaders have
been sent on similar public relations missions to American legislators and
politicians.

Forced isolation harms minority churches which have sister
communities in the West and which are dependent to a great extent on
donations from abroad to support their charitable work. Aside from
limitations on their travel, clergymen are forbidden to receive gifts from
abroad and to correspond with relatives, friends or institutions in
non-communist countries.

Freedom to publish theological books, periodicals, and other religious
material is extremely limited. The propaganda booklet The Hungarian
Nationality in Romani distributed in 1976 by the "Romanian Library" in
New York is able to list only five theological books published in Hungarian
in the last quarter-century (p. 25). For the 700,000 members of the
Hungarian Reformed Church (p. 23), only one bimonthly publication can be
circulated in a mere 1,000 copies (p. 43). Furthermore, church libraries are
forbidden to lend any books, even though they were acquired through the
donations of the very same parishioners who might wish to borrow them.

The Hungarian Protestant Theological Institute of Cluj (Kolozsvar)
came into being in 1949 as a result of forced unification of the independent
Presbyterian and Unitarian Theological Institutes. This institute is indeed,
as the above-mentioned propaganda booklet claims, "a unique institute" (p.

- ' IiTough this forced unification, both the Presbyterian and Unitarian
Churches were deprived of their ancient tradition of self-determination
which had included the training of their own ministers. The curriculum of
the Protestant Theological Institute is now carefully desired and supervised
by the Ministry of Cults. Examinations, which are all oral, are chaired by an
Inspector from the Ministry of Cults to insure that future clergymen of the
Hungarian minority keep in line with State policy.

Since the earthquake which struck Rumania on March 4, 1977, the
government has employed a novel form of discrimination against minority
chuches. The earthquake whose greatest impact was felt in and around
Bucharest, also reached into Transylvania, seriously damaging 78 Hungarian
Reformed churches. Of the buildings affected, five had to be demolished
and, as of the summer of 1978, it was impossible to hold services in fifteen.
The cost of repairs was estimated at $2,000,000 and sister churches in the
West raised large sums of money to send to Rumania for the restoration of
these buildings.
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The Rumanian government, however, by imposing a variety of
bureaucratic and arbitrary obstacles, has effectively prevented the transfer
and use of such funds for their intended purpose. Decree No. 21465/1974,
for example, forbids members of the clergy from receiving any gifts from
abroad without permission from the Ministry of Cults. In several instances,
such permission was in fact denied, and funds donated for the specific
purpose of rebuilding churches were arbitrarily diverted to other uses. Only
forceful intervention by the Swiss, West German and Dutch governments has
been able to ensure the restoration of some of the damaged churches with
funds received from those countries. Many of the churches, however,
continue to languish in disrepair -- despite the availability of funds collected
specifically for their repair -- more than three years after the earthquake.

For Hungarians, these churches represent more than simply places in
which religious services are held. They are historic monuments: important
elements of Hungarian cultural heritage and
paradigms of Hungarian architecture and art-from the Middle Ages to recent
times. Their disappearance would constitute an irreplaceable loss to the
Hungarian nationality, and their present neglect is clearly part of the -
overall campaign by the Rumanian government to eradicate the evidence of
Hungarian cultural heritage from Transylvania.

Those Hungarian believers who protest the violations of religious
freedom by the Rumanian government are harassed and imprisoned --
exactly as their Rumanian brethren. During the Summer of 1979, Lajos
Osvfth, a Hungarian Baptist, was sentenced to one year of forced labor for
belonging to a dissident group called "The Rumanian Christian Committee
for the Defense of Freedom of Religion and Conscience" (ALRC). Later he
was expelled from the country.

9. Bans on Private Lodging

Decree/Law 225 (1974) prohibits the accomodation of non-Rumanjhin
citizens In private homes with the exception of closest relatives. rhe
punishment for disobeying this law is a draconic fine of 15,000 leis (about
$1,200) which is imposed on the unfortunate host. The law was ostensibly
created for the protection of the hotel industry and applied to all visitors.
The discriminatory character of the law becomes obvious, however, in light
of the-fact that it is the 2.5 million Hungarians who have the greatest
number of relatives and potential visitors abroad -- among the 10.5 million
Hungarians in neighboring Hungary alone, not to mention the several million
Hungarians in the West who have escaped Rumania's intolerant atmosphere
since World War L Indeed it is difficult to find a Hungarian family in
Rumania without relatives or close friends living in either Hungary or the
West. Due to the extreme scarcity of hotel facilities in rural Transylvania,
the generally modest means of these would-be visitors, and especially the
threat of harassment and intimidation for even the most innocent failure to
obey the unreasonable and selectively enforced provisions of this law, visits
are often rendered a practical impossibility.
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A Neue ZUrcher Zeitung reporter (April 3/4, 1977, p. 4), finding this law
to be obviously discriminatory against Hungarians, interpreted its existence
as resulting from a fear inherent in Rumanian internal policy "which sees-in
any visitor from Hungary, a country which by Communist standards is less
orthodox, a carrier of the dangerous bacteria of freedom." One wonders at
the true extent of oppression in Rumania, where visits even by citizens of a
"fellow socialist country" are subject to official obstruction.

Claims concerning the alleged non-discriminatory nature of Rumania's
restrictions on foreign visitors have become especially untenable since the
issuance of Decree/Law 372 (November 8, 1976) amending Decree/Law 225.
According to its text, one of the express purposes of the new Decree is to
encourage and advance the enrichment of the "Rumanian language and
culture," unmistakably excluding a similar desire for minority languages or
cultures. Moreover, the lifting of visiting restrictions and the elimination of
currency exchange requirements apply only to visitors of "Rumanian origin'
reports indicatte that at border crossings this vague category is strictly
interpreted to include only those of Rumanian nationality as determined by
the name and birthplace appearing on travel documents or according to
similar unwritten and arbitrary criteria.

10. Falsification of History

The Rumanian government is obviously annoyed by the fact that for
many centuries before the first arrival of Rumanians in the region of
present-day Rumania, several other nationalities (today's national
minorities) had already inhabited that area. Nevertheless, in order to prove
the Rumanians' historical "precedence" in the area, the government --
through its academic mercenaries -- has utilized an unproven theory based
largely on pseudo-scientific speculation. According to this theory the
Rumanians are descendants of the ancient Dacians, a people whose last
proven presence in the area predates the appearance of Rumanians there by
nine centuries. Although this theory has little credence in the eyes of any
serious non-Rumanian scholar, according to a Neue Uicher Zeiturg
reporter (April 3/4, 1977, p. 3), it has been elevated to the level of State
ideology.

At this point it should be noted that arguments concerning the
historical priority of peoples living many centuries ago have no relevance
whatsoever to the rules of international law governing the treatment of
national minorities; still less can such aruments be used as an excuse for
the oppression of . mJion minority individuals. The only reason for
dealing with this theory Is to point out the sinister goal which its promotion
serves in Rumania today.
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The theory does not stop at the assertion of Rumanian priority.
Rumania's historians today stigmatize minority groups as "intruders" who
upset the social and cultural order of the "original inhabitants," the
Rumanians. In many cases, textbooks, travel guides and other literature
actually re-christen Hungarian historical figures and make them into
Rumanian national heroes having no connection with the Hungarian people.
The same materials contain an almost absolute silence on the centuries of
Transylvania's Hungarian history.

Another method of eradicating the Hungarian history of the region is
the wholesale transformation of historic cityscapes. Presently, for example,
the Rumanian government is funding the construction of a massive
Rumanian Orthodox cathedral In the central plaza of the ancient, and still
largely Hungarian city of Sfintul Gheorghe (Sepsiszentgydrgy). (Funds such
as these are available to the officially supported Rumanian Orthodox Church
-- especia-lly if an anti-Hungarian purpose can be achieved in the process.)
In order to provide the new cathedral with a sufficient view, several
buildings in the historic center district of this Hungarian city are likely to
be demolished. Among the buildings in inminent danger is the former county
courthouse, now used to store the archives confiscated from Hungarian
churches in the area.

Systematically, through such destructive techniques, the dynamism and
superiority of the Rumanian people becomes "historically proven," while
national minority inhabitants, lacking historical or cultural roots of
comparable brilliance, are considered no more than second-class citizens.
One devastating practical effect of this process in Rumania today is that
minority children are taught that the cultural richness of the area is solely
the result of Rumanian creativity, thereby making those children- ashamed
of their ethnic identity. The remaining schools which still educate children
in Hungarian must use official textbooks which teach these children that
their nationality has no past in the area. Without a past, by implication, this
nationality can have no future -- unless, of course, it assimilates into the
resplendent Rumanian people.

The notion of Rumanian superiority thus provides a convenient
"scholarly" justification for implementing the massive campaign of forced
assimilation against minorities, involving the vast array of discriminatory
measures noted above.
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CONCLUSION

The Committee for Human Rights in Rumania was organized in the
belief that Congress Intends to enforce section 4012-of the Trade Act.
Further hope was evoked in us by the emphasis on the role of human rights
in our foreign policy and by the fact that Congress has repeatedly endorsed
this policy.

Adherence to existing international law and full restoration of minority
institutions is all we demand of the Rumanian government. We believe
these demands to tie fair and reasonable. The Rumanian Trade Agreement
provides the United States with strong leverage to promote such noble
objectives. It should be utilized to its full extent to pressure Rumania to
alter its outrageous minority policies. The most effective action which this
Subcommittee can now take is to adopt a resolution disapproving the
President's recommendation to waive section 402 of the Trade Act with
regard to Rumania.
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APPENDIX A

LETTER FROM KAROLY KIRALY TO ILIE VERDET,
DATED FEBRUARY 10, 1980

TO: Comrade Ilie Verdet
Prime Minister of the
Socialist Republic of Rumania

Two years have passed since our last conversation at your
office in the company of Petre Lupu, Teodor Coman and Jfnos
Vincze. Since that time, numerous events have transpired in
the life of our country. The 12th Congress of the Rumanian
Communist Party and the 2nd Congress of the Democratic Front of
the Socialist Union have been held. Our conversation on
October 4, 1977 was particularly significant. At your urgent
request, I submitted a memorandum (of which you kept two
copies) which summarized several key discussions and
confrontations.

In essence, we agreed that I would drop the idea of
forming a new organization for the co-inhabiting nationalities,
whose function would have been to defend their constitutional
rights. I made this concession on the condition that -- and I
quote from the above-mentioned memorandum:

"... all necessary steps are taken to guarantee
the rights provided for in the Constitution and
other laws, including the practical implementation
of these rights in all areas -- education,
cultural activity and use of the native tongue in
all organizations and official bodies without
discrimination of any kind -- and that
disciplinary action is taken against those
individuals, government employees and police
officials who violate such rights.

"I abandoned the idea of a new nationality
statute on the grounds that the Party and
government leadership will take concrete measures
to respect and implement the Constitution and the
laws of the Socialist Republic of Rumania. My
opinion with respect to the nationality statute is
that as soon as those provisions of the
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Constitution and other laws pertaining to the
nationalities are implemented, in other words,
when the nationalities are granted the
unobstructed use of their rights, the proposal for
a nationality statute becomes unnecessary. In
that event, I am willing to give up the idea which
was presented in my letter to Comrade Verdet.

"What I do consistently maintain is that
definite steps must be taken toward the
elimination of the existing shortcomings and
abuses, wherever and in whatever form they
appear. Only in this way can a nationality feel
itself at home, that its mother country, the
Socialist Republic of Rumania, is a good mother,
who loves each one of her sons equally, without
regard to nationality."

During the discussion, you asked me to be patient,
because the Party would take steps to remedy the mistakes which
had been committed. I was gratified by your assertion that
these steps would be implemented after a thorough and detailed
analysis of the recommendations which I, and many other
nationality representatives in Rumania had made. Though I did
not trust entirely in these promises, I hoped and waited
impatiently for the deeds to follow. Unfortunately,
practically nothing has been done to solve these problems, to
change the situation of the national minorities. I am now
compelled by these broken promises to raise this question
again. What has happened in the area of minority problems, has
engendered only dissatisfaction.

* In the area of education the opportunity for children
to study in the native tongue has--narrowed even further.
Classes in the native tongue have been eliminated, and in their
place, mixed Rumanian-Hungarian, Rumanian-German, etc., classes
have been set up The discriminatory Decree Law [278] was not
repealed. In the Bnft and the Mezdsgg region of Transylvania
there are communities and cities where there is not a single
Hungarian-language class, elementary or trade school. In
Moldavia, in entirely Hungarian Cshng6 communities, no form of
education in the native tongue exists.

* No improvements can be found in the higher levels of
education either, where the situation is also continuously
deteriorating.
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e Nothing has changed for the better in the use of the
native tongues of the national minorities. In the
administration of justice, in the state organs, etc., the only
language permitted is Rumanian. In meetings of the Party, the
trade unions, the Communist Youth League, as well as in
meetings of industrial or agricultural workers, all
presentations are made in the Rumanian language, even where the
overwhelming majority of the audience is not Rumanian. The
Rumanian language remains in use even at meetings of the
Nationality Workers Councils. It appears that religious
service is the only occasion when the native tongue may be used
without restriction. But the Moldavian Csfng6 villages are an
exception even to this. In spite of the fact that the
inhabitants are all Hungarians and Roman Catholics, they have
Rumanian priests, and as a consequence, their services are
conducted not in their Hungarian native tongue, but in the
Rumanian language -- not to mention the fact that in the
Moldavian villages inhabited by Csfng6 Hungarians, all forms of
schooling and instruction in the native tongue have been
eliminated for two decades. In the last census they were
denied even the possibility of declaring themselves Hungarian-
and were officially declared Rumanian. Such actions would not
have occured in the past, even under the most reactionary
regimes.

As regards the Nationality Councils, their activities
are determined exclusively by orders from above. These
Councils do not represent the interests of the nationalities.
The people belonging to these nationalities cannot participate
in the activities of the-Councils, and do not elect Council
members. The local authorities and the Party Central Committee
appoint them. The Party uses these Cooncils to enforce its own
discriminatory nationality policies. To get to the head of
these Committees, one must have the following qualifications:

* Be a man without character.

* Be able to clap vigorously.

* Speak only when the Party asks him to, and say
what the Party wants him to say (naturally one
must submit one's speeches in writing
beforehand).

An extremely burning issue is the total lack ot
protection of the collective rights of Rumania's national
minorities, whether the nationality group is large, as in the
case of the Hungarians and Germans, or small as in the case of
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the Serbs, Russians, Turks, Bulgarians, etc. None of them
enjoys collective rights.

This lack precipitates the dissolution of ethnic
communities and renders their members increasingly defenseless
against the policies of forced assimilation. After getting rid
of the Jews, we are proceeding in the most direct way toward
getting rid of the Saxons and Swabians, and finishing the
denationalization of such small ethnic communities as the
Armenians, Tartars, Turks, etc. All that remains is the
problem of the Hungarians, which is more intricate and more
difficult to solve. It was for this reason that a special
strategy and tactic was worked out, which may be found --
naturally in veiled form -- among the propositions of the 10th
Congress of the Rumanian Communist Party. During the Central
Committee conferences which preceded the Congress, the problem
of what road the Party should follow to "solve the nationality
question" was raised. Three hypotheses which could be pursued
toward this solution were worked out: assimilation,
homogenization, integration. These propositions, accepted by
the Party, upheld the idea that in Communism there is but a
single nation. In Rumania, this nation will be realized
through the unification (homogenization) of the socialist
society, as a consequence of total assimilation carried out by
any means and at any price.

Thus, the saying that "the end justifies the means" is a
guiding principle. The panel working under the direction of
Comrade Paul Niculescu Mizil came to the conclusion that these
methods and ideas have become discredited in both theory and
practice. Consequently, they proposed a new formula: "the
creat4ln of the unified socialist nation". This reactio-nary
formulation dressed in socialist clothes, however, can no
longer be found in the documents of the llth and 12th
Congress. On the other hand, other formulations were born,
such as the following:

a) Let us speak the language of socialism.

b) Let us speak the language of technology -- in other words,
instead of the native tongue, the national minorities of
Rumania are provided a political language. Thus, the concept
of the political nation was borrowed from the arsenal of 19th
Century nationalism, and as a consequence, steps were taken
to intensify the forced assimilation of the national
minorities:

* All community organizations with nationality
characteristics were abolished.
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" The Ministry whose task it was to oversee and protect the
nationalities was abolished.

" The question of a nationalities statute was obviously
forgotten (one has not been enacted for 25 years).

" The Hungarian Autonomous Region was abolished.

* Since 1955, education in the nativetongue has been
curtailed, in the beginning through merger, then through
elimination.

Naturally in each case it was emphasized that these steps
aim at the solidification of the fraternal unity of the
Rumanian and co-inhabiting nationalitIes' that they reflect the
most righteous policies of Marxism-Leninism for the solution of
the nationality question. I think there is no reason for me to
make any further remarks on the nationality policies of the RCP
under First Secretary Comrade Nicolae Ceausescu. The generous
over-industrialization of Transylvania, particularly of the
Hungarian inhabited areas, about which so much is made, and for
which so much gratitude is expected of the locals, is based on
this policy.

On the excuse of a labor shortage, masses of people from
Historic Rumania are brought not only into the cities, but into
the villages as well. If it were true that all this is being
done out of love for the nationalities, then the possibilities
for study in and use of the native tongue would not be
hindered. The use of the *language of socialism" and
technologyu would not be required instead of the native tongue.

- The propaganda of the Party employs all the means at its
disposal to try to make the Rumanian inhabitants believe that
the Hungarians and Germans must pay for the atrocities
committed during the time of Hitler and Horthy. The truth is
that the fascist system committed many offenses against the
population of Transylvania, but it is much more guilty in its
atrocities against the progressive forces in Hungary. Every
fascist system in the world is gn:ilty of crimes against
humanity. Neither Antonescu's fascist system, nor the Maniu
Guard is exempt of guilt for such crimes in 1944-45. They
committed not a few crimes against the Rumanian, Jewish,
Hungarian and German population. Let us not differentiate
between fascisms. Neither was worse or better depending on
national characteristics. The peoples whom they terrorized in
equal measure cannot be held accountable for their deeds. Thus
I cannot agree with raising guilt feelings in any people, be it
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German, Italian, Spanish or Rumanian. To maintain such a
psychosis regarding the Hungarian population is premeditated
malice with political ends in mind. (See the article *The Night
of St. Bartholomew", printed in Scienteia in 1978, and other
articles.)

Basically, the main reason for these schemes is to
mislead the masses of the national minorities, to demoralize
them with confusion and disorder, and thus to disarm them
totally in the face of the policy of forced assimilation.
Those who try to protest nationality oppression from abroad,
are renounced on the pretext of "meddling in Rumania's internal
affairs".

It is time to renounce those reactionary theories and
practices that discredit the accepted ones necessary for the
building of a thoroughly developed society. It is time to
renounce nationality policies devoid of any sincerity.

In the interest of correcting the errors and abuses
committed against the nationalities and the national question,
and of placing the fraternity and friendship between the
Rumanian and the other nationalities on a healthy footing, I
consider it necessary that the following measures be instituted:

1) Life within and without the Party must be
democratized. The machinations of the totally
discredited personality cult must be renounced if the
nationality question is to be assured an honorable
solution.

2) With regard to the nationality question:

(a) Three official languages should be equally
recognized in the Socialist Republic of
Rumania: Rumanian, Hungarian and German.

(b) A suitable Nationality Statute should be
enacted.

(c) Organizations with an elected leadership
should be established for the
nationalities to practice and protect
their rights, as well as to serve the
friendship and fraternal cooperation
between the majority and the minority
nationalities. °
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(d) In those areas where ethnic communities --
be they Hungarian, German, Serb, etc. --
are in the majority, autonomous local
administrations should be established on
the county or province level. Even if the
Rumanian inhabitants are in a majority in
the country as a whole, there are places,
communities, cities, indeed entire
provinces in Transylvania and the Banat,
where people belonging to the various
nationalities live, and where they
represent the majority.

(e) Radio and television programming, and the
press should be provided in three
languages: Rumanian, Hungarian and German.

(f) In Transylvania the three languages should
be taught in a parallel manner in the
schools, and either none of them or all
three of them should be mandatory.

All this I propose and.insist upon, since equalitZ cannot
exist in a subordinate manner. Whatever is subordinate cannot
be equal, especially in the problematic area of nation and
nationality. A subordinate man cannot be equal as a citizen,
he cannot be free of material, moral and intellectual
oppression, he cannot be equal to his fellow man, before the
Creator and the law. A just society can only exist in a
country with a social system which realizes social and
political equality not in words but in practice.

Only a society which has the courage to solve problems
with maximum sincerity and in good faith can be free- and only
such a society has the right to call itself socialist. If the
Socialist Republic of Rumania carries out such measures, then
it can rely on all its sons under any circumstances, whether
the problem be sovereignty or the integrity of the country's
borders. Only in this way can our country take its place in
the ranks of civilized people, and only in this way can it
realize complete unity and lasting friendship among all its
citizens, regardless of nationality. The restoration of the
rights of the national minorities would in no way hurt the
Rumanian people. It does not conflict with their interests and
aspirations. The reason the co-inhabiting nationalities have
very few rights is not that the Rumanians have too many. On
the contrary, it is to the detriment of all if some are lacking
rights, since this lack hinders understanding.
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The idea of a Rumanian nation superior to others in its
past, present, and future, raises empty illusions in the
majority and a feeling of inferiority in the country's other
inhabitants, who do not receive equal treatment before the
law. Placing questions concerning the co-inhabiting
nationalities in the light of such claims to superiority brings
forth Nazism with all its consequences. The time has come,
Comrade Verdet, to face up to the truth, not to allow illusions
to cloud our vision and not to mislead anyone with beautiful
well sounding phrases. The people of these lands have learned
over the course of history not to believe words, but deeds. As
the Rumanian saying goes, "An abundance of talk is poverty".
Never and nowhere has there been so much talk as here, for the
past few years, about democracy, equality and a just solution
of the nationality question.

With faith in the future,

Kgroly Kirgly

Tirgu Mures,
February 10, 1980
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APPENDIX B

LETTER FROM KAROLY KIRALY TO MIKL6S VERES,
DATED JULY 8, 1980

To: Comrade Mikl6s Veres
First Secretary of
the Maros County Committee
of the Rumanian Communist Party

I, the undersigned KXroly Kirfly, once again turn to you
with the request I made in February, when I asked for
permission to make a trip abroad with my family. In 1979 I
made a similar request which was answered, after several months
of silence and delay, as follows: "This year is the year of
the 12th Party Congress." In February I wrote again to the
leadership of the County Committee, requesting a passport.
Earlier I had spoken with Comrade Secretary Jhnos Benk( who
confirmed your agreement in theory to my travelling abroad,
which is why I submitted my request in writing and wrote
another letter on March 23rd of this year. Then, in April, I
participated in the discussions which took place on the
occasion of the visit of the American Congressional delegation,
and I was promised that my request would be examined seriously
and in a constructive manner. Since then, on innumerable
occasions, I have turned to a County Committee member and
others, all without success. I have yet to receive a final
answer.

Comrade First Secretary, I understand that you would have
much to do to resolve my case, that you have to obtain the
approval of the highest leadership, that many questions are
raised concerning ray "behavior" as it is reflected abroad --
what I am going to say to those journalists who listen to me,
and so on. Basically, the issue is one of suspicion and
distrust. I would like to take this opportunity to make it
clear that:

1. I did not create the nationality question in
Rumania. It existed long before I was ever
even born. If the Party leadership does not
wish to deal with this question in a
realistic, constructive, humanitarian and
respectful manner, then the problem will
become strained and acute, and this is not my
fault.
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2. I have said before and I will say again that
from the moment the national question is
solved, or at-least steps are taken in that
direction, those questions which I raised
regarding this issue would lose their meaning,
and I would no longer have any reason to
maintain my views. There would be nothing
left to discuss. There would be no reason to
specially train the large state police detail,
which does nothing day and night but keep
under surveillance everywhere, everyone with
whom I maintain contact.

3. Rumania would benefit greatly if the Rumanian
Communist Party were to solve the national
question in a just manner. Harmony between
the Rumanian people and the coinhabiting
nationalities would guarantee true fraternity
between the ethnic communities of Rumania.
This in turn would only augment Rumania's
moral stature in the world.

4. We must understand clearly that the present
state of the nationalities' individual and
collective rights cannot last long, that
forced assimilation is unrealistic, inhuman
and has serious consequences, and that the
policy of coercion cannot result in other than
even more serious consequences.

5. If my presence represents a loss of face
barring a solution to the national question, I
am prepared to leave the country for a time or
for good. Just as I did not besmirch the name
of my homeland, I have not given up my fight
for the just and definite solution of the
national question, in a spirit of humanity and
justice, and in keeping with the laws of the
country and of international agreements.

July 8, 1980 Kgroly Kirgly
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APPENDIX C

LETTER FROM ISTVAN KIRALY TO THE PARTY CENTRAL COMMITTEE,
DATED SEPTEMBER 1980

To: Party Central Committee,
Bucharest

.I, the undersigned Istvfn Kirgly, residing at Calea
Fraternitati 5., sc. B, apt. 1, Miercurea Ciuc LHungarian:
Csikszereda], employed, for the time being, at the State
Archives in Harghita LHungariant Hargita] County, turn to you
in the following matter.

On June 9, 1980, when it came time for the Ministry of
the Interior Harghita County Inspectorate's Party Chapter No. 4
-- of which I was a member -- to carry out the exchange of
Party credentials, I rejected the new membership booklet,
stating that I was renouncing my Party membership for the
following reasons:

There is a wide chabm between the current practices of
the Party leadership and the fundamental principles of the
Party, as evidenced primarily in:

* the personality cult;

e the silencing of any good-faith, constructive
criticism; and

* the total rejection of any sincere dialogue aimed at
solving the nationality question on a basis of full
equality.

At the time, I did not explain these issues in detail.
indicated only that as a Communist and a member of the
Hungarian nationality, I do not and cannot approve of the
personality cult, certain social practices and the actual
policies employed (as opposed to theoretical abstractions
voiced for tactical reasons:) vis-&-vis the nationalities.

Ignoring the fact that I had resigned voluntarily from
the Party in protest against the circumstances noted above, the
leadership of the local Party Chapter submitted my case to the
Chapter Convention which, on July 12 of this year, at the
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recommendation of the Chapter leadership, adopted a resolution
expelling me from the Party. Three days later, on July 14, the
City's Party leadership confirmed the expulsion. In both
cases, I protested the consideration of my case, since I had
already resigned from the Party. There can be no doubt that to
expel someone from an organization from which he has already
resigned, of his own volition, violates all reason and logic.
Membership in any organization is basically an agreement and as
such can be dissolved by one of the parties to the agreement.
The Organizational Statute of the Rumanian Communist Party
contains no provisions regarding this question, thus leaving
open the possibility for resignation from the Party. But the
Comrades maintained precisely the opposite: that if the
conditions for resignation from the Party are not explicitly
provided for in the Organizational Statute, this means that one
cannot resign from the Party. According to them, Party
membership can terminate only through expulsion.

I doubt the validity of and reject this interpretation of
the Organizational Statute. There is no place in our day and
age for such remnants of ancient and medieval practices. For
this reason I ask that my expulsion be nullified, as one
decided by means of an unlawful resolution, and that my
resignation from the Party be accepted as fact.

Why am I turning to you if I do not acknowledge the
validity of the above decision? The answer is simple: This is
a question of principle, whose violation casts a bad light on,
and renders still more doubtful, the already shaky internal
democracy of the Party. I emphasize once more: It must be the
inalienable right of any person to join the Party as well as to
resign from it. This right belongs in the sphere of freedom of
conscience and must be treated accordingly.

In order that my behavior not appear absurd to you, allow
me to outline briefly the factors which led to my July 9
decision to resign.

I come from a working class family, and was raised in a
working class spirit. The -goals of Marxism-Leninism,the
success of Communism became objectives of my life. In 1966 I
obtained a degree in history at the Babes-B61yai University.
For two years I taught in Mez~cs~vvs near Tirgu Mures
[Hungarian: Marosv~sirhelyJ. In 1968 I joined the Communist
Youth Organization in Harghita County. It was there, in August
1968, that I joined the Party. I did so not out of
self-interest or opportunism, but out of firm political
conviction, kindled by the extraordinary courage with which the
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Party and government openly and resolutely, before the whole
world, condemned the occupation of Czechoslovakia by Soviet
troops, in solidarity with the goal of Dubcek and his partners
to democratize the social and political lifestream of the
country.

-In those years, here in Rumania as well we were witness
to similar positive trends. And though the steps we took were
timid, we looked with confidence to the future. Unfortunately,
our expectations were crushed. The about-face occurred in
1971, after the visit of the First Secretary of the Party to
China. The initial, ostensibly sincere desire tQ maintain a
dialogue with the people, remained in form only. Dialogue
became simple monologue: One side talks, teaches, instructs,
gives assignments, while the other side vocally approves and
glorifies the leadership. The role of the masses was reduced
to approval and applause; the amassing of official titles and
positions was made into a political principle; and the Workers'
and Nationality Workers' Councils were reduced to paper
organizations which are maintained only as window-dressing
toward the outside world. Party members and the masses are
manipulated as never before. The "deepening of democracy" is a
further means of extending totalitarianism. Only those who
blindly submit to this hypocrisy, those who are not ashamed to
clap incessantly and deify the leadership, are appointed to
higher positions. The youth are educated in the spirit of
Adrian Paunescu and Gy~z8 HajdG, who serve as models of desired
behavior.

The chasm between theory and practice has become
unbearable, at least for me. For twelve years I was a
disciplined Party member. As a "good comrade" I too submitted
to the principle of "democratic centralism.0 I was not allowed
to think, only to execute assignments. This is what I did from
October 1968 to November 1975, as Propaganda Secretary of the
Communist Youth Organization in Harghita County, and since
then, as director of the State Archives in Miercurea Ciuc. I
was too cowardly -- as are so many others -- to raise my voice
against all the absurdity and manipulation.

My convictions have not changed in the past twelve years,
but the situation has changed a great deal. What I did on July
9, I did because I wanted to regain my self-respeqt as a human
being, as a Communist and as a Hungarian.

I can now experience in my own case the consequences of
the system of practices which I protested. On July 19 I was
fired from my job. (Through underhanded pressures, I was
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induced to familiarize myself with-the fact that I could not
remain at my current place of employment.) I was constrained
to turn to the Board of Education and look for a teaching job.
I was given a position in the village of Csfkkarcfalva, 20
kilometers from Miercurea Ciuc. When I reported there,
however, I was informed that instructions had been issued
barring me from teaching Rumanian history because I am not a
Party member, there being a Party directive to this effect. My
rights as a citizen thus violated, I withdrew my application
and resume. Thereupon I was threatened that on September 1, my
work permit at the State Archives would be terminated, since
orders to that effect had been received from the Ministry of
the Interior, of which the archives are a part.

Such is the fate of all those who have the courage to
criticize, especially if their added feature is that they are
Hungarian.

I have not said all this because I expect any
restitution. As a blue collar worker I will be able to support
my family and share in the fate and material =abundance" of
millions of workers.

My request continues to be the one formulated in the
first part of this letter: Nullify the expulsion resolution
adopted by the Party organs, and acknowledge the fact that I
resigned voluntarily from the ranks of that Party which
consistently violates its-own principles. I repeat: It is the
inalienable right of any Party member to resign from the Party
if he believes that its activities are not in accordance with
his own convictions. I do not contest the declared principles,
only their implementation.

September 1980 Istvhn Kirhly
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APPENDIX D

RECENT NEWS CLIPPINGS FROM THE WESTERN PRESS

THE TIMES

(London)
September 20, 1980

Piight of HIUIgarians in
Romania 'deterioratinlg
3' Gab,'iel kosay

*A former topl~ mania Corn.
Inunisf P.'rtv otfici:,l, now In

disgrace because of his pro-
tests against the enforced
assimilation -of ihe country's
Hunariar mnu'r;tv. li wtrt.
ten flew Uopen letter to the
Prime .Miniter claiming that
the plight of Hunarians has
deteriorated.. Mr'-;rly, a farmer Central
Comn-njtee" intrhbe.r of Ilun.
far in cxtrtction, %as srnt into
intcrnal rxile a;d * his ifethireaivucd! af'cr i-c ih-st drewr
vttcni;on to • the. Ri:.,nanP11f1 13 N,"in ctitulli Mla li7Ld re-
pression" of the h ,,:arian
finorit. in Tr ; .v'aia.
.16 lij" 1977 ke'tcr to Mr Ml:e

Verdcm. tOen the ..cr,:ar. of
the psrty*s E:ccu: t in'cau,
he listedd -job dscrimnininn,
supprcsid of lfiin7'riin ir,:i.
tutions of lea; nin-. +[s:er-,t of
old Hun'arilan settl:m,'nti ard
a forced cha;ve o the pro.
vince's ethnic balance through
0 large, srate-aidvd influx of
Romanians.

1hin:-s have.-gtt wnrsc since
his hiitial protcs.t, Mr K(raly
avys In his latest letter to Mr

Verdet, Mho I row the coun.
ary's Prime Minister.

* Thq po~icv of enfor-ed
*ssnWtbtioh" is bviit carried
out regardels< of the'proni-es
m'Je by Mr V rdet and oihbr
party leader. the lettr Sly..

The pirty's ;oal-th creaion
f 0t2e, nlitoril ste tinder

€omM-nisml-is being rcdlicd
"As a cotscqueroe (f Ittal
1tasiMilatlon Caried nut by aly
mcans'ond at any pticv..

"Il1oa gan between the th.oty
and prac;ice"-stf the p.rsnv'
1tgtjq1it policies was boom.

Irg even v id.r, the kller ai.
Far from grmitin. the ei1-v"€
minorities thc~r ir'.ht 'r.
strined in the Cnstitotinn. hOimtarthnh's sot,-'it their dis pt.

sal or dctrucitienoi J;ij"., CO".
iuJ1ties. Faced %t itit 1,t thr .t
of forced a. in :i.n., th.
1mk'lur ethnic ntin,riies uf
Tr.an3ylvaivia h.,e !10'. Votd
with their fcvt and left the
v'ov:ntry.

"After havi , to: rid ol Im!e
J.ews, we ', pr.C:¢inO in '!c
inos: . tr"ightr,,,ard fa.tioit to.
v'd: th. ual of ,'I:t ; r~d of
tl~c SaxorZ rotd tl. ,sot
All h- rent.i:,s Or.. is ii'o
problrn of the lluigtriai. ,
th Ieter soi's.

The NatioialPty , :iouncit ,
l'4,ml? d 11, l. " fe 'I:,$ is a

shim and doi F.ci reprr-erit
the iilecsts of t!: rai'oit,
Mr Kir:ilv -ys in h; ievie,v of
the %i',tlon. Nu c:ii,,rit. i
allt ed to enjoy
rights ". which iltAes its ,'ipirM.
Io Ia to ret, i natienil id,.niity
impo.sible and hisstens as'iris.
lation.
* Rompinian is enjoying a ino.n.
I;y position even In the regiot's
" Inhabited by minorities,

For the Csannn JL:ngtrians.
living on the eastern sl)fis oi
the Carpsthiani in .Mtld. cv:
and isnlatcd from their T, an.
tyivanirn kin, '* no form of WdU.'caoion in their mritcer tongt. ii
praittcd ". condemning them
to rapid Rominizatitn.

Jo conclusion, Mr Kitalr Suit.
Retas that onl" a ch.,nie of
heart by the rilint Cnmnrttfis
Pirtw could evert disas:er. Atic
the b,% tly go atchtieve 01ll1

"%,:i.:dd K! to turn Romania into
a genuine multi-national ataic
of eual eopties. . , I
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THE BLADE: TOLEDO,. OHIO,
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1980

Ethnic Hungarians
Uneasy In Romania

3y TOM H E -AN .
CLUJ. Romanla (Rester) - The sps at the main

market ti s Tranylvanla dty ame written in Ro.
mania but the iali over cabba es and Paprika is
Mostl bs ungarian.

Romanian speaker am wvd Is the couoy's
offical aWag bt te withered pee--a- behi
the senAd make it clea tey preer She tone" their
Hugarian anastore hare spokes bere for eftres.

Seees like this ccur daily in the hudr& of
tom and vfagm 0f wester and central Romanla
wher the cotrs ethnic s, r - olaiy
estimated at 1.? Million ot about 8 per ct of the
tot popuou - live

The (ommunist pvea tn 3 ae eys the
unprum, te e n minrity of hoot 8O,OnO,

and other pwp anl ojoy rits withnti
highy cenlLad stafte of 22

But Many H=ngrian inteletals - in Romala
nd in Hunaruy - me the situation differently, sa i

the ucarest govemet i waging a campel o
frcMed Romanato and supprossi the rlgt$ of tie
Hungaria 61zirty.

A tour of this city of 2sow ehow few 01gP-oHugarian huence, even tho It was coNdered
Impotent enough to be the locatom of a mw HEo r.
in MomUlate - the fir Wvet bcconsulate in a
minority ame ofa selghborig Wasaw Pact oate.
Renw" Slm -s

Almost oeequtr o the popsetsi s of Rng-
Ian orW but with the e e a fw itorical

al pabie /a, are itten is Rsma . •
SoPer ccc an heeks and ,wsaow mid

an in Hugaa but t are all pte "d=oma
Whie wear om oew Communist comutsm
p o nware o w e re o A e le w d.

It Is difficdt to et as objective d t wat
these facs resly mean, especially sin offical e
relucant to talk about IL

The g'v mnts podto Is tht th refet the
r evesoutioof amiofty wil the

matit'lstl Ha rias -who contest
the office count of 1. mion H uun aMd say
there Imt b mre tan 2 mllin In Romada -
Insist the etni roup I bIN suppressed.

Official Vtatistls ehow tha the go -em Clearly
Ots to provd r i oporti tohe lugapr-
lans tin asS pI oset th tota popWuOln

A= "Per cent of ao rimary saM scndr
schods sre tauht In H gafas, ahout 71. per cent of
all radilo boec4a are in WH sad about I per
at @ aD wuversty Msdft are of H--garia orii.
Sam 6 eb cas be Is"d fin Hunprian n mlver-
s tils in u am in limp Mom anot Tram-
-hncity.
Pre"1U~

But. accord to a protest eft writUe this
8qprn by a forme ommnst party Central commit.
te member, Well Kima y the ituti d tM Tra -
yr.Vea .HEgarl8 . hes deteriora li recet yeam-

Wr Xk*l. a M -reerol 01 Hu ne origi owm-
me in oPrm e Verdt that asOWnWas fing the 11oeanstst 01 the = 011o
tinoh IdioM oa KungarMalgua6
aNo wseof Romanian fer all official deelings..This was the ascend lette that Mr. kiral. who
ree from the etr commki In 1t , baa nt to
Mr. Verst. se first protwt In I"? br ou r
mo frum Romanian a utorities.hbt prate aocialm
from 3ud 1 itallectua who hops pubishing

more libral press eaesift cooe
kos thei Transylvanian reulats
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SCHAFFHAUSER NACHRICHTEN
(Schaffhausen, Switzerland)

January 1, 1981

.Poleu.-i

Politbiiro.Kandidat Ki."61y Kir !y err niclit ins Ausland rcisen
Di. eadigs eamlialsba Stefts sewelPr -it ooe ADabs won Gem deOm
fIsArmdes Kaadtdate. dme afpolilus de I A ed plmome-'t Vctety des eo"s
2 Milnem Sein til d am mrlma KLdnbt In Rm!±leu XNdsy Klly, fl.
Cnellhi Aer Ausasethegms OmMk ce - dim mcbo 's i jeath huin.

Vnm aMlseirm tmi.-Oflelrop'l lpOimdtA#e .-.

Kirdly kam mit der Pmrleiflihrung Va - " ac eh ctieletdprb mt der to-
ersie MIl 197A in konflihi, NIS el I *lem ndlgo im Komfltsparelaia.
an den gctesivinien Ministerprmsldeies., wriat im Fvbrua Ms3 mlce Kirily er-
El Verltc. ;cticLtaen Brief die Ustor- mw am don. Visa. mim scbdeem ihm die-
drbcig der naioalen Minderb-ien v. . ai printileil is Ausi geell w me-
urleiltc und ihn darauf sufmerkaam much. -•.r. Date jedch bit 23. Mi wder dus
it. dans dits Politik ci ts Toas aif die Visam so sine Anewort ecith, reichte
Einbeit des n mnismcen Stases scdd- ,er en drites Otesuc " in. Doch folie¢
liche Aussirkugen baben knntc. Er sNoik maf dic An.pr? rotz mebrnsaligtr
s chlug dkr Pasielf~iung tine Revision der RtUantaiaen he ifst Reaktion.
bvshericen Naiionaliien-Poliik imm Sinne ' Kitily bchloss draufbin. sick bes
decr Vrfaswvng and der Vcreinrbrungea Betn Sekrtir des Partikmies au be.
vein Hlsinki a t die Memischenreche vor. -erhfe"ct. Er prach in acinerm Brief den
Di PariciflihuiS iiemntwortec die Vor- lrdacht aNo, das% Kein Ocach dessmlb
a'hulge KiOMi% dami, do cr Icine micht rekdiL wil"ed, -eU r sich fal die
Sicllung verler and in eines cnescnee -Recbie dee nmlionaken lfisaderheien cin;t.
Do r wihrcend limiaeree Zeit ileeieri war- i.t babe. Er betMas: e des sh cr
de. Seildem Lonnie Kirdly zwar in memoin -tic ommtitftw Natioalitit'rfcage in Ru.
Heimmasiadi Tirga Mies nach SebeWnblmi- sninien ric, tosdemn dai diese clion
pen. %n cr 2i Dircktwr der Kcnservtenf- cxe;te babe, bevor cr gebare warde. Fm
lriL.Jlurxcveni. I1is ist, doch wrd er von mi michlt sn FAIler. da" die olsenien
der Polizci each sic vor strecg bber. Secte"s aich .weignem ee Problem in
u,,thl. kenmc/klive , humraser Weise zu I6en.

and doss sic die oisg de-alEi immer
1'Ie Ulethci tmrdt mw sona venmri. Wdrdu die Parici dus
bobasit d erd. lcreom malimish.'entspcechend seiner

- kirily reichte beim Eretn Sekrelr dei r'tes Voenehia behaindels. so k6me
Knmiatpanikomits, )diklds Veqm, .ar ,vielg sugiet des Stier mid der
am A. Juli 19 clo In eatecit a Ip 4althoi)mdcde' o." -.

di.r Oeilte er rii. d& ¢f ds eme PMa. A -
1979 urn elmt Ammiebowilligsg macishh M~
Ungmr. der Bundesrtpuhli and der DDi ."-.A,- ew So
xweeks Be~-ties mter dm1l letden Vec. '*irilv yajsvlc murl"& U dais.d
machea anasn ebi.butte. Mac'h s~s~-~c~.~r~nn.V~ltu isder idividoellen said
atitEt Schwcisgn wire sein Gesuch da- Akaiktiwes *ehlira d Mitderbetei is
mals mit der BelirmndtmS albj)ebra wor- nk:s Ousesm fthrh t.mule. Die Zwns-
den. dats die KPR nich oaf mren 12. Kom- , ihmislie rmt.sflhhaken sei nikht
trets vorbere¢.er d kelm Zelt babe, sc oa m ellfl end estaescblict, on-
unit teinet Angclerebeam hOnri decm hopla u?" !ags achercrsts Fol.

gcm babes. setie seiPenrion. Pr.---.-.
;rnde wegcn. heate im W:i: U' -;I
deis NahionAl tanproblms ;sichcn. -' :i
prr- Nar dazu betel, seine Heiml R'.-

* nien filr Immee zu %erjassen. Er ncl"- "e
ein Land nich. docli cr be o:m. *

LXnMpf fur di,: Aceboin der Rectre C r
Mindcrheilen ncht auf. ia der lich C-
Stl in dei Vecrfasunp mind in internal-
mim Vecimges %erpflichiei batbe.
Angesictus der kSZE.Nmcbfclsekinfeeenz
in Madr;d Est der Inhai die-ss Bri!es.
dAsen Ketiie Lilrvicb in den UAeden Vg:.
lunt i, son grassier Bedeutunp, d, cr
michi nut die Vrlizurg der Mensch'.i-
reclne im FalI Kiraly boeught, sac-t
praLti.¢h auch die Anklajo geun d-; I':-
geme Ccaiusewca vin 2 Millionen Ucr.'n
and metircrrn hln.jcrnlairsend can--n
"m bei Sihii ' ircrn deuischer N~:ic.- 'i-
1I bosh Icl.
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DER BUND
(Born land)
January 7, 1981

Rumlanien halt prominenten Ungarn fest
Dew enaemm Politbiro-Kandidale Kirely Kirtly dl die Aureho woeflcge

De sUnteo img mnlchem Stelle.
babes oboe Antabe vou Granden itm

hlierto K ndldate des Polloboros ed
peminenlem Veetrefer der ea 2 IMillio-
iem Seeks aihkinde nardnhben Min-

drbell N Rucllinlen, Kiroly Mrdly, die
Auvelsetegthmlung termgelt -M do
a mebrmah machuchl ball.

Kirily kam mi dcr Pancitfhrn des
erte ial 1978 in Konflit. miser in einem
Brie an den glenoinileo Ministerpri.
sidemen die Unmerdrickung dec nations-
Ito Minderieiten veruncilte und ihn dar.

Von wumr-m Ko'vtipo nien
L : to Tau bin fr. IiNs

muf aurmeAskim machine. dais ditse Poli.
ulk tines Tales saf die Einht des ruam.
nischen Snases mchidliche Ausuirkunaec
babes kOMnte. Er sehlu der Pmnifls.
run& tine Reiision der bsherigen Natsio.
nalemn.Poliik Ini Sinn der Verfassung
and der Vereinbarunen %on Helsinki
iber die Mfenschenieche voe. Die Panel-
lhrung bemamorete die VonchLige Ki-
riyl damit. dass u seine SttUung %tlor
and uhrend Ungcrer Zeit in einem ens.
Ileen Dorf intenmert avrde. Scitdem
lonnic Kir iy tar in seine Heimamutadt

Tirgu Mures each SiebembOrgen aurOck.
Ithren. wo er Is Direltor der Konser.
%cnrabnk A.Muarseni. Usii Ist. doch auird
a von der Polizci each sit vof snrenS
ober%&ChL

Cega Zmngsimillerunp
Kirily ersuchte das erste Ma 1979 urn

tine Ausreisebcmilliuung nach Ungain.
dec Bundcsepubibk Deutschfand und der,
DDR. am seine doet Ibenden VwrA snd-
ten zo besuchen. Ala dos dntrse GCsuch
ohne Anlutw reblieben uar. be'chuenr
sich Kirtly be dcr Panel Et sprach in
seinem One( den Verdachi mus. sein Ge-
such mide deshatb oicha crlcdigt. %til er
sich IMr die Rechte dec netionalen Min-
derhcilen eingesezs babe. Es sei nichi
win Fthler. das& die obersten Sielien sich
'iegernen. dieses Problem in konsruku.
er. humaner 'ie zu Ween, und dass

sich die Lap deshalb immes %ier e-
charfe. Die Z%angsa~similicrun der

Mlindeeheiten s6 i nih neur unralisch
and unmenschlich. sondern knnit tines
Taes sehr ermse Folpen haben. Soliti
seine Person aus Prestincngrlndtn melen
hesue der Lsun des Nationalinttenpro-
blems im Wcge siuhen. so sti er sopr
dazu bereiL seine Heimat Ruminte FAur
immer ru verlassem

(Translation from German]

RUMAIUA RESTRAINS PROMINENT HUNGARIAN

Former Politburo Alternate Member Kiroly Kirily
In Forbidden To Leave Country

Despite repeated requests and without giving any reason,
the Rumanian authorities have denied Kiroly Kirfily, the former
alternate member of the Politburo and prominent spokesman for
the roughly two million strong Hungarian minority in Rumania,
permission to leave the country.

Kirgly first came into conflict with the Party leadership
in 1978, when, in a letter to the current Prime Mnister, he
denounced the subjugation of the national -minorities and
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pointed out that this policy could one day have harmful effects
on the unity of the Rumanian state. He suggested to the Party
leadership that the nationality policy be revised in the spirit
of the Constitution and the human-rights-related Helsinki
Accords. The Party leadership responded by depriving Kiraly of
his job and placing him under house arrest in a distant
village. Kirlly has since been able to return to his native
city of Tirgu Mures in Transylvania, where he is manager of the
"Muresenil canned goods factory# but he continues to live under
strict police surveillance.

Against wForced Assimilation"

Kir£ly first requested permission to visit relatives in
Hungary# the Federal Republic of Germany and the German
Democratic Republic in ,979. After his third request went
unanswered# Kiraly complained to the Party. In his letter he
expressed the suspicion that his request was not being
processed because he had defended the rights of the' national
minorities. He pointed out that it was not his fault that the
highest authorities refused to solve this problem in a
constructive and humane manner and that for this reason the
situation continued to deteriorate. The forced assimilation of
the minorities was not only unrealistic and inhuman, but could
one day result in very serious consequences. Klirhly even
offered to leave his homeland, Rumania, for good in the event
that, for prestige reasons, his presence were to constitute an
impediment to solving the nationality problem.

TESTIMONY BY Z. MICHAEL SZAZ, PH. D., STUDIES PROGRAM DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
FOREIGN POLICY INSTITUTE

Mr. Chairman! This is my tenth testimony as an expert witness before either the
Senate Finance Committee or its Subcommittee or House Ways and Means Commi-
tee or its Subcommittee on Trade on the Most Favored Nations Status of Romania.

Since 1965, I followed the events in Romania, especially thobe relating to the
Hungarians and Germans of Romania, and visited the Transylvanian region and
Bucharest in 1976 at the invitation of Ambassador Harry Barnes. I returned there
for a research trip in August 1978. Thus, I am talking both as a scholar and a
witness with first hard knowledge, having met with most of the Hungarian and
German nationality leaders and many of the high-ranking Romanian officials both
in Bucharest and in Transylvania.

Today the question before the Committee is whether to renew the Most Favored
Nations Status of Romania. The question involved is also of legislative intent of the
1974 Act: did the Senate by adopting the Jackson Amendment include human rights
in general into the considerations the President and Congress have to make in order
to determine eligiblity for MFN status, or should the considerations be restricted
strictly to freer emigration from the countries enjoying the benefit of MFN status?

Reading the Act (Section 402), the conclusion must be that fundamental human
rights over and beyond freer emigration rights are definitely involved in the review
process. The Section refers to the aim of the legislation 'to assure the continued
dedication of the United States to fundamental human rights."

If, however, the broader issues of fundamental human rights enjoyed by the
citizens of Romania, were to be the landmark, there is little question that serious
problems would arise.

Other witnesses before the House Subcommittee already explained the difficulties
people, Romanians, Jews and others are experiencing in leaving the Socialist Repub-
lic of Romania and that there are also hundreds, if not thousands, of cases of family
reunification which must be resolved in order that Congress may truthfully renew
the MFN status of Romania in view of the Act and the Helsinki Accords (Basket
III).

The question of free emigration is, however, not the only concern. Ever since 1958
and even more since 1974, the Romanian Government pursues a nationality policy
which is clearly directed toward the eradication of nationality culture, dispersal or
dilution, by settling Romanians in their midst, of the remaining Hungarian enclaves
in Transylvania, particularly the Szeklerland. In addition a salami tactic is applied
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since 1958 on the Hungarian language school sections in Transylvania. Bilingual-
ism, guaranteed by the Romanian Constitution is almost extinct, and the churches
of the Hungarian and German nationalities (Roman Catholic, Lutheran and Re-
formed) are gravely restricted in their activities and administratively controlled by
the Romanian authorities.

The situation created some internal dissent by 1977-78 which was, however,
either "solved" by police measures, resulting in the suicide of one high school
professor of Hungarian nationality in Brasov (Brasso), or by the ostracism and

arassment which Charles Kirfly, the former Vice Chairman of the highest (but
completely ineffective) Hungarian Federgtion of Workers expressed in his letters to
JAnos Vincze and Ilie Verdet (now thtpim~ e nmmfister of-Romania). These letters,
and also a later letter of 1980 to Ilie Verdet were smuggled out and published in the
Western press in 1978 and 1980 rendering Kirdly, after the emigration of Paul
Goma, to be the foremost dissident in Romania whom I was forbidden to see on the
1978 trip.

The underlying basis for the Romanian policies are Romanian nationalism which
is always directed against the Hungarians (and in the past also against the Rus-
sians), Romanian atheistic communism which cannot tolerate any, even half-way
free churches in the country and last but not least, Communist centralism which
fails to take the provincial, and countywide nationality differences into account.

Other testimonies will give the statistical details on education and cultural insti-
tutions. At this juncture, I would only like to give you some of my personal
impressions. In Cluj (Kolozsvir), the former capital of Transylvania, there is only
one lyc6e left with Hungarian sections. The remainder was converted into trade and
vocational schools between 1975-77. At these schools, in the fall of 1978, there were
practically no textbooks in Hungarin and in many cases the students were taught
yRomanian professors who added a Hungarian glossary to the Romanian text-

books. And this was claimed to be by the Romanian authorities as Hungarian-
language instruction. In the sections where Hungarian nationality teachers were
employed, they were usually engineers called in from the mines and factories, and
as Romania hardly had any trade and vocational instruction in Hungarian for two
decades, they were linguistically unable to teach the subject in Hungarian. This
statement comes from Edgar Balogh, former Rector of the Bolyai University in Cluj
(Kolozsvtr), a Communist Party member since 1917, and was not proven otherwise
during my sojourn in Cluj (Kolozsv~r).

Mr. Chairman: Hungarian-language instruction in Transylvania is not the request
of a pesky minority which could be disregarded. First, it is guaranteed in the
Romanian Constitution and the basic legislative acts of the country. There are
approximately 2.5 million Hungarians in Romania, all but 200,000 living in Transyl-
vania. The Hungarian school system is almost a millennium old in Transylvania
which, until 1919, belonged directly or indirectly to Hungary and was ruled by
Hungarians with some admixture of German Saxons.

The people of Transylvania thus are part of a nationally mixed population where
the nationalities have always been entitled to instruction in the native language
whatever the rule, until the actions during the recent twenty years by the Roma-
nian Government aimed at withering away Hungarian-language instruction.

This process is looked upon with the gravest concern by the intellectual leaders of
the Hungarian nationality in Romania. While conditions do not permit us to men-
tion names, several of them expressed their fear that no intellectual change of
guard will.be possible if the new generation will know the Hungarian language
imperfectly, or not at all.

The next great danger to the survival of Hungarian and German ethnicity in
Transylvania is the demographic intermingling in ormerly purely Hungarian areas
(there are no more purely German areas left) by industrialization and by employing
workers, skilled and unskilled and engineers, in the new factories from all areas of
Romania.

This was taking place since 1948 already, but was explained away by the Roma-
nian authorities that the Transylvanian cities which were Romanized had a Roma-
nian rural hinterland and that industrialization tempted the villagers to move to
the cities. Between 1975 and 1981, however, not only the Transylvanian cities with
Romanian hinterland, but the two most Hungarian cities of the Szeklerland-which
even in 1975 was about 80 percent Hungarian-were increasingly Romaniz Mier-
curea Ciuc (Csikszereda) had 10 percent Romanians in 1970, 30 percent in 1976 and
by now close to a majority. Sfintu Gheorghe (Sepsiszentgy6rgy was over 90 percent
Hungarian in 1970,90 percent in 1976 and now only 66 percent. There are no
Romanian vill ages within a 20 miles radius from any of these cities.

The leadership of the nationality churches is either controlled very strictly, or is
composed with collaborationists. I personally met twice with both bishops of the
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Hungarian Reformed Church (I was not given the opportunity to meet Roman
Catholic Bishop Aaron Marto or his successor Bishop Andrew Jakab). My impres-
sions were that the Bishop of Oradea (he is also a member of the Romanian Grand
National Assembly) is following the Party line almost 100 percent despite his
evangelical expressions of faith. The other bishop is so controlled that in 1976-he-
was only allowed to meet me in the presence of the representative of the State
Office of "Cults" despite the fact that I was visiting him in the presence of two
Romanian diplomats from the Foreign Ministry.

There are many other aspects I could elaborate on if you were to ask me ques-
tions, but I would like to add that denial of fundamental human rights, the right of
assembly, speech, religion and political expression are not restricted to nationalities,
but form a persistent pattern of life in Romania and that the coexistence between
Romanians and Hungarians is not always of a negative character.

The State Department raised the issue sometime with the Romanian Government
which steadfastly denies any ethnic oppression in Romania. The State Department
itself speaks of local excesses rather than deliberate policies. To tell you the truth,
in view of the available evidence, and in view of the fact that the competent
American diplomats in Bucharest know better (this I am aware of through my
personal conversations with them), I believe that this has been due to the efforts of
the Ford and Carter Administration to play down our differences witn Romania.
Indeed, I hope that the present Administration while trying to cultivate correct
relations with Romania, would not shy away from discussing human rights issues in
Romania which are very pertinent to our dedication to these rights.

At this point, it would be my recommendation to use the MFN status talks as a
handle to impress upon the Romanian authorities our commitment to fundamental
human rights, including the preservation of one's cultural and linguistical heritage.
Without them paying increasing attention to them, I foresee not an improvement
but a rather sharp deterioration of our relations with Romania which would not be
in the interest of Bucharest either.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman!
Senator DANFORTH. The next witness is Mr. B. Niculescu, chair-

man, American-Romanian Cultural Foundation, Inc.
STATEMENT OF B. NICULESCU, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN-

ROMANIAN CULTURAL FOUNDATION, INC.
Mr. NicULESCU. Mr. Chairman and members of the distinguished

Committee on Finance, I am Mr. B. Niculescu and with me is Mr.
T. Lempicki.

We represent the American-Romanian Cultural Foundation, of
which I am its chairman and president.

Mr. Lempicki is its cochairman and vice president.
Our foundation's patrons, trustees, membership and friends are

all distinguished Americans from all professional fields. Our
common bond is our interest in America's foreign policy with em-
phasis being-on our relations with Romania.

As in the past years, we join the President and other Govern-
ment officials in favorably recommending continuation of waivers
permitting extension of MFN trade status for Romania.

There are many valid reasons to support further extension of
MFN but the overall conclusion is the clear fact that it is in
America's best interests that we continue to expand our relations
with Romania.

Since MFN was granted several years ago, America's relations
with Romania have expanded significantly. Most favored nation
was a major factor in establishing the relationship which led via
open and candid dialog to development of mutual trust, respect,
cooperation and progress in not only trade matters, but also in
sensitive areas such as political security and human rights areas.

While the social, cultural and political systems differ significant-
ly, both America and Romania proved that two countries with such
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different structures can trust, respect and work together not only
for their own mutual benefit, but also that of all mankind.

Romania's overall performance these past years has proven its
sincerity and desire to continue this relationship with America.

A very important fact that must be properly considered is the
close similarity of America's and Romania's foreign policy.

When considering this it must be recognized that this similarity
exists even though Romania is an Eastern European nation with a
different political structure.

Similarities in foreign policy include major items such as encour-
aging every country's people to resolve in a nonviolent manner
their own problems; encouraging each country to choose its own
form of government, et cetera.

Our Government representatives in past hearings mentioned
that both America and Romania worked closely on many such
problems in various countries and that Romania's cooperation and
performance convinced them that they were sincerely committed to
this similar foreign policy.
/ We have no similar relationship with any other Warsaw Pact
nation, in Europe, like we have with Romania.

We should also recognize that Romania's foreign policy prohibits
supplying arms and advisers to countries in crisis and that none
has been found in El Salvador. It also publicly denounced Russia's
invasion of Afghanistan.

Romania's foreign policy toward underdeveloped nations is
highly respected by these same nations. This is a very distinct
advantage that can have many benefits for America.

We must also recognize that since most favored nation status
was granted there has been an overall improvement in the area of
emigration from Romania.

Our State Department carefully monitors this subject and has
testified that this overall improvement has occurred even though
Romania does not encourage emigration but does permit emigra-
tion to occur.

Changes to Romania's emigration policy and practices have been
incorporated in recent years. We must give proper credit to our
State Department and to the existence of most favored nation and
other trade agreements for this significant advance in emigration.

Because our time is running short, we summarize our position as
being in favor of extension of most favored nation tariffs to Roma-
nia on the basis of past performance by Romania and that to do so
is clearly in America's best interests.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, sir.
That concludes the testimony for today. I have a letter from

Senator Jackson and a statement from Senator Tsongas, which will
be made a part of the record.

UNrED STATES SENATZ,
Washington, D.C, July 22, 1981.

Hon. JOHN C. DANFORTH,
Chairman, Subcommittee on -International Trade, Committee on Finance, US.

Senate, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C
DEAn JOHN: In connection with the July 27 h of your Subcommittee, I

welcome the chance to provide you with my views onte extension of our present
trading relationship with Romania, Hungary and China.

As the members of your Committee are aware, in its concern for international
human rights, the Congress has put special emphasis on the right to emigrate. Of
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all the individual liberties contained in the UN Declaration of Human Rights, none
is more fundamental than that in Article 13-the right to free emigration. It is the
life-saving liberty of last resort for individuals or religious or ethnic groups who
either cannot tolerate o: be tolerated by their own governments.-It is not interfer-
ence in the internal affairs of another country to encourage respect for the right to
emigrate, which has been affirmed in solemn international agreements and is part
of the body of international law.

I believe the original cosponsors of the Jackson-Vanik amendment-and its host
of supporters-can be gratified as our amendment encourages greater regard for the
right to emigrate.

I support the extension of the waivers applicable to Romania, to Hungary and to
China as requested by President Reagan, and I want to add a few words on Romania
and China.

We Americans have a clear interest in a strong, politically effective Romania,
capable of an independent position on key foreign po icy issues. In many respects
the concerns of our twc countries run parallel, inclu ing the opportunities for
mutually helpful trade. The United States is presently the third trading partner for
Romania. Certainly, it serves our national interest to encourage Romania-as well
as Hungary and other East European nations-to exercise its right to greater
freedom as a soverign state in the face of Soviet military power and Soviet political
pressure.

I do not forget that Romania was the first to choose cooperation with us in
accepting the terms of the Jackson-Vanik amendment as one of the bases of in-
creased trade with the United States. In 1980, as the Administration reports, more
than 2,800 persons emigrated from Romania to this country, nearly seven times the
pre-MFN leveland almost twice the 1979 level. The Romanian emigration to West
Germany remains high, although it is slightly below last year's record rate. The
Romanian emigration to Israel, however, has fallen off substantially and low rates
in the early months of this year are of special concern. -

It is necessary for the Romanian leadership to do much better with respect to
emigration to Israel. I have emphasized this matter in talks this year with Roma-
nian officials. They should more than double the annual number they are approving
for emigration to Israel.

I have also urged them to simplify and shorten the Romanian emigration applica-
tion process, end all harassment of the applicants, and finally resolve the still
outstanding hardship cases.

I share the view of the Administration that continuation of the waiver for Roma-
nia will give us the context in which to further urge the government to take very
seriously our concern over emigration to Israel, emigration procedures, and cases of
special hardship.

With respect to China, the members of your Committee are doubtless aware that I
strongly advocated the U.S.-China trade agreement providing for the extension of
most-favored-nation treatment and access to official credits. It has laid the basis for
the increase of trade and financial ties between our two countries, with important
mutual benefits. It gives United States' firms a better position to compete with
firms fr6m other nations.

Also, the PRC chose to cooperate with us in giving the assurances regarding its
future emigration practices called for as a condition of the waiver of Jackson-Vanik.
And this cooperation is enhancing the personal freedom for many Chinese wishing
to emigrate or visit abroad and contributing to the economic well-being of the
Chinese people.

As reported by the Administration, American posts in China issued 3,400 immi-
grant visas in fiscal year 1980, and over 12,800 non-immigrant visas for business,
study and family visits. More than 5,000 Chinese have come to this country since
1979 for long-term study and research. Our own numerical limits imposed on entry
of immigrants to this country by our immigration law continue to be more of a
hindrance to immigration from China than PRC exit limitations.

I appreciate this opportunity to express my support for the continuation of the
waivers to these three countries.

With good wishes.
Sincerely yours,

HENRY M. JACKSON, U.S. Senator.

TESTIMONY OF SENATOR PAUL E. TSONGAB BEFORE SENATE FINANCE COmmrrr's
SU)oMMrrr&E ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Mr. Chairman, today the Committee is considering an issue that has tremendous
impact on relations between the United States and Romania-whether to extend
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the waiver of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment and grant Most Favored Nation MFN
status to Romania.

Mr. Chairman, I want to make it clear that I support the extension of MFN to
Romania. Our history of trade with Romania has been an excellent one. As you
know, Romania was first granted MFN status in the 1975 U.S.-Romania Trade
Agreement. Since then, trade with Romania has increased from $448 million in 1976
to over $1 billion in 1980. We are currently Romania's second largest trading
partner in the free world, and the balance of payments between our two countries is
hvily in our favor.

The granting of Most Favored Nation status has also produced other benefits. Our
relations with Romania in the economic, political, cultural, and social spheres are
much closer today than they were before the granting of MFN. Romania has signed
the Final Act of the Helsinki Accords and is the first Warsaw Pact country to
permit a delegation from Amnesty International to visit and assess the human
rights situation there. In the international sphere, Romania has established diplo-
matic relations with Israel, has refused to recognize the Vietnamese-backed regime
in Kampuchea, and has even criticized the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

Mr. Chairman, Romania has been valiant in it efforts to protect the human rights
of citizens in other parts of the world. However, I am concerned about human rights
violations within-Romania itself, especially its immigration policy.

The procedure for emigration from Romania is time-consuming and prohibitively
difficult. Potential emigrants from Romania must go through a long, complicated,
double-tiered procedure before they receive a visa. Before MFN was granted, all any
individual who wanted to emigrate had to do was to fill out a long form. Now an
individual requesting an exist visa must first receive a pre-application form-which
itself is hard to obtain-and then fill out a visa application. Pre-application forms
are obtainable only at police stations. They must be submitted with certificates of
birth and marriage, statements of consent by employers, and documents establish-
ing that the applicant is not in debt to the state or subject to crij ainal prosecution.
Before a person is allowed to emigrate, he must appear before special "People'sCommissions" composed of party officials, police authorities, neighbors, employers,
and co-workers. They interrogate him on his reasons for leaving and attempt to
dissuade him. The whole process-from applying for a pre-application form to
actually leaving the country-can take years.

The difficulties that a person trying to emigrate faces are not just procedural.
Potential emigrants risk severe reprise, including loss of property, apartment, and
job. They may be demoted; their salary may be cut. They may be expelled from
their school or university. In some cases, applicants report police-surveillance, mail
interception, telephone tapping, and repeated threatening telephone calls. At least
one person has been involuntarily committed to a psychiatric hospital for his
attempt to leave.

There also are reports that potential emigrants have been imprisoned on
trumped-up charges such as "disturbing the peace," "homosexual acts," and "embez-
zlement."

In some cases, people have tried to bypass the bureaucratic maze by escape into
Yugoslavia. If caught by Yugoslavian border guards, they have faced sentence
ranging from 6 months to 3 years.

Despite all these procedural obstacles, immigration to the United States and West
Germany has stabilized at the respectable rates of 3,000 and 11,000 per year. These
figures do represent improvements in Romania's policy with respect to emigration
for non-Jews. Immigration to Israel, however, has dropped steadily since ON was
first granted and is now at a critically low level. From over 4,000 yearly during 1973
and 1974, immigration dropped to ,000 per year in the late '70s. In the first 6
months of this year, -only 330 people have been permitted to go to Israel. This
monthly average of 47 is significantly lower than the immigration rates for any
previous year.

The State Department estimates that there are 40,000 Jews living in Romania.
Other estimates range as high as 70,000. Although some of the Jews living in
Romania are old or retired and do not desire to emigrate, many desperately want to
leave. The International League for Human Rights, which is testifying here today,
has documented almost 140 cases of individuals who desire to immigrate. Some of
these individuals are Jews. Some of them have asked for permission to immigrate
many times. Still they wait. Many of them have family members who emigrated in
the years before MFN was granted and whom they desire to rejoin. In light of these
figures, current immigration to Israel appears to be very low.

Mr. Chairman, Romania has been very responsive to our inquiries about humanrights violations in the past, and MFN status has cerai nly contributed to our good
relations with this country. But a- human rights policy is more than a favorable
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response to inquiries about selected victims. Our relations with Romania have not
helped the many hundreds, even thousands, of Jews who have given up in their
efforts to emigrate, or who are afraid of reprisals if they try to emigrate, or who
have not gotten attention in the West. Only a change in Romanian policy on
emigration can accomplish this.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that these are important issues-ones that this Commit-
tee should examine as it begins deliberation on whether to extend the President's
waiver authority in this case. I hope that the decrease in immigration to Israel and
the procedural obstacles that potential emigrants have faced in the past year do not
represent continuing trends in Romania. We must encourage the Romanian govern-
ment to deal with these affronts to basic human rights that are a barrier to better
relations between our two nations.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Mr. Nicumscu. Thank you.
[The-prepared statement of Mr. Barbu Niculescu follows:]
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AMERICAN-ROMANIAN CULTURAL FOUNOATION, INC.

6 EAST 80TH STREET
NEW YORK. N.Y. 10021

TEL (212) 7T4-SW2

SWIM : Continuing Moet Favored Nation Trade
Tariff Treatment of Imports From Romania

R&CIOMNEUTION: The Amarican-Romaoiao Cultural Foundation
joins with President Ronald leaps and our State
and Comrce Departmants in favorably recomnding
further extension of Net Favored Nation Tariff
Treatment for Romnia.

BSIS FOR M. EXTION: Overall basis for this favorable
recommends 11o2to urther extend MI ia that such extension
is clearly in America's beat interests. A few of many key
facts reflected by ths overall recommendation are as follows:

1. Many of Romeanias major foreign policies and objectives are
very similar to thoae America reflects in our own foreign
policies and objectives. This is supportive to America's
foreign policies as applied worldwide.

Our State Department in past bearings stated that Romania
and America were in past year able to successfully
cooperate and work together in many of these similar
erase on projects worldwide. The State Department felt
that such policies and cooperation were sincere on
Romania's part.

2. Annual trade has passed the $1 billion dollar level and
continues to grow. America's exports to Romenia exceeded
$700 million with the natural result being a significant
favorable balance of payments position for America.

3. Overall emigration from Romania has experienced significant
growth since 11 was first granted.

4. Romania has complied with all commercial agreements entered
Into with America. No dumping, etc. problema.

5. Romania strongly objected to Russia's Invasion of Afghanistan.
Romnis is not a supplier of arm, munitions or advisors
to any nation in crisis such as 11 Salvador.

6. Romania's favorable position with third world nations has
obvigga potential benefits to America.

The detail statement (attached) clearly discusses all pertinent
item that support further extension of W status to Romenia.

July 27, 1981
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AMERICAN-ROMANIAN CULTURAL FOUNDATION. INC.
6 CAST 507,4 6T"9fT

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10021

OPTICS orTot PRES1OT July 27, 1981 TE. 12121 12A81111

STATZEWNT OF Mi. BARBU NICUESCU REPRESENTING
THE A)RICAN-ROANIAN CULTURAL FOUNDATION

Hearings Before The Subcommittee On International
Trade, Comittee On Finance, U.S. Senate

Regarding

Continuing Host-Favored-Nation Tariff
Treatment of Imports From Romania

SWUNKRY STATEMENT:

Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished Subcomittee.

I mn Mr. Barbu Niculescu and with me is r. Thad Lepicki. We represent the

Amrican-Romanian Cultural Foundation of which I am its Chairman and President.

r. Lempicki is its Co-Chairman and Vice President. Our foundation's patrons,

trustees, membership and friends are all distinguished Americans from all

professional fields. Our common bond is our interest in America's foreign

policy with emphasis being on our relations with Romanis.

As in past years, we join the President and other government officials in

favorably recommending continuation of waivers permitting extension of PUN

trade status for-Romenia.

There are mny valid reason to support further extension of 1Q1 but the

overall conclusion is the clear fact that it is in America's beat interests

that we continue to expand our relations with Romenis. Since PUN was granted

several years ego, America's relations with Romnis haws expanded significantly.

PN was a major factor in establishing this relationship which led via open

and candid dialogue to development of mutual trust, respect, cooperation and

progress in not only trade matters but also in sensitive areas such as
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political, security and hman rights areas. While the social, cultural and

political systems diffet jignificently, both America end Romania proved that

two countries with such different structures can trust, respect and work

together not only for their own mutual benefit but also that of all mankind.

Rosania's overall performance these past years has proven its sincerity and

desire to continue this relationship with America.

A very important fact that must be properly considered is the close similarity

of America's and Roanie's foreign policy. When considering this it must

be recognized that this similarity exists even though Romanis is an Eastern

European nation with a political, social and cultural structure that is

completly different from ours.- Similarities in foreign policy include major

items such as encouraging every country's people to solve in s non-violent

manner their own problems; encouraging each country to choose its own form

of government; etc. Our government representatives in past bearings mentioned

that both America and Romania worked closely on many such problems in

various countries and that Romania's cooperation and performance convinced

t hem that they were sincerely committed to this similar foreign policy.

We have no similar relationship with any other Wsrssv Pact nation.

W' should also recognize that Romania's foreign policy prohibits supplying

arm and advisors to countries in crisis and-that none has been found in

31 Salvador. It also publicly denounced Russia's invasion of Afghanistan.

Romnia's foreign policy toward underdeveloped nations is highly respected by

these same nations. This is a very distinct advantage that can have many

benefits for America.
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We must also recognize that since 11 was granted, there has been an overall

improvement in the area of emigration from Romania. Our State Department

carefully monitera this subject and has testified that this overall

improved ent has occurred even though Romania does not encourage emigration

but does permit emigration to occur. Changes to Romania's emigration policy

and practices have been incorporated in recent years. at must give proper

credit to our State Department and to the existence of MFN1 and other trade

agreements for this significant advance in emigration.

We must also recognize the obvious value of trade between America and Romania.

Total trade has steadily grown since MrN was first granted and is now passing

the I billion dollar level and still growing. During this MrN period,

America has enjoyed the advantage of a consistently large surplus in the

balance of payments as well as many other benefits. Exports keep I out of

every 5 Americans in jobs. In addition, imports from Romania are diversified

with no one category having any adverse impact on our industry. American

exports on the other hand are primarily in agricultural and manufactured

goods which are industries having persistent surpluses and unemployment.

Because our time is running short, we sumsarise our position as being in

favor of extension of HN tariff status to Romania on the basis of past

performance by Romania and that to do so is clearly in America's best

interests.
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DETAIL STATEMENT:

The following discussion is presented to support our recommendations as
made to the Subcommittee in the preceeding Summary Statement.

The American-Romanian Cultural Foundation is convinced that further
extension of 1Ql tariff status to Romania as provided by the Trade Act
is completly justified, vital to all concerned and has far-reaching
Impact on all areas of our foreign policy. Therefore it is of prime--
importance to America's beat interest that this close relationship not
only be continued but also expanded.

IFN since granted to Romania has been the key element that enabled America
and Romania to first establish and maintain an open dialogue in trade
batters that soon led to development of similar high levels of mutual
trust, respect and cooperation. This high degree of mutual trust, respect
and cooperation was then expanded to include discussions and activities
in very sensitive areas such as political, social, security and human rights.
This close relationship between America and Romania has continued to expand
and not only has it directly and indirectly benefitted America and Romania
but has also benefitted all of mankind. Therefore, it is clearly in
America's best interests that this relationship between America and Romania
be continued and that further extension of HMY tariff status be granted
to Romania

One of the most important and significant elements supporting MYN extension
is the close similarity of America's and Romania's foreign policy. Ahen
considering this point it must be recognized that this similarity exists
even though Romania is an Eastern European nation that is a member of the
Warsaw Pact, haia a political, social, cultural and economic structure that
is completely different from America's and that this Romanian foreign policy
is formulated and carried out dispute enormous pressures and objections
from Moscow. Everyone recognizes Moscow's design and pressure that the
Warsaw Pact nations follow only that foreign policy developed and provided
by Moscow and that Moscow strongly disapproves-any actions by a nation to
develop its own.

Some of the major similarities in foreign policy include critical items
such as encouraging every nation's people to establish and Areserve their
own independence as a sovereign nation; encourage a country's people to
resolve in a non-violent manner their own internal problems without fear
of intervention by outside forces; encouraging each country's citizens to
elect their own form rif government; helping others to improve their standards
of living, etc. Our government representatives in post hearings mentioned
that both Romania and America worked closely on many such problems in various
country and that they were convinced by Romania's performance and cooperation
that Romania is seriously and sincerely committed to this similar type of
foreign policy. We must properly value all benefits available from this
relationship as we have no similar relationship with another War sw Pact
nation.
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Many viii correctly mention that there are foreigki policy areas in
which America and Romania differ in their approach. We naturally
agree but must at the same time also point out that we presently
agree on many of the most vital and important policies and that having
an open dialogue on all subjects, discussions in the future may
result in our successfully convincing Romania that changes in some of
these other areas would be beneficial to Romania in its relations with
America and other nations. What must be clearly recognized and accepted
is the fact that much has been accomplished as a result of and since
?fW was first granted years ago and much more may still be realized
in future years by preserving and expanding our present relationship
established via rN and other related commercial agreements.

In the foreign policy area we recognize Romania's efforts in many areas
such as its efforts and major contributions in establishing and implement-
ing the Camp David agreement, continuing its efforts to help resolve in
a non-violent manner other problema in the Middle East as well as other
aresa of the world; disarmament and limitation on weapons and military
copabilities/levels. Also recognized is Romania's efforts and participa-
tion at the UN and worldwide for disarmament, helping nations feed its
hungry populations, aid to refugees, etc. These efforts that materially
contribute to world peace obviously benefit all Americana as well as the
remainder of mankind. We must also give credit to Romania for its
condeamtion of Russia's invasion of Afghanistan, its firm policy to
not provide weapons, munitions and military advisors to El Salvador or
xny other nation in crisis and its efforts aiding underdeveloped
nations in resolution of their problems.

In summry on this major point, there are many obvious important benefits
to America, Romania and all mankind because of the many similarities in
foreign policies. We also as proven by past performance by Romania
can rely on Romania's sincere continuing effort along these same policies
and Romania's cooperation in joint efforts with America and other free
nations having similar foreign policies. Securing such cooperation, support
and similarity in foreign policies is the major objective of America's
foreignn policy and is realizing success in America's relations with Romania.

2. Since M1N was first granted to Romania under the Trade Act amended by
the Jackson-Vanik Amendment, considerable concentration has been given to the
subject of Romanian emigration. This attention has been given by the
State Department as well as by many other government and non-governmental
bodies concerned with this subject. This is a very difficult subject to
properly monitor in detail and we therefore recognize our State Department
as being the best qualified to moniter and report progress. We also feel
that the State Department's efforts hove not been properly sppreciated and
recognized by all concerned with this problem.
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We agree with and feel that our State Department is correct in stating
that overall emigration from Romania has increased significantly since
WK was granted several years ago. This official government position is
supported by statistics utilized by both governmental and private groups
concerned with progress and performance in this most sensitive area.

We also recognize the State Department's position that MFal has had a very
significant impact on this sensitive area and is primarily the result of
our State Department being able to openly and candidly discuss and suggest
changes to Romania's emigration policies and practices. Some changes
hove been Incorpora'ted as a result of tis relationship with America and
continuation of 1Q1 and related commercial agreements will permit this
constructive action by both parties to continue toward realization of
additional changes in the near future.

We do believe that many concerned with this problem do not properly
recognize the conditions under which our State Department operates on
this and other sensitive subjects. As stated by the State Department,
Romania does not encourage emigration but does permit emigration to take
place; America's and Romania's social, cultural and political systems are
completly different; Romania's rapid Industrial growth created a severe
shortage of people as it significantly outpaced the growth in population;
we do not dominate Ro~mnia and therefore cannot impose our values; and in
cases such as emigration from Romania to Israel, the United States is really
a third party that tries to monitor and encourages both Israel and Romania
to deal effectively with the subject of emigration of Romanians to Israel.

To summarize on this sensitive issue, FQN has worked and such is evidenced
-by the significant overall increase in emigration from Romania, American
suggested changes being incorporated by the Romanian government and continuation
of constructive discussions still being carried out by both parties. If
anything has been proven by performance it is that MUN not only works but
it is vital that further extension be granted to Romania.

We should also recognize that Romania's sincere cooperation proved to
the world that America's Trade Act with the Jackson-Vsnik Amendment can
work to the benefit of all concerned.

3.The second major area and overall objective of HilN is the status of
trade between America and Romania. This has been an area enjoying
overwhelming success as a result of HiM being granted to Romnia. Since
lHll was granted, trade has grown significantly each year with the
one billion dollar trade level being surpassed in 1981. All projections
are that this trend will continue and may possibly increase at a much
faster pace as a result of increased salee of agricultural products.

It is important to note that America has consistently enjoyed a very large
favorable-surplus in its balance of payments with Romania and that this
favorable surplus position will be realized for many years into the future.

84-209 0-81---12
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Another factor to be considered is that trade with Romsnia has not had
an unfavorable impact on American Jobs but in reality had a very favorable
impact by creating jobs for Americans. It is usually recognized that
1 out of 5 American jobs are created by American exports to other countries
and that Romania's purchases of American items represented in 1981 a export
value of approximately $722 million of the total $1,034 in trade.

We must also recognize that the imports from Romania included a very wide
asortment of goods with the result being that no one category had any
significant impact upon America's markets and workforce. In the case of
exports from America, the two major categories were agricultural and
industrial goods which are from American industries having persistent
surplus goods as well as unemployment. American exports to Romania created
jobs and helped to absorb these surpluses.

We shotild also respect our Commerce Departmenes con! 4
stent position that

further extension of WFN to Romania is justified by its performance to
all commercial agreements with America. This satisfactory performance
indicates and demonstrates Romania's sincere commitment to perform as it
has committed itself to America.

To summarize on this particular point, MYN has very successfully performed
and succeeded in realizing a very favorable position for America. The trade
level in excess of I billion dollars is significant and having a very
favorable balance of payments position for America, is definitely needed by
America to help create jobs for its workforce, earn a significant favorable
balance of payments position and aid in successful performance of our
foreign policy program in Romania, Eastern Europe and other areas of the
world. We consider trade and its many varied benefits to America as in itself
completly justifying further extension of M@I tariff status to Romania.

4. We must also recognize the fact that America is Romania's second largest
trading partner and that withdrawal of MFN tariff status for even a short
period will have devastating effects on Romania's economy and America's
position in international circles. America cannot permit this to happen.

America has a major influence on Romania's fragile economy that has been
built over the years with concentration on economic relations between
Romania and America and other Western European nations. Tis structure
of Romania's economy was developed by Romania in response to urgings to
do so that were advanced by America and other Western European nations
and was accomplished at the expense of its trading partners in the Warsaw
Pact. Too abruptly sever our trading relationship with Romania via with-
drawal or deferral of MTN extension could create serious economic problems
that may force Romania to seek economic help from Moscow. Such help will
most likely be given but the obvious price demanded by Moscow would most
likely be surrender of Romania's position as a soverign state, acceptance
of Moscow's dictated domestic and foreign policy and acceptance of Russian
troops on Romanian soil to enforce these changes.
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In addition to loss of a close supporting friend in Romania, we would
also suffer considerable damage to our integrity, prestige and influence
over other nations--especially the smaller undeveloped nations. We
must recognize that to a large degree we are responsible for Romania's
dependence upon America end with this is a very serious responsibility
to not desert Romania. America offers the assurances that it will support
and not desert any nation that cooperates end indicates a sincere desire
to remain on good friendly terms with America. This is part of our foreign
policy to which we are committed and must abide with.

Our-Stat._and Commerce Departments hsve not to our knowledge ever provided
any evidence and recommendation that we recognize Romania as being an
undesirable associate because of Romeania's actions to breech our agreementas,
etc. Therefore we consider Romania as having earned extdesion of IYN tariff
status, it should be granted and America can continue to enjoy the confidence
and respect from other smaller nations that America will not desert Its
friends.

5. Our detailed discussion does not include many additional justifications
for extension of 1q11 to Romania as these are all favorable, known to those
who monster this subject and while important, my be considered of lesser
importance then those discussed in this statement. They are also fully
discussed by the State and Commerce Departments in their submittals and
testimony to this Subcommittee.

SLM3LRY:

In conclusion, we strongly ricoumend continuation of M1N tariff status
for Romania. The overall basis for our recommendation is that such extension
is clearly in the best interests of America to do so and that such will
generate benefits for not only America but also significant benefits for
Romania and all mankind. To not do so after Romania has satisfactorily
performed and expressed a since desire to continue its relationship with
America would result in severe damage to America's position worldwide and
especially to our foreign policy programs directed at small nations worldwide.

[Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the hearing adjourned, subject to the
call of the Chair.]

[By direction of the chairman the following communications were
made a part of the hearing record:]
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COMMUNICATIONS
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July 21, 1981

Nicole ones;q. Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotehtiary

Romanian Embassy
1607 23rd Street
Washington, D.C. 20008

Dear )Jr. Ambassador:

It is with some concern that I again write to you about Jewish
emigration from Romania. Although there has been a continuous
flow of emigrants over the years, there are several aspects of
the process which should be looked at.

Emigration figures in the early 1970's were substantial, but
there has been an alarming decrease in these number in recent
years. Also, the procedures that prospective emigi-ants must

o through to apply for exit permits are difficult and the
delays between initial application and final issunce of pass-

ports appear to be excessive.

Next week,most favored nation status will be taken up in the
Subcommittee- on International Trade of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee. The emigration policy of Romania will be discussed
both in committee and when the matter of most favored nation
comes to the floor of the Senate.

I hope that you will convey to your government the concerns
that I am expressing personally nd those that will come up
in the committee hearings.

Thank you'for your attention in this matter.

Sincerely

Carl Levin
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v , • CiwlS 's m cmo. COMMITTEE ON FfOREIGN nzaTIons

00- W A K1 WASHINGTON . D.C. 201

July 23, 1981

Hon. John C. Danforth
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Jack,

It is my understanding that this Monday, July 27, the
International Trade Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee
will be holding hearings regarding renewal of Most-Favored-Nation
trading status for Rumania. As you know, Title IV, Section 402 of
the Trade Act of 1974 provides that MFN status shall be denied to
any state which restricts free emigration by its citizens. In
lightof this provision, I would ask that during your subcommittee's
deliberations it take into consideration the record of Jewish
emigration from Rumania in recent years.

According to the Israeli government, Jewish emigration from
Rumania steadily increased in the early 1970's, when the Rumanians
were urging the United States to grant them MFN status for the first
time. In 1971, Jewish emigration totaled approximately 1,900; in
1972 the figure was 3,000; in 1973 it was 4,000. However, once
Rumania received MFN in 1975, Jewish emigration began to decline.
The 1975 figure was 2,000. By 1978 it had dipped to 1,140. In 1980
it was 1,061. These figures suggest that once Rumania acquired MFN
status is no longer felt compelled to increase the level of Jewish
emigration.

Further, the emigration proces i Rumania is very intimidating.
Those who wish to leave must make p n ation at local police
stations, and I am told that the ic often make quite arbitrary
decisions about the applications.

I raised the aQsue of Jewish emi ration during a meeting I had
recently with the Rumanian foreign m ister. It is a matter of deep
concern to me, and I thought I 1 share that concern with you as
you prepare for the hearing on or Rumania.

incerely,

Rudy Boschwitz
United States Senator

RB/smJ
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SUBMITTED STATEMENT OF THE A1RIC?.N FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS
OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS, ON 'WE PRESIDENT'S AULI]ORITY TO WAIVE
THE TRADE ACT rREEDoM OF EMIGRATION PROVISIONS, BEFORE THE FINANCE

SUBCOMM%1I7 FE ON INTERNATIONAL 'TRADE

July 28, 1981

The AFL-CIO urges the Congress rot to extend most-favored-

nation treatment to imports from Hungary, Romania and the Peoples

Republic of China kinder the Trade Act of 1914's waiver authority.

The issue before the Comittee is whether or not the

granting of normal trade status to these countries encourages

the free smigratiortqf their citizens.

But that is not the only issue involved.

Human tights have not improved as a result of granting

normal trading rights to Romania or Hungary, and the knowledge of

improvements in the Peoples Republic of China hac been minimal.

The attached statement of a recent Romanian exile, Nicalae

Dascalu, a member of the Romanian trade union SOIr4R since 1979,

belies the claim that most-favored-nation treatment has helped

encourage free emigration or improved human rights in Romania.

Mr. Dascalu emigrated to the United States in April of this year.

But it was not free emigration. The Romanian government first

arrested him and then exiled him for participation in union activity.

He states that "Since 1977 the human rights situation in Romania has

deteriorated considerably."

This result is directly contrary to the purposes President

Reagan cited 3n recommending to the Congress on June 3, that Romania

once again be granted most-fevorod-nation treatment. The President's

message to Conarcss. sa id, "The waiver authority has permitted (the

United States) to con,:luC" and maintain in force bilateral trade
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agreements with Romania .. .These agreements are funddmental

elements in our political and economic relations with these countries,

including our important productive exchanges in human rights and

emigration matters."

Clearly, the granting of most-favored-nation treatment has

not resulted in improved human rights in Romania. The same is

true of Hungary.

- Thus the waiver of the law's requirements has failed to

improve conditions in either Romania or Hungary.

Special trade privileges not only do not produce human rights,

they do not improve trading arrangements. We would like to call the

Committee's attention to our longstanding objection to providing

sophisticated U.S. technology and turnkey production facilities to

communist countries. These countries continue to use oppressed labor

for production of goods for the U.S. market. Over the years, we have

listed a number of U.S. products and industries injured by imports

from these countries. Yet imports of textiles, garments, shoes,

electronic equipment, glass, and steel products from these countries

persist in spite of the past injuries to these industries and their

employment opportunities.

Most-favored-nation provides for extra injury to U.S. producers.

Because Romania has most-favored-nation status, imports from Romania

are included under the Generalized System of Preferences, according

to Section 502 (b)(1)(A) of the Trade Act of 1974. This provision,

designed to help developing countries, provides zero tariffs for

imports of about 2700 products or parts ctproducts from developing

countries. As a result, imports of railroad freight card, now in
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oversupply in the U.S., are receiving thi special zero tariff

privilege when imported from Romania. While U.S. industry suffers

doubly from imports and-from overcapacity, imports front Romania get

special tariff privileges. Even imports of auto parts from Romania

receive this special import provilege because most-favored-nation

status is granted.

The same combination of special privileges and injury to U.S.

industries are threatened with the extension of most-favored-nation

status for the Peoples Republic of China. The imports of textiles and

apparel and other import-sensitive products have continued with or

without most-favored-nation status. The difference is that an extra

benefit is granted with most-favored-nation status. From the Peoples

Republic of ChiJna, the U.S. is now importing compressors. Recently

there has been an inrush of imports of fasteners -- another industry

already injured by imports from other nations.

These economic factors are hurting the U.S. economy. The

trade will continue whether or not MFN is granted. Trade with

Romania has expanded. But the U.S. imports more manufactured products

from Romania than the U.S. ships to Romania. The United States trade

is in deficit with Hungary, and trade with the Peoples Republic of

China moves in an erratic fashion. In each country, MFN is not necessary

for trade. But, in each case, MFN trade has hurt U.S. industries.

Nor does nornmlized treatment assure-U.S. exporters of future

sales. Whenever any of these countries' governments decides to cur-

tail imports, U.S. exporters will lose. The U.S., Japan and European

countries learned that planning decisions change and contracts can be

canceled with the Peoples Republic of China when the plans of that

nation changed during the past year.
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In short, there is no human rights, economic or political

Justification for extending most-favored-nation waivers to these

countries.

Once again, we urge this Committee not to continue the

waivers granting most-favored-nation treatment to Romania, Hungary

and the Peoples Republic of China.
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NICOLAE DASCALU

15 Ver ilyea Ave.ap 53
New York,N.Y. 10034

tel. 212 942 6648

Since 1977 the human rights situation in Romanio has deteriorated

considerably. As voices demanding respect for mana's dignity in-

creased followed by numerous actions of protestthe regime :ealizea

thit it was losing control and,after a short period of confusion,

insecurity and hesitaton,rinbarked on a gradual course of :;uppre-s-

ing any kind of opposition,dissatisfactionsvggnstion of reform,or

even more thoiettical,abstract deviationism. Long prison terms were

imposed on people for their thinking,not for their action.. An , ut-

standing example is the case of Father Gheorghe Calciu Duitr:,a

who wis condemned to 10 years iaprisonrnent for having taitght the

Gospel azd having preached love and harmony among people at. oppof.cr

to batred and division taught by the arxirts. Trials are cnrutcd

behind closed doors,in secret,without proper defenceoften by mili-

tiny tribunals, Judges are only the last link ini the chair, of de-

ctiuons,vertically held,uhose only role is to read the sentence to

the condemn.d prrson.Political prisoners are subjected to psychiatric

flaitreatment in secret hospitals or solitary confinement and per-

manent psychological warfare ,often accompanied by sheer brutalfty,

In penitentiaries. The plight of common prisoners is hard but nor-

mal; they are in prison to have fear inculcated in them. Political

prisoners are there for extermi.nation. If they do not manage to de-

sintegrate your persona3ity,to break your will and make you sub-

misnive,they exile you. There are persistent rumors in Romania that

they even assassinate you in all Linds of accidents,as the ruor

goes about Dobtre and Jurca,two of tl,e leaders of the Jlu Valley

strikes in August 1977,or abour Par.,sel,iv.,an PcLtv ist ii The

,
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(SLOMR)
Free Trade Uilon of Romania's Workingmn. In the aftermath of the

Jiu Valley strikes,when the miners forced the povernment to jaLisfy

all their demandsthe regime started its slow but unfaltering proc-

.ess of repression: over 4,000 miners were transferred to other

vorking-placesin most cases not according to their skills and much

more poorly paid; hundreds of the more active and outspoken miners

were given prison sentences on trump'ed-up charges or for trifles;

thousands of disguised agents were Introduced into the miner to in-

form the secret service,and to create confusion. That is probably

the explanation why the Jiu Valley miners did not strike in supporL

of their leaders when these were taken away from them into isolation

andacrording to rumorsdenth. The Jiu Valley area was surrounded by

army divisioznn for months after the stzikes.

In the spring of 1979,the most significAnt labor movement in recent

Romanian history was suppressed with unusual harshness. The comrinist

regime claiming to represent the workingmen was extremely furious
(ILOMR' s)

when the union a program called for the abolishing of privileges,

for social security aud unemployment benefits,for a fair system of

pensionsetc. The founding members were arrested wit .in five days

of announcing their program. Dr.lonel Cans was condemned 7 years

imprisonment,Gheorghe Brasoveanu 51 years; nothnir.., is known about

the other founding members. Virgil Chender,one of the founding

members of The Unofficial Trade Union of Workers,Peasants and

Soldiers of the Mures District,which was affiliated to The Free-

Trade Union of Romania'a Workingmen,was interned in a psychiatric

hospital and not heard from since.

Hundreds of persons were condemned for their involhient in the SJ.OhR.
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About 50,000 people wet: arrested and condemned to terms of up Lo

6 months' imprisonment between March and June 1979. All prisons

were filled to capacityprisoners slcpt tto in a bednnd thousands

of them were incarcerated in tent.- in the prisons' courtyards. The

regitae was making desperate efforts to suppress the union.

At the beginning of March 1979,1 announced the formation of an

Amnesty International group in Bucharest.Nost of the members of tha

group joined the union. When the founding members were arresced,ve

took over the task of organizing the union and at the beginning

of April we were also arrested. Sone of ur received prison sertence'

and others were harassed and exiled. On completion of our prison

termn,my friend and I were also exiled. The only person left in

Romania who belonged lo our group is my brother,Ilie Dascalu; he

works in a factory in Bucharest. lIe is permanently subjected to

harressment,lntimidation and threats. The police told him that

he would have to leave the country,but when the time waSconvenient

for them,and in the meantime he should never mention SLONR.

Under the circumstances,the Polish crisis and the successes

reaped by workers there came as the worst conceivable development

at the worst possible time for the communist regime ia Bucharest.

Hundreds of local str.ikes broke out.I left in Harch this year when

the turmoil was at its highest. There was no indication that or-

ganizers of local conflict were jailed or isolated,though it seemed

a miracle that none of the strikes ended up in demanding recognition

of tr'ee unions. It has been tAid that MFN has been given to Romania

in recognition of , end as an eurouragemcent for_, its independent lInie
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foreign policy..RomanieIr independence is just empty toord-s as long

as the regime remains foreign-imposed,foreign-modelled and foreign-

mupported. Who w1ll guarantee its independence: the Romanian'people

who have been despisedmistreated,annihilnted economically and pa-

lircal1y,transforked Into an amorphous mqob,mnipulated into the

mopt passive acceptance in their history by a small Hoocow-deeignateC

communist oligorchy? Therefore,when he jmakes statements about Roman a'e

$.ndependence,President Ceausescu should be considered a private cfti:zz

or a representative of his faily.

Zf they want favors from the free world,such as recognit7 cn,security,

cooperationvthey must gain legitimacy in their own country.And they

Vill have legitimacy only when they are brought into office by free

democratic elections,

Sound political Judgement madc three US presidents issue a waiver

tor 7omaniaaKU the US Congres has agreed to HIN extension so far

because they thought that would promote the humanitarian objective
the

o( Jackson-Vanick au,endeent - and I insist that the HFN clause las

helped a lot in thJs direction - and an improvement of their eco-

nomic relations would improve the well-being of the people.

But the Congress has a moral obligation as the tuardlan of the great

p)rinciples on which the Americsn State was founded to demand of the

Romanian government Lhat It should respect its citizens and especially

neyer to cease making it clear that the HFN benefits are meent to

be extended to the people of Romania for promoting their well-being

not tb be used by the reginke for theix oppression.
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(amnestyA
international news release
Intemnlional Secretariat, 0 Southampton Stseel, London WC2E 7lF England
Telephone: 01-836 7788 Telegrams: Amnesty London Telex: 28502

Al INDEX: .NS 02/59/78
DISTR: NS

Embargoed for: 22.00 gnt Monday

27 November 1978

.JacESTY INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHES MAJOR REPORT O3

POLITICAL ZI4PRISO'ENT IN THE- PEOPLE'S REFUBLIC OF CHINA

Amnesty International today (Ilonday. 27 November 1918) published a major

report on political imprisonment in the People's Republic of China. The

176-page report outlines in detail Lhe country's constitutional, legal and

penz systems under which suspected political dissenters are detained,

interrogated, tried and punished without access to fair trials as- without

safegards against maltreatnent during detention.

Al said it had submitted the draft of its report to the Chinese government

in June 1978 and had offered to publish any commencs or corrections from the

goverr.ent. "We have heard nothing front thu Chinese authorities, despite

tepeoted efforts on our part", said Al. "'Hovever, within the laut ronth it

hs bein reported in the international pres that Chiane Hu3, President of

tiina'c Supream Court, has shi. there are still tmany people wrongfully

.lirisorod in the country, ani that 'all sorts of excuses' wrc being used to

avoid reviewing niscarriavas of justice. In a series of judicial conferences,

he has rcnindcd officials that the extraction of forced confessions is

prohibited and thit the corts and police should deal seriously with this

r.rob Ivn,'

/2..,
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luOlESTY INTERIkAT!ONA1. NEWS PXLASZ - 2

In a letter to Premier Hua Guofeng dated 2 Nove ber. AT presented

recoaeendations based on its report urgina the Chinese government to

- repeal all laws prescribin administrative or crininal punishment

for the non-violent expression of beliefs;

- establish forns! sofeuords to prevent the torture or cruel, inhuman

or degradinC treatmentof prisoners;

- abolish the death penalty;

- ensure Lhat all perio.ls currently detained on political grounds are

quickly brovj£ht to open trial before impartial tribunals where full

rights of defence are guaranteed.

- apply internationally-recornized standards in accordance with the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the United liations Standard

Minimum Rules for the Treatnent of Prisoners and other human rights

inStruments.

The Al report is the result of several yesre of intensive research. it

draws on the case histories of prisoners of conscience in Chins currently

under adoption or investigation by AT. some of whon are servini-sentences

ranging from 15 or 20 years to life iraprison -nt. Among then are Lin Xiling,

a girl student arrested in 1957 at the age of 20; Chamba Lobsant., a Tibetan

monk arrested in 1959; Dena Qieshcn. a young peasant sentenced to 15 years'

iuprisonzent in 1970, and others detained for their beliefs. The report is also

based on restitaonies of forter prisoners who have been held in tabour c,ps

and prisons in different parts of the country.

The report criticizes the existence of'legislation in China which

provides for political imprisonment and says that laws are loosely-worded and

have ben interpreted broadly, r.&rittin; lart;e scale imprisonment on

*political grounds (see report peags 1-7). . Under the Chinese constitution,

certain cateeorits of people. defineJ as "class enemies" can be deprived of

their political and civil rights solely on the basis of their "class ori&in"

tor political background (see report pares 7-13).

/3...
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AMNESTY INTEL'IATIOcAL hEWS RELEASE - 3

"the continuous 'mass mobilization campaigns' since the early 1950s have

been used to identify people dissenting from official policy", said Al.

"These carapaigns have broadened the range of political offences to the extent

that each of them has defined now types of offenders according to the

politics of the period." (see report pages 13-31).

Al said it was concerned that under Chinese law, pretrial detention is

unlimited once 4n arrest warrant hns been issued by the Public Security

(police). The trial does not normally begin until tha detainec has "confessed"

in vritins. Political defendants are usually tried in ca.cra, or by "mass

public trials" where no defence is possible. According to the report,

"Trials are a mere formality; rather than 'trials', they are, in fact,

meetings to announce the sentence." (see report pages 37-57).

Certain political offenders, said At, could be punished by compulsory

labour without even judicial investigation (see report pages 57-61). For.'-l

punishents rense from a 'term of imprison ent to execution. "ThE government

of the Pople's Republic of China is, tod.y, one of those Governments which,

in the lost year, has executed persons convicted of political offences", At

said. The report cites the case of lie Chunshu who was sentenced to death in

February 1978 for writing and di-stributing a "counter-revolutionary" leAflot.

According to the court notice, he had "obstinately refused to adetit his crise",

and was executed irsediately after sentencing (see report pages 61-69).

- At emphasized that it was not possible to present a corprehensive

portrait of detention conditions prevailing In China at any one tine duo to

a lack of detailed inforueation resulting, in part, from restrictions on the

flow of information within the country (Corrective labour and penal policy

prison conditions, see report Chapters 3 and 4). "Although;. said At, "to*

our knovledee there have been constant complaints by prisoners about

punishments, insufficient food and inadequate aeical care".

- /A...
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AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL NEWS RELEASE -

Al stated that its primary concern was the rolesse of all rrisoners ef

conscience. It welcomed the announcement that efforts are being made in the

People's Republic of China to redress miscarriages of justice committed in

the past. However, Al said, the legislation providing for political

ioprisonment is still in force and arrests on political Srounds are continuing.

'We "old welcome any steps by the government to review the laws and

procedures affecting the detention and treatment f political offenders. All

provisions ;rescribin punishment for non-violent expression of beliefs

should be repealed", Al said.

84-209 0-81-18
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Al NDISLETPER MAY 1980

FU Yuehua-Peopk's Rpubfe
Of 0.ln.
A 34-year-old woman municipal
worker, who became a human rights
SCalvW after trying for years to call
attenlio to her own grievances, is
serving a two-yeir sentence for
violatingg public order" i China.

FU Yuehua lost her job in 1972
after accusing a local Commuist
Party branch secretary of raping her.
While petitioning for her case to be
reexamined, she met other petitioners,
mainly peasants who came to Peking
6o present personal grievances. She
wrote wall posters supporting demands
for human rights and democratic
reforms which began to be aired in
Peking in late 1978. She took part in a
demonstration by peasants in ti.a
capital on 14 January 1979, and was
arrested by plainclothes police on
18 January.

An unofficial report said she was
badly beaten by police after her arrest
and went on a hunger.strike in protest.
This was before her official date of
arrest, given as 3 April 1979. In China,
this date normally marks the time at
which formal charges are made. Fu
Yuehua was tried on 17 October 1979,
charged with "organizing disturbances
which violated public order" and
"libel". The latter charge, which referr-
ed to her accusation of rape, was
dropped, apparently as a result of
evidence which she brought forward
at the trial. It was officially reported on
24 December that she had been
sentenced to two years' Imprisonment

* on the charge of violating public order.
Pkese send courteously worded

appeals for the Immediate release of
Fu Yuehua to: His Excellency Hua
Guofeng, Prime Minister, Peking,
People's Republic of China.

w ... ........ m
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n1nesty
international news release
International Secretariat. 10 Southampton Street. London WC2E 711F, EnSgUAd
Telephone: 01436 7788 Tekqns: Anesty London Telx: 18502

l3i 17/80 A Index: EUR 39/11/80
Distr. XS/FO/CO

nmkoed for: 1700 hrs GT MoAaZ

.30 June 1980

AO tTYS INTERNATIOtIAL SAYS DISSENTEPC rAcE WiDE

RANGE OF PENALTIES IN RKANIA

Amnesty International said today (Monday 30 June 1980) that Rcoanian

authorities deploy a wide range of legal and extra-legal penalties

against those who breach official limits on political, religious &ad

soaial expression.

In a 20-paee briefing on hua~sn rights issues of concern to Amuesty

IntersAticonel in g',nia, it cited the use of iaprisonment, "corrective

labouo-", confinement to psychiatric hospitals, and the inadequacy of

legal safeguads. The urganization also called attention to cases of

haeasment, intrimdation and disrmissal or transfer from jobs.

The rouotry's constitution and lavs restrict the freedoms of

speech, press and assably, providing peTraltics for such offences as

aoti-acate proapanda". The number of people imprisoned on such

overtly politi.l charges appears to havo fuller. ir rcent years, but

some dissenters havc faced criminal charges - which Amnesty

International believes to be false -- such as "parasitism" and

"hoacscxual relatior.s", according to the briefind paper.

Among those who hav beed punished are atuabers of an unofficial

trade union, uncuzhotrzed religious activists, vauld-ba euigrante and

critics, o govcnnent Frectizes affLctirn huuaan rights.

... /2
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,AnqESTY I1TERMATICtAL NEWS RELFASI - 2

Ono of the cases cited is that of Janot TVr1k, a t-xtile worktr

and Ccmunist Party member who criticized the bystea by which National

Assembly members are elected during a meeting in March 1975 at his place

of work in Cluj. He vas arrested by the Securitate (political police)

and was reported to have been severely beaten during prolonged

ioterrogetior. He was confined to A psychiatric hospital aad forcibly

injected with large dosce of sedatives. Released frcm hospital in March

1978. Thrbk has been under house arrest since then, permitted to leave

his home once a month to report to a ptychicttic clinic.

Re is only one of a nuzaber of dissenters who have keer s.bjected to

ccoplsory psychiatric confinement, although Romaniarn law presc-ileo this

only for those who are dangerous to themselves or others, or who are

judged to be about to co ait serious crimes.

Members of an unofficial "Free Trade Union of Romen4en Workers",

founded in February 1979, have been per.liz.zd in various ways: Dr loksel

Can. was sentenced in June 1979 to five a nd a half years' imprisoment

on charges that have not been made public. Others have been rivi e shorter terms

for offences such as disseminating inforumation abroad without official

perission and "parasitism". Economist CeorZhe Erasove4nu was reported

to have been confined to a psychiatric hopital in March 1979 -- the

fifth time in eight years that hc has been confined after criticizing

official policies.

In August 1977, miners in the Jiu Valley went on strike in a dispute

over pensions, bcrefits and safety standards. Those who played prominent

parts in the strike %vre arrested and sent wichout trial to work in other

districts under police surveillance. Several sotr:es hove said that tdan

strike leaders die'd shortly aftct the strike in circmstpnces ucvcr

astisfactorily investigated by police, although Roanian authorities have

denied these reports.

,,/3
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AMNESTY IIITRfATItAL HEtVS RELLAS2 - 3

Gheorshe Rusu, an economist, applied in 1977 to emigrate to France

in order to join his wife and ch ild thece. Arrested on charges of

homosexual acts, he was acquitted by a local Bucharest court for lack

of eWdence, but wes later sentenced to three years in prison after the

procurator appealed against the first verdict.

People who vent on hunger-strikes or demonstated in support of

demands to be allowed to ovigrat. have been imprisoned or confined to

psychiatric hospitals; other dissenters, however, have been harassed

until they accepted passports and left the country.

Religious dissenters who ha;e been punished include an Orthodox

priest. Father Calci. , sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment on charges

that have not been made public, and Protestant activists sentenced on

charges of causing public disturbance and "parasitism".

An Amnesty International delegation visited R',anio in February

1979, after the organization launched a campaign the previous autumn

against human rights violations in that country. Amnesty International

has requested the opportunity to send a second mierion, to investigate

human rights problems and the abuse of psychiatry in particular.

Embargoed for: 1700 hrs C14T Honday

30 June 1980
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Cummins Engine Company, Inc.
Bok 3005
Cfu mbas Ind-ana 47201 Teiepone 812 372 7211

July 20, 1981

Mr. Robert Lighthizer
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 2227 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

Cummins Engine Company, Inc. of Columbus, Indiana, during
the past two years, is doing business with Hungarian enterprises:
Ikarus Bus and Coach Works, the second largest bus manufacturer
in the world, is using our diesel engines for their buses
exported from Hungary for sale in the United States.

Raba Railcar and Machine Factory, is using our'engines in
a large agricultural tractor, produced under license in Hungary
and used there on state farms and cooperatives.

Other business contacts we have are with Mogurt, the
Foreign Trade Company of the Hungarian Automotive Industry,
Csepel Autofactory and Autokut, the Research Institute for the
Automotive Industry.

Our past experience with the above mentioned Hungarian
enterprises has been excellent, very business-like and mutually
advantageous. We are looking forward to expanding this
business relationship in the future.

Cummins Engine Company, Inc., based upon our experience,
is happy to submit this testimonial to support the renewal of
Hungary's Most Favored Nation status in the Congress of the
United States.

S i n c e r e l y , _ ___ z

U.HaynesJr./bjk Vice President - ternati 1
Business Planning
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STATEMENT OF MR. JACK J. SPITZER
ON BEHALF OF

THE CONFERENCE OF PRESIDENTS OF MAJOR AMERICAN JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS
TO

THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF

THE SENATE FINANCE COMM ITTEE
JULY 1981

Mr. Chairman:

I am grateful for this opportunity to state the position of the Confer-
ence of Presidents of Ma or American Jewish Organizations, an umbrella organi-
zation consisting of 34 constituent bodies, regarding a continuation of Most-
Favored-Nation status for Romania.

The Conference of Presidents, whose current chairman is Howard Squadron,
concerns itself with the welfare of Jews throughout the world. In keeping
with this responsibility, it has sustained interest in the condition of the
Jewish community in Romania and the right of Rcmani.n Jews to emigrate to
their ancestral Jewish homeland of Israel.

The Conference of Presidents' involvement in the question of Romanian
Jewish emigration heightened following the signing in 1975 of the U.S. -
Romanian Trade Agreement calling for each nation to grant the other Most-
Favored-Nation treatment with regard to customs, duties and charges. In
waiving the application of subsections (a) and (b) of Section 402 of the Trade'
Act of 1974 for Romania, President Ford notified the Congress that he had
received assurances that the emigration practices of Romania will henceforth
lead substantially to the achievement of the objectives of Section 402. In
this regard, President Ford cited the Declaration of the Presidents of the
United States and Ro'manra, signed in 1973, wherein it was stated, "they will
contribute to the solution of humanitarian problems on the basis of mutual
confidence and good will." It is these humanitarian problems that concern us
today.

We have noted in previous years' testimony that, as a result of Romania's
liberal emigration policies following the Second World War, approximately
400,000 Romanian Jews were able to settle in Israel. Because of the existence
of this large Romanian Jewish community in Israel, we believe that the Roman-
ian government has a special humanitarian obligation to facilitate requests by
Jews still in Romania to reunite with their families in Israel.

However, Romanian emigration policies have tended to discourage Jews and
others from exercising this fundamental human right. There are hundreds of
known cases of Jews wishing to emigrate who are still unable to do so. More-
over, Romanian emigration procedures require an individual wishing to emigrate
to apply with the local police in order to obtain an emigration form. This
requirement, and the further obstacles that follow it, make it likely that
hundreds of Romanian Jews, who might otherwise wish to do so, are not attempt-
ing to emigrate.
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The overall emigration figures provided by the Romanian government are
discouraging. In 1975, those receiving permission to emigrate totalled 2,008;
in 1980, the corresponding figure was only 1,141. Moreover, in the first six
months of 1981, only 556 individuals have received permission to leave the
country to travel to Israel.

We have tried to impress upon the Romanians that the numbers approved for
exit are much lower than the demand for emigration would suggest, and that it
is necessary for them to simplify and expedite their bureaucratic procedures
so that unwarrented delays and, in too many cases, outright discouragement, do
not persist. We have been ensured by the Romanian government thait it will
make an effort to do this and we shall be closely following the situation in
coming months to determine if this improvement takes place.

In April 1981, I went to Romania as a representative of the Presidents
Conference with a list of 520 names constituting a backlog of unresolved
emigration cases. These names were contained in lists provided to the Confer-
ence of Presidents under the mechanism developed as part of the 1979
agreement. Only 170 persons of the 520 on this list have been granted permis-
sion to leave Romania as of this date. This leaves a backlog of 350 persons,
112 of whom have been waiting for approval for more than a year. In addition,
there are 177 new applications since January 1, 1981 that had not been acted
upon favorably as of June 2 of this year. Thus, the total backlog stands now
at 527.

The Conference has expressed the view in its discussions with Romanian
officials that it is unreasonable for a would-be emigrant to wait more than
five months between initial application and the issuance of a passport enabl-
ing the individual and his family to leave Romania. Delays of many months,
and in some cases years, work an undue hardship on applicants and their fami-
lies, and deter other Jews from applying in the first place. This, too,
remains a serious problem.

The Conference "of Presidents recognizes that while all of the problems
described above persist, the Romanian government would like to create a better
climate for Jews who choose to leave. We believe it is important to note also
that the Romanian government has permitted a generous degree of religious,
cultural and communal freedoms for the Jewish community, and that Romania has
attempted to steer an independent course in its foreign policy -- as reflected
in the fact that it is the only Eastern bloc country maintaining diplomatic
relations with Israel.

Taking into account all these factors, the Conference of Presidents
favors a continuation for one year of Host-Favored-Nation status for Romania.
We trust that the Romanian government will continue to work with the Confer-
ence of Presidents in the year ahead towards the obective of removing all
remaining barriers to Jewish emigration.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
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The NAM Council for Unt Staes-ClnaThde; 0A>3*V1M"M Sb4 X 0, WIPMha. DC 036 CAW$ USVANTIA TOW W7411 Tsou b)2 (I MX

July 22, 1981

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Finance Committee
2227 Dirksen Seriate Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Danforth:

I am pleased to present the views of the
National Council for US-China Trade on the important
matter of the further extension of the authority under
the Trade Agreement of 1974 to continue the waiver,
applicable under Section 402, to the People's Republic of
China.

The National Council is a private, nonprofit organi-
zation founded in 1973 with the encouragement of both
the US and Chinese Goverments to promote and facilitate
two-way trade. We have approximately 500 member firms,
both importers and exporters, with combined gross sales
of over $950 billion and 7.5 million employees.

Since the passage of the Sino-US Trade Agreement in
February 1980, trade between the United States and China
has continued to grow from $4.8 billion in 1980 to a
projected $6 billion in 1981. The US has had a considerable
surplus in bilateral trade with the Chinese since trade
resumed in 1971. In fact, even with the extension of lower,
most favored nation tariff treatment to Chinese imports,
our exports to China outrank our imports fromChina by 3.5
to 1. Last year alone, we enjoyed a trade surplus of
$2.7 billion with China.

Clearly China represents a major market for American
exports of grain, technology and equipment, but the 1,S
still has only a small share -- about 12% in 1980 -. of
China's total trade. It is vital that US firms maintain
a competitive footing in the China market at this time of
readjustment of the PRC economy in order to ensure a favorable
position in the years ahead.
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Chairman Danforth July 22, 1981

It is clearly essential to continue to provide Most
Favored Nation tariff treatment as well as US Government
credits and investment guarantees to China. At a time
when the Administration and the Congress are examining
ways to eliminate impediments to US companies trading with
China, it is appropriate to reexamine the annual review
process stipulated by the Jackson-Vanik Amendment.

Requiring that the extension of MFN, government
credits.insurance and guarantees be contingent upon an
annual review of China's emigration practices is a disincentive
to trade. American importers normally purchase Chinese goods
from twelve to eighteen months in advance of the delivery of
goods. The annual review causes uncertainty as to the
continuation of MFN duties from year to year.

US companies negotiating a compensation trade agreement
whereby technology and equipment are paid back with Chinese
products over a period of years face an even more serious
dilemma. The potential discontinuation of OPIC insurance as
well as MFN tariff treatment adds unnecessary risk and
ambiguity to any business agreement with the Chinese.

We would prefer that China be exempted from the pro-
visions of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment altogether. At a
minimum we seek a multi-year waiver of a two or three year
duration to lend continuity and ensure a more stable atmos-
phere for long-term trade and investment with China.

At a time when the Administration's policy is to further
our political relations with the People's Republic of China
and to treat China separately from the Soviet bloc, it would
be both reasonable and timely to remove this unnecessary
impediment to the continued long-term development of our
economic relations with Chin4.

Sincerely,

Chris topher Phillips

CHP:Ifm

- 2
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CONSILIUL NATIONAL ROMAN
R IIM NI TLONAL COUNCIL

UOHD AMuaCA SECTION
SECTIUNEA AMERICA DE NORD

A ROIf-PROFIT ORGANIZATION -REG.Book 088 Page 623/1978,N.J.
" IMcUTIVE ,Uiz ID # 0100085308
Pz'.s1Aenttik,,ilazandz'u ftatu KQJ M
25-40 30th Road (4D),L.I.C. 290 River RoadBogota,
AstoriaNEW YOItKH.Y.11102 EW JERSTY ,N.J.076 3
Tel.(212)726-30P6

July 27,1981
Hlr.ROBERT LIGTIZERChief Counsel,
Committee on Finance ,
Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington,D.C. 20510

S EtI E 11 T

of Dr.Alexandru Bratu,Ph.D. in Law and Economics;
-President of the "Romanian Iational Council - America Section";
-Coordinator of International Affairs of "World Anti-comnunist
Action Front (WACAF)";
-Playwrightsmember of ASCAP-"American Society of Composors,Authors,and Publishers" ;
-Former assistant professor at Lawi School of Iassy University -Io-
mania,Lawyer and Economist.

HO1ORAL cHaz AIa:-AIM. DISTINGUISIEDl ?XN:IBS OF TFS COJITT :

On behalf of the Romanian national Council - America Section,my
actual statement is connected with the "q:ost Favored Nation" treat-
ment to the "Socialist Republic of Romania" (S1R),and I do not be-
lieve that the Uated States of America wants to build and ret stron-
ger the communist system in the worldincluding Romania
The purposes of the Romanian 11ational Council, founded in 197,ere
to promote the ethnic values of Romanian Culture and to struG:le
for the Human Rights of the Romanian people to get free ornia
from the totalitarian communist system and to defend the historical
Romanian territories.The most part of the Romanian l'ational Council-
America Section are Romanian anti-Communist former 

oliticl priso-

nersfreedom fightersaopponents to the communist 
tyranny e,,.rtd by

oanign Communist Party.All these Romanian freedom fighters cannot
"orflet that the Romanian provinces Bessarabia Iorthern Bucovina
and ertza county were forcibly annexed by USSA in June 1940.
I would never do anything to harm the interests of the Romanian
people,but I am concerned about the true interests of Romania no
less than the true interests of the U.S.A. that I urge you to think
about the implications before deciding to continue to offer prefer-
ential treatment to a country of virtual slaves -Romania of today.
In spite of the fact that at the Helsinki Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe,the representatives of communist Romania let
the impression that they followed a very free path of their own and
they avoided polemics against West on human rights issues they main-

tained inside of Romania a cruel tyranny.On February 17,1 77, icolae
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CeamemouProsident of ooialist RepubliQ of Resanimeand irst So-
ortary of the Romenism Comunist Pazt7,doolrsd that : *Zn Romeani
there is no place for other kind of participation and other deocrs-
cylthan the democracy of the workers class of the people who build
the socialism and the communism.u(Se gRonania Libera and 1Scan-
teis from Pebrur7 18.1977 ).
This affirmation shove to the all world vhat kind of de3ocravy go-

verns in Romania of today.
Also in the book "Romania completing the construction of socialism",
vol.III,pag.58,Pblhouse YeridisneiU written by r..Cesusescu that:
"Are there still in Romania forces capable of endagering our socia-
list system? Some such forces will oxst elwaysbut our society has

the necessary means for theme.g.,the strait jacket. As you know we

develop medicine on a large scale ".
without t comnents,so psychiatric asylum for political and religious

dissenters and opponents is his way of dealing with human rights,

and the Romanian anti-communist former political prisoners are the

witnesses of the crimes against humanity and genocides committed by

the communist "Socuritate" the terroriethand of the Romanian Commu-

nist Party. Many Roeanian intelectuals were and are sent to the men-

tal hospitals as opponents and dissidents,and there are also peasant

and workers who only criticized the every-day aspect of life under

communism in Romaniae.pressing their grievances,and they were andla

sent to jail for "propaSanda aGainst socialist order ".

The practice of political discrimination in co=munist Romanie has

very bad consequences in youth education,art,literature,religion
and even in private life.In the last th-ree years there are so many

Romanians who defected to the West,many of them being young men and

even members of Communist Party.I1any people would like to leave the

country but they couldn't obtain the proPer forms to apply for a

passport.The political discrimination between the co=unist party's

members and ordinary people is so obviously,that let to the last

ones the general feeling of inJustice.The elite of Co.=unist Party

is treated differently from the ordinary people .They have different

hospitals and also special food stores where the masses are not al-

lowed to enter. But even the members of the so called elite would

like to leave Romania if they could.I know many cases of high ranks

officials who defected at the first occasion being abroad.

The Romanian communist chief Nicolae Ceausescu continually affirms

that he wants to continue its friendly relations with countries of
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different political and eonomic systemlmonS which that with U.S.A.
but in the same tine the communist Government of Reania maintains
the country as a member of Varsav military Pact.To whom is useful
this presence and why every Romanian who questions about the role
of Romanian army in this Virsaw Military Pact land about the disrespect
of Human Rights must be considered "M:SAT"?
As an *conomist,I appreciate the opportunity to express my views

that so called "idustrialisation of Socialist Romania "is a beauti-

ful slogan of Romanian communist Party,but "Ocui prodest" ?In any case

this forced industrialization is not useful to the most part of Re-

manian peoplelpeasants or not members of Communist -arty,but who

must pay this experience with moral and material sufferings of 20

millions of people.The bosses of Romanian Communist Party are a kind

of new oligarchs,because they are the ones who hold the power and

excercise it having enormous privileges.

In actual fact the Romanian people need the freedom from fear,beca^-

e each mn is uff ring from constant fear of being sentenced to

prison with every wordgesture suspect.Ench One is always watching

by"Securitate "(Secret Police),by ",ilitia",by party's members,Union

sctvists and other spies disguised as friendly neighbors,etc.

Based oir these reasonsthe Romanian Wational Counoil -America Section

with other Romanian OrganAzations of Freedom Fighters in exile examin-

ed the present'plight 6f the Romanian people therein and found that:

I.-The Communist Dictatorship deprived Romanian People of free elec-

tions and the present members of the Comunist Romanian I'ationsl

Assembly do not represent the Romanian people;

I1.-The Communist Government of Romania today consists of a small

minority which is in power in complete opposition of the majority of

Romanian people's wishes;

III.-The Communist Dictators of Romanie were and remained obedient

subserviento the Kremlin chiefs,as Soviet satellites;

!V.-The Romanian people are forbidden to exercise even the elementa-

ry human rights;
V.-The Communist Totalitarian System murderously undermine the futua

generation with its tEarxist-Leuninat education ,atheism and politi-

cal discrimination.
Until the date when free elections will take place in Roania with

plural-parties participation under control of an International 
Com-

mission sent by U.n.Organization,we ask to the Comunist Government

of Romania the following measures:

j
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e.-To stop the cruel exploitation of the Romanian workers
b.-To permit the Fres Unions of Romanian workers and intellectuals,
o.- 2o release from prison the political prisoners who are detained
today in jail or in mental hospitalsand forced labor camps;
d.-to permit the worship of the Romanian Catholic church of Pysan-
tine Rite,vhich was interditted starting with December 1,19481
a.-To accept the free association and activity to other political
democratic activitiesnot only for Communist Party;
f.-To permit the families reunification and free conmunication of
Romanians with other countries;
g.-To stop the political discrimination inside of Romania between
the Romanian Communist Party's members and the Romanian opponents
and dissident s

h.-The years served by political prisoners and by prisoners of con-

science in jails,psychiatric hospitals,forced labor camps and force

residence,to be taken into the amount of their retirement plans as

"years served into work's field "or in the pension's plans of widow

ed wives or orphaned children( 2-nd case of decease);

i.-To restore the "Human Rights " in Romania under permanent control

of an U.?;. Commission of Human Rights.

In order to give more and precise information about the complete

lack of freedom ,lack of food,and the Stalinist terror of dictator

roicolae Ceausescu who made the life over there im.possibleI present

even now some of these cases:

l,-Yany Romanians in exile received and still receive many persuasive

letters from their parents or closed relatives by duress and fraud,

whose content usually is to entrap the refugees.Evea my old father-3-
years- was forced to write such a letter to me on July lO,1981,but
whioh was retracted by him from ether letter of July l3,1981,.closed

are some exeerpt from that of July lOby w2Lidx I am advised to go back

to Romania "where is a real frodom,plenty and happiness never met..'

.- ontantin Dumitrescu.67 Years oldformer lawyer and Secretary

of 2-nd Soctor ucuresti of IBational Peasant Party - Iuliu Y;aniu,

who served 15 Years in communist jail (1948-1963),and after that was

sent to forced residence in Leteti -Earagan,where he remained after

the conviction term as a protesterwas arrested again in 1976 and

sent to mental hospital sPoiana Mare " district of Dold,because he

wrote a political assay entitled OTH DMIED DIGlTITY",unpublished.

Now he is kept under guarded vigilance in Bordusani villagedistrict

of lalomitasnobody having the possibility to see and spe6twith hin.
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3-En InQLuJfrom Buersti 101 Victoria Ste,,ector 1,a former

political prisoner who served 15 years in jailand after 1974 waft
investigated by "SECURITATE *with me and other members of rational
Peasant Party-Iuliu Maniu,for the same political reasons as I was

convicted until April 1976vand in under continuing harassment,being
moved to a job in village Jilavacontrary to his will ,although he
is a specialist in management and author of "Organizarea Intreprin-
derii" (2 vol.) printed in 1975 and 1976.'e want to emigrate in
U.S.A. but can not obtain the proper form and alowance to leave his
native country.
4.-Rev.Gheorhe Calciu-Dumitreasa ,orthodox priest from Bucuresti,

a former political prisoner from Pitesti and Gherla Jails,was perse.

cuted and fired on I;y 17,1978,from REadu Voda Church and Seminary
School,because he deplored the demolition of ";EI CHURCR" from
Bucuresti and "DOI.IESCA CHURCH" fromYooseni.In 1979 hc was senten.

ced to ten years of prison for "propaganda against socialist order"
because in one of his sermons about atheism and Faith,he named the
materialism system as a "Philosophy of Despondency".
.-Eng.Viorel Chiril ,from Arad,Cernei Street,I'r.13,a fo.--er poli-

tical prisoner in Aiud jail,during 1975-1976,with his wife Carmen

Chirila,an architectand their sons Chirila Cezar and Caius Chirila

are suffering the consequences of the political discrimination,

because they asked for the forms to apply the emigration in U.S.A.

which were refused to them.

6.biy own son Dan _ Latu-an assistant engineer and projector,with his

wife Alexandrina Bratu,a teacher ,and their children -Dan 3tefan

Bratu and Alexandru Ihiliqn Bratu,are under harassment of the Secu.

ritate Police and Militia Police,because they asked for the applica-

tions to leave Romania for U.S.A. for freedom and family reunifica- -

tion.They are living now at 41 B Calarasilor Street,Apt.3,Sector 3,

Bucurestifrom where they are menaced to be thrown out because they

refused to become informers of Securitate and Eilitia PolicO,in or-

der to act against their own conscience.
These examples show to us that the Communist Government of Romania

violated and is still violating the Helsinki Agreement from 1975.

In CCLUSIOIa.we strongly express our hopes that,the U.S. Congress

do not grant anymore the Nost Favored 1Fation's Clause to the Commu-

nist Government of Romania until the above claims will be accom - -

plished. 1 am convinced that you will understand my considerations

to refuse the ?.P.IZ. for Comunist Government of Romania

God bless America I Dr.Alexandru Brat.-,&
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j3tglanta
1 7 VARICK STREET NEW VO IK N If 10013 . 112'43i.*OO

STATEMENT OF:

THE ATALANTA CORPORATION
17 Varick Street

New York, New York 10013

Presented By:

George G. Gellert, Esq.
Chairman of the Board

To the:

Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

IN SUPPORT OF PRESIDENT REAGAN'S RECOMMENDATION

TO CONTINUE "MFN" TREATMENT. FOR ROMANIA

HUNGARY AND CHINA

August 4, 1981

Fm T&n.eau AmdBwmw v. mele lgnaWels Sonmp - Lobts - Fh -Coem LnoF CA 2324 ATA u ITT 430062 TRADATL
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fatalanta
CON P03* TIOM

I? VARIC ST PIET NEW YOR. N V 10013 * 21.4151 -000

STATEMENT OF ATALANTA CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NEW YORK

PRESENTED BY GEORGE G. GELLERT, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

In support of continuation of "MFN" for Romania, Hungary and China

I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Subcomm~ittee on

International Trade:

lam pleased to have this opportunity to submit testimony

in favor of continuing for Romania, Hungary and China the President's

authority to waive the application of subsection (a) and (b) of

section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-618) for an

extended period of twelve months to July 3, 1982. Simply stated,--

our position, in support of the President, recommends the continuation

of Most Favored Nation tariff treatment for Rorm ania, Hungary and

-China.

Atalanta's recommendation is based upon and agrees with

President Reagan's determination under section 402(d) (5) of the

Trade Act that the extension of the waiver authority will

substantially promote the objectives of freedom of emigration in

general and, in particular, with respect to these three countries.

Fe 101u16 -w nm ip t II .Sl-ip - Lo osw - Fish - 0 m lis Ro CA 232450 ATA Up ITT 420W TRAATL
EXPORTS - Impou a rrann Mel ITT 422000 Comunl cAtlclmg From Denmark - Norly - Spon - M'n'y RCA 2 ATA U4
ALL UfANiHES IN USA U34 Wooh n Unon 15al7 CADLE ADDRESS TRADATLAN - NEW YORK
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II. THE ATALANTA CORPORATION

I would like to briefly provide the Committee with

background information regarding Atalanta, which reflects the

company's wide experience in East-West trade and which explains

its interest in presenting' this testimony to the Committee.

Atalanta's involvement in East-West trade spans a period of time

exceeding thirty years to the benefit of our U.S. economy.

Atalanta is a marketing organization for a broad variety

of high quality food items that are imported into the United

States from 46 countries. Our company distributes these products

throughout the United States. Atalanta's home office is located

at 17 Varick Street, New York City, with sales outlets in

Allentown, Pa., Atlanta, Ga., Boston, Mass., Chicago, Ill.,

Cleveland, Ohio, Dallas, Tex., Indianapolis, Ind., Lo& Angeles,

Calif., Miami, Fla., Milwaukee, Wis., Minneapolis, Minn.,

Orlando, Fla., Philadelphia, Pa., Phoenix, Ariz., Portland, Ore.,

Raleigh, N.C., San Francisco, Calif., and Springfield, Mass.

Specifically, Atalanta has been importing canned hams and

other products of high quality from Romania since 1970. AtAlanta's

trade has grown with Romania over these years. In 1980, our company

imported products totaling $26 million. In addition, Atalanta

serves as a member of the United States-Romanian Economic Council

which was organized under the auspices of the Chamber of Commerce

of the United States and the Socialist Republic of Romania.

Like Romania, Atalanta has enjoyed a good relationship with

Hungary for more than a decade and also imports high quality canned

hams and other food products from that country. In 1980, we also
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imported $26 million of Hungarian products. Atalanta is also a

member of the United States-Hungarian Economic Council which was

also organized by the Chamber of Commerce.

Since the recent time that China received "MFN" treatment,

the Atalanta Corporation has commenced importing food products

from that country. Our trade in 1980 with China approximated

$2 million. We expect a long and mutually rewarding trade

relationship with China. We look forward to introducing many

interesting Chinese food items to U.S. consumers during the next

few years.

Doing business with Romania, Hungary and China has been

profitable for Atalanta and, in turn, the United States economy

in general. Likewise, it has been profitable for the countries

involved which gain dollar earnings that are utilized for the

purchase from the United States of manufactured goods and

agricultural products. Atalanta is pleased with the warming of

relations between the United States and Romania, Hungary and China.

We feel that the continuation of Most Favored Nation ("?7N")

treatment is essential to a future increase of trade between the

United States and each country involved as well as to a better

understanding between respective citizens.

III. ECONOMIC INTEREST OF U.S. TO CONTINUE "MFN"

The United States has traditionally experienced, on a

cumulative basis, a favorable balance of trade with Romania,

Hungary, and China. We are advised Y-y United States Government

officials that this favorable trade situation will remain and

increase should "MFN" be continued.
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The following charts, based upon Department of Commerce

statistics, confirms this view.

*U.S. Exports to Romania, Hungary and China

1978-80, January-March 1980, January-March 1981

(In thousands of dollars)

Market 1978 1979 1980 January-March
1980 1981

Romania 317,423 500,464 720,231 183,400 191,526

Hungary 97,682 77,583 79,020 21,475 24,028

China 818,241 1,716,500 3,748,993 773,908 1,183,152

TOTAL 1,233,346 2,294,547 4,548,244 978,783 1,398,706

U.S. Imports From Romania, Hungary and China

1978-1980, January-March 1980, and January-March 1981

(In thousands of dollars)

Market 1978 1979 1980 January-March
1980 1981

Romania 344,561 329,051 310,561 63,489 107,946

Hungary 69,153 112,129 104,269 28,306 35,527

China 316,743 548,543 1,039,177 200,188 359,786

TOTAL 730,457 989,723 1,454,007 291,983 503,259

*Source: Compiled from official statistics of-the U.S. Department
of Commerce.

The United States, therefore, in the most recent calendar

year, 1980, continues to enjoy a cumulative favorable balance of

trade of over three million dollars with Romania, Hungary and

China. As reflected by the charts above, the trade between the
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U.S. and these three countries for the first quarter of 1981

continues to show a favorable and growing balance to the benefit

of the U.S. This healthy trend, to the benefit of our country's

economy, is predicted by U.S. government trade experts to continue

for the forseeable future. The granting of "MFN" for the three

countries involved has played an important role in establishing

these favorable economic factors which enrich our economy -- at

a time when the U.S. overall balance of trade with the world is

in the red.

IV. POLITICAL BENEFITS

Furthermore, and of paramount importance, the granting of

"MFNN and the continuation of this sound policy, has, without

question, improved the political relations between our country

and Romania, Hungary and China. The same constructive results

have been experienced by the United States with respect to Poland

and Yugoslavia -- countries which received "MFN" many years before

the three countries which are the subject of your distinguished

Committee's attention.

V. CONCLUSION

For the aforementioned reasons, the Atalanta Company sincerely

supports and urges that your Committee, and the entire Senate, agree

with the President that the continuation of "MFN" for Romania,

Hungary and China is in the best economic and political interests

of our country.

Sincerely yours,

George G. Gellert
Chairman of the Board
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STATEMENT OF
THE INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP

Washington D.C.

This testimony is submitted on behalf of the International

Human Rights Law Group which is a non-profit legal organi-

zation established by the Procedural Aspects of International

Law Institute in September 1978, with the assistance of funding

from the Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.

Assisted in its work by lawyers, paralegals and law students, the

Law Group provides legal assistance to individuals and non-gov-

ernmental organizations on a pro bono basis and offers educational

programs.

For over three years, the Law Group has monitored the

Romanian Government's human rights record. Its emigration

policies are extremely restrictive. Severe and repressive

controls are exercised by the Communist Party over civil and

political rights and economic decision making with police

harassment a common feature of everyday life. Oppressive measures

are directed against its Hungarian minority which is subjected

to a systematic policy of forcible assimilation. This tes-

timony touches all three aspects of Romania's record and weighs

them against the requirements of Section 401 of the Trade Act

of 1974 (hereafter *Jackson-Vanik Amendment').
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The underlying purpose of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment

is to promote fundamental human rights. In fact, it begins

with the phrase: "to assure the continued dedication of the

United States to fundamental human rights,= and therefore

clearly states that it is concerned with the general issue

of human rights as well as with the specific and articulated

question of freedom of emigration. This interpretation is

not only consistent with the language of the Act but also with

the universally accepted standards of human rights. Fundamental

human rights cannot be narrowly restricted and confined to the

right of emigration. Although the right of emigration-is an

integral part of an individual's fundamental freedoms, it is

merely one of a host of other rights. Although people generally

seek the safety valve of emigration when conditions become so

unbearable that they can no longer foresee a future for them-

selves, many do not leave their homeland. Human rights encompass

those who wish tc leave their countries as well as those who re-

main behind. Thus, the language of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment it-

self as well as the internationally accepted norms of fundamental

human rights mandate that a full review of a country's human rights

practices take place before Most Favored Nation's treatment is ex-

tended. Romania's deplorable human rights record justifies a

suspension of MFN.
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Turning first to the question of the general human

right situation in Romania, even a cursory review reveals a

dismal situation. As characterized by the Department of State's

1981 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices at p. 866,

"Romania is a centralized unitary state. The government exercises

strict authoritarian control over civil and political rights

and ecoomic decision-making.2 Moreover, Romania Ohas strict

limitations on political expression and religious activities

outside officially designated church buildings." Both the Depart-

ment of State's report as well as Amnesty International's 1980

Report on Romania beginning at p. 290 documents that goQearment's

gross and persistent human rights violations which include the

physical and psychological abuse of political prisoners; in-

tolerable conditions of confinement for prisoners; intern-

ment of prisoners and dissidents in psychiatric hospitals;

police harrassment, arbitrary arrest and imprisonment

exacerbated by the lack of effective legal remedies for persons

subjected to such treatment; denial of a fair public trial;

forced entry into homes in cases of political dissidents; the

imprisonment of those seeking to form free trade unions; and the

harassment and persecution of religious groups and their mem-

bers. An example of the latter is the harassment of the leaders of

the Romanian Christian Committee for the Defense of Freedom

and Conscious ("ALRC") which was founded in 1978 by Baptist and other

Protestants. Amnesty International reports on p. 293 that members

of this group are prosecuted for their religious activity,

including Dimitri lanculovic of Timisoara who was sentenced

to 6 months imprisonment in 1979 and the Hungarian Baptist
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ALRC member Ludovic Osvath from Zalau who was sentenced to one

year's forced labor in 1979 for protesting his expulsion from

the official Baptist Union and his dismissal from employement.

Rather than improving conditions have deteriorated since

NFN has been extended to Romania. In fact, the trend has been described

by Amnesty's Report after its visit to Romania wherein it concluded,

*in the past year, human rights activists in Romania
continue to report cases of violations) of human
rights and new groups emerged to advocate the riqhts
of freedom of assembly, of conscience and of movement,
and the rights of workers. Since February 1979, in
particular, conditions have deteriorated and a wave of
arrests have been reported in Bucharest and other
major towns, involving workers, intellectuals and reli-
gious dissenters.'

In addition to the deprivations of these civil, political

and religious rights suffered by the general population, the

members of Romania's Hungarian minority - the largest national

minority in Europe - face an additional host of oppressive

policies which are aimed at forcibly assimilating and destroy-

ing their culture. These policies include the closing of

Hungarian language educational institutions at the elementary

and high school levels and the elimination of Hungarian

universities; the dissolution of compact Hungarian communities;

the suppression of Hungarian and other minority languages "even

at meetings of the Nationality Workers Councils* (letter from

Karoly Kiraly to Janos Vincze, dated September 10, 1979); cur-

tailment of human contacts and cultural exchanges as well as the
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cultural opportunities within Romania; harassment. of churches

and religious groups and the confiscation of the archives;

falsification of census figures and history) and the concon-

mittant persecution of indivuals who raise their voice against

political, social, cultural and religious discrimination, with

the most outspoken individuals being condemned to forced labor

camps or to psychiatric hospitals. The denial by the Romanian

government of many of the fundamental human rights, such as a

right to liberty and security of person, serves to perpetuate

the systematic violation of minority rights and'enables the

government to implement its policy of discrimination and forcible

assimilation of Romania's Hungarian and other minority groups.

Not only has the Law Group found these conditions to

exist with respect to the denial of human rights to the general

population and national minorities, but they also have been

corroborated by a massive body of irrefutable evidence which

includes letters and memoranda from Romanian-Hungarian poli-

ticians, scholars and intellectuals, scholarly studies appear-

ing in the United States and Europe; communications, statements

and studies from groups monitoring human rights violations in

Romania; and reports appearing in the mass media.

Both the general suppression of human rights as well

as the violations endured by Romania's Hungarian and other

minorities solely because of their ethnicity justifies with-

holding MFN Vntil Romania expresses a genuine intent to con-

form its behavior in dealing with its citizens to the minimum

yet binding international standards of human rights.
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The Jackson-Vanik Amendment, however, goes on to pro-

scribe the extension of 1FN to any non-market economy

country which (M) denies its citizens the right for oppor-

tunity to emigrate; (2) imposes more than a nominal tax on

emigration or on the Visas or other documents required for

emigration for any purpose or cause whatsoever; or (3) imposes

more than a nominal tax, levy, fine, fee or other charge on

any citizen as a consequence of desire such citizen to emigrate

to the country of his choice."

Romania's emigration practices fall well short of the

standard enumerated by the Jackson-Vanik Amendment and by the

international instruments acceded to by Romania. This is re-

flected by the Department of State's Report, supra, in which

it states that "Romania maintains a tight emigration policy".

which attempts to discourage emigration through administrative,

social and economic constraints which can often impose a heavy

burden upon individuals, including loss of job, demotions, re-

ductions in salary and other forms of discrimination during the

lengthy period when an application for emigration is pending."

Similarly, the report to the Congress by the Commission on

Security and Cooperation in Europe, August 1, 1980 at p. 232

characterizes Romania's policy toward emigration as one of,

"discouragement bordering on hostility--(which) has
remained unchanged during the past three years. The
Romanian state does not recognize the right to free
movement, rather it claims a right to control the
movement of citizens. Romania regards emigration
and foreign travel as privileges the state bestows
and asserts that it is each citizens duty to remain
in his or her homeland and contribute to its develop-
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ment. Consequently, the laws and regulations govern-
ing the movement of citizens out of Romania are de-
signed to restrict, rather than facilitate travel
across the borders. Leaving or attempting to leave
the country without official permission is regarded
as a crime against the state."

This policy is exacerbated by the strict and narrow interpre-

tation of the already restrictive emigration laws. Although

emigration to the United States has slightly improved, Romania's

emigration record remains poor and the conditions to which would-

be emigrants are subjected are severe. In the words of the

Commission's report, "the would-be emigrant from Romania must face,

seemingly insurmountable procedural difficulties and endure

psychological and material presures imposed by the government

to deter him or her from attempting to leave the country."

The cases before the Law Group, a sampling of which is

provided to the Congress and attached hereto as exhibit A, dem-

onstrate the severe deterrence to Romanian citizens seeking to

emigrate from that country to the United States. They demonstrate the

persecution of family members of those, who after scaling the

seemingly insurmountable obstacles, are able to emigrate; the

harassment and persecution of those seeking to emigrate, i.e.,

loss of jobs, demotion, police harassment; the repeated denials of

exit visas to those seeking to emigrate, the denials of application

forms to those seeking to emigrate; and the denials of requests

to visit with family members abroad. Although the

only justification for leaving Romania which is recognized by the

government are family visits or family reunifications, the cases

before the Law Group all involve families divided between the

United States and Romania and thus reveal the unwillingness of
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Romania to even permit its citizens to exercise their very

limited right of family reunification. (See Appendix)

Until Romania shows a real willingness to facilitate freedom

- of emigration and family reunification in accordance with the

Helsinki Final Act, the United States should not grant Romania

Most Favored Nations Treatment. To do so would be in violation

of our laws. The Law Group in reaching this conclusion does

not seek to adversely affect U.S. Romanian relations; rather it

urges this Committee to send out a clarion call to Romania that

the United States is not indifferent to the fate of countless

families denied their right to reunification, in particular with

their family members in the United States. Nor is the U.S.

government indifferent to the fate of Romania's oppressed population,

including its 2.5 million Hungarian minority, and will insist

on respect for fundamental human rights as a condition for prefer-

ential treatment by the United States. This is not only morally

appropriate but it is required by Section 402 of the Trade Act.
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APPENDIX

Cases of Family Reunification Romania - United States

I. Alexandroaie Family

Petitioner - Constantin Alexandroaie
Residence - USA; Left Romania in December 1979; Tried in absentia
and condemned to 7 years imprisonment; apartment and belongings
reportedly confiscated.

Family members - Wife, Josefina, 45 years, Jewish, unemployed,
Daughter, Violeta, 18 years, high school student.

Residence - Bucharest, Str. Dr. Staicovici Nr. 13. Sectorul 5.

Wife and daughter denied permission to emigrate by Romanian authorities
in May 1981 and again in June 1981. U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service approved immigration visas for both.

2. Andreiovici Family

Petitioner - Catalina Petroniu and Mother
Residence - USA.

Family Members - Aunt (mother's sister), Elvira Andreiovici
Uncle, Miacea Andreiovici
Two children, Camelia, 20 years; Aurelina, 14 years

Residence - Bucharest, Str. Regenrarii Nr. 9

Six applications to emigrate by this family have been rejected. They are
reportedly being subjected to harassment. Both parents have been dis-
missd from their jobs and their 20 year old daughter has been unable
to f;od employment because of their application to emigrate.

3. Bazilescu Family

Petitioner - Dr. Dan G. Pavel, Director of Nuclear Medicine.
University of Illinois Medical Center; Chicago.

Residence - USA; left Romania in 969.

Family Members - Sister, Dr. Irina Bazilescu, 42 years.
Brother-in-law, Dr. Sergiu L. Bazilescu, 50 years.
Two children, Anca (11 years), Ilinca (8 years).

Residence - Bucharest, 70207, 6 Intr. Caragiale.

The Romanian authorities have denied exit visas for the family for
more than three years. (At first they were denied application forms.)
They have been subjected to severe harassment. Dr. Irina Bazilescu
was fired from both an academic position at a medical school and from
a hospital position and was assigned to work at a swimming pool.
Her husband was fired from his position as senior attending physician
in a Bucharest hospital and assigned to a hospital 150 miles
awayl he refused to part from his family and is unemployed.
The U.S. ZImigration and Naturalization Service has approved immigrant
visas for the family.
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4. Nicolescu Family

Petitioner - Professor Sever Tipei
Residence - USA; left Romania in 1971 with his parents.

Family Members - Aunt, Corina Nicolescu
Cousin (aunt's son), Christian Nicolescu, 34 years.

Residence - Bucharest, Aleea Compozitorilor Nr. 4, Apt. 7,
Bloc F 17, Drumul Taberei.

Both have been denied exit visas for 3 years. Mrs. Nicolescu
has been denied a visa four times and also has been denied a
passport to visit the US. Christian Nicolescu has been denied a
visa four times and has been fired from his job. The U.S. Im-
migration and Naturalization Service has approved an immigrant visa
for Mrs. Nicolescu.

. Pieptea Family

Petitioner - Dan R. Pieptea
Residence - USA

Family Members - Brother, Mihai Pieptea, 28 years
Sister-in-law, Crenguta Mihaela, 27 years.
Their daughter, Iris Laura, less than one year.

Residence - Bucharest, Str. Lirei No. 15, Sect. 2, COD 73234.

This family has been denied an exit visa since June 1980. -Both
Mihai Pieptea and his wife have lost their jobs as a result,
Mihai Pieptea, a mathematician, is working as an unskilled laborer.

Over 100 American citizens have signed a petition on behalf of
this family's right to emigrate and against most favored nation
treatment for Romania.

6. Croitoru Family

Petitioner - Gheorghe Croitoru
Residence - USA; left Romania in 1979.

Family Members - Wife, Constanta, 31 years.
Four children - Marius (11 years), Narciz-
Vladut (4 years), Gheorghe (1 year),
Daniels (10 years).

Residence - Carbunesti Village, Prahova District.

Mr. Cr6"itoru,'a worker, reports that his family in Romania is
in financially desperate straits.

84-209 0-81- 15
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7. Marmureanu Family

Petitioner - Rev. Fr. John Marmureanu
Residence - U.S.A.

Family Members - Daughter, Georgeta Petrini
Son-in-law, Silviu Petrini

Residence - 16 Orientului Street, Bldg. 801, Apt. 5
Sc. B - Iasi - 6600, Romania

Both have been denied a visa for two years. The petitioner went to
Romania in June 1981 to urge Romanian officials to allow his daughter
and son-in-law to emigrate to the U.S. His appeal to Romanian of-
ficials has been unheeded.

Cases of Families Desiring to Emigrate to the U.S.

8. Mateescu Family

Petitioner - Ioan George Mateescu

Family Members - Self, Wife and two children

Residence - Bucharest, Bulevardul Constructorilor N. 19.
Sc. B, Floor 1, Apt. 28, Sectorul 6.

This family, which has applied to emigrate to the U.S., has reportedly
been denied exit visas four time, beginning in 1979. The family
are Seventh Day Adventists, and report being subjected' to persecution,
including job dismissal of the father, police harassment, and fines
for Bible reading with other Adventists.
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Statement of
Nicolae Dascalu
on the extension of most-favored-nation-status

to Romania
before the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance

July 27, 1981

My name is Nicolae rascalu. I am a native of Romania and a graduate
of the University of Bucharest. I taught FJnalish at a high school in
Bucharest until 1977 when I was fired from the school system because of my
involvement in the human rights movement in Romania. I was given a passport,
"advised" to leave the country, and warned not to return or I would again be
subjected to endless interrogations, humiliations, insults, threats, savage
beatings, and so on. I traveled to Austria and Great Britain from October 1977
to March 1978, usina this opportunity to improve my German and to make an
intensive study of the educational system in Great Britain.

Persecution continued when I returned to Romania in March 1978.
I earned my living by private Fnnlish and Romanian instruction to Japanese
businessmen's families in Bucharest.

In February of 1979, I founded an Amnesty International Pranch in
Bucharest, and in March of the same year, I joined the Free Trade Union
of Ronaniaq founded by Dr. Cana and collaborators.

I was arrested in April of 1979, and tried in May. There were no leoal
nrounds for the trial; it was held without my consent and in spite of my protests.
I was sentenced to 18 months in jail, which was reduced to 10 months on appeal.
I served out the entire term in the prisons of Bucharest and Galati.

Upon my release, the secret police informed me that I was to be exiled
as soon as it was convenient for them. Tn the meantime, they nave me some
poorly-paid translations to do at home in order to earn my living.

I left Bucharest on March 27, 198] and arrived in New York on April 1
after a short stay in Rome.

Since 1977, the human rights situation in Romania has deteriorated
considerably. As voices demanding respect for man's dignity increased followed
by numerous actions of protest, the regime realized that it was losing control
and, after a short period of confusion, insecurity and hesitation, embarked on a
gradual course of suppressing any kind of opposition, dissatisfaction,
suqestion of tbform, or even more theoretical, abstract deviationism. Lono
prison terms were imposed on people for their thinking, not for their actions.
An outstanding example is the case of Father Gheorahe Calciu Dumitreasa who
was condemned to 10 years' imprisonment for having taught the Gospel and having
preached love and harmony amona people as opposed to hatred and divisions
taught by the Marxists. Trials are conducted behind closed doors, in secret,
without proper defense, often by military tribunals. Judges are only the
last link in the chain of decisions, vertically held, whose only role is to
read the sentence to the condemned person. Political prisoners are subjected
to psychiatric maltreatment in secret hospitals or solitary confinement and
permanent psychological warfare, often accompanied by sheer brutality, in
penitentiaries. The plight of cormmon prisoners is hard but normal, they are
in prison to have fear inculcated in them. Political prisoners are there for
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extermination. If they do not manage to disintearate your personality, to
break your will and rake you submissive, they exile you. There are persistent
rumors in Romania that they even assassinate you in all kinds of accidents,
as the rumor ooes about Dobre and Jurca, two leaders of the Jiu Valley strikes
in Aucust 1977, or about Vasile Paraschiv, an activist in The Free Tradi Union
of Romania's Workinomen. In the aftermath of the Jiu Valley strikes,
when the miners forced the Government to satisfy all their demands, the regime
started its slow but unfaltering process of repression: over 4,000 miners
were transferred to other working-places, in most cases not according to their
skills and much more poorly paid; hundreds of the more active and outspoken
miners were given prison sentences on trumped-up charges or for trifles;
thousands of disguised agents were introduced into the sines to inform the
secret service, and to create confusion. That is probably the explanation
why the Jiu Valley miners did not strike in support of their leaders when
they were taken away From them into isolation and, according to rumors,
death. The Jiu Valley area was surrounded by army divisions for months after
the strikes.

In the spring of 1979, the most significant labor movement in recent
history was suppressed with unusual harshness. Te communist reoime
claiming to represent the workinqmen was extremely furious when the union's
program called for the abolishing of privileges, for social security and
unemployment benefits, for a fair system of pensions, etc. The founding
members were arrested within five days of announcing their program. Dr. Ionel Cane
was condemned to 7% years' imprisonment, Georqhe Brasoveanu to 5% years; nothiro
is known about the other foundin members. Virnil Chewier, one of the founding
members of the Unofficial Trade Union of Workers, Peasants and Soldiers of the
Mures District, which was affiliated with The Free Trade Union of Romania's
Workinomen, was interned in a psychiatric hospital and has not been heard froo since

Hundreds of persons were condemned for their involvement in the SLC*MR.
About 50,000 people were arrested and condemned to terrs of up to 6 months'
imprisonment between March and June 1979. All prisons were filled to capacity,
prisoners slept two in a bed, and thousands of them were incarcerated in tents
in the prison's courtyards. The regime was making desperate efforts to suppress
the union.

At the beoinnina of March "1979, I announced the formation of an Amnesty
International group in Bucharest. Most of the members of the oroup joined the
union. When the foundino members were arrested, we took over the task of
organizing the union and at the beeinnino of April we were also arrested.
Some of us received prison sentences and others were harassed and exiled.
The only person left in Romania who belonged to our oroup is my brother,
Ilie Dascalu; he works in a factory in Bucharest. He is permanently
subjected to harassment, intimidation and threats. The police told him
that he would have to leave the country, but when the time was convenient
for them, and in the meantime he should never mention SLDMR.

Under the circumstances, the Polish crisis and the successes reaped
by the workers there came as the worst conceivable development at the worst
possible time for the cormunist regime in Bucharest. There was no indication
that organizers of local conflict were jailed or isolated, though it seemed
a miracle that none of the strikes ended up in demanding recognition of free unions.

It has been said that MFN has been aiven to Romania in recognition of, and as
an encouragement for, its independent line in foreman policy. Romania's
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independence is just empty words as long as the regime remains foreign-imposed,
foreian-modelled and foreiqn-supported. Who will guarantee its independence:
the Romanian people who have been despised, mistreated, annihilated
economically and politically, transformed into an amorphous mob, manipulated
into the most passive acceptance in their history by a small Moscow-desiqnated
communist oligarchy? therefore, when he makes statements about Romania's
independence, President Ceausescu should be considered a private citizen
or a representative of his family.

His regime, just like his predecessors, has brought nothing qood to the
people of Romania. By the sane methods which the communists used to seize
power in 1947 -- fraud, blackmail, deceit, lies, mystification, threats,
sheer brutality, etc. -- he manages to maintain bewilderment and disorientation
amono people and make them unable to orrose, and demand the chance of, a
disastrous bankrupt system. Unhindered by what he regards as a whim of the
western world to show sore kind of consistency and follow a line, Ceausescu plays
his foreign policy tricks whose only purpose is to deceive world opinion
and cain personal glorv and lecitimacv. One of the secret police officers
surved up Caesescu's opinion about the western world during one of m"y lone
interrocrations (I am trying to reproduce it as best I can remember in his
words): "We have a police force, a secret police force and an army. We have all
kinds of couns which we will not hesitate to use if our power is threatened.
You who want chance nay be more intelligent than us but we have the power
and we would shoot at masses of people if necessary to remain in office. As
far as the western world is concerned, don't you worry, we have our means
of manipulatinc their image about us. We have our professional psychologists
whose only business is to study the Vest and come up with deceiving solutions.
Let me give you an example to illustrate my point and convince you how clever
we are. Here is hvw we deceive them concerning the plight of opponents to
the regime, people like you. If you become too inconvenient we will deal
with you in one of the two ways, i.e., either crushing you savagely or trying
to make you give up depending on whether you are in the Plest or not. If you are
known and the western world expresses concern about you we will let them know
that we have no knowledge of such and such a person but we are willinc to cooperate
and ask the department in charge, i.e., the Ministry of the Interior, to
investigate the allegation. That is a gentleman's world and the mere sign of
willingness to collaborate makes them believe us. 7ten we follow up with a
letter to the effect that you do exist, though have no prominent role in society,
and that you have been imprisoned by due process of law. If they seem not to
believe us that you did something illegal, -e confidentally explain that your
condemnation was necessary to avoid a Russian invasion which would have occurred
if we had allowed you to exercise "your rights" as they put it. Then we will
say you are free to emirate on completion of your term if you choose to.
T'hey will not know that we will starve you, harass you, insult you, and terrorize
you and your family to make you leave. The moment you are there you can
say whatever you please -- it will have no more effect. And we will "let" you
go when we want some advantages, such as KFN clause."

If they want favors from the free world, such as recognition, security,
cooperation, they must gain legitimacy in their own country. And they will have
legitimacy only when they are brought into office by free, democratic
elections.

Soua political judoement made three U.S. presidents issue a
waiver for Romania, and the U.S. Congress has agreed to the MFN clause
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Dascalu testimony, paqe 4

so far because they thoucTht that would promote the humanitarian objective
of the Jackson-Vanik amendtent -- and I insist that the MFN clause has
helped a lot in this direction - and an improvement of their economic
relations would improve the well-beina of the people.

But the Conaress has a moral obligation as the guardian of the
r'reat principles on which the American State was founded to demand of the
Romanian government that it should respect its citizens and especially never
to cease makino it clear that the IGN benefits are meant to be expressed
to the people of Romania for promotinai their well-beine, not to be used
by the regime for their oppression.

NICOL E DASCALU
c/o The U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee
205 East 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017
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NEWS FRoM
Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry

210W. 91 Se. mew York M.Y. 10024
(212) 799-8900

For Immediate Release Contact: Glenn Richter, 799-8900
July 14, "81

CALL TO PRESIDEITS" COIFEIRUCE FOR NEW INITIATIVES ON IWRWUAN JEWISH

EiIGRATION
In a strongly worded letter to each of the organizations

comprising the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish

Organizations, Center for Russian and East European Jewry national

director Jacob Birnbaum called for a series of new initiatives on

Rumanian Jewish emigration before the July 27th Senate hearings on

renewal of most-favored-nation trading status for Bucharest. Such

renewal is dependant on Congressional determination whether Rumania

is making satisfactory progress towards freer emigration under the

Jackson Amendment.

Citing the "outrageous drop" in annual Rumanian Jewish

emigration fro over 4,000 in the years before Bucharest received

American economic benefits in 197S to barely 1,000 in recent years,

Birnbaum pointed out that the first six months of 1981 saw only 329

Rumanian Jews reach Israel. "This monthly average of 55 contrast$s

dramatically with the monthly 250 - 350 before 1975," he said.

Birnbaum deplored the failure of the Conference's

.spokesman at the June 22nd House hearings on MTN to protest "so pitiful

a rate" of migration. "By accepting the Rumanian contention that

* the Jewish population was aging so rapidly that the emigration potential

wa on its way to becoming negligible, the Conference has fallen into

the humanian. trap,. American Jewry ' future efforts would be inexorably

confined within a sham demographic box." (mop.)
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(Rumaxi Jew *on*'d) . 2

Birnbaum pointed out that Rumanian census figures

were contradictory and that a recent analysis of this indicated that

Buharest figures wee 'gross underestimates.*

He reported the contention of various influential
Washington personages that the signals eainating from the American
Jewish conamity had been Onotably weak' on this question. He called
for 'vigorous initiatives* by American Jewish leaders based on a 1979
Senate Finance Coemittee recommendation for the initiation of a
"renewed, more aggressive effort' to obtain from Rumania Omaor specific
assurances regarding emigration*.

Birnbaum contended that 'since Bucharest had established
an annual emigration flow of approximately 11,000 Rumanian Germans to
West Germany and about 3,000 other citizens to the U.S., similar
arrangements could be made for Jewish emigration to Israel to revert
to the annual 3-4,000 figure of only a few years earlier.' He argued
that Pa comprehensive strategy should include

- extensive utilization of Congressional leverage so much feared
by the Rumanians

- firm signals to Bucharest that the present emigration rate is
totaly unacceptable

- detailed monitoring of the migration flow and close follovup
of individual cases

- coordination with the group most active on Rumanian Jewish
emigration for years, the Center for Russian and East European
Jewry."

Birnbaum expressed the hope that the Conferencrsi
Senate testimony on July 27th would reflect *a vigorous new policy'.
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Rum ian emigration-w decase,
new rext says

004282 Aoaa Jews were Perivi
led to lae for rel: during the ftin f ri,
aboeths of 1911. an averafe 5f 36 per
sooth. accordLg to Cener for Russian
and L&K Earopean jewnatiatialitdorector
Jacob baralmun,

Th am u- ardig coci-tm to the 2%-
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Waboegoz
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"PrOumnent Washntpo offw3ial have
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reacharg the Admniastration a&d Congress
about Aiencaa jen'ry's ocer n Ruma.
Dia's poor Jeish eaigration perfor-
sane.' Srnarbam declared it was par.
tcularly felt that strong Co'ressFtoal
pressure now would be mot hepful in
sendung the required maage so Suctia.
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reive. so the assn l S-.4000 yearly ax of
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Jewish Week (NY)
June 10, 1981

WISH _gOUPS URGED TO TAKE NEW
INITIATIVE ON R UMANIAN WRY

NEW YORK, July 16 (JTA) - OrgoAizatans cot-
prising the Conference of Pesidents of Major American
Jewish Organizations am being asked to take new initi-
atives on Rumanian Jewish emigration before the
July 27 Senate hearings on the renewal of most-favored-
nation %tatus foe Rumonia. Such renewal is dependent
on Congressional determination whether Rumania is
making satisfactory progress toward fmer emigration
urder He Jackson Amendment.

In a letter to the consiti.ent orgonizationf the
Presidents Conference, Jacob firnbaum, d'ector of
the Center for Russian and East European Jewry,
cited the "ou ogeous drop* in annual Rumnian Jew-
ish emigration from over 4,000 in the years before
Bucharest received American ecorornic benefits to
barely 1,000 in recent years. He noted that during the
first six months of 1981 only 329 Rumanian Jews received
exit visas. "T''s monthly average of 55 cortrasts dra-
matically with the monthly 250-350 before 1975,"
Brribov said.

Birnbaum contended that 'since Bucharest has estab-
lished on annal emigration flow of approximately
11,000 Rumanian Germans to West Germany and about
3,000 other citizens to the U.S., similar arrangements
could be made for Jewish emigration to Israel to revert
to the orual 3,000-4,000 figure of only a few years
earlier.* Birnbaum urged that 'a comprehensive strategy
should include: firm signals to Bucharest that the pmslrt
imatigrotionrteis totally unacceptable; detailed
monitoring of the migration flow and close followrup
of individual cases.'

Jewish Telegraphic
Agency, July 17. 1981
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jlnwrcun 67vmanlaa
,A'attonat 9nstltute

GORDON SQUARE ARCADE AREA COOE 216
6516 Detroit Avenue, 0248 TELEP14ONE 761-6676

Ctevelaod, Ohio 44102

July 15, 1961

Chairman, Sub-Coamittee on Trrde
Finance Committee, Senate
1222? Dirksen Senate Office building
Washington, D.C.

Dear airs

Attached are three brief statements r fleeting the views

oft 1) Rev. Damila Pascu, a Baptist Minister, and Secretary of this

organiaatlon, the Aaerican Roranian National Institute; 2) Mr. Theodore

Mielau, of the Orthodox faith, and Vice-president of this organisation,

and the undersigned, who is of the Byzantine Catholic faith, and President

herein. The views, while personal, reflect a croes-sectim of the Aaerican-

Romanian group.

The undersigned has authored a book which is precisely now at

the bookbinder, entitled, wCeausescu of Romania, Champion of Peace, The

attached statement in that regard is necessarily brief, but the entire statement

of the undersigned say more properly be considered to be the mentioned book.

Por this reason, in addition to providing the committee with fifty copies

of the statements herein, fiftt copies of the book sill slso be brought

to Washingtoa for distribution to the committee, etc., if the undersigned is

accepted as an oral witness at the hearing. If accepted, the attached stateminte

of Re,. Pasoa and Mr. Mlilan will be Joined, as with this letter.

Nicholas A. Buour
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VrATD4H1T OP RMV. DAhNILA PASCU

Secretary of the American Romanian
National Institute

Between the years of-M2 and 1939 I was one of the leaders of the Baptist

Union of Romania, when I settled in the United States as a Baptist pastor. Since

1929 1 was an active member of our Baptist church"s movo..ents, organizing choirs

and multiple services for the young people. I did these in the Rtomanian, Hungarian

and German churches.

Beginning with the year of 1921 I took part with the Baptist brethren in

their Joys and sorrows alike, also persecutions of all sorts, between-the two

wirs. Pastors and lay people suffering for their-faith, school children sub-

jected any restrictions, locked and sealed churches, etc. In 1938 I con-

ducted a Baptist delegation to the Prime Kiiister of Romania, Octavian Goga,

the poet, and his bir.ister of Religious Cults, Rev. Lupas, to ask for the opening

of our Baptist churches throughout the land of Romania. When I left for the

United States In 1939, our churches were still locked and sealed.

ArMR 27 ! TARS

On a visit after 27 years I went to see my relatives who were still a16e,

My parents, from whom I had taken leave in 1939, were gone Into eternity. After

seeing my relatives, I visited the churches which I had served in Romania, the

beautiful churoh of Buteni and all the churches along the Wite River Valley, also

my minister friends and fellow workers of the past. In B6ohareet I had the honor

of an audience with the Minister of Cults aid Public Education. During this visit

and the others that followed I found that the situation of the Baptist Cult after

the last World War is satisfactory and much better than it ever was. What I want

to say is that the Baptists are not more privileged than the other cults, namely the

Orthodox, the Lutherans, the Reformed, etc. Nol But, that the Baptiste of

RLomania, after the second World War, are enjoying a freedom they did not have before.

Today the Baptists of Romania are a recognized cult and they worship in large

and beautiful churches. The Baptist pastors are free to serve the religious

interests of the believers in the church and in their homes. The leaders of

the Baptist Union of Ramanli are free to participate at the meetings of their

brethren all over the world.

I affirm the above statement as an eye witness, who saw at first hand of

what I have written, for over fifty years, as to the develojpment of the Baptist

mov'e~lt in Romania.

July 14, 1961 REV. DMNA PASCU
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T11EODORS MICLAU, SR.

July 14, 1981

The undersigned, Theodore NIiclau, Sr., is a resident of Cleveland,

Ohio, an American of Romanian descent, a businessman, member of Sr. Mary's

Romanian Orthodox Church, and vice-president of the American Romanian

National Institute.

It is my opinion that Nh N should be extended for Romania. I believe

that this will encourage even more trade between our two countries, and this

would result in the mutual advantage of both of our countries.

It is my view that Romania has loosered up on its emigration policy

and is showing more liberal signs than ever before in that direction. I

have seen many newcomers in Cleveland, and also in Florida. They are still

coming.

I also believe that Ceausescu, due to his performance on the international

scene will eventually replace Tito as the spokesman for the Third World, and

will acquire even more prestige than he has now as a peace-maker.

As far as the Hungarians in Romania are concerned it is my view that

they are not mistreated, and in fact, if anyone does the mistreating, they

mistreat the Romanians. They are still fighting for Tranaylvania, when this

should be a settled question and not the source of agitation.

Once again, I urge the extension of MFN fojr ania.

TEODO*hE 1bJCLA,- SR.

Vice president, American

Romanian National Institute
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STATEENT OF

NICHOLAS A. BUCUR, JR.

PMEIMT OF THE AMERICAN RCVMIAN

__ NATIONAL INSTITMT

The undersigned urges extension of the MFN privilege to Romania and

further urges that the extension be for more than ejear. The progress

made by the government of Romania in relation to a more liberalized emigration

policy has been eftdent in recent years. IMutual trade ha passed the billion

dollar mark, as was predicted in 1978 by President Ceausescu in a personal

interview with the undersigned in his office in Ducuresti.

The undersigned has written a book entitled, "Ceausescu of Romania,

Champion of Peace" which is being published right now and every effort will

be made to provide the committee with fifty copies as soon as the book-

binding is completed (scheduled for July 23, 1981). That book is a more

complete personal statement by this writer of his views not only on Romania's

foreign policy as a whole, but also on Ceausescu*a personal efforts toward

world peace, disarnamont, and international collaboration.

Romanials Peace Principles, as adopted and promulgated by Ceausescu,

in spite of the fact that he is a communist, are deeply rooted in her history

and clearly show her desire for peaceful cooperation among all nations. Her

record clearly shows also the desire of her leaders and people to cooperate

with the West, especially the United States, more than ever, and of their deep

commitment to detente and to support of the United Nations.

Romania's maweriok role vie a vie the Soviet Union is widely known, bt

less known, perhaps, is the impact which her independent stance has created

in the Third World. The United States needs every friend we can get and keep

and MFN is the means of demonstrating clearly our desire to treat Romania as

equitably as other nations who, being our friends, ejoy even-handed treatment

on the part of the United States.

Romania's role as a catalyst, peace-maker, and advocate of peaceful

negotiation is described at greater length in *' book. It is with respect

that I urge members of the this committee to read It and the suggestion is made

not in a spirit of pride, but in the direction of seeking to provide more infor-

mation about the actual role of a gallant, brave, and fine people who have

suffered invasions but who never betrir Peace P iple .

Nicholas A. Ducur, President
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ARITA OARAMU.LAN
53-27 198th't. -"nuib ng --N, Y, 11365
Tel. (111631-9345

Honorable Oasulen,

1king present at the hearing held on lune loth 1980, I could not bellv that

it would be necessary for s, to participate again in 1981.

lice then, a iear of hope, a year of disappointment has passed.

in 1979, my relatives from Romania, Bucharest#
-Alexandresou Valeria- mother
-Aleandresou Ilena - sister
-Pleoaof eorin - nephew

applied to reunify our family in the United States. So far.they were admitted

to-vix hearings and received four negative responses, without any Mplanation

ieih would Justify them.

Mat could be more natural than a mother to wish to live with her children?

is there anybody in the Romanian Government who consider such a wish a

crime, or believes that it is not one of the most basic human rights for

a family to live together?

The best proof that tae Rumnlan Authorities do not respect the elsinki

accords, is my ptesenoe here, along with the people outside who are on a

hunger strike for similar reasons.

k hopes lie in the belief that the Romanian Government will start to

fully respect the human rights and that, this is the last time X will

need to be present at such a hearing.

I agree that the United States can give Romania the most favorite

nation's lsuse-but not before our families are granted their passports.

Sincerely,

Aneta Carabelaian
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STATEMENT

by the

United States Chapters of the Transylvanian World Federation

and Affiliated Organizations

addressed to the

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

an the subject of

TERINATING TIE MOST-FAVOlD-NATI0N T3ZAKI

previously granted

to the

SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF RUDKAIA.

U.S. Branches of the Transylvanian World Federation and Affiliated Organizations,

composed of fifty-four independent civic orpnizatLons of United States citizens

in eighteem states.

Offices: It. 1, lox 59, Astor, Florida, 32002. Tel. 904-759-2255.

1450 Grace Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, 44107. Tel. 216-226-40$9.

3914 Terrace Drive, Amnmdale, Virginia, 22003. Tel. 703-354-7979.

April 27. 1981.
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MiTCTORY SUTh MT

The duly elected executives of the U.S. Branches of the Transylvanian

'orld Federation and Affiliated Organzationsg with the full and undivided

support of the entire rembership residing io eighteen states of the United

States of AmericA, and composed exclusively of loyal citizens of this great

country,

resapectfully request

that the "ost-Favored-Netion status previously granted to the government

of the

Socialist Republic of Rumania

be termineted or suspended for the period of one year. during which time

the government of the Socialist Republic of Rumania sy be requested to

furnish reliable proof that the reasons for this action as listed in this

document are eliaLnated, and the grievances, infringements and violations

properly rectified through due governmental process.

Our request is based on the grounds that the government of the

Socialist Republic of IinanL

is pursuing an extremly brutal ultra-nationalistic polic,

while ruling over a mlti-national country,

and as we shall prove, it violates the rights as well as the very existence

of more than one-fiftb of its total population by the use of terroristic

methods against ethnic minorities intolerable.in a civilized world.
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Furthermore, we shall prove that the government of the Socialist ispubulc

of Rumania is found in flatrant violation of the Peace Treaties. the eslsinki

Act, and of its ova constitution. aMd Is guilty of cultural enoclde ethnocide,

and other acts against humanity. •

CONDENSED RACKIOUID STUDY

Transylvania ts located Lh the Eastern most part of the Carpathian Basin.

A glance at the map vill show ua that this basis is completely surrounded by

the Carpathian Wbuntains forming a compact geographical and economical unit.

This land has been inhabited by ungasrians since 895 A.D. and became over the

centuries one of the moat successful and long-lasting political and cultural

units of Europe. Transylvania played an important cultural a wll as political

role within this unit for ten centuries as part of the Humgari8n homeland. It

yes the cradle of Hungarian art and literature. rrom the sixteenth century

on it became the fortress of religious freedom: the first country oan earth where

wan' right to pursue his owa raligzius belief was declared the law of the land.

The Hungarisn educationa.l institutions of Transylvania were esteemed all over

Europe from the fifteenth century on. A lively exchange of educators and

students with Italian, Frochb,--Dutch, English and German universe lee kept the

Hungarian cultural life of Transylvania abreast of the world's great cultural

achievement$.

Iumalan herdsman began to move from the south across the high ridges of

the Carpathians into the Rangr"a Klngdom during the fourteenth century,

seeking sme pastures for their sheep herds. From the seventeenth century on

groups of limnian refugee fleeing from their own despotic rulers asked

permission to cross the border and they were wanted saylum. Mrs and more

84-209 0-81-16
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refuses came and settled in different parts of Transylvania. The Hungarian

administration built villages for then; churches and schools in which they could

serve God their own way and teach their children in their ov tongue. The

new Imigrants were aided in developing their ovo culture and as time vent on

they became prosperous and mltiplied in numbers.

At the end of World War 1, based on the fact that 52% of the population

spoke the Rumanian language, Transylvenia was awarded to the noighboritn

rumanian Kingdom and the ordeal of the native Hungarian population began.

-Torn from the Hungrien majority-block of the Carpathian Basin by military

force, and thrown into minority statue within a primitive Balkan country,

Traneylvanian Hungsrians had to endure unprecedented discrimination and injustice.

The Eumarian-educated Rumanian middle-class respected the ancient

cultural institutions of Transylvania and made no serious attempts to destroy

the Hungarian cultural heritage of the subdued people. Iventually, due to

German influence, the more nationalistic elements came into pover, turning

Rumania into a satellite of Hitler.

During and after World War 1 maore than tvo-hundred-thousand Transylvanian

Hungarians were killed, or died in the forced labor camps of Rumania. However,

the tragedy of the native Hungarian population in Transylvenia began with the rise

of Ceausescu, the new Rumania dictator. Ceausescu trasfored the post-var

vArxist regime into a national-socialist (NAMI) dictatorship by declaring at

the Ninth CommIst Party Congress in 1965: mRamia is a uniform national

state, its territory now occupied by one nation, which was formed by concrete

historical o ets, and which resulted L the.f.nien Socialist Nation."

With this, the practice of government policy shifted from the Marxist-

eninist international socialsim to. national socialis, first introduced on

this global by Adolf Hitler, practiced later for a short time by Joseph Stalln.
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Thus, the cear1y fi v*tiu ion non-lean inhabitants of the am

Socialist Republic of IRsinia, an"g the three sdilion Hunarians, were placed

officially outside the 1a, outside the constitution, and became foreipers,

outcasts, People without rights and vitbout a future in their own bom-el nd.
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LI ST OF CRI K S

PUMPATEf BY IM GOVEXP* T OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 07 BRUMAIA

1. According to statistics 547 clerymen, 489 Eungarian e4wcators, 49 Hungarian

writers, poets, and artists along with more than 28,600 other Hungarian

intellectuals were either executed, beaten to death, forced into suicide

or died in Rumanian prisons, mental institutions or forced labor camps

a a result of the government's policy to eliminate the cultural leader-

ship of the lungariens in Transylvania and Moldavia.

2. All fulwarian cultural establishamts and institutions were either torn

down or confiscated and Rumanized, including museum, archives. &%d

libraries.

3. Hungarians were forced under strict penalty to hand over to the Rzmanian

authorities every picture, book, map, script, printed matter, private

letter, artifact, etc., that could be found in their homes and was older

then twenty years. Almost every night the Security Police performed a

few "surprise raids" in the home* of unsuspecting Hungarians. They searched

for hidden letters, books or anything else, and in the event they were

unable to find anything they would "Plant" som old Hungarian newspaper

or magazine in order to create a pretext for further harassment. Often

those who were found "guilty" were beaten to death.

4. The use of the Hungarian language in public places, including in the street ,

was forbidden uder the penalty of beatings.

S. Hungarian schools were taken over step by step and Rumanized. The presence

of two Rumanian students suffice to change the language of education from

Hungarian to iunian, while the presence of twenty five Hungarian students

are needed - without one single Ruanian - to keep the language of a class

of Hungarians for the next six months. Hungarian children are beaten for
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speaks& their own language an my school pounds, vhLle the fe remin"&

Uu0garlan teachers are daily intisidnted, arrested, tortured or soatime

beaten to daah-.

5. Touag -luagarlans are under constant pressure, being ur3ed to deny their

4ungarian heritage, change their name, and sever all contacts with their

fe-ilies. Those vho refuse to do so are being discriminated against in

every aspect of huan existence, including job opportunity, housing and

food tickets. *Those vho refuse to change their Hungarian names and take

a now %tmLin identity can not participate in sports. The best example

is the famous "Rumanian" gymnast, SADJA KOAEIn , who Is a Hungarian girl

from Transylvania born under the name of ASIA KEMLM, but in order to be

allowed to compete bad to change her nm and deny her origin. Her

trainer, Uale Karoly, Is also a Hungrian, wbo Just recently defected to

the United States due to constant harassment because of his Hungarian

newN.

7. Hungarian inhabitants of old Hungarian cities are being moved out of their

hoe by entire city blocks, and while they are being shipped way to distant

corners of old Rumania, their homes are given to new tmanian settlers in

order to change the Hungarian character of the cities.

8. Hungarian churches are under concentrated pressure. Old historic bullLngs

are torn down under the pretext of being "unsafe." Building permits for

new churches are being refused. Parishioners are discouraged by veiled

threats from attending church services. Curch alders, members of the

presbytery are subject to lengthy Interrogations by the notorious SECURrEM,

the "security police." Cergymem who go around visiting members of their

congregations in their homs are often arrested and charged with "conspiracy

against the state." They are often beaten, torturei or driven to suicide.
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These crimes are not unkmow to th. world. Amnesty International -in London,

Swell -as the Human Plghts Division of the United Nations pursued Intensive

studies concerning the treatment of the native Hungarian population by the

Ruaian Sovernamft.

The Congressional Records contain several testimonies and statements on

the subject. On July 25, 1979, the Honorable Congresman Richard T. Schulze,

Rapublican-hiladelphia, stated (Congreassional Records, gouse, July 25, 1979):

"the Ruanian government continues to abuse the Hungarian population. There

are over X5 million lungarians who are being forced to assimilate thmsvs

into the %smanian culture. They have done away with Hungarian schools, bi-

lingual sins, and any form of self-adainistration for these Hugarian people...

ibm subcomm'itee received very detailed, factual, vell supported evidence,

coafrwred also by independent Western sources, of a systematic effort to destroy

a whole network of Hunearian cultural institutions, to deprive this ethnic group

of its language, tradition@, and cultural identity. I emphasize the elements

of destruction in this process. It is the closing of the schools where children

can study in their mother tongue, it is the elimination of one of Europe's

oldest umiversities, it is the campaign of extreme ethnic, cultural, and relig-

ious intolerance which the Hungarians are protesting..." Congressma Christopher

J. Dodd. Democrat - Connecticut, added: "The plight of X5 million XWgarians

in that country cannot be indifferent to us. Their condition, instead of being

improved, it has worsened." Congressmen Larry McDonald, Deomocrat-Gorgia:

"Luania shamelessly continues to suppress its national minorities..."

Congressman John R. Rousselot, Republican - California: "Reports indicate that

the ruling regime n Rmania is attempting t* systemtically eliminate al facets

of Hungarian culture... !"
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Congreasman Rousselot'a prediction made in 1979 cam true: Today aU

facets of Hungarian culture are eliminated in Transylvania, a country which was

regarded sixty-five years ago as the cradle, the citadel and the standard barer

of Hungarian culture.

Ve quote from a letter written by an Ameiican citizen of Transylvanian

descent who visited his birthplace in Au~ut, Wg'O, accompanied by his wife and

two children: "Ten years ago Kolozavar was still the largest Hungarian city

in .:ansylvania. Today there are only a few thousand Hungarians left. Just

one single month this ycar, in the month of May, thirty-thousand 2umnaniana

were brought into the city and about twenty-thousaad Suagarians were roved

with nothing but a suitcase in their hands to the distant swamps of the

Danube- iver in order to ake place for new settlers. 'any of the Hungarians

we visited ten years ago, took their own lives, due to desperation. They were

si?%ply thrown out of their homes without compensation, without jobs, without

pensions..." "Even the cemeteries have changed. When we tried to take flowers

to the graves of those beloved, we could not find the gravestones. All the

Hungarian gravestones were reswved by the truck load, we were told. The graves

of our parents and grandparents disappeared. Not even the dead seem to have

the right today in Transylvania to rest in a grave with their Hungarian name

on the gravestone..."

"As we traveled across Transylvania, there was not a.single place where we

could use the Hungarian language without being exposed to crude and threatening

remarks. Those standing in line for potatoes, bread or anything else, if heard

by the food distributors whispering anng themselves in Hungarian, were chased

away without a bite of food. The discrimination against Hungarians reached

such proportions that Hitler's Germany was nothing compared to It."
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'Ve are indeed livi$ig in a terrible world and a terrible age," -te-letterr

concludes, "in vtiicb there are plenty of institutions to care for 'endanered

species', be these species birds or animals, but for endangered hbmams,-nobody

seem to care!"

The point we vant to eubsice in connection vith these abuses is the ell

fact they are com tted against a minority vblch-did not mivrate voluntrily

into . m ai but vas living peacefully in Its ovu homeland as part of the

majority nation, and vas throvo into minority status by'an act of var. over

vhich it had no control whatsoever.

THE VOICE 07 THE PEOPLE WT13.

In November 1980, the Socialist Federstio of lungar an Workers in Rumania

sent a HK12RANDMt to the United Nations, the gowernmets of the Socialist

Countries, and the Madrid Conference. We are quotLg from thst Mmrandum:

"The experiences of six decades convinced the coe' stins mationalities in

Transylvania that their atio wa existence and bun rghts are neither pro-

tected nor ensured within the framework of the Rumanian State. Therefore, in

order that these nationalities my Waeguard their ethnic heritage, ad in the

saw time be enabled to live and work peacefully side by aide, we i . ore the

neber states of the United Nations, the si story state. of the sropeuro

Security Accords, and most of all the countries of the Socialist C:

TO ESTABLISH T II 9 EM= SOCIALIST RE ULIC 01 TUN VANU r MM

KO' CTIVE .ANDAUZ 01 nR WZUIO MAOS.
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SUGGESTED ACTIC0.

Since it Is neither within the povel of this committee, nor within the

present reach of the government of the United States to solve this tragic

situation one gay or another, we respectfully suggest that this committee,

in order to ghov the gypressed peoples of Transylvania that the United States

of America is still the Chinion of Freedom which doe, not condone oPPre3sion

and the persecution of minorities,

TE.rJIATE M PREFERED UATIO"I STATUS

OF

THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF RPUI41A.

vith the understanding that this status shall not be granted again until the

2%uaian government can prove to a mixed camission visiting Transylvania

that the abominable persecution of the Hungarian and other national minorities

has ceased, and the following conditions are met: -

1. The Hungarian language is recognized in transylvania as second official

language.

2. The Hungarian Autonomous Region is re-established under strictly Hungarian

administration.

3. The old Hungarian educational institutions are re-established.

4. The confiscated museums, libraries and archives are returned to the

re-established Hungarian cultural and church related organizations.

5. Old Hungarian cemeteries are returned under the care of the Hungri-n

churches.

6, Those Hungeriana who were deported from'their native towns or villages,

or left their homes under duress, are allowed to return. Rumanians who

wore re-settled into Hungarian toas and villages with the purpose of
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diluting the Rungarian character of the area or filling the better paying

jobs at the expense of the native Pungarian population, are returned to

thefr o n provinces.

7. All sienq and -aarkers in ,tuagarian populated cities, towns and villages

are again bi-lingual.

8. Equalopportunity Is established in every field of human existence.

q. All harassments and&intitdations iL relation to nationality are terminated.

In. The'sixteenth century shrine in Torda, the very-building in which the

elected representatives of the three Tran.sylvanian nations declared for

the first ti.ne i. this world, man's inalienable right to the free exercise

of Nis religious belief, is restored again to shop the human race that

nan of different tongues and different beliefs, if motivated by good will

and umderstandins can bring our world forward in one accord and in the

right direction!

We sincerely feel that it is our moral obligation to insist that governments

desiring friendly relations with us, abide by the same rules of ethics as we do.

tUe are certain that the government of the Socialist Upublic of Rumanis as yell

as the people of that country would greatly benefit from a more harmonious and

therefore more productive co-existence of all nationalties which call that

country their homeland.

wespectfully submitted:

Albert 'lass do Caegs Dr. John Nadas
President General secretary

(Mrs.) Ilona loissenin
Tashington representative
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TESTIMONY OF ILYA LEKUCH

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMVIITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF

THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

ON

THE PRESIDENT'S REQUEST TO

EXTEND WAIVER AUTHORITY

FOR

MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS FOR ROMANIA

JULY 27, 1981
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GOOD DAY. I AM ILYA LEKUCH, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF

WJS/MOODY INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION.

WJS/MOODY INTERNATIONAL IS AN ACCREDITED, AMERICAN

EXPORT AND IMPORT REPRESENTATIVE ORGANIZATION MAINTAINING A

FULL TIME OPERATIONAL OFFICE IN BUCHAREST, ROMANIA WITH NINE

EMPLOYEES, WE FIRST STARTED TO CONDUCT BUSINESS IN ROMANIA

IN 1965, WE HAVE ALSO BEEN-ACTIVE IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

OF CHINA SINCE 
1972.

MY REMARKS TODAY ARE DIRECTED TOWARDS EXTENDING THE

MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS WAIVER FOR ROMANIA. I ALSO

SUPPORT AN EXTENSION FOR CHINA AND HUNGARY AS WELL,

IN ROMANIA, WJS/MoODY INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION REPRESENTS

THE INTERESTS OF OVER 20 AMERICAN COMPANIES. WE PROMOTE THE

SALE OF THEIR EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY TO VARIOUS ENDUSERS

IN ROMANIA. WE ALSO PURCHASE, FROM ROMANIA, OILFIELD EQUIPMENT

WHICH IS IN SHORT SUPPLY IN THE UNITED STATES.

OVER THE PAST TWO AND A HALF YEARS, STARTING JANUARY 1,

1979, 1 HAVE PERSONALLY SPENT APPROXIMATELY 15 MONTHS IN
ROMANIA NEGOTIATING BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN OUR COMPANY

AND VARIOUS ROMANIAN FOREIGN TRADE ORGANIZATIONS, MOST OF

THE CONTRACTS SIGNED TODAY, BETWEEN AMERICAN COMPANIES AND

ROMANIAN FOREIGN TRADE ORGANIZATIONS, HAVE A STIPULATION OF

COUNTER-PURCHASE OBLIGATIONS. THIS MEANS THAT AN AMERICAN

COMPANY SELLING EQUIPMENT, TECHNOLOGY AND/OR PRODUCTS TO
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ROMANIA MUST IN TURN PURCHASE EQUIPMENT FROM ROMANIA AS

PARTIAL PAYMENT FOR THEIR SALE. NORMALLY, COUNTER-PURCHASE

ITEMS ARE CLASSIFIED AS PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY THE MINISTRY

OF MACHINE TOOL BUILDING INDUSTRY. UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES,

THE FAILURE TO EXTEND MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS FOR ROMANIA

WOULD HAVE A SIGNIFICANT NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THE OVERALL

TRADE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

OF ROMANIA BECAUSE IT WOULD RESULT IN HIGHER TARIFFS FOR

ROMANIAN GOODS,

I SINCERELY BELIEVE THAT ROMANIA WISHES TO PURCHASE
GOODS FROM THE UNITED STATES. THEY TRUST AMERICAN EQUIP-

MENT AND TECHNOLOGY. THE ROMANIAN PEOPLE ARE VERY FRIENDLY

TO ALL AMERICANS, AND ROMANIAN OFFICIALS IN THE BUSINESS AND

POLITICAL SECTORS IN ROMANIA REFER TO AMERICANS AS LONG TERM

FRIENDS.

WORLD PEACE AND STABILITY ARE OTHER IMPORTANT FACTORS

WHICH JUSTIFY THE EXTENSION OF MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS

FOR ROMANIA: ROMANIA PLAYS A SIGNIFICANT ROLE AS A WORLD

MEDIATOR AND CONDUCTS A FOREIGN POLICY INDEPENDENT OF OTHER

EASTERN EUROPEAN BLOCK COUNTRfES,

WJS/MOODY INTERNATIONAL IS PRESENTLY DISCUSSING MANY

LARGE LONG-TERM PROJECTS IN ROMANIA IN THE FIELDS OF AGRICULTURE,

INSTRUMENTATION, OIL AND GAS AND OTHER AREAS. WE FEEL THAT

MANY OF THESE PROJECTS WILL COME TO A SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION

BUT THEIR SUCCESS WILL DEPEND ON ROMANIA HAVING MOST FAVORED

-NATION STATUS AND THE ABILITY TO SELL SOME SELECTED ROMANIAN

PRODUCTS IN THE U.S,--MARKET.
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fe ELISADMI VOI"W
(Maiden IamalSBE!T GEORGSCU)

60 o03 St # 5 A
rdW- z0, N.. ,cxpq,

aone(212) 569-768
U.. CITIMIN

S2A1M3 OF nrs ELISABETH VOITWJ

BIPM
U*8. SENATE COIITIEK OffI INTERINATXCL TRAD

HONORABLE CHAIRMAN, HCWORABLE SENATORS,

I an ELISABETH VOITOU(Maiden Nam@ 14SABETH GEORGE8U)ROKIIAN
born, arrived in the USA to s hnUsaWs parents for our FORCED

SARATED FAMILY REUNION on JUNE 1970, and then naturalised as
UoS. CITIZEN.
Unfortunately, when I sueoeded to left OCIWNIST ROMANIA with
a legal passport for the USA Issued by COMMJIST RCHAVIA's
GOVEN!, I was forced to left behind, as HOSTAGNS
1,-STELIANA BOODAN( Maiden Nae GEORGESCU)born on 10,20,37,-siteor
2.- nIRCEA BOODAN, born on 1929,- her husband
Residing ateStrada NICOLAZ ME Xr 1,Blo V 2, Apt l14,Seotor 3,
BUCURESTI.

o hv.t - after m7 self and or husband eaigrated ARGALY to the USA,
the SkCRiTY,-CCtWWIST PARTY's SCRET POLICE of USS's U6M t ,-
started the harassement against them
Both of then are engineers, W NIONE OF TEEM ARE OCIMUNILST PARTI'

The first kaiiasseasnt was to force then to join IMA PAR?T, THE
xmsJD ERIMLY I
ily brpthe'.. in law, a devoted engineer was CHIF ENGINER, was re-
moved steps down from his professional ranksfinel, beoaeing a
simple engineer*.*
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They were foced to submit to "PMRNCbeEL D2FArUM8 each single
letter whica 1 sent to them from USA and to report too all phons
sails from USA: ...
THIS IS THs S sCA.AL TYkv US NICOALE CHAUS"IvU'a SECUHITt's ANA
Samnr' Aua*INM RELATIVES OF U8.CITIZEa8 ABLD RSIIENTh. 'LUZ CK
STARTED in 1975 WHE T in MOT AVORED NATICuo11 uauS" WAs
QOANTED IPiT TI TV O4M1MI.SaT..RtANIA ,.-
-O1 APRIL 1980 my brother and his wife applied for 11IGRATION

THEY RECEIVED THE SO CALLED" BUTTERFLIES"- a kind of PETITIC
FOR APPLICATION POR M IGRATION., invented too after CCMiUNIST
RC ANIA WAS GRANTED WITH * N.Y.N." BY U.S. CONGRESS.
I HAVE TO POINT OUT THAT DESPITE THE FACT THAT THE ROMANIAN
TERRORIST PRESIDENT 'NIVOLECEAUb8CU C(MITTED HIM SELF TO THE
U.S.A. TO MAKE EAST THE MIIGRATION FORIAMILIES REUNIFICATIC,

AFTER HE WAS GRANTED WITH " H,F,Nm BY U.S.A. CONGRESS, EACH TEAR
HE INVENTED XWI.W NEW RULES AND REGULATJCUS A LOTS OF APPLICA-
TIOS TO BE FILLED UP BY WOULD BE IVIGRANTS.
SINCE in 1965 THERE WAS ONLT AN APPLICATIC FOR, TODAY ARE i
" THE BUTTERFLIES", THE PRE-APPLICATION" " THE APPLICATION" ...
AD A LOT OF PARTY'& COIMISSICS TO PASS BY. AND THERE IS A
TIMN or SEVERAL MONTHS FROM A STEP TO ANOTHER:...
- OF COURSE THAT mT HOSTAGE RELATIVES HAD TO PASS BY ALL THIS
NEW RULES AND REGULATIONS.
bUT TO DATE ALL WHAT THETA HAVE AREi 7REJEOTIOS. THE LAST ONE IS
OP JULY 198l1
MORE THAN THAT THERE 18 THE FACT TEAT MY BROTHER
FROM HIS JOB ON JANUARY 14,1981 BEING IN DANGER TO B5 ARRESTED
ANT MOMENT AND CHARGE WITH " PARASITISM"'...
- I JOINED I THE TWELVETH RCQNIAN HUNGER STRIKE AGAINST TERRORIST
PRESIDENT NICOLAE CEAUSESCU" and fort PURGED SEPARATED FAMILIES
REt7IFICATICO IN THE USA AND HUNW RIGHTS IN COMUNIST ROEANIA" in
BERAL? OF MY HOSTAGE.SISTER AND BROTHER IN LAW.
I APPEAL TO THE US SENATE TO PERSUADE THE TERROERIT PRESIDENT
NICOLAE CEAU.UACU TO RESPECT HIS INTERNATIONAL COhMITTEMENT IN MA-
TTER OF " HUMAN RIGHTS" AND TO GRANT IMMEDIATELY THE EXIT VISAS TO
MY HOSTAGI SISTER AND HER HUSBAND,
-L ASK THAT DO NOT GRANT ANYMORE THE I M.P.N" TO COMMUNIST RODIANIA
UNTIL " THE TEN POINTS" OF HUNGER STRIKERS WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED An
UNTIL NICOLAS CEAUSESCU VILL STOP THE STALINIST TROR AGAINST RE-
LATIYES O U.S. CITIZENS AND U.S. RESIDENTS LIVING OVER T "ERA
VWUL BE W.,GRANTS IV C0DE To REUiFY THEIR FORCED SEPARATED ?AM-
LI." K ABEH VoITCU, .,,
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CONSILIUL NATIONAL ROMAN
ROlAN IAN NA/ 1ONAL COUNCIL

IORD M.kiCA SECTION
SECTIUNEA AMERICA DE NORD

A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION -Rea.Book 088 Page 623/1978,N.J.
THEECUTIE BUREAU ID # 0100085308
President:r. Al.exandr Brata HEADQUARTIM

25-40 3,th Road (I4D),L.I.C. 290 River Road,Bogota,

Astoria,NEW YO K,N.Y.1l02 MYW JERSEY ,N.J.07603
Tel.(212)726-X06 July 27,1981

1r. ROB.RT LIGTHIZER,Ohief Counsel
UMITZD STATES SMAT±
Committee on Finance,
Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr Robert E.LiGhthizer

Receiving your mailgram from 07-22-1981 about my request to testify

a t the Ii.P.IN. hearing on July 27,1981,1 enclosed now my "Statement"
of refusal of status of I!.P.IN. treatment to the "Socialist Republic
of Romania "(SRR) for a long period of time ,by the reasons of the
disrespect of the elementary human rights for Romanian people.

The totalitarian regime in Romania is still,and by far the nost im-
portant beneficiary.In the sane time the Romanian people is suffer-
ing of*edomfroA fear with all consequences of the nost centralized,
bureaucratic and corrupt command economy.

The acceptance without control of the respect of the elenentary hu-
man rights of the said agreement will make U.S.A. responsible for
the assistance of the totalitarian political regime inposed by force
of the Red Soviet Army to govern Romania.
The Romanian people will not profit of the advantages of this Status.

Please submit my Statement to the Subcommittee on Trode of the Commit
tee on Finance in order to be included in the record of the Hearing.

Dr'i. an:4ratu

S r o. cop f Sj
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PfttkWnar 6 %A S Contact: Agric;?*ursa Carl J. Suchocki 11ssFleenth tbrotX.WC (202) 296-1585 2. O, 20oS

a
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PATENT PROTECTION HEY TO
U.S. TRADE AGREEMENTS, NACA SAYS

WASHINGTON, D. C., July 27, 1981--The National Agricultural

Chemicals Association today gave 'qualified" approval for the

continuation of U. S. trade agreements with the Peoples Republic

of China and the Soviet Bloc countries of Romania and Hungary.

Nicholas L. Reding, of Monsanto Company and NACA Chairman of

the Board of Directors, and NACA President Jack D. Early, recom-

mended, however, that the extension of "most favored nations"

status be contingent on continued progress in adequately protect-

ing the pesticide industry's property rights in those countries.

"The agricultural chemicals industry is among the few American

high technology industries where we still have a clear lead over

foreign competition," Mr. Reding testified before the Senate

Finance Subcommittee on International Trade. "Our ability to

continue to invest substantial amounts in research and development

is almost totally dependent on respect for our industrial property

rights.'

Mr. Reding recommended that efforts be intensified by U. S.

trade officials to reach an adequate patent protection agreement

with Hungary. He also told the panel that a new patent law in

Romania was being completed and recommended that this development

be monitored by the U. S. Departments of Commerce and State.

NR-81-19

84-209 0-81-1
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Mr. Reding endorsed "most favored nations" status with the

Peoples Republic of China based on a provision in the trade agree-

ment which calls for the adoption of a patent system 'substantially

equivalent' to the protection provided under U. S. law.

NACA is a non-profit, Washington-based trade organization whose

115 member companies make or formulate virtually all the crop pro-

tection chemicals used in the United States and a large percentage

used abroad.

NR-81-19 30 -
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COMMUTE OF TUANSLVMIA, WC (tiM UZOnMSAG FuWe 1956

LOUS L LOT1F, Pmw C Offie.
216 Yrm&A PdA 28775O0 1IUh Stree

heArI, NY. 14610 ClWslt ONO 44104

July 27,1981

Nr.Cba.iran:

In considering whether the Socialist Republic of Rumania should enjoy

the benefits of most-favored-nation tariff tatus for another year, as a

background, I would like to bring up briefly two seemingly unrelated topics:

foreign policy and national minorities.

Nothing but the interest of our country should be the guiding light for

decisions of international scope. But because national interest is a broad

and complex concept which, in many cases, may not be recognized properly and

unanimously, there is ample space for different interpretations. In building

good relations with a communist country, for instance, it may be questioned

how far our foreign policy should ignore violations by that country against

covenants and principles of individual freedom, ?uman rights, freedom of press,

freedom of dissent, due process, huma, dignity :nd the likes.

Rumania denies these rights to her citizens. Rumania has been h6lding to

an utterly rigid, Stalinist-type of communist system which has never attempted

any degree of liberalization or humanization. The irrefutable fact is, that - -

among all communist countries - Rumania stands out as the most faithful follow-

er of the Soviet ideal of repression of her peoples and central economic struc-

ture.

Our foreign policy seems to disregard this fact and took up a prc-Rumanian

course in the last few years on the ground of that country's alleged independent

Linded foreign policy which, in some instances, does not seem to follow the po-

litical line of the Soviet Union.

President Ceausescu, in his person, aotlike a medieval tyrant, practices

a fascist-like, suppressive, one-man rule concentrating all the powers of the

state in his own and hisfaaily's hands.

Besides ooercing people into a voiceless mass and clamping down on any

degree of dissent as crime against the state, the Rumanian system is not able

to provide adequately for the material nedde of the population. Inspito of her
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- 2 - Statement of Louis L. Lot

rich material resources Rumania has the lowest standard of living in the com-
munist block of countries.

Clearly, it spems to me that frieadahip with the Rumanian communist regime
bears same degree of moral risk.

The second topic, I would like to touch on is the problem of national mi-
norities. This question has gained in the last few years incrsamed significance

for at least three basic reasons. One is the official tendency to ignore the
plight of national minorities in the country where they live, frequently as in-
digenous inhabitant. Another reason roots in the will of national minorities

to preserve their national identity. This is a very natural phenomenon suppor-
ted by inalienable, natural human right. The third reason that mikes preserva-
tion of national identity difficult is the aaost complete lack of internatio-

a'al laws and guidelines for the protection of national minorities against dis-
crimanation by the government. In that aspect the former Leagu o Nations aa-
sured more recognition and help than the United Nations do now more than 40

years later.

Rumania has many national minorities since Transylvania and other formerly

Hungbrian territories were annexed to Rumania in the peace-treaty of Trianon
60 years ago. The two largest ones, the indigenous Hun'arians (est.2.5 millions)
and the Germans (est.450,O00) resettled there by t.e Hungarian kings many hundred

years ago, of course, desperately want to preserve their mother-language,culture

and national identity and try to resist against the consistent, overt emi covert,

forcible Ruman'anization efforts. There is no difference between Hungarians li-
ving in Transylvania and in Hungary proper. They are part and parcel of the soe
and only Hungarian nation which had settled in the Carpathian-Midale Danube Basin

including Transylvania, more than a thousand years ago. The Hungarian language
has been spoken for 2500 years, and the earliest written document in Hungarian,
which is kept in one of the main archives of Hungary, goes back to the 12th cen-
tury. The life of this langaage is now in mortal danger in Rumania first time in

that many years.

The Ceausescu regime is against the national znorities. In the last 15 years

the Rumanian minority policies have been clearly aimed at the fast absorption of

the non-Ruanian minorities of the country.

When I reepeotfully urge this Sibcomittee to consider suppression of natio-
nal minorities in Ruaa ia before deciing extension of the NFN statues for that

country, again and again I state my conviction that our Covernement and no one
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- 5 - Statement of Louis L. Lote

elsesin the position to act on behalf of the abandoned Hungarians of Rumania.

Recently we received an open letter smug-led cut of Transylvania written by

"The Intre-County Workers' Committee for the Realization of a Tranaylvanian Hun-

garian Television." The comrttee urges the rumanian and Hungarian government to

build three television relay towers in Transylvania which would make reception

of Hungarian television program from Budapest for hundreds of thousands of Hunga-

rian homes possible. The Television Committee sees this as the last straw to

cling to before the ?umanianication policy couls succeed in annihilating the

Hungarian nation in P,,ania.

I regard this request as a realistic, concrete a-ni modest desire which - if

implemented - would be -a major single ache:-nert on the rca toward more cultu-

ral freedom for Transylvani-,n Hungarians. Unf rtunatoly, hoaey-vr, t-re t-lcvisi-

on towers are not likely to be conr'ructec because th- r,-n-tration of H.jn;ar,.rn

language into Hunarian hores Might s:arc in th- way of tr. &, -cu's Rumsni ;n-

iMotion policy, an. because- Yr. Kaaar most lI.koly will nnt -n -ag im,' 1! for

Transylvauia s Hunarians.

But if the United States wants ! make her infl.cnce -1t, t?- three televi-

sMon relay sttlon may. be i reality.

7e people of Hungary have always hal al'e-tcn for th- 'rerioc rorle since

the time of the Revolution. The first ( tnd ray be the only) s ulpture of le¢rce

Washington ever erected in "Prope stands in Budapest as-a ,mbol of th4- affcc-

tion. Hungarian contributions to the cultural an: sci-nttfic devel.Fment of the

United States are unproportionatel; rich and ranifol..

Yet I ask for help not by virtue of H,'ngarian-Awerican achievements but for

the gTavity of need. Four million Hungarian live now in the neighboring countries

as a result of an inevitable peace treaty 60 year ago ani anoth-r one in 194?

which confirmed the earlier treaty. No provisions for the protect-on of national

minorities were included in the 1947 Paris treaty to which the United States was

a signatory. American help to Traussyvauian Hungarians woula correct that grave

omission. It would also be a shining symbol of American fair-mindedness.

In conclusion I respectfully request this single act of help for implementing

reception of Budapest television by 2.5 million Hungarians in Rumania who are now

deprived from viewing and hearing their own national broadcasts in their own na-

tional language. Expecting that this help - by whatever means including quiet dip-

lomao - will be forthcoming, I an not taking position in the matter of the MFN
status for Rumaaia. SinfrelyZour

JTOIU, i:rt: t
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A FATEFUL ANNIVERSARY
Sinly years ago the map of Et Cesctal lAi4c was

radical changed as the resuh of World War I Ilte
chanps meant nes. good r-ws for some of the nations in
the area %erv bad rws fo. scoee other Ones, a still
determine the qualiky of ife and -pocenial stetsgh of
the affer cit nations

I he most important terrmsotial rhange were irms-
pitted int the pealirreaty ri 1 riaryot,r uhai offirially
en

t
s-d the iar t,r IhingAry and redia.itribut4e1 she tern-

1i, of ifat thciusarx year old toumntry 1he ty wat
ss'rsd t the Frnimn palact of V'ersailes June 4. 1920
bit the 1ltang.rsan dstlecatitin To quote the late
Pi(,- rir C A .lacastr,,y. a noted Inghh hitorian,

'Ft ats - iOr Csuti the death {ertrfKare of iork

I. fhe peate at I stanon detached two third of Hon-
gat'% teritfi- arid gate it io these :ourLtsrs#

a; the lagers and So Ak.EtE eri sPon of Hiosary.
s,.d-aludig 7rasyltauo and psart of the H r n
(r4t (..sral Pain to Ro.Ptanpa (the atea is about &x
large a4 entire Rumania wa% before this addition. and
larger than the u-. dineulteeid Hungar .

h; he NArhrrn I/ftgk14rqd of iluaswry 3Wo rR4 eta d
at Mtrsmkia avid itWt'her tasl Boheim~i asd Maratt
newi. (ontifN atijtJomed knos tn ac du Cgeokosoi4e:;

ci Ihe soakities art of Ike Jfitsrgaras Greaw Ce.siral
Pums brame the bcead bauw of the view oun s
)Yugos.trua (put together aftes the war from Serbia.
Crtia. pars of Haunrv: Ausitsia. and some Balkan
provinces).

IN TMS 0
A bo "aaw"m
?rtm"a % *, 0.4. CNVO
Iiaa WAGO.~ - bme Obf iW t*n
1sNWW at O. ofd p.-m

- o SGaS sibw

l -!)a W SMON ectf o W,4gcisn H%#WY Wci to

charly, the Rsmanma. C leck. Sloeialu, Serba,
Croats and Avulass were the beferKaaiear and the
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had reaon and principles that had seemed good and
-rsd at the time of the treaty.

Let lst briefly examine the principles that may be
underlying causes of territorial changes:

RIGHT FOR NATIONAL
SELF-D'TED.MINATION

was one of the leading ideas at that time, associated with
the name of President Woodrow Wilson. The Trianon
treaty fully recognized this right for Rumanians and
Slovaks ian so far a it detached territories from Hungary
where they were in majority. But the treaty totally dis.
regarded the rights of Hungarians and Ruthenians.
Further large parts of the Great Central Hungarian

Plain was given to Serbia in spite of their being only a
35% minority in those areas.

To illustrate the selectivenes in observing the right
for national self-determination, the Trianon treaty
united "% of all Rumanians in new, enlarged Ru-
mania, 95% of all Serbs and 98% of all Croats in new
Yugoslavia. 92% of all Slovaks and 100% of all Czechs
in new Czechoslovakia. But only 68% of all Hungarians
were allowed to live in new, dismembered Hungary; 32
out of 100 Hungarians were detached from the bulk of
the nation and placed under foreign rule, as a result of
the newly drawn boundaries.

The numerical relations of ruling nations and
national minorities 60 years after the peace treaty are
shown in the chart below:
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From the chart it i clear that the Hungarians were
sien an extremely inequitable deal in the peace treaty.
As a result, only 10.7 million Hungarians out of a total
of sme 14.7 million are inhabitants of Hungary. while
sme 4 millions live as a national minority in neighbor-
ing foreign counties. though in their and their
aceatom native aneland.

The right for self-deeerminsition was violated the
most crassly of those Hungarians who live in overwhelm-
mg majority right ovr the borden of dismembered
Hungair in contiguous Hungarian populated areas. in
the southern part of Slovakia and in the western part of
today Rumania. These one-and-a-half million Hun-
garians became simply separated from their 7 million
fellow Hungarians by the newly drawn borden. Clearly.
either elf-determination. not majority principle were
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employed in excluding them from the new small Hun-
gary and placing them under foreign rules.

Some half-a-million Ruthenians and 200,000 Hun-
garian. living in the North-Eastern Highland of Hun.
gary were transfecred with their homeland io Ctecho-
slovakia without any good reason; neither Czechs, nor
Slovaka lived in the region. When in 1945 the Soviet
Union claimed this territory, the Czechoslovakian
government immediatelyobliged and ceded the land (to
which she has never had any tide), to the Soviets.

Al these radical border changes were decided in the
name of the propagator of self-determination, President
Wilson who, however, has neser wanted the destruction
of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy; he merely advo-
cated broad autonomy for the non-Hungarian and non-
Austrian population of the country.

HISTORICAL RIGHTS
are important factors in preserving a country's terri-
torial integrity anywhere. The principle of "status quo
ante" often was the guiding light in international rea-
dom. In considering historical rights, the 1000 year
si unbroken existence of Hungary could have war-
ranted the preservation of the country's territorial
integrity. But it did not. Alleged Rumanian ante-
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cedence in Transylvania does not stand up to the firm
reality of ten centuries Hungarian statehood. Here and
there remnants of Slavic peoples attached to Avar tribes
had lived in theCarpathian Basin at the time of the Hun-
garian contest in the 9th century, but without any solid
statelike organization. While Serbian migration into
Hungary started first in the 15th century when Serbian
refugees from the Ottoman invasion asked for admission
by Hungary.

ECONOMIC AND GEOGRAPHIC
CONSIDERATIONS

are definitely against the partition of the Carpathian
Basin, which is one of the most perfect geographic units
on earth and is identical to the original territory of
Hungary (see map on head band). In his book, "Hun-
gary". Prof. Macartney writes: "Many writers, not Hun-
garians alone, have dilated on the "natural unity" of the
Middle Danube Basin (or Carpathian Basin. Ed.).
which became lungary. The parts of it seem, indeed,
designed by nature to form one harmonious whole.
Through the heart of it the great river itself runs a
course of nearly 600 miles, most of it through flat or
flattish lands which form an oval plain, about 100,000
square miles in extent, 400 miles at its greatest width
from west to east, 300 from north to south. This plain is
surrounded by a ring of mountains, whose alleys
converge on the central plain; of the riven of Historic
Hungary, only one flows north, to join the Vistula; one,
like the Danube itself, cuts its own way through the
Transylvanian Alps; all the rest join the Danube on its
central course. The mountains, which in the north and
east form an almost coninous wall. rarely broken, with
the dense forests which up to recent times covered their
slopes, form a natural defence for the plain, especially
towards the east. The products of plain and mountain
are mutually complementary, linking their inhabitants
in a natural community of destiny."

GEOPOLITICAL AND STRATEGIC VALUE
of the Carpathian Basin is eminent by two factors: the
peculiar location on the crossroads between Eastern and
Western Europe. and the excellently defendable,
natural borders, the Carpathian Mountain Chains.
These mountains had been the frontiers of Hungary for
ten centuries, longer than any other borders in Europe,
and served well in holding up onslaughts from the East.
The failure of the great Russian offensive against the
Austro-Hungarian forces in the Northeastern Car-
pathians in 1914-15 is a classic example to the defensive
value of the mountainous borders of historic Hungary.
The success of the Soviet offensive in World War II, in
1944 against Rumania on the other hand, is a good
example how Hungary and its neighbors became de-
fenceless after the Eastern and Southern Carpathian
Mountains were made to run through the center of Ru-
mania and thus their historical role of protecting the
Basin behind them could not be fulfilled any more.

But more likely none of these principles were
thought of when the new borders in the Carpathian
Basin were drawn. Some much less idealistic considers-

tons emerge as the dominant guiding principles: such
as the destruction of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
in order to eliminate that power structure from the
future Europe. the obligation of the European Allied
Powers to pay the agreed reward (Transylvania) to Ru-
mania for changing side in the middle of the war, the
radical reduction of Austrian (German) and Hungarian
influence and corresponding promotion of the power of
the Rumanian and Slavic nations in the area, and, last
but not least, the punishment of the defeated Central
Powers.

The history-of the last 60 years attests to it that these
objectives have been carried out effectively. Whether
they have served security, peace, harmony, and pros-
perity of the area, it is a different matter. just one good
look on the map and the pre-and post-World War II
history of Europe tells us that the complete dissolution
of the Monarchy created a dangerous power vacuum in
that part of Europe.

In less than two decades, the fragmentation of East-
Central Europe in the Trianon peace proved to be a
catastrophic deed. It threw the gates open first for
Hitler to dominate the small and to each other hostile
states diplomatically, then militarily. Later the broken
gate gave the Soviets easy access into the Carpathian
Basin and ultimately deep into Europe. The dis-
memberment of Historic Hungary, and the failure to
create an as good or better state structure than the
Monarchy had been, led to the present division of
Europe. and, indeed, the world. The responsibility for it
burdens clearly the European big powers and their
leading statesmen who made the blueprint for the peace
treaty.

To make things worse England and France helped to
organize the so called "Little Entente" with the sole pur-
pose of keeping little Hungary under control. What a
formidable' shortrightednea: to organize some 50
million peoples in defence from 7 million, and to ignore
the real potential danger presented by the 66 million
strong subdued German nation and 166 million
bolshevik led Soviet peoples.

CONCERN FOR NATIONAL MINORITIES
should be always an important and legitimate motiva-
tion of leading powers, It may have been it at the peace
treaty of Trianon, but-as we pointed out before-the
concern of France and Great Britain was utterly selec-
ive. While they united all the Rumanians in Rumania,

Slovaks in Czechoslovakia, and Serbs and Croats in
Yugoslavia, the treaty makers forced 3.5 million Hun-
garians in minority status. Suppression of minority Hun-
garians started immediately after the transfer, 60 years
ago. It climaxed in Czechoslovakia in 1946/47 when
Hungarians were deported in the inside of the country
with unimaginable barbarism. Suppression of Hun-
garians in Transylvania under the present Ceausescu
regime is being characterized as cultural genocideWsile
in Yugoslavia under the protective umbrella of the
multi-national structure of the country Hungarian do
fare somewhat better than their brethren in the two
other countries,.

Allied statesmen were exposed, prior to the peace
conference to many misrepresentations of the facts

fas3
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about Hungary. The propaganda effort of the Czech
and Rumanian emigration was extremely succeufl in
convincing the victorious European Allied Powers that
the Monarchy has to be destroyed and Hungary die-
membered. Eduard Bent, the Catch engineer of the
destruction, foe instance, alleged that only some
200.000 Huangriana live in the territory of future
Slovakia. Actually there were five times as many. But
the figure of Bents was accepted as truth and the real
fact ignored. Thomas Masaryk. the first president of
Czechoslovakia writes in his political memoirs, "The
Making of the State," that "the Allies knew leis than we
about Austria-Hungary. and they were totally un-
acquainted with the-complicated racial and economic
conditions in Eastern Europe." "...we supplied the
Allies with a political programme." "We gave them
programmes for the liberation of other peoples and for
the reconstruction of Europe as a whole. Of this, proof
may be found in my work "The New Europe" which was
handed in French and English to all the Allied delegates
to the Peace Conferences at the end of the war." "Even
among the masses of the Allied peoples"- Masaryk goes
on-'our four years' propaganda spread these truths
and drove them home."

Apparently none of the Allied statesmen had any
doubt in his mind about "these truths" and the impar-
tiality of Masaryk who promoted the idea of
independent Czechoslovakia to be built on the ruins of
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Whereas no Hun-
garian delegation was allowed to participate at the
peace conference; it was summoned to Versailles only to
sign the treaty under threat of severe sanctions against
that agonizing country.

The governments of France and Great Britain
treated Hungary with prejudice, and ill-will, without
any sense of fairness and impartiality. Even the
technical arrangements for the redrawing of the borders
were made with a major flaw; they established border
committees for Rumania. Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia
which tried to satisfy the unsatiable appetite of those
nations, while there was no Hungarian border com-
mittee formed. The result was that the three nations cut
out for themselves as much as they could from the Hun-
garian pie, and the left-over became the country which
is known today as Hungary. In the mean time Bratianu,
the Rumanian prime-minister, deftly changing side
three times during the war and bringing Rumania in on
the winning side, grabbed at the conference table as
much Hungarian land as he could bargain for.

And out on the field the job of redrawing bound-
aries went on. Robert- Lansing, United States represen-
tative, later Secretary of State, observed that whenever
a problem arose with the new frontiers, the decision
always was brought against Hungary.

In conclusion the Trianon peace treaty swa a
grandose mistake not only because it is utterly unjust,
unfair and inequitable but also because at destroyed the
balance of power in Europe; it contributed significantly

first to the German, then the Sotiet domination of a
large part of Europe, andlhe unfortunate ditiown of
tha continent. No wonder that some prominent states-
men expressed the same opinion. In the words of
Anthony Eden: "The disapperince of the Austro-Hun-
garian Empire has proved to be one of the major cala-
Pop4

cities for the peace of Europe." And it was a "cardinal
tragedy", according to Winston Churchill. An Ameri-
can student of international affairs characterized it "as
the most important purely political occurence since the
fall of the Western Roman Empire in 476 AD."

The spirit of the peace making was also denounced
by one of the makers. British Premier, Lloyd George
when he stated later with respect to the Trianon peace
treaty that "all dxvcumentationa furnished to us by cer-
tain Allies were mandatious and falsified, we have
decided on the basis of falsifications." Or, as Harold
Nicolson participating at the peace conference as
secretary of the British Peace Delegation in Paris, writes
in his book, "Peacemaking 1919": "We arrived deter.
mined that a peace of justice and wisdom should be
negotiated: we left conscious that the treaties imposed
upon our enemies were neither just nor wise... "

It may be difficult to find many Romanian, Czech,
Slovak. Serb peoples who would denounce the Trianon
peace treaty. On the other hand. we do not have any
doubt that Hungarians still feel bitter for Trianon. Ru-
manians cheerfully celebrated this anniversary of the
lucky landgrab, at least abroad, including the United
States (Carpathian Observer, Vol. 6. No. 2), while
official Hungary was mum about it. (Not so the free
Hungarians who had mournful celebrations all over the
world.) Rumanians seem to feel still uncertain about the
possession of Transylvania: and do everything (pro-
pagandistic celebrations, manipulating history etc.) to
strengthen their title to the land.

The homeland belongs to everybody who lives and
whose ancestors had lived there from generations to
generations, not only to the nations which-through a
radical turn of history- became the ruling ones.

With total supremacy of the victors, and the
vanquished ones being at their mercy, it was easier to
make the mistake than to correct it. But it is time to
realize by every nations ofthe area, winners and losers,
that the rearrangement in Trianon has not served their
real peace and security, harmony and fruitful co-opera
tion. If and when the historical chance comes to it, the
Carpathian Basin and the surrounding land should be
made the true homeland for all who live there.
Austrians, Croats, Czechs, Hungarians, Rumanians,
Ruthenians, Serbs and Slovaks must establish an era of
mutual respect, equality, recognition and understand-
ing of each other's problems; an era in which, on some
suitable way, even with the demolishing of the bound.
aries, each nation has equal right to freely develop its
culture, use its native language, enjoy peace and
security, and employ, us an economic and political unit,
the natural resources of the land for the benefit of all;
an era, in which no nation has to have. as the Hun-
garians have now, one out of three of its members in a
neighboring country under repressive rule.

To help achieve this noble, useful and just goal all
the signatory governments of the Trianon and the 1947
Paris peace treaty with Hungary will be most welcome
but the nations actually affected should create the at-
mtsphere conducive to a reasonable, practical and
equitable reintegration of the area.

Louis L. Lot.
pi t,

Commsas TTrsasylviala, S.
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The 60th anniversary of the Peace Treaty of Trianon
In the U.S. Congress

The anirsay wms mor.
lized in Ike Congress by numerous
legi lators. He t we rerim excerpts
of the speeches of Srnator Dole,
Represenaties Addabbo, Ritter
and Dougherty, as they appear in
the Congressional Record

Semaw ROBERT J. DOLE
"Today is the 10th sneivernary of the

Peace Treaty of TrLanon that divided the
kingdom of Huary into our parts lea-
tog only a bot 30 percent of her territory
and about one-third of her inhabitants to
the Hungarian state. It is remembered
somberly by Hungarians around the world
and also by the American Hungarian com.
unityy"

'ne results of the treaty were ulti-
mately unfavorable to European security.
The ensuing conflicts about the treatment
of national minorities by the new multina-
tional small states contributed to Hitter's
success in the region and the outbreak of
World War 11 After the Second World
War, Stalin made use of the nationality
conflicts as a means to secure the adoption
of Communist regimes in the region. That
status quo still exists today.

Unfortunately. so do the nationality
problems. The Helsiki Declrstn. al-
though defining human rights and group
right in mare meaningful terms. has yet
to alleviate the problem of free movement
and minority rights for Hungarians.

Hungary is presently under control of
an atheistic Communist regime whose in-
terest is to destroy constitunional rl.
ciples and the historical traditional o the
Hungarian people. Self-determination is
present in the Communist lexicon only
under "irony-"

"it is the obligation of the United States
to take every inittdi, to promote the
holes of the oppreased poie of Hungary
for a future o~fre m liberty."

Raeeeltlve

JOSEPH P. ADDABBO
of New Yoek

Mr. Speaker. I would like to take this
opportunity to say a few words to ni
distinguished colleagues on the 60th ann-
versary of the Peace Treaty of Trianon.
Unfortunately. it is not A anniversary
that binga joy; rather, it is an anni-
verar7of sadness and despair for the al-
soot 4 million Hangarens tiving under
the great weight of Communist dictator-
ship and ural and nationaroppression
in Resani. Caehoslovakia. the Soviet
Union. and Yugoslavia.

The end result of the treaty was the
heraldin in what is nowi Oyearf depi-
vation efUam rightsinflcted upon Hun-

a nthoum atione. In Romania. the
Government has made in qaite

clear of ta intended cueal gi of
the Hagaritm ethnic p b Clho-

ovaka the Ceommunit diactrtlp and
Soviet occupation are major roedblocka
the Hun ans quest to y their
culture. It goes without saying that thenHangaians living in Yugoslvia and the

Soviet Ualon. live under the an4tieat of
the American Neals of democrat and
re Wet fundamental human ZiL

an the crimes mankind has perfeced,
none is more heoo than to deny anyone
the right to the cultural, political, and
religious freedoms that are an integral

w of the fulfillment of huma potential.
Rweans national a to stand up to those

countries who willfully deny people their
most basic human right, then we, too,
must be prepared to accept part of the
blame for their suffering. Inaction, in
respect to human rights vfolations by the
doracies of the wold. will almost er-
tainly lead to continued action by the
violators. Failure to understand this will
only insure that more treaties of Trianon
wil occur.

DON RITER
of Pes"yIamIa

The 60th anniversary of the infamous
Peace Treaty of Triano which cut the
Kingdom of Hungary into four parts. In-
stead of the multinational Hungarian
Kingdom which promoted cultural deve-
lopment of its nationalities, Central Eu-
rope became thehomeland of many muti-
national state, each professing to be a
nation state and oppressing its national
minorities.

Today, from the prapective of 60 years
later, we see that the injustices so keenly
felt by the proud Hungarian people are
still with us.

Over four million Hungarians still re-
main outside Hungary i the Carpathian
Basin. Romanin alone has 2.5 million in
Transylvania. an ethnic group too large to
digest and too large to liquidate despite
Romanian attempts at cultural suppres-
sion. Even the U.S.S.R. now boats of a
Hungarian population as the Carpatho-
Ukraine was forcibly taken from Ctecho
slovakia in 1945 with its mixed Hungarian
Ruthenian population.

The United States always had reserva-
tions about the Treaty and sympathy for
thy national minorities. President Wldson
insisted originally on plebiscites which
would have redrawn the frontiers in favor
of Hungary. He favored the retention of
several frontier areas by Hungary. And
the U.S. Senate refused to ratify th,
Peace Treaty of Triann-.

In 1946. the American delegation to the
Paris Peace Conferene suggested the re-
turn of the frontier area on the Hun-
garian-Romanian border to Hungary. an

Idea tha wan vetoed by the Soviet Usain.
Today. the problem of atin mine

rkt rem 0 . ia Citrn Eurowho
particularly the Hungarian-rmni
peoAlem In Tromay'lnin sad thes sale.
salty problem w n Yugavia.

We ae the Hungarian sley s
treated In Raaiatharith hybodnof Iaraln i scalvka
worrying out its future in Yugolavta
and remaking silent in the fmier
roaiof the Soviet Union. All under the

en iced Marxisim.Launinia

CHARLES F. DOUGHERTY
of "em Atna

M. Speaker, on June 4. 1960, Hun-
tgurinn =al over the world commemorated
he 60th anniversary of the Peace Treaty

of Triamon. This treaty, which was sup-
posed to unplement the nble ideals o
President Wilson 's 14 points on national
selfdetermination. fell far short of its
mark and became a document of French
security policies to the detriment of Hun-
gary. whose Prime Minister was the sole

osog voice against the war in the
wn Council of Austro-Hungary in July

1914.
Hungarians throughout the world co -

memorate the anniversary of the treaty in
mourning, for over 70 percent of the ter-
ritory and over two-thlrds of the populs-
tee of the Kingdom of Hungary was taken
away from the Hungarian state. Over 3.3
million Hungarians were placed under
foreign rule and were mistreated, ea.
especially in Romania, despite the Mino-
rity Protection Treaties between the allies
and the saucceasor states of Austro-Hun-
gary in 1919. The problems created by the
treaty, the authors of which refused any
suggestion# for plebiscites for adjudicat-
ing claims, helped first Hitler, and later
Stin. to divide and conquer the area.

The United States did sot favor the
treaty. Gen. Harry SaindhoL our repre-
sentative at the Allied Military Mission in
Budapest in 1919-20. "ridly criticted the
smaller alhen* intri-ues to-gse Hungarian-
inhabited areas. the &. Senate has
never ratified the treaty. Even in the
hostile atmosphere after World War II.
the American delegation to the Paris
Peace Conference of 14 suggested
frontier adjustments in Transylvania in
favor of Hungary, only to be vetoed by the
Soviet Union.

Unfortunately, the consequences of the
treaty were not only historical. Even
today. about 4 million Hungarians live in
the surrounding states around Hungary.
most of them - million - in Transyl-
vania which is now part of Romania. Indi-
cations are that the systematic donationa.

(Costined o Ppll)
Paso S
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National History n. Present Minority Policies In Rumania
Whether ancient history of a nation can have a

dominant role in developing present national policies is
clearly shown in the treatment of minorities in the
Socialist Republic of Rumania. Although the roots of
Rumania's present minority policies thrive on us-
bounded nationalism, they are further motivated by a
rather arbitrary extension of the Rumanian history back
to the murky ancient past, coupled with an artificially
bred glorification of the Rumanian nation. Both views
enjoy the strong support of the communist government.
and, what's more they are made compulsory, exclusive
official ideology of the country. No deviation from them
is tolerated and historians, linguists, archeologists,
together with political propagandists, have been
ordered to work hard to develop, excavate and find
hard evidence supporting the pre-determined official
theory of the so called "Daco-Roman-Rumanian con.
tinuity." It seems that pure speculation and imagination
are also encouraged where hard facts and documented
evidence are not available.

The scheme, how the two aspects, alleged Ruma-
nian past and actual present, are put in a causal corre-
lation with regard to national minorities, could be,
indeed, it should be, subject of thorough examination
for the benefit of the non-Rumanian population of Ru-
mania so that their plight may be exposed to inter-
national public scrunity.

But briefly, these are the apparent building stones
of the Rumanian application of the self-serving Ruma-
nian views on the ancient history of the area used for
building Rumania's present oppressive minority polio.
tiev

i. Rumanians are a "very old and exceptionally
great" nation because they are descendants of the
Dacians whose country. Dacia. was established some
2000 years ago. (That country had included parts of
Transylvania but after the Romans evacuated it in 261
AD. resettling both "soldiers and provincials" in
Northern Bulgaria, Dacia soon ceased to exist.)

2. The Roman settlers having completely aband-
oned the province, Transylvania remained the crou
roads of migrating peoples during the next seven cen-
turies. The land was overrun and ruled by the Carps.
Gepides, Goths, Hum, Avars, Slavs and Bulgan and no
trace of the Dacians remained, yet-according to the
unlikely RLmanian view-,they (the Dacians) survived
the more than half-a-thousand year period in hiding.

3. The Hungarians-so says the official Rumanian
historiography-populated Transylvania only in the
12th century, some 800 years ago. So did the Saxons.

4. From these views the Rumanian national ideology
derives some important conclusions concerning the
status of the national minorities:
- - a) The only "original" inhabitants of Transylvania
are the Rumanians, the descendants of Dacians and
Dacia was actually "the first Rumanian state" on the
territory of Transylvania. Therefore Transylvania is an
exclusively Rumanian land.

b) The Hungarians (and the Saxons resettled in
Transylvania in the 12th century by Hungarian kings),
having lived "onl 500 ears" in Trasylvania, should be
Pap

seen as "intruders, vagabonds, nomads, transit
peoples." that is. not permanent inhabitants of Trassyt-
vanis like the Rumanians are.

c) They (Hungarians, Saxons and other non.Ru-
manians) should long ago have adopted the "superior"
Rumanian culture and assimilated into the Rumanian
nation.

d) Since they did not assimilate but have kept their
language, culture and national identity, these non-Ru-
manian nationalities of Transylvania stand in the way of
what is considered by official Rumanian view, the "one-
nation state" of Rumania.

e) Therefore Hungarians and other nationalities in
Transylvania should be eliminated as swiftly as it may
practically be possible. "

I) Apart from threats made by some extremist Ru-
manian hate-groups, we are not aware of such Rums-
nian plan that would advocate the physical wiping out
of Transylvania Hungarians. Rumanian minority
policies, as they have been implemented in the last 25
years or so, indicate that forcible, accelerated absorp-
tion is what the Rumanian government believes to be
the most suitale and least detectable way to eliminate
non-Rumanian minorities i. Rumania.

It is rather obvious to us that the train of thoughts,
we just described, does not come through in such com-
prehensive manner in some Rumanian documents, such
as the constitution, lawbooks. or decrees, as we here
made it for the purpose of summation, if for nothing
else, only to avoid shameful embarrassment for the
government. But by putting together the frequent
pronouncements of president Ceausescu. and all the
facts as they appear in everyday life of the Hungarian
population, a clear image of a systematic, co-ordinated,
official masterplan emerges aiming at the elimination of
national minorities in Rumania, and besides, it is
probable that some confidental papers prepared by
government agencies for the appropriate governmental
departments do include the above or similar guide-lines
which we here attributed to the Rumanian government.
But being classified documents, they must be well
guarded from any international inquiry or from Tran-
sylvanian Hungarian leaden. The probability of that
kind of documents is well supported by the known fact
that so called Internal Regulations ("Dispozitii Interne")
do exist and are widely employed in the field of na.
tionalities policy by the Ramanian government.

Out of the numerous actual anti-minority measures
which detrimentally affect the survival of a nation, we
bring up here only two examples:

.1. Lack of bilngmslism. Use of native tongue
-other than Rumanian-is completely eliminated
from all areas of official activity. One must not use
his/her Hungarian mother-language at administrative
offices. lawcourta, to buy a railway or bus ticket, to send
a telegram, make an order in restaurants, etc., etc.
Hungarian storekeepers and customers are expected to
communicate in Rumanian; being caught speaking
Hungarian may have bad consequences for both. Even
on the meetings of the Nationality Workers Councils the
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use of native language is forbidden. Only Rumanian
names of cities, villages may be used aUI over Transyl-
vania even though most of them were Hungarian or
Saxon established communities, and still have a sizable
non-Rumanian population. The same situation is true
with street-and other official signs. The only exception
to that may be found in socne places in the Sikkely land
where some 800,000 Hungarians have lived for at least a
thousand years but their original 100% majority has
already diminished to some estimated 70-80%, as the
result of Rumanian resettlement policies. The decline
has not stopped; it seems to be an ongoing project.

2. Dts-ndlsmg number of Hugar4n schools In the
last many years each schoolyear started with less school
or clases where the language of instruction is Hun-
garian, than the previous year did. Even in these schools
the number of subjects taught in Rumanian is on the
increase.

The excessive requirement in minimum number of
pupils to open new Hungarian classes or maintain exist-
ingones (25 at grade school and 56 at high school level) is
prohibitive in hundreds ofsmaller communities. But, for
24. respectively 35 Hungarian children a Rumanian
school will be opened.

Some 30% of the Hungarian youth is growing up
already without Hungarian education, and if this figure
grows by an annual 5%, in 15 years there won't be any
Hungarian schooling at all in Transylvania where about
one-third of the population is still Hungarian.

The forcible merger of the Hungarian and Ru-
manian universities in Koloasvar-Cluj some two decades
ago is still bitterly remembered, but the Hungarian
section already fell into oblivion. The only subject still
taught in Hungarian is now Hungarian literature.

We could go on and on in listing the measures
directed against the language, culture, national con-
sciousness, present and future of Transylvanian Hun-
garians. By rewriting the history of Transylvania, even
the rich and dominating Hungarian past of that land is
being destroyed. Books are and more could be written
about the tragic situation of Hungarians under Ru-
manian domination.

But now that the Rumanian point of tte twas de-
scribed, fet's see briefly the other side of the coin:

1) The hypothesis that Rumanians are descendants
of Dacians is other r wishful thinking than historical
fact. There is absolutely no evidence to prove it. But
numerous data point to the direction of the Balkan
Peninsula as the first known homeland of Rumanian
shepherd tribes. There they were exposed for a much
longer time to latin linguistic influence than during the
150 years of Roman occupation of Dacia they could
have been. From the Balkan the Rumanians wandered
North and reached the Southern part of Transylvania at
the beginningof the ISth century. That happened some
500 years after the Hungarians entered Transylvania
and thousand years after the disappearance of Dacia.

Interestingly enough, the Rumanians themselves
celebrated the 750th anniversary of one of the oldest
Rumanian settlements in Transylvania just recently, in
1972. Since their press report about the celebration calls
it one of the oldest settlements, this indicates that the
Rumanians thenelves do not quite believe in the 1000

yearn older Dacian connection. Indeed, that Rumanian
settlement in the Fogaras district in it2 is the first one
ever mentioned in a written document. (This one, issued
by the Hungarian king, Endre II, is a sort of license for
the settlement under their own chief.)
-. But let's leave history in the historians' domain and

let's leave the Daco-Rumanian continuity to be a
historical problem, and not a present political one. Un-
fortunately for the Rumanian historiography, however,
using the theory of the Daco-Rumanian continuity for
political purposes by president Ceausescu is rather
counterproductive with regard to its credibility. The
more Mr. Ceausescu employs the Dacian connection for
his national propaganda campaign, the lets credible he
makes it in the eyes of'non.Rumanian historians.

Mr. Ceausescu's efforts also reveal the duplicity of
his minority policies: on one hand he declares that it
does not matter what language is spoken as long as it
spread the teaching of international communism, on
the other hand he unabashedly promotes old fashioned,
burgeois nationalism which indirectly, and often
directly, is the source of degradation for the non-Ruma-
nian inhabitants of the country.

2. Lastly, it should be pointed out that it is entirely
immaterial whether the Rumanian settled fint in Tran-
sylvania, as the politically motivated Rumanian histo-
riography wants to know it, or the Hungarians, as it is
generally known by historical science. The historical
fact is that the Hungarians conquered the Carpathian
Basin, which includes Transylvanis, at the end of the
9th century and established there the Hungarian state
which since has never ceased to exist (even though the
peace treaty concluding World War I reduced its
territory to lea than one third of the original country).

Although the unscientific ways trying to support the
Rumanian contention of their 2000 years old past are
likely to do disservice to the historical science in general,
and its propagandistic application for domestic con-
sumption tends to vulgarize the scholarly level of Ru-
manian historiography, thee are not the main reasons
of our criticism.

We condemn an untenable, indeed, immoral out-
growth of the Daco-Rumanian theory, namely the asser-
tion that the Rumanians' alleged antecedence in Tran-
sylvania pre-determines the place and rank of the three
largest nations, Rumanians, Hungarians and Saxons, in
the national hierarchy, today. Rumanians are "the"
inhabitants of the country, while Hungarians and
Saxons are considered as "auxiliaries" graciously
accepted for living together as co-inhabitants with the
culturally "superior" Rumanian nation in Transylvania,
"The Land of the Rumanians." One cannot trust
them-goes on the Rumanian view-because they are
"vagabond, transit peoples." This vicious interpretation
of a self-serving historical theory is channelled to the
schools and the Rumanian teachers spread it in history
and related classes, thereby agitating the pupils against
their non-Rumanian classmates, degrade minority
children, their parents and their nationality, poiso
their delicate young soul with constant humiliation and
sow the ugly seeds of hatred and discrimination.

The Rumanian view that 1000 or BOQ rears of con-
?w 7

I,-
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tinous existence of a nation in the same land is not ade-
quate qualification to be firt class citizen and per.
manent inhabitant of Rumania would be a ridiculous
idea if it did not have such tragic consequences for the
national minorities.

Rumanians, Hungarians and Saxons, together they
lived 800 years in Transylvania. From this mutually
recognized historical fact only one basic conclusion
could be drawn with regard to the relative standing of
these nations. That is equality Rumania, into whose
hands vicissitude of history, 60 years ago. placed the
responsibility for 3 million non-Rumanian citizens of
their country, an estimated 40% of the total Transyl-
vanian population, should recognize that bringing
about equality is her solemn obligation in the name of
decency and enlightednesa, and as signatory to the many
international proclamations, pronouncements and

agreements for respecting human and national rights.
Rumanians ought to wake up of their dreams of making
a pure Rumanian state on the expense of other peoples'
fights. They should understand that Transylvania is the
homeland not only for Rumanians, but also for Hun-
garians and Saxons whose right to Transylvania is not a
jot weaker than the Rumanians' right so it.

A land can be called one's homeland only if people
feel there at home because they are free to use their
native language, enjoy their own particular culture and
live up to their national identity. Therefore, next to the
Rumanian, the Hungarian and German languages
should be recognized as official languages, and taught
as compulsory subjects al over Transylvania.

Complete equality-of Rumanians and non-Ru
manians is the only solution of the Transylvanian
problem,
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STATEMENT OF

ALBERT GORE, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

ISLAND CREEK COAL COMPANY

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

IN SUPPORT OF

ROMANIAN MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS

JULY 27, 1981

INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Trade relations between Island Creek Coil Company and Romania
are pleasant, profitable and mutually beneficial. In the
course of this business, I have repeatedly visited Romania
and several Romanian officials have visited Island Creek Coal
Company. Indeed, three citizens and officials of Romania live
and work in the United States in connection with our mutual
undertaking in the production of coal from a mine in the
state of Virginia. These citizens have deported themselves in
an exemplarily manner and they have become a part of the
communities in which they live.

I am a member of the Romanian-U.S. Economic Council. From this
vantage point, I have observed trade relations between private
enterprise companies of the U.S. and Romania. These associations,
and these transactions add to the prosperity of the U.S. and, I
think, contribute to peace and understanding between the people
of our country and the people of Romania.

It is a pleasure to endorse and recommend that Most Favored
Nation treatment be accorded to Romania.
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STAT C ME NT

by The

Comittee "The Defence of Rellgqous Freedom and Conscience" (ALRC)

New York, USA.

Addressed to the US Senate Committee on Finance, SulcorrItte or, Irternatlonol radara

on the ocassion of hearings on extending Most Favored Nation Status to Romania

July 27, 1981.

The Comnittee "The Defence of Religious Freedom and Conscience" (ALRC)

64-15 Forest :ve.,Ridgewood,New York, 11385.
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Statement

By the Cor ittae 'The Defence of Religious Freedom and Conscience" (ALRC),New York,USA
Addressed to the US Senate Committee on Finance, Subcommittee on International Trade on the

occasion of hearings on extending Most Favored Status to Romanla July 27, 1981.

The contrast between Romania's relatively liberal foreign policy ana its tightly
repressive internal policy is mirrored no more clearly than in its religious
situation. From 1975-81 there has been an effort to Improve Romania's image abroad
in this sphere. The docile Romanian Orthodox Church has supported the Ceausescu
regime abroad, through participation in International Ecumenical Movements and -
Conferences, as well as through extending numerous invitations to distinguished
visitors from the West, in exchange for government subsidy of church buildings,
establislaent of study programs for theological students abroad, relatively
unhampered liturgical activity of the church. In areas of church history, patristics,
systematic theology, liturgical studies, the Romanian Orthodox boasts of some of
the finest theologians in their field. The Church, however, agrees to a policy
of non-criticiss of the government's policies and actions, including its atheistic
teaching, its social pressure on individual believers, state interference in
internal decisionsof church polity. The Church has at times to deny state per-
secutions of individuals 'by order' and not in reference to the facts.

This relationship is called the "Romanian Solution'. It is now being tried with
other denominations, especially the Baptists and Pentecostals, where the government is
encouraging visits by noted preachers from the West. as well as filling up its
migration quota with evangelicals. The policy on emigration seems to be dis-
criminatory, possibly reflecting local conditions. Due to Western pressure, Romanian
authorities have been required to undertake modifications of its religious policy.
tanian officials are always keen to point out the better conditions for believers
In Romania over and against conditions of believers in the Soviet Union. Incidents, however,
of the last six months point to the underlying contradiction of Romanian action with
Romanian professions.

A. The Romanian government hides its persecution under the guise of pursuing
criminals. They never accuse anyone of religious activities but use other
excuses to inflict punishment on believers involved in religious pursuits
of conscience threatening to the State.

1. Hooliganism

On March 25, 1981, Emil ODuitru and five fellow Baptists from Constanta
organized a hunger strike at Dumitru's hone, protesting the two year delay
of their applications to emigrate. The group had announced their intentions
to the rest of Romania through Radio Free Europe. The authorities reacted
quickly, breaking into the home and arresting all six men. They were sen-
teiced to six months imprisonment for 'hooliganism'. The Romanian government
consistently reacts violently against those who correspond with RFE, though
the radio station is the only sure internal channel of communication.
Other believers have attempted, in greater desperation, to cross the Romanian
borders illegally, having had no success through official channels and having
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been badly treated by passport officials. All believers seeking emigration
lave Romnia reluctantly, seeking a haven from atheist teaching for their
children, as well as desiring to practice their beliefs and ministry without
facing life as a *second-rate' citizen. Among religious practices denied
themare: religious education of children; free availability of religious
literature; open evangelism; pursuit of professional careers as Christians.

2. CWrrency Speculation

In October 1980 Romanian police began a lengthy Investigation into a Bible
courier network into the Soviet Union. This was in direct compliance to
a request from Soviet sources. Five men were sentenced to prison terms of
boo to four years, and fines totalling 750,000 lei (60,000 dollars). They
were accused of illegal distribution of literature (without official authori-
zation), and of possessing and illegally transferring foreign funds. The
root motive for their actions was the fact that Bibles are greatly needed
In the Soviet Union. Circumstances thus weigh heavily against this kind of
Christian ministry in Romania. Such transactions would be quite normal in
the United States.

3. Bureaucratic Technicality within the Church

Also In March 1981 a new investigation was opened up-in Bucharest, Braila,
and Oradea against Baptist pastors. Pastors Talbs, Geabo, Sarac, Stefanut,
Srlnzei and Ton, are being accused of embezzling church funds, because of
alledgedly inadequate financial records of transactions. The pastors had
in fact administered funds without naming the recipient. At the same time
they were led to understand that church finances were affairs of the church
and not the state, as a verbal agreement to this effect had been given by
the Dept. of Cults in Romania in 1974. Rather than punish them directly,
the state has asked the Baptist Union leadership to expel the individual
pastors, thus leaving them vulnerable to state prosecution without the need
of the denomination to provide their defence. The same tactic was used
against members of the Christian Committee for the Defence of Religious
Freedom (ALRC) in 1978, which led to the imprisonment of many of its members
in 1979-80 and to their ultimate expulsion from the country. The state is
using a weak, compliant Baptist leadership to rem-ove men who constitute the
most influential force in the denomination today. They are slated for pos-
sible elected positions in the Union leadership in forthcoming elections.
The attack against them should be seen as a further effort to weaken Baptist
leadership.

4. Political Slander

The Romanian authorities have been successful in turning the Church against
Its own meters in the Orthodox circles also. In March 1979, Fr. Gheorghe
Calciu was sentenced to ten years imprisonment on unknown charges. A former
teacher at the Seinary in Bucharest, he had been dismissed from his post
in May 1978 and offered administrative work in the Patriarchate. He had
attacked atheism and state interference in church affairs in a public address
ring a Lenten series among the students. Though the protests by Fr. Calciu
were far from the main thesisof his talks, he was reprimanded and subjected-
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to a gradual increase of repression, including threats against his wife,
until his imprIsonment. His present condition in prison has given cause
for fears that he might not survive the ordeal. Fr. Calciu was forced to
serve 16 years in prison in 1948. Patriarchate officials joined in the
chorus that Fr. Calciu was a neo-fascist, a catch-all accusation.

Fr. Calciu was clearly in danger of creating a terrific stirring among
active Orthodox youth. He was unable to avoid involvement also with other
human rights issues, which were surfacing at that time. Hence he cart to
symbolize the awakening of a new consciousness in Romanian Orthodox circles,
some of whom branched off into creating Free Trade IUnions, and thus received
the harshest sentence of all.

. Treatment of Fr. Calciu and of ALRC members in interrogation and in prison
his been replete with physical abuse, abusive use of drugs, sleep depri-
vation, extensive solitary confinement, and other tortures. Romanian
border guards have also tightened control of tourists, both entering and
leaving the country as they search for Bibles, religious literature on the
way in and documents on the way out. British researcher, Alan Scarfe, was
picked up by police in Cluj in October 1980 and expelled from the country
because of articles which he had written on Romania's religious situation.
He had been asked at the border for Bibles, even before he was checked for
possession of a fire-arm. The Ronanians are very concerned that their
Image of religious toleration remain in tact, but do not wish to achieve
this by simply granting genuine religious freedom on all sides.

Stable US-Romanian relations are vitally important. As long as mutual
interchange can be achieved on both sides, in such talks as those connected
with MFN status and the Helsinki Accords round-table talks, it is essential
that channels be kept open. Considering, however, President Reagan's latest
statement regarding the place of human rights considerations at the negotia-
ting table, it is important that the principle of religious freedom in
Romania be seen to be in effect and that the Roranians be requested to cor-
rect apparent non-application of this freedom before agreements can be signed.

IT IS REQUESTED, THEREFORE, THAT renbers of the U.S. House Ways & Means Com-
mittee dealing with the MFN status review of Ronania, impress upon the Ranlans
that, for a ready continuation of the special relationship between the two
countries:

THE AHERICAN PEOPLE REQUIRE:

a. the release of all prisoners of conscience and faith, especially
Fr. Gheorghe Calciu; Emil Dumitru and others naaes in this and
attached reports; -

b. the speedy reunion of families presently divided (see attached list);

C. the dropping of investigations against the six pastors in Bucharest,
Braila, and Oradea, and the non-interference of Cept. of Cults in
the Church's election of its leaders and in running its internal
financial matters;
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d. asing of controls of foreign tourists to Romania specifically
dinnding religious material ind the setting up of independent
channels for Bibles and literature without state interference,
as in Yugoslavia and Poland;

e. the granting of equal opportunity to all young people irrespective
ov beliefs, with the re-opening of faculties closed to believers;

f. greater permitting of repairs on existing buildings and opening
of new churches where all legal requirements a&re ret. We especially
ask this for the churches of Girbau, Motru, Kihai Bravu in Bucharest...
and others cited on page 5, of the attached report.

More detailed testimony for ALRC is attached.

Sources: Society for the Study of Religion under Communism; Creed; ALRC.
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The Committee uThe Defense of the Religious Freedm and Conscience"
(ALRC), New York, the United States of America.

I the Comittee ALRC, June 8, 1961
INTM AUCTION

aomania is a country ruled by a communist regime which makes no secret of the fact that
its Ideology is based on materialist atheism arid that. through intense indoctrination
campaigns, it intends to make all the citizens conform to its beliefs.

Official Communist declarations state precisely that, for the realization of their goal,
only methods of argumentative conviction will be employed and that they will never use
coertive methods. Unfortunately, these declarations are mere exhibitions for the un-
Informed observer, while the officials employ harsh and systematic methods of beatings,
fri ghtening, intimidating, humiliating, defeating, and corrupting believers into the
realization of the governmental goal, namely disappearance of religion from Romania.

We are speaking of a very systematic, yet subtle and asqued persecution against all
believers, but especially against those that are very active within the church - a
persecution which Is difficult to observe from the outside.

The persecution is done by all governmental agencies, tanst al" believers indifferent
of their confessional position, but is mainly targeted at evange ,cal believers. Every-
%here, believers are regarded as anachronistic people who should be extirpated as un-
desirables. Openly, it is declared that believers are "behind the times', 'dangerous',
clOving down the socialistic development, destroyers of the country, agents of the
capitalists and people ,ho are undermining the government.

A. In Romania there areover one million Protestant and Ieo-protestant believers, but
not one-believer is allowed to hold a position or leadership in the country, even
though many of them have academic titles. There is not a believing mayor, a be-
lieving school director or an engineer who is a leader of his unit. In every place
the access toward higher functions is barricaded, and when somebody who occupies a
high position becomes a member of an evangelical conimnity, he is imediately dis-
missed and placed on a lower level, during an open meeting In which he is verbally
hml lated.

The children of believers are abused, Insulted, and ill-treated In the schools
beginning with Kindergarten.

At a school in Closani, Gorj district, the children were asked by their teachers
to spit at the children of the Baptists, publicly, Inathe courtyard of the school.

1. The persecution of Christian students and teachers

The beginning of the present persecution was marked by a Romanian television
presentation in 1973, of a programme entitled "The School is not a Pulpit'.
It concerned two Adventist teachers. After the program, the two teachers
were fired. Various regulations stop persons who do not have the special
approval of the Party to study the following: philosophy, law, economics,
sociology, psychology, pedagogy, history, Journalism. Of course, Christians
cannot get such an approval.
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The regime limits the number of students In the theological schools and
expels from these schools the students or professors who seem to be linde-
pendent. In 1976, Dimitrie lanculovici and lone1 Prejban were expelled
front the same seminary. Now, there are only five students In the first
year (1960-1981).

In 1979. the students of the Orthodox Theological Seminary and the Orth-
odox Theological Institute from Bucharest were interrogated and harassed
in connection with the case of the Orthodox priest, Gheorghe Calciu-
ftsitreasa. Several Christian students were expelled from the University.
We mention some of them by name: Genoveva Sfatcu, from the Faculty of
6ermnic Languages of the University Jassy; Pavel Nicolescu, from the
Faculty of Philosophy of the University of Bucharest; Daniel Chiu, from
the Faculty of Philosophy of the University of CluJ. They all are now in
the United States. Here are some names of teachers who were fired or
obliged to renounce their positions in the learning system, because of
their religious convictions:

Peter Cimpoieru, Adventist, teacher of history, Bucharest.
bosf Ciuca, Baptist, teacher of history, Braila (now in USA)
Aurelian Cafengiu, Brethren, teacher of arts, Bucharest (now in USA)
tonel Gabriel, Adventist, teacher of music, Bucharest.
Aural Serban, Pentecostal, teacher, Padureni-Cluj
Nimeth Ladislau, teacher of philosophy, Oradea
Susana Crisan, Baptist, teacher of Romanian language, CluJ
Felicia Agneta, teacher of arts, Bapist, Cluj
Emil Creanga, Pentecostal, teacher of history, Arad

In the Fall of 1978, a commission from the Central Committee of the Com-
imnist Party came to Cluj to start an investigation with pretext of
studying the religious phenomenon at the children in the primary school.
In 1977, the-Department of Social Sciences of the Polithenic Institute
from Cluj asked the students to fill in the so-called Survey AS-i. Under
the pretext of a scientific investigation, the Comunist Party was aiming
to discover the Christian students.

The laws of the country tell us that the free exercise of every confession
is allowed, but this. liberty is fenced by many ways.. In many places the
freedom to worship is openly denied, because even though the believing
community has fulfilled all the legal formalities, they do not receive
permission to build their places of worship. Many times, the worship place
Is small, improperly Insulated, cold, and hundreds of listeners are forced
to crowd in a single room, stand on their feet, or stand In the cold and
rein and listen through the open windows, because the authorities have refu-
sed to grant permission to construct a building adequate for the worship of
a confession that has the legal freedom to exercise Its rights
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The pastors are continually bugged, insulted and obligated to make com-
promiues of conscience and to betray the secrets of the believers whom
they are pastoring. In this manner they are broken and deprived of the
spiritual power necessary for th growth of the church. A more tragic
reality is that some of these pastors become governmental tools; some
unconsciously, serving those who seek the destruction of religion. If
the believers gather in small groups in homes to discuss their faith and
to pray together, the police come into their homes., violating their con-
stitutional right to assemble and applying heavy fines. Many believers
are called to the police station where they are fined and threatened under
various forms to renounce their faith, or to become informers for the police.

2. Fines against the churches or individual Christians

The financial policy of the Romanian Conunist regime of taking money from
the Christians and the churches is one of the methods used to weaken the
Christian Church. We will present here only a-small number of cases.

a.) Five Christians involved in an organization that smuggled Bibles in
Romania and USSR were tried in January 1981 and sentenced to various
terms in prison and fines of more than 700.00 lei.

b.) A Catholic priest, Fr. Godo, from Herculane (Caras-Severin district),
was sentenced to 5 years in prison and a fine of 140,000 lei because
he collected money to build a church.

c.) Believers from Arad-Bujac (Arad district) lost 1,500,000 le$, although
not In form of a fine. The locas authorities and the secret police
closed the building of their church.

d.) In the district of Cluj, several Baptist and Pentecostal churchs were
fined up to 155,00 lei.

The Baptist Church from Girbau (CluJ district) got a fine of 75,000 lei
for a small modification of their church building.

The document "The Meoprotestants and Human Rights in Romania" (1977).
signed by losif Taon, Aurel Popescu, Pavel Hicolescu, Constantin Caraman,
Radu Dumitrescu and Silviu Cioata (published in "Hearings before the
Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe" 95 Congress -
April 27-28, 1977 and May 9, 1977, pages 419-436) presents about 25 cases
of Christians or groups of Christians fined for meeting in private houses
(not in churches) to worship. The fines totalled almost 3671000 lei
They wore applied against the Baptists, Pentecostals and Brethren.

a.) Another document OA Bleeding Member of the Romanian Orthodox Church"
written by the Romanian Orthodox priest Leonidt Pop (now in West Germany)
presents, the spiritual movement "The Lord's Army*-that is functioning
Inside the Romanian Orthodox Church. (The Romanian Orthodox Church has
about 15,0OO,000 members, while "The Lord's-Army" has about 500,000
embers). The author of the document knows about fines inflicted on
members of this movement, totalling more than 200,000 lei. This docu-
ment was presented to Radio Free Europe.
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f.) In 1978, Radu Capusan had to pay 10 000 101 as a fine for transmit-
ting informations in West about ntne religious persecution In Romania.

g.) In 1980, several Pentecostals were fined 67,000 let, because they
asked to emigrate.

h.) Right now, the authorities from Romania. in cooperation with the
leadership of the Baptist Union are trying to accuse six of the most
popular pastors from Bucharest, Braila and Oradea of financial fraud
in their churches.

3. Christians in Romanian prisons

At present there are large numbers of Christians in Romania's prisons.
Nobody knows the exact number. The authorities always use other reasonsm
to sentence them. The real reason Is that they are active Christians.
Here are some Pames:

a.) The Orthodox priest Gheorghe Calciu-Dumitreasa sentenced to 10 years
in prison in Karch 1979 for publicly attacking the atheist philosophy
of the Communist Party in his sermons. He also publicly criticized
those responsible for the demolition of two old Orthodox churches,
one in Bucharest (Enet Church) and one in Focsani (Domneasca Church).
Ha was very popular among students.

b.) S Chrtstianswere sentenced t January 1981 to various- trms for their
involvement in spreading Bibles in Romania and smuggling them to USSR:

Gross Paul - 4 years prison+ 2 years of loss of civil rights
+ 249,000 lei fine.

Loss Mihau - 3 years prison + 2 years of loss of civil rights
+ 66,000 lel fine.

Fakner Mathias - 3 years prison + 2 years of loss of civil rights
4 124,000 lei fine.

Herbert Manfred - 2 years prison + 2 years of loss of civil rights
+ 124,000 lei fine.

Hofman Gheorghe - I year and 6 months prison + 175,000 fine.

During the Investigation, the police used torture and drugs against them
to obtain information about the ways in which the Bibles were introduced
into Romania and USSR.

c.) Christians from Constanta were sentenced to 6 months in priosn, in Karch
1961 because they started hunger strikes, to get passports to emigrate:

Emil Dumitru (Baptist)
Manea Stancu (Baptist)
Duitru Stancu (Baptist)
--'etre Varvara (Baptist)
Gabrlel Fulea (Baptist)
Solomon Sidea (Baptist)
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d.) Two Baptists from Jassy were sentenced for trying to cross the border
in Jugoslavia:

Silvia Tarniceru - 2 years of prison

Elem Bogean - 2 years of prison

Recently, we learned that another group of Baptists tried to cross
the border into Jugoslavia (among them a very active believer from
Resite - Gheorghe Hutman). They were caught and sentenced to various
terms in prison.

a.) ionel Prejban, a Baptist from Unciuc, Hunedoara district, was recently
sentenced to a second term of 3 months in prison, being accused of
*parasitism". In 1978 he was tortured in Caransebes and sentenced to
8 months in prison.

f.) The Catholic priest. Fr. Godo, from Balle Herculane, Caras Severin
district, was sentenced in 1980 to 5 years in prison and a fine of
140,000 lei fo_._rjollecting money from believers to build a church.

According to our informations, in the last 5 years, more than 70
believers belonging to various denominations have passed through the
prisons of Romania. Some persons imprisoned have reported that they
met many believers belonging to denominations that are not officially
accepted by the state, such as Jehovah's Witnesses, Reformed Adventists
and members of "The Lord's Amy". The main reasons for which the
Chrsitians are put in prison are the following:
(I) Involvement in dissident movements which struggle fo-

religious freedom.

(Ii) Holding meetings in private homes for worship.

(III) Opening churches wit-out official approval.

(iv) Spreading religious literature in Romania, or smuggling
it in USSR.

(v) Illegally printing religious literature.

(vi) Pursuing actions to get a passprot to leave the country
(especially speaking through RFE).

(vii) Attempting to cross the border illegally.

The Comunist regime tries to hide persecution under false accusations
such as "parasitism", "terrorism", "hooliganism", "neofascism", etc.
During the trial or in the prison, the Christians receive a .,ire severe
treatment than other prisoners.
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4. The situation of Christian Chyrches in Rcmania

In the Communist Party's policy towards religion, the attitude to the churches
plays a very important place.

There are three min methods used against the churches:

a.) The closure of reoprotestant churches. In 1961, the Department of Religion,
incooperation with official leaders of denominations started to close hun-
dreds of neoprotestant churches. Only in the Baptist denominations about
600 churches were closed, among which 127 in the Baptist Community of
Timlsoara (there are 6 such communities in the Baptist denomination). There
were In 1961, 120 pastors in this community, while today, after 20 years,
there are-only 35. There are only 172 pastors for the 1,000 Baptist churches
in Romania.

b.) The closure of Churches through the demolition or devastation of the church
building by people from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, or the Ministry of
Defence or people specially instiqated to do this. Here are some examples:

The Baptist Church from Dej, Cluj district
The Baptist Church from Bocsa, Caras-Severin district
The Pentecostal Church from Lapugiul de Sus, Mures district
The Orthodox Church from Bucuresti (Enei Church)
The- Baptist Church from Motru, Gorj district
The Orthodox Church Domneasca from Focsani, Vrancea District
The Baptist Church from Arad-Bujac, Arad district
The Baptist Church nr. 2 from Resita, Caras-Severin district
The Baptist Church from Girbau, Cluj district
The Baptist Church from Falticeni, Suceava district
The Baptist Church fro Sebis, Arad district
The Pentecostal Church nr. I from Medias, Sibiu district
The Pentecostal Church Philadelphia from Medias, Sibiu district
The Pentecostal Church from Oradea, Bihor district
The Pentecostal Church from Radauti, Suceava district
The Orthodox Church from Suceava, Suceava district

84-MB 0-81-18
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C.) Arther aspect is the refuse of the authorities to give the official
approval for reconstruction, repair or enlarging the church building.
Because of this, many buildings are old and too small for the number
of mwers of the church. The Department of Religion refuses to give
the approval for building new churches. Such an approval is usually
given only when another church is closed, such that this is actually
a transfer. Here are some cases:

The Baptist Church from Manastur-Cluj. CluJ district
The Romanian Baptist Church from Zalau, Salaj district
The Baptist from Ploiesti. Prahova district
The Pentecostal Church nr. 3 from CluJ, Cluj district
The Baptist Church nr. 4 from Timisoara, Timis district
The Baptist Church nr. 5 from Timisoara, Timis district
The Baptist Church from Negreni, Cluj district
The Baptist Church.from lpotesti. Botosani district
The Baptist Church from Tiganesti. Teleorman district
The Baptist Church Mihai Bravu from Bucuresti
The Orthodox Church from Valenli de Hunte, Prahova district
The Baptist Church from Hateg, Hunedoara district
The Romanian Baptist Church from Baia Mare, aramures district

These are only some of the problems that the Christians in Romania have.

d.) Abolotion of entire denominations, and removal of the clergy.
In 1948, the regime destroyed the Greek-Catholic Church. giving an Illusory
satisfaction to the Orthodox Church which desired to take back to the "mother
church" the 2,000,000 Romanians belonging to the Greek Catholic Church. Then,
thousands of Orthodox, Roman-Catholic, Greek-Catholic, Lutheran, Calvinist
priests, members of the Lord's Army, Baptists, Pentecostals, Adventists, etc.,
were cast In prison. Many of them found their death there. Although in the
beginning the change of the political regime was an advantage for neoprotestants
(because they were persecuted before 1944), soon they started to share in the
suffering of the Christians. Hundreds of churches were closed under pressure
from the Department of Cults and Ministry of Internal Affairs. and pastors had
to look for other Jobs.

CONCLUSION

The Communist persecution against Christians is not an accident. The hatred and persecution
against Christians flows from the basic ideology of the Comjnist Party - Marxism-Leninism.

In a letter sent by Lenin to Gorky In November 1913. he writes:
"Every religious idea and every idea about God is the greatest falsehood, is the
the worst disease."

The President of Romania has asserted that the Romanian Communist Party does not admit to
any other philosophies besides the materialist-atheist marxismaleninism. We think that
this Is raiton d'ptr nrspefttn Anait rhr-ttMn. _ 4naftJb a.. ...n4&__
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Description of ALRC

APPENDIX

The Committee for Defence of Religious Liberty and Conscience (ALRC)

The Comittee ALRC (Apararea Libertatil Religioase si de Constiinta) was created in
Romania on April 2, 1978, with the goal of defending the legal rights of Christians,
by nine Baptists: Pavel Nicolescu, Dimitrie lanculovici, loan Moldovanu, Nicolae Radoi,
Petru Cocirtau, Emerich Iuhasz, Ludovic Osvath, Nicolae Tralan Bogdan, loan Brisc.
Later, some other believers joined it: Cheorghe Barasoveanu (Orthodox), Radu Capusanu,
loan.Tiri u, lonel Prejban and others.

At its creation ALRC Committee was affiliated to 'Christian Solidarity International',
Zurich. Switzerland. The spokesmen of ALRC were Pavel Nicolescu and Dimitrie lanculovici.
The ALRC appeared in the Romanian context of a religious movement which started in the
seventies ('70), and in the international context of four important factors:

1. The Helsinki Conference
2. President Carter's Human Rights Policy
3. Election of Pope John Paul I
4. The rise of dissidence in other Communist countries

The main goal of ALRC was to inform the public in West about the religious persecution
in Romania and to ask for help for the persecuted ones. From the date of its creation
In 1978, up to now, ALRC has made public various documents and informations about per-
secution against Christians belonging to various denominations, most of these documents
being broadcast by Radio Free Europe. Although the founders of this Committee were
Baptists, from its very outset it had an interdenominational character.

The activity of ALRC is known by:

1. The Commission for Securtiy and Cooperation in Europe
2. Amnesty International
3. Christian Solidarity International
4. Jesus to the Connunist World
S. Keston College, England
6. Truth about Romania (New York)

Various information about the activity of ALRC, and documentation or information provided
by ALRC, appeared in the publications of these organizations as well as in newspapers in
the West, and in some Romanian publications in the West, such as "Micro-Magazine" (New York),
"Cuvintul Romanesc" (Canada), "Limite" (Paris), "BIRE" (Paris), "Catacombes" (in limba
franceza - Paris).

After the establishment of ALRC, the political regime in Romania started to persecute the
members of the Committee. Various methods were used: exposing them in public meetings
at their jobs; investigations; house searches; attempts to divide the members of ALRC or
their families; accusation of cooperation with spies from the West; beatings; imprisonment.
They were often threatened with death, or that they would be put in sypchiatric hospitals.
The Ministry of Internal Affairs, Department of Religion and Baptist Union all cooperated
against the ALRC. The Baptist Union excluded the nine founders of ALRC from the Baptist
denomination in 1979.
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Sevn of the nine founders of ALRC were obliged to lean Rmanfa and go into exile:
Iaval Nicolescu, Dimitrie lanculovici, loan Moldovanu, Nicolae Radot, Emrich Juhasz,
Gavath Ludovic, Petre Coctrtau. They live now In the USA. Other members had to leave
tane too: Radu Capusanu, loan Tlrzlu, etc. Four of the nine founders and two other
mobers were sentenced to various terms of imprisonment: Nicolae Radol, Petre Cocirtau,
Dimitrie lanculovict, Nicolae Tralan Bogdan, lonel Prejben, loan Tirziu. Ludovic Osvath
was sentenced to one year of compulsory work. During the Secret Police's investigations,
the following were beaten by officers of the Ministry of Internal Affairs: Nicole Radol,
Petre Cocirtau, lonely Preban, Nicolae Tralan Bogdan, Dimitrie Zanculovici, 1oan Moldovanu,
loan Tirziu, Emerich luhasz.

ALRC was the first organization openly created In Coemunist Romania with the goal to
defend people persecuted for their religious convictions. The ALRC was recreated in
New York In 1981 as an independent organization with the following mers:
bey. Aurel Popescu, Pavel Nicolescu, Dimitrie Zanculovici, Radu Capusanu, Eserich Iuhasz,
loan Tirziu. ALRC cooperates with the Romanian Baptist Church from New York whose pastor
became general director of ALC. ALRC publishes a monthly newspaper - OLumea Crestina"
(The Christian World).
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Rov. Aurelien Popeecu Rov. Pavel Nicoleecu
PASTOR PASTOR ASSISTANT

ROIANIAN BAPTIST CHURCH

64-15 Forest Avenue
Ridgesood, Now York 11385

(212) 456-9099

THE ROMANIAN CHRISTIAN COASITTEEs

OTHE ocrccC or THE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM AND or CONSCIENCE (ALRC)-
DEPOSITION

i. I me the pastor of the Romanian Baptist Church from New Yorkv
forced by the Romanien authorities to leave my country in 1979 because
of my protesting attitude against the abuses, the illegalities and
the persecutions against the believers. I am here in the United States
with my wife (who is a doctor) and I have seven children tour are
here with oe, one In Switzelend and two in Romanie.

I am the director of the non-profit organization "The Romeanien
Christian Committee-ALRCO, for the defence or the religious freedom -
end of conscience.*

2. In Romenia, a country governed by coamuniets, the religious
persecution is a notorious fact the persecution is sometimes open,
sometimes hidden end has various forms:

A. Discrimination against practicing believers at their Jobs
expressed in the refusal of promotions, tirings, etc.

B. Discrimination in schools and universities against the
Christians or their children and total exclusion to study in soes
faculties.

. C. Fines, home searches end beatings applied to the believers
who mest in their houses for ;reyer end Bible study or to the believers
who protest against the abuses and illegflities of the authorities.

0.- Arrests and prison sentences tor religious reasons. It should
be noted that the reol reasons @ts never mentioned in the sentences.
During the investign-tione cruel methods are used as physical or psycho-
logical torture, which in ease cases Iead to the death of the persons
under investigation.

C. A systematic refusal of the right for emigration of the psea.
pie who are persecuted for their faith, Including the people who ask
for the reunification of the family.

My deposition will deal with this last point, while some of my
colleagues will present the other aspect or persecution.

The, right for emigration Is a legal right In Romenia, because
Rboenia signed the Helsinki Agreement. However, In practice it is
denied and en applicetron for emigration is considered se an act ot
treason. All thy troubles start from this point on: Harassment in
the Job, invaltigationa, home Searches, arrests and sentences.

-Firet, the torms for the application for emigration ore refused
to be given.(Anex 3).

After a long period (sometimes year*) in which the person insists
to got the torms for application, they are given. But another period
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of welting starts after the faresia @ filled In end submitted.
Usuelly the first answer is NEGATIVE. A long period of written
requests and hearings after hearings follows.

-lony got tired and renounce emigration, while others try to
illegally cross the border in Yugoslavia. From this category, many
ore caught, severely beaten end they are considered lucky If they
get only a fine. from the people who succeed in cramming the bor-
der, some ere sent beck by Yugoslavia end after they are tortured
they are sentenced to years of prison(eo happened recently with tSo
baptist believers from Iasi, SILVIA TARNICERU and ELENA BOGHIANU,
both with sentences of two years in prison). %

-The next step is the approval of the so called great forms,
which are filled in and submitted. This approval means Cbat the
authorities acknowledge the person's application for saigration.
In this situation the person or the family who desires to emigrate
starts to sell their personal or real estates, but very often the
first *noer is again NO. To complete his application for emigra-
tion, the person has to submit a lot of documentation and letters
fram various institutions with whom he had contact in the pest.
He finds difficulties in getting this documentation, especially
because he -i often delayed.

-In order to emigrate the person or the family he to visit
the American Consulate in Bucharest. Ihen they gat out of the Con-
sulate they are often stopped by the militia and sometimes inter-
rogated.

Here are some cases in which the authorities refused the right
for emigration to persons kingg for the reunification of the teailly

1. Enos lihel (eire end 3 children) from Albe lulle, str.
TranaLlvanii 25, Bloc Cross, et.2,sp.24.

2. Tudorache Nicolas (wife and B children) from BucuroetL, 6d.
Ion Suls 57,Sl.H,13,Sc,OEt.2.p.70.

3. Iraice Bis (site and I child) from TiaLsoara,etr. Torontalului 1S-
4, p.14.

. 4. ledrzykievits Adele (site and i child) from Tioisoare, Str.
Beturil 7, sc. Apet.2,ap.11.

S. Reste BeteL (wite and 4 children) from Tieieoare atc.
Seligny 10, Jud Timise

G. Saul flentes (single) from 9ucuroetL etr. Involrii nr.20.

7. Costiuc Ouaitru (site and 3 children) fram Avrig, str.
CinepiL nr. 60, jud. Sibiu.

1. Coetluc Samuel (wife end 2 children) from Sibiu, str. Noud
nr. 10, Jud. Sibiu.

9. Ouaitru Emll (wife and I child) from constants atr. Egrotel
6 bl. AV ot.3,ep.t5
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10. PwresChivenCu Ghs. (wife and I Child) from 8ucuresti,
Ales 1OR mt. 7, 81.62, ec.8, at., op. 32.

11. Schoger loan (wife) from ladies ete. Cluj nr. 1 81. 39ep.S.

Some christions, because they insisted to eigrato, made the
strike at home end were arrested and put in priacna For examples

1. Oueltru Emll
2. San&a Stenciu
3. Ou itru Stancu
4. Petro Ververe
S. Gabriel Fules
6. Solomon Side*

(all baptist* from Constants)

Many christians are obliged to leave Romania because or the
religious peraecutions; some of then asked approval o emigration
many years ago. For example:

1, Dinca Filip (wife and 4 children) from PloiestLori-Blejoi,
Prehove

2. Prejbon lonai (single) from Unciuc m. 30, RLu do ari-
munedosra

3. loanid Constantin (with wife) from Bucursatip atr. Potersai nr.20
4. Viorel Oumitrescu (wife and I child) from LugoJ, tr. Or.

p. Graze nr. 9
S. Ambrus Emetic (wite and 2 children) from Crivine 19-Ndreg,

Jud. Tis
6. I1cau Chorghe (sife and 2 children) from Timisoars, ott.

3unciLi r. 15
7. Brisce loan (with wire) from Zelou, etc. PorolLsaum, bl.1,

ep. 1S
8. Avieeescu Cornel (wife and 2 children) from Uroi 68. Jud.

hunodoere
9. Tutu Petru (wire and 2 children) from Telmsoor, ati.

looif Rangset m. 6 sp.2
10. Pornes Vosile (wife and 2 children) from Zelcu 8 r. t.

Vladieirescu B1.Lire, op. 11
11. Schiou *ihoi (wife and S children) from Sebes-Alba etr.

Cintului 7, Jud. Alba
12. Grigor EihaL (wire and 5 children) from Sebs-Albe att.

I.L.Caregisle 12, jud.Albs
13. Gabriel Ion (eLngle) from BucurestL Bdv. Garl Obor 12 81.

82 Et. 7 ap.31
14 Hutmsn Constantin (wife end 1 6hild) trom Rsits ott. Zia-

brului 15, Jud. Cares-Sovorin
15. Raveice Emil (site end 1 child) from 8ucureati Otr. lit-

ropolit Doooftl 47
16. Sotilca Florica (single) from Arad Otm. Solomon S6
17. Foldioresnu Toodor (wire and 7 children) ftom Brasov str.rorJei-4.3
18. Cretu Nicolae (wife and S children) frm Brasov, etc. lrce

col Satrin 49,81.30, sc..mp.4
19. Paramon Cages (single) from OLstrits-Bistrits Nossud
20. Holburd Simian (single) from MiJloconii GirouluL, 3ud.

listits Nssaoud
21. Muresan Oumitru (wite and 3 children) from Bistrieta st.

Arcl a m. 231 ud.SietrLten
2A. GAPUSAN IJViU (single) from Cluj-Napoce.ClyJ District,str.CTmpglul 24.
23. FLIMTA ILIE (single) From Aiderat 255, Arad district

14. TOOOSIU lOAN (with wtfe),from CluJ-Naepoca, str.Almsulul 40, Cluj District.
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Finally, I want to describe the situation of the persecution of
the Christian students ',d teachers:

Various regulations stop the people who do not have the special
approval of the communist party to study the following: philosophy,
ls, economics, sociology, psychology, pedagogy, history, journalism,
etc. Of coursethe Christians cannot get such an approval.

The regime limits the number of students in the theological
schools and expel from these schools the students or professors who
seem to be 'independent'. In 1976, Olmitrie lanculovice and tonel
PreJbsn were expelled from the Baptist Theological Seminary, Shuca-
rest, and 1978, Filip Dinca as expelled from the sae seminary.
nOe, in this seminary, there are only S students in the first year

( eo-g81).
Several Christian students wars expelled from the University.

Ther names are: Csnoveva Sfatcu, from the Faculty of Germanic Lan-
guages or the University Jassy, Pavel Nicoleacu, from the Faculty or
Philoeopny of the University Bucharest, Oniel Chic, from the Fac-
ulty of the Psychology-History or the University Cluj. They ell are
nos in the U.S.A.

Here are some names of the teachers who mere fired or obliged
to renounce their positions in the learning system, because of their
religious convictions:

1. Peter Cimpoieru, teacher of History, Bucharest.
2. lonal Gabriel, teacher of music, Bucharest
3. Aural Sarban, teacher, Padureni-Cluj.
4. Nemeth Ledisleu, teacher of philosophy, Oradea
S. Susan* Crisen, teacher of Romanian Language, CluJ
6. Felicis Agnts, teacher or arts, Cluj
7. Emal Creanga, teacher or History, Ared

In conclusion, it is requested that members of the US Congress
Sub-Committees dealing with the aFX statue review or Romania, and of
the Helsinki Accords Reviax, as cell as the State Degsrtzent in
its lintsrvntions in Romania, raise the following demands with the
Romanian&, for a quicker achievement of a special relationship
between the two countries:

1. 9e require the release of all prisoners of conscience and

faith, especially Father Calciu.

2. iS require reunion of families.

3. ge request a dropping of the investigations againet the six
pastors in Bucharest and Oradea, and greater independence for the
Church in electing its leaders and in running its internal financial
matters.

4. a. protest the control of foreign tourists to Romenia speci-
fically for religious material and urge the easing or control on
religious literature through official channels with the possible set-
ting up of independent channels for Bibles and literature without
state interference, as in Yugoslavia and Poland.

S. We ask that equal opportunity be granted to all young pea-
pie Irrespective of beliefs, and the to-opening of faculties closed
to believers.

6. ge ask for easing of state control of internal affairs of
the churches and the ready permitting of repairs on existing build-
ings, opening of now churches share all legsl requirements are met.
Me aspwcially ask this for the churches of Girbau, Rktru, Remits,

A detailed Stste.Wnt of ALRC is attached for further evidetCe.

Thank you for liutenJag to My deposition.

ra. Aurellan Popes...

3ue 1 1911
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Rev. Aurelien Popeecu Rey. Pavel Nicolescu
PASTCR PASTOR ASSISTANT

ROMANIAN BAPTIST CHURCH
64-15 rarest Avenue

Ridgewood, Now York 1135
(212) 456-9099

AND

The Comittee 'The Defence of the Religious freedom and Conscience"
(A L R C)

Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for the opportunity to speak before you.
- I am Rev. Pavel Nicolosc, spokesmen and one of the founders of

the Committee "The Defence of the Religious Freedom end Conscience"
(ALRC) crested in Romania in April 1978 and recreated In USA in New
York in lay, 1981.

The goal of the ALRC Committee is to tell the public of the free
World about the religious persecution in Romania.

I left Romania in August 1979, after a period of 5 months In
which the agents of the Ministry of Internal Affairs watched my house
and followed me step by step.

I graduated at the Baptist Theologicsl Seminary, Bucharest, but
because of my protesting attitude against the state's interference
In the matters of the churches End against the religious persecution
In Romenis, I was not ecknowledged as pastor by the Department of
Religious Affairs.

In 1973, because of my religious convictions I was expelled from
the feculty of Philosophy or the Buchmrest University, Just some weeks
before graduation, in the fourth yer or study.

-letwsen 1972-1979, the secret police (eecuritmtms) searched my
house 4 times - the searches totaled about 30 hours - hundreds of books
in Rosnisn and Cnglish, documents, manuscripts, notes with addresses
and telephone numbers were confiscated.

In this period I was interrogated 30 times, was beaten, threatened
to be sent to prison or a psychiatric hospital, threatened with death.
The secret police officer used obscene and cynical language. Some of
them openly displayed an entiamericsn, antichristimn, and mntisemitic
attitude. Two times I eaS told t at the dissidents are not human
beings, that there is no law for thes and consequently any methods
ay be used against them.

In 1976, under the pressure of the Ministry. of Internal Affairs
and the Departmsent or the Religious Affairs, I ose expelled by the
Baptist Union from the Baptist denomination.

In the light of my experience I am briefly presenting some aspects
of the religious persecution in Romenisi

1. The condition or the Church after 1948

Ity 1948 the communist regime dissolved the Greek-Catholic Church,
the movement "The Lord's Army" ehich existed within the Orthodox Church
and the "Seventh Day Adventist-Reforomtion Movement'. The leaders or
thee denominations ere sent to prison, The hiersrche of the Greek
Catholic Church died, about all of them in prison. The Ministry of
Internal Affairs initiated an experiment, in the prison or Pitesti,
called reeducationn." former prisoners witnessed that some priests
were forced to celebrate the Lord's Supper with human excrements.
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The 3hovah's 4itnessee had also much to suffer.
Then, thousands of priests, pastors, and laymen belonging to

all denominations were thrown in prison. It is Considered that at
least 4,000 Orthodox priests pass through prisons.

The Lutheran pastor, Richard Wurebrend, spent 14 years in prison.
One of the leaders of the movement "The Lord's Army", Tralan Dorz, the
greatest religious poet of Romania, spent 17 years in prison. The
Reformist adventist, loan Buzdugen, roam Ared, spent about 20 years
in Romania's prisons.

In 1961, the orticl1 religious leaders, threatened by the EMin-
ltry ot Internal Attais and by the Ministry of Religious Affairs,
closed hundreds 3 Baptist, Adventist, Pintecoatal and Brethren
churches, hundreds of pastors losing their functions.

2. The Christians in the prisons o Romania today

Now there era a large number o Christians In prisons in Romania,
however no one knows the exact number.

We know the names o at least 70 Christians who pmeed through
prisons in the lest 5 years tar the tolloming main reasons:

Involvement in the dissident movement which struggles for relig-
ious freedom.

Meetings for worship in private homes.
Illegal printing and distribution at .- lious literature in Roe-

ania, or smuggling it to USSR.
Opening o churches without official a.proval.
Actions aimed at getting a pazq.ort rot emigration.
Attempts to illegally cross the border.
Here is a list o 16 Christians who are now in prisons

Ghoorghe Calciu-Dumitrease Emil Dumltru
Gros Paul lanes Stmncu
Kloss Lihai Duaitru Stancu
raknar Mathias Petra VIrvera
Herbert Zanfred Gabriel Fulea
Hotman Cheorghe Solomon Sides
Silvia Tarniceru lnail Prejban
ClenaBoghean Goda Iihei.

3. rinse sp-liad to churches and individual Christians

This Is one or the methods used by the communist regime to meaken
the churches. In the last 5 years the fines replied to churches end
Christians added to other financial losses totaled more than 3,000,000
lei.

5 believers ii valved in a network which distributed Bibles got
fines ehich totaled about 740.000 lei.

Catholic priest, Coda Nlhai (Herculane, Coven Severin district)
got a inse of 140.000 lei tar reason that he collected money to build
a church.

-Through the closing of the Baptist church In Bujec (Arad district)
the believers lost 1.500.000 lei.

In Cluj district some baptist and pentecostal churches were fined
with 15.000 lel.

The Baptist Church from Girbou (Cluj district) made a small mod-
iticetLon of the building and got a tine ot 7.

At tVis present time the authorities ot Rescati aate trying to
accuse 4 or the most errective pestors from Romania of tinenciel sebez-

--alseent.

i
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• 4a The rdulatioa of the number of ministers

this is a subtle policy of reduction of the numeor of priests
OW poet.re.

were Is on examples

In 196I, in Baptiet Community Tislsoers, there mere 120 pastors.
After the closing of some Churches, the number of pastors ws

ordced to 60. Up to now 30 pastors retired, dLed or were fired by
the Departant of Religion, so that only 30 resained to shom another
I er 4 tr added who graduated fron the Baptiat Theological Seminary.
At this moment there are in the Baptist CoNmunity Timlsosre about 35
poetOra P . a the Co*-ns rain reduce the

:2 VOeters fr 120 in 6 n ,. This ie a very good
performance for a reges tnt ho as goal to destroy the religion,
end in particular the Christian religion. From 35 pastors mentioned
above. 80% are over 55 years old. A small number or pastors sill be
oded in the next years. and so In the year 2000, there sill be loe
then 1S pastors in the Co.munity Tiieoars. The reduCt on is from
120 in 1961 to i5 in the year 20001

In the light of these facts about religious persecution in Romania
that continues and takes nee forces, we urgently ask that aN would not
be given to Romnle unler the following condition are mett

A. mfr given for only 1 year
I. The release or all the prisonere or conscience
C. Religious persecution stopped by the communist region
0. The husan rights to be respected

The unconditional mrN to Romenia or SFu for more then 1 year
would encourage the political regime from Bucharest to tighten the
persecution, the terror, the violeion of human rights and further
fight against the Christians.

Thank you for listening to my deposition.

Rey. Pevel Nicolescu

Spokesmen of the Committee "Defence
of The Religious freedom and of
Conscience (ALRC)
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NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.
10 MOCXZ33LLSU PTAZA, VEW TORK, X.J 10090

3UCWA..D W. 308Er

July 16, 1981

Hon. John Danforth, Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The National Foreign Trade Council, whose membership
comprises a broad cross section of highly diversified in-
terests engaged in all aspects of international trade and in-
vestment, supports the President's recommendation for a fur-
ther extension of the authority under the Trade Act of 1974
to waive the freedom of emigration requirements, under Sec-
tion 402 thereof, for the Socialist Republic ofRomania, the
Hungarian People's Republic and the People's Republic of
China.

A satisfactory balance of concessions in trade and ser-
vices has been maintained between the United States and those
countries. The United States currently enjoys a favorable ag-
gregate trade balance with them and we believe expansion of
this trade will be in the national interest. U.S. exports to
the PRC increased to $3.7 billion in 1980, from $1.7 billion
in 1979; to Romania to $722 million in 1980, from $501 mil-
lion in 1979; and to Hungary to $79 million, from $77.6 mil-
lion in 1979. Indications are that exports to those coun-
tries will increase. In addition to the economic benefits,
non-discriminatory trade helps create an environment of coop-
eration and reduced tension in which vital national objec-
tives can best be achieved.

It is respectfully requested that this statement on be-
half of the National Foreign Trade Council be included in the
record of the hearings on the President's recommendation to
extend the waiver authority for the above-mentioned countries
which are to be held by the Subcommittee on International
Trade on July 27.

Sincerely,

RWR: ew q 4k k
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caMt~r ON

EXIINSION OF MOST FAVORED NATION TREAThM

FOR RCMANIA

Control Data Corporation, a $4 billion computer and financial

services crnpany, strongly endorses the extension of Most-Favored-

Nation treatment for the Socialist Republic of Romania.

Over the past 15 years, Romania has demonstrated a growing

independence from the Soviet kion in the conduct of its foreign

policy.

Romania has, for example:

- opposed efforts of its fellow Warsaw Pact signatories to

increase military expenditures and consolidate command structure...

- strengthened its ties with the Soviet Union's rival, the

Peoples Republic of China ...

- stated that it would not permit its armed forces to take

orders from another country ...

- supported U.S. peace efforts in the Middle East (the only

Warsaw Pact country to do so) ...

-- condiyined Vietnam's invasion of Kampuchea and in general,

violation of any country's territorial integrity ...

- broadened its trade relations with the non-ccxmrist

world (since 1974, over half of its trade has increasingly been

with non-communist countries) ... and,

- permitted reasonably free emigration of Romanian Jews

wishing to leave the country, in accord with the Jackson-Vanik

amendment to the Trade Act of 1974.

Control Data believes it to be in the best interests of the

Ukiited States and world peace to signal the Romanians that the

U.S. recognizes and approves that country's growing independence

from the communist world by extending MFN.

Control Data feels uniquely qualified to endorse this action

because of the special relationship it has enjoyed with the
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Socialist Republic of Romania since 1968. That year, it began

actively marketing its products in Romania. In 1973, we entered

into a joint venture - the first joint venture between a cap-

italist company and a socialist entity. This company - RomC -

manufactures computer peripheral products of mature technology,

and 's 45 percent owned by Control Data, 55 percent by Romania.

Control Data's experience to date with our joint venture

has been most rewarding. Its success has encouraged Control Data

to enlarge its cooperative activities with our Romanian partner,

the Central Industrial for Electronics, Technology and Computers.

A ten-year extension of our agreement was signed in 1978 under

which our Romanian partner has agreed to expand the venture and

to share research and development costs, reducing the technological

risk for both sides.

We encourage more American companies to enter into sLmilar

cooperative agreements, not just for corporate profit, but to pro-

vide new avenues of conmunrcation and cooperation between East

and West.

Further, we propose that Congress provide for a more stable

business environment between the United States and Romania by

amending the Trade Act of 1974 so that HEN tariff treatment for

Romania does not require yearly renewal by the President. Conx-

sideration should be given to coupling the HFN provision to the

U.S.-Romanian 10-year agreement on economic, industrial and

technical cooperation now in force until 1986.
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F.7CONTIJL DAA

From Public Relations Department
5003 Executive Blvd

Rockville, Maryland 20852

Conlact Ralph W. Sheehy For Release Background
(301) 468-8340

0

ROM CONTROL DATA SRL

The joint manufacturing venture between Control Data

Corporation and the Romanian government was established in

April, 1973, for the purpose of manufacturing computer peripheral

equipment beneficial to both parties and to exchange and develop

technology related to those products. It was, and continues to

be, the first such joint venture between an American company

and Romania.

Ownership of the firm, known as Rom Control Data SRL, is

45 percent Control Data and 55 percent CIETC (Industrial Central

for Electronics and Computer Technology), the Romanian partner.

The venture was capitalized at $6 million, with Control Data's

contribution primarily technical know-how and support and unique

assembly and test equipment. CIETC's contribution consisted of

the manufacturing facility, a 65,000-square-foot building in

Bucharest, and tools.

Six Americans initially filled key management positions at

the plant, although the general manager has always been a

Romanian. Now, only one West German is on site as quality

assurance manager. However, there is direct management partic-

ipation by both partners -- four from each organization -- that

form a joint managing committee. Approximately 230 persons are

employed at Rom Control Data in tasks thst cover all aspects of

a manufacturing operation.
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Computer peripheral products manufactured by the joint venture

include drum printers, card readers, disk drives and band printers.

Through 1980, the venture has delivered more than 4,200 drum

printers, 3,150 card readers, 1,450 disk drives and 400 band

printers.

These products are marketed by both partners -- by Control

Data, primarily in Western Europe, and by CIETC, to its domestic

inarket and Eastern Europe.

A strong advocate of joint ventures in order to lower costs

and improve technology, Control Data said Romania provided a most

favorable climate because its economic plans included provisions

to buy peripheral products from the West and because it allows partial

Western ownership of a business enterprise within the country.

After seven years of operation, the joint venture has produced

high quality products at competitive costs and the organizational

ability to meet changing product requirements.

May 1981
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TRUTH ABOUT ROMANIA COMMITTEE
325 EAST 57TTH STREET

VJITI 14D

NEW YORK. N. Y. 1OZZ

July 20, 1981

Dear Sir

I am writing to you regarding the hearings scheduled for
July 27, 1981, by the Subcommittee on International Trade,
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, on a presidential re-
commandation for a further extension of the authority, under
the Foreign Trade Act of 1974, to waive, in the case of the
Socialist Republic of Romania the freedom of emigration
requirements of subsections (a) and (b) of section 402.

This letter is on behalf of the Truth About Romania Committee,
a non-profit, non-incorporated association of Americans and
U.S. Residents of Romanian descent . It was formed in 1973
and is dedicated to the task of disseminating the truth about
conditions in Romania, voicing, in the Free World, the freedom
aspirations of the Romanian people and calling for compliance
with basic human rights as a precondition for granting Yost-
Favored - Nation status to non-market economy countries .
Together with this letter, we are submitting, for the record
of the July 27 hearing, another communication which has been
addressed earlier to the Secretary of State . We feel that
the letter presents accurately the prevailing political and
economic conditions in Romania .
Politically, communist-ruled Romania has indeed not allowed
free emigration, as obligated under the Jackson-Vanik amend-
ment to the 1974 Foreign Trade Act . Communist-ruled Romania
is also known to persecute brutally those who struggle for
political and religious freedom .

Economically, the badly mismanaged Romanian economy is
showing signb of rapid deterioration. The standard of living
of the Romanian people is the lowest in Europe. The Most-
Favored-Nation clause has not improved the living conditions
of the Romanian people . It has demoralized the people and
strengthened the position of the communist rulers. In the words of

84-Ui n-al-
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June 16, 1981
Page Two

Secretary of State for Economic and Business Affairs Robert D.
Hormats (as quoted by economist Ann Critenden, The New York Times,
May 21, 1981): "The real story is that we - the West - are sub-
sidizing East European economies".

The case against subsidizing an economy, as that of Romania,
dedicated to pharaonic projects totally unrelated to the needs
of the people of Romania or to the interests of the U.S. - is
a strong one: strong enough to bring about reconsideration of
policies which so far have only been helpful to enemies of the
West.

Non-renewal of the M-F-N treatment for communist-ruled Romania
would make the Romanian people feel that they are not alone.
The long-term political advantage thus gained would certainly
outweigh the meager advantages the U.S. has been drawing from
its largesse.

Sincerely yours,

Prof. Brutus Coste,
President
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TRUTH ABOUT ROMANIA COMMITTEE
IS CAST S7TN STREET

NEW YORK, N Y. 10022

May 12, 1981

The Honorable
Alexander M. Haig
Secretary of State
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The forthcoming visit of Stefan Andrei, Foreign Minister
of the "Socialist Republic Romania" (SRR), to Washington,
is followed with mixed anticipation by the people of
Romania, as well as by the exiles who have been keeping
and still keep in close touch with their homelands.

On the one hand there is hope -- springing from the con-
fidence a huge majority of Romanians everywhere feel
toward the new American administration, as personified
by President Reagan and his Secretary of State. On the
other hand, there is concern that, under the influence
of shortsighted domestic factors and European allies,
these hopes might once again be dashed -- to the detriment
of the captive European nations and, even more, to that of
the United States and the cause of freedom in the world.

The tragic experiences the people of Romania underwent in
the last half century have given our people a keen sense
of realities. They have long ago ceased believing that the
U.S. would use force to deliver them from their bondage.
But they believe entitled to ask America and her European
allies:

(a) To leave unresolved issues on which agreement
is only possible on Soviet terms;

(b) To be guided by the principle that "if you
cannot help effectively your friends, do not
make their chains heavier";

(c) To refrain from morally and materially helping
the common enemy (now called adversary);

(d) To cease equating the Romaniaa people and
the communist regime;
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The Honorable Alexander M. Haig May 12, 1981
Secretary of State Page Two

(e) To keep alive in the United Nations and appro-
priate international conferences the issue of
denial, to the captive European nations, of
freedom and human rights.

Such tokens of solidarity would be morally right and politi-
cally wise. They would, furthermore, help preserve the spirit
of resistance in Romania (as well as in other captive lands)
at a time when, in the context of a deteriorating power
equation, the security of Western Europe is increasingly in
need of every potential source of deterrence against Soviet
expansionism.

With all this in mind, I ark your permission, Mr. Secretary,
to bring to your attention certain facts and recommendations
we consider pertinent to your talk with the Foreign Minister
of the most despotic among the communist countries of Europe.

1. The Romanian economy combines a steadily decreasing rate
of growth and the lowest standard of living in Europe.
Since 1960, the stress has been on the development of a
huge refining capacity at the very time when extraction
was fast declining. Last year, Romania produced only
11.6 million tons of oil and had to import 15 million
tons. Romania's oil bill soared to $4 billion per year.
Similar policies were pursued in the development of a
7 million ton steel-making capacity for which every
ton of cal and ore had to be imported. Add the total
neglect of agriculture and you have the key to under-
standing why the people of Romania have to go through
near-starvation; why do they have to spend daily count-
less hours in line to buy such staples as bread and
potatoes. Also, why the regime is so bitterly hated.

2. At the Congressional hearings held over the past six
years on the issue of extending to the SRR the benefits
of the Most Favored Nation's clause, supporters of the
extension, mainly government officials and businessmen
involved in trading with the SRR, came forward with the
claim that the American economy is drawing benefits at
least equal to those gained by the Bucharest regime. The
truth of the matter is that the totalitarian regime in
Romania is by far the most important beneficiary. It has
managed to pile up debts estimated at $9 to $10 billion
toward Western industrial countries, international insti-
tutions and private banks. In the light of Poland's
failure to service its $26 billion debt, it can be safely
anticipated that Romania will practically, if not formally,
default in a not-too-distant future.

I
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Had these loaOs generated improved living conditions for
the people of Romania and had they been conducive to aome
measure of observance of elementary human rights, the
absence of which permeates every-day life in Romania,
few would have objected.

3. But the point is precisely that the foreign-imposed
regime in Romania, instead of catering to the needs of
the population, continues to be the most faithful imi-
tator of Stalin's economic model:

- It runs the most centralized, bureaucratized and
corrupt command economy;

- It still assigns the highest priority to the
development of heavy industry notwithstanding the
fact that its cost of production and the low quali-
ty of its industrial products make it rn-competitive
on the world market; t

- It adheres, more rigidly and more stubbornly than any
other East-European communist-ruled country, to the
hated and therefore unproductive collectivized agxi-
culture;

- It keeps on allocating every year around 30% of its
GNP to investments which do not contribute in any
way to the betterment of living conditions.

4. Free nations should realize that long-term credits and
other forms of economic help enable the communist regime
in Romania to maintain, for political reasons, inhumane,
economically unworkable and bankrupt systems, such as
collectivized agriculture. Without Western help, the
communist regimes might be forced, by the pressure of
necessity, to give a higher priority to economic pr X-
lam , such as dissolving or radically reforming collec-
tive farming. Such developments would be apt to
strengthen the economic independence and hence the
political effectiveness of the peasantry.

5. As regards the extension of the MFN clause, it should
by now be common knowledge that in the narrow area of
emigration the performance of the SRR, over the last
six years, can only be described as tokenism, while
in the broader area of human rights quasi-complete
denial is the only accurate description.

Harassment of would-be-emigrants continues. It includes:
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job loss, demotion, refusal of emigration application
forms, confiscation of property, eviction from apartments,
expulsion from university qr other institutions of higher
learning, mail censorship, loss of telephone privileges,
military induction, physical assault, detention, assign-
ment to forced labor camps for refusal to take up any kind
of work and for leading a "parasitic life*, demand that
naturalized American citizens sponsoring Romanian emigrants
formally renounce their own Romanian citizenship (they
no longer have) and furthemore pay a substantial fee.

6. In its 46-page report of May 1979, on human rights in
Romania, Amnesty International notes that "since the
beginning of the 1970's a distinct pattern of persecution
of political dissidents has become apparent, and the
number of persons confined to forced labor camps or psychi-
atric hospitals or imprisoned for political reasons, has
significantly increased during this period.

Officially, the one year at forced labor is being described
as individuals who manifest "a parasitic attitude toward
Society". Decree 25/1976 claims that "no loss of freedom"
is involved. Former inmates contradict this claim.

The Free Trade Union of Romanian Workingen (SLOMR) was
suppressed within days after its establishment, in February
1979. All its leaders, headed by Dr. Ion Cana, Gheorghe
Brasoveanu, Vasile Paraschiv and Virgil Chender were placed
under arrest. Cana was given a five-year prison term; the
others simply disappeared. According to recent rumours,
the first two (i.e. the top-leaders) were released. This
rumour is unconfirmed.

On the religious front

Father Gheorghe Calciu-Dumitreasa - the highly esteemed
Romanian Orthodox priest - is still service a ten-year
conviction for bein7 a tremendously eloquent preacher.
According to ruJmours (which come and go) he was about to
be released. It is suspected that the rumours are planted
with the purpose of misleading the numerous faithful con-
ducting campaigns for his release.

The true leaders of the neo-protestant group have all been
expelled from Romania during the last year. Only the
pastors who joined the faction cooperating with the regime
can now continue their ministry.
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In conclusion, Mr. Secretary, it is our conviction that
the facts brought forth in this letter, as well as the
accurate data published by Amnesty International --
provide sufficient evidence in support of our expectation
that the time has come to reconsider the give-away poli-
cy the U.S. has been pursuing vis-a-vis the so-called
Socialist Republic Romania.

The dramatic events in Poland demonstrate that East
Europe is not lost and might become a pillar of the West.
These events have forced Ceausescu to drop his "indepen-
dence" mask. He now is true-to himself when declaring
that "had a firm attitude been taken against the anti-
socialist elements and forces, these events (in Poland)
would not have come to pass".

We trust and hope, Mr. Secretary, that you will take advantage
of Andrei's visit to announce:

- That given the SRR's consistent record of denial
of human rights, American economic aid will hence-
forth be linked to the observance of human rights
commitments embodied in the Helsinki Final Act and
the earlier covenants;

- That the U.S. will strongly oppose any attempt to
designate the SRR as the host-country of the next
Conference on Security in Europe (CSCE);

- That the Department of State will not recommend to
the President any extension of his authority to waive,
in the case of the SRR, subsections (a) and (b) of
section 402 of the Foreign Trade Act of 1974.

Very truly yours,

Brutus Coste, President
Professor Emeritus

BC: ems
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MAURICE D. ATKIN
CONSULTING ECONOMIST

1301 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE. N. W. SS07 UPPINGHA4 STREET
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20004 CHEVV CHASC, Ne- ZOOIS

•31S 700" OLIVER 6-149

TESTIMONY OF MAURICE D. ATKIN, CONSULTANT TO
CHILEWICH CORPORATION, NEW YORK, TO BE PRESENTED BEFORE

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE OF THE HOUSE WAYS &
MEANS COMMITTEE, JUNE 22, 1981

My name is Maurice D. Atkin. I am an economic con-

sultant and have represented the Chilewich Corporation in

Washington for the past 20 years. I welcome this opportunity

to testify on behalf of the Chilewich Corporation of New

York in favor of continuing Most Favored Nation status for

Rozihania.

The Chilewich Corporation is involved in the business

of exporting hides, which is the raw material for leather.

In 1980, the U.S. exported 1,045,520 hides to Romania in the

amount of approximately',$29 million. This may not represent

an overwhelming figure in terms of our gross national product.

It does, however, constitute 5% of U.S. overall exports of

hides and makes a significant contribution to the cattle and

beef industry of this country by providing an outlet for a

by-product generated in excess of our own demand and, as such,

provides important income to America's farm sector.
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It would indeed be to the interest of the United States

to maintain this open, mutually beneficial commercial

relationship with Romania. In its five year plan for economic

development for the 1981-85 period, Romania has identified a

number of priority sectors of its economy which will require

large-scale capital investments. Among these, for instance,

is the area of energy. Here, the U.S. is quite competitive

internationally in producing and marketing capital equipment.

This could impact most favorably on our trade-related dealings

with Romania.

It should be noted that since Congress supported the

Section 402 waiver, Romania has been an excellent trading,

partner. For example, in the last five years, U.S. exports

to Romania have grown from $277 million in 1976 to $722

million in 1980. In that same period, the U.S. imports from

Romania were $190-million in 1976, increasing to $310 million

in 1980. This represents a most favorable balance of trade.

Not only has American business benefited substantially

since its trading relationship with Romania was first

normalized, but it also stands to continue to do so as

Romania's efforts towards developing a strong and independent
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economy continue. United States involvement in the production

of items slated for export tm Romania means more jobs for

Americans, and industries dependent upon imports from Romania

also make a contribution to our economy. Moreover, such

bilateral trade relations are bound to lead to the creation

of stronger political ties and will continue to provide the

encouragement for Romania's full integration into the inter-

national trading systems.

Encouraging trade development between the United States.

and other.countries, in this instance Romania, is certain to

have a positive impact on our commercial and political

influence with those countries. Conversely, inhibiting'

trade for reasons other than the legitimate ones governing

every good business transaction would be counterproductive

and could adversely affect our country's efforts to reduce

antagonism and recrimination among nations. I would therefore

urge, on behalf of the Chilewich Corporation and myself, that

you and your Uommittee, Mr. Chairman, recommend the extension

of the Most Favored Nation treatment to Romania. I am

convinced that this is in our nation's and the world's best

interests.

Thank you.

0


